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Preface

In the field of power systemanalysis, an extensive amount of high-quality literature is available.

Most of these textbooks followmore or less the same line and cover the same topics. This book

differs from existing materials because the (steady-state) modeling of the power system

components is covered in appendices. Therefore, the focus in the chapters itself is not on the

modeling, but on the structure, functioning, and organization of the power system. The

appendices contribute to the book by offering material that is not an integral part of the main

text, but supports it, enhances it and as such is an integral part of the book.

The following is a short summary of the contents of the chapters and the appendices.

Chapter 1 (Introduction to Power System Analysis)

This first chapter describes the scope of the material, and is an introduction to the steady-state

analysis of power systems. Questions like ‘why AC’, ‘why 50 or 60 Hz’, ‘why sinusoidally-

shapedAC’, ‘why a three-phase system’ are addressed. The basics for a steady-state analysis of

balanced three-phase power systems are outlined, such as: phasors, single-line diagrams, active

power, reactive power, complex power, power factor, and per-unit normalization.

Chapter 2 (The Generation of Electric Energy)

Theconversion fromaprimarysourceofenergy toelectrical energy is the topicofChapter2.The

primary source of energy can be fossil fuels such as gas, oil and coal or uranium, but can come

from renewable sources as well: wind energy, hydropower, solar power, geothermal power. In

order tounderstand thenatureof a thermal powerplant,which is still themain source ofpower in

the system, the principals of thermodynamics are briefly discussed. The final conversion from

mechanical energy toelectrical energy is achievedby the synchronousmachine.Thecouplingof

the machine with the grid and the actual power injection is analyzed.

Chapter 3 (The Transmission of Electric Energy)

The transmission and distribution network is formed by the overhead lines, the underground

cables, the transformers and the substations between the points of power injection and power

consumption. Various substation concepts are presented, together with substation components

and the protection installed. The transformers, overhead transmission lines, and underground

cables are then considered in more detail. The transformer design, possible phase shift, and



specific properties due to themagnetic core are highlighted. As overhead transmission lines are

themost visible part of the power system, they are discussed from the point of viewofwhatmay

be seen and why it is like that. The underground cables are also considered, contrasting them

with overhead transmission.

Chapter 4 (The Utilization of Electric Energy)

The power system is designed and arranged in such a way that demand may be fulfilled:

consumers are supplied with the requested amount of active and reactive power at constant

frequency andwith a constant voltage. A load actually transforms the AC electrical energy into

another form of energy. The focus in this chapter is on the various types of loads that transform

the AC electrical energy into: mechanical energy (synchronous and induction motors), light,

heat,DCelectrical energy(rectifiers), andchemical energy.After that, the individual loads in the

system are clustered and classified as grid users according to three categories: residential loads

(mostly single-phase loads), commercial and industrial loads (often three-phase loads), and

electric railways (either DC or single-phase AC).

Chapter 5 (Power System Control)

Continuous control actions are necessary in the system for the control of thevoltage, tomaintain

the balance between the amount of generated and consumed electricity and to keep the system

frequency at either 50 Hz or 60 Hz. It is demonstrated that, in transmission networks, there is

more or less a ‘decoupling’ between the active power and the voltage angles on one side and the

reactivepower andvoltagemagnitudes on theother,which is thebasis for the control.Thepower

balance is maintained (primary control), and the system frequency deviation minimized

(secondary control), by controlling the active power output of the generators. Voltage is

controlled locally either at generator buses by adjusting the generator voltage control or at fixed

points in the system where tap-changing transformers, capacitor banks or other reactive power

consumers/producers are connected. FACTS-devices (Flexible AC Transmission Systems) are

largepower-electronic devices; theyareoperated in a shunt configuration for reactivepower and

voltage control, or they are connected in series to control the power flow.

Chapter 6 (Energy Management Systems)

In the control centre, the transmission and distribution of electrical energy are monitored,

coordinated and controlled. The Energy Management System (EMS) is the interface between

the operator and the actual power system. The SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition) system collects real-time measured data from the system and presents it to the

computer screen of the operator, and it sends control signals from the control centre to the actual

components in the network. The EMS is in fact an extension of the basic functionality of the

SCADA system and includes tools for the analysis and the optimal operation of the power

system. The state estimator serves as a ‘filter’ for the collectedmeasurement data; it determines

the state of the power system that matches best with the available measurements. This is

necessary input for other analysis programs in the EMS, like the loadflow or power flow, and

the optimal powerflow. The loadflow computation is one of the most important power system

computations, giving us insight into the steady-state behavior of the power system. Therefore,

besides thewell-knownNewton-Raphson loadflow, a decoupled loadflow and the DC loadflow

are also presented.
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Chapter 7 (Electricity Markets)

At a broad conceptual level, there exists such a thing as a ‘commonmarketmodel’ that provides

for both spot market trading coordinated by a grid/market operator and for bilateral contract

arrangements scheduled through the same entity. The spot market is based on a two-sided

auction model: both the supply and demand bids are sent to the power exchange. Market

equilibrium occurs when the economic balance among all participants is satisfied and the

benefits for society, called ‘the socialwelfare’, are at theirmaximumvalue.The power system is

a large interconnected system, so that multiplemarket areas are physically interconnected with

each other: this facilitates the export of electricity from low-price areas to high-price areas.

Chapter 8 (Future Power Systems)

In this chapter some developments, originating from the complex technological-ecological-

sociological andpolitical playingfieldand their possible consequenceson thepower system, are

highlighted. A large-scale implementation of electricity generation based on renewable

sources, for example, will cause structural changes in the existing distribution and transmission

networks. Many of these units are decentralized generation units, rather small-scale units that

are connected to the distribution networks often by means of a power-electronic interface. A

transition from the current ‘vertically operated power system’, into a ‘horizontally operated

power system’ in the future is notunlikely.Energy storagecanbeapplied to levelout largepower

fluctuations when the power is generated by renewable energy sources, driven by intermittent

primary energy. The complexity of the system increases because of the use of FACTS devices,

power-electronic interfaces, intermittent power production and so on. Chaotic phenomena are

likely to occur in the near future and large system blackouts will probably happen more often.

Appendix A (Maxwell’s Laws)
Circuit theory can be regarded as describing a restricted class of solutions of Maxwell’s

equations. In this chapter, power series approximations will be applied to describe the electro-

magnetic field. It is shown that the zero and first-order terms in these approximations (i.e. the

quasi-static fields) form the basis for the lumped-circuit theory. By means of the second-order

terms, the validity of the lumped-circuit theory at various frequencies can be estimated. It is the

electrical size of the structure – its size in terms of the minimum wavelength of interest in the

bandwidth overwhich themodelmust be valid – that dictates the sophistication and complexity

of the required model. A criterion is derived that relates the dimensions of the electromagnetic

structure with the smallest wavelength under consideration so that the validity of the lumped

element model can be verified.

Appendix B (Power Transformer Model)

Transformers essentially consist of two coils around an iron core. The iron core increases the

magnetic couplingbetween the twocoils andensures that almost all themagneticfluxcreatedby

one coil links the other coil. The central item of this appendix is themathematical description of

the voltage–current relations of the transformer. First, the voltage–current relation of an ideal

transformer, including the impedance transformation, are given. After that, a more general

descriptionof the transformerbymeansofmagnetically coupledcoils is derived. In thenext step

the non-ideal behavior of the transformer, comprising leakage flux and losses in the windings

and in the iron core, is taken into account and a transformer equivalent circuit is derived. The

appendixendswith an overviewof single-phase equivalentmodels of three-phase transformers.
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Appendix C (Synchronous Machine Model)

A synchronous generator generates electricity by conversion of mechanical energy into elec-

trical energy. The two basic parts of the synchronous machine are the rotor and the armature or

stator. The iron rotor is equipped with a DC-excited winding which acts as an electromagnet.

When the rotor rotates and the rotorwinding is excited, a rotatingmagnetic field is present in the

air-gapbetween the rotor and the armature.Thearmaturehas a three-phasewinding inwhich the

time-varyingEMFisgeneratedby the rotatingmagneticfield. For the analysis of thebehavior of

the synchronous machine in the power system, a qualitative description alone is not sufficient.

The central itemof this appendix is themathematical description of thevoltage–current relation

of the synchronous generator. Based on the voltage–current relation, a circuit model is devel-

oped that is connected to an infinite bus to study the motor and generator behavior.

Appendix D (Induction Machine Model)
The induction machine is an alternating current machine that is very well suited to be used as a

motorwhen it is directly supplied from the grid. The stator of the inductionmachine has a three-

phasewinding; the rotor is equippedwith a short-circuited rotor winding.When the rotor speed

is different from the speed of the rotating magnetic field generated by the stator windings, we

describe the rotor speed as being asynchronous, inwhich case the short-circuited rotorwindings

are exposed to a varying magnetic field that induces an EMF and currents in the short-circuited

rotor windings. The induced rotor currents and the rotating stator field result in an electro-

magnetic torque that attempts to pull the rotor in the direction of the rotating stator field. The

central item of this appendix is themathematical description of thevoltage–current relation and

the torque–current relations of the induction machine. Based on the voltage-current relation, a

circuit model is developed.

Appendix E (The Representation of Lines and Cables)

When we speak of electricity, we think of current flowing through the conductors of overhead

transmission lines and underground cables, on its way from generator to load. This approach is

valid because the physical dimensions of the power system are generally small compared to the

wavelength of the currents and voltages in steady-state analysis. This enables us to apply

Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws and use lumped elements in our modeling of overhead

transmission lines and underground cables. We can distinguish four parameters for a transmis-

sion line: the series resistance (due to the resistivity of the conductor), the inductance (due to the

magneticfield surrounding theconductors), thecapacitance (due to theelectricfieldbetween the

conductors) and the shunt conductance (due to leakage currents in the insulation). Three

different models are derived which, depending on the line length, can be applied in power

system analysis.

In the process of writing this book, we sometimes felt like working on a film script: we put the

focus on selected topics and zoomed in or out whenever necessary, as there is always a delicate

balance between the thing that youwant tomake clear and the depth of the explanation to reach

this goal. We hope that we have reached our final goal, and that this book provides you with a

coherent and logical introduction to the interesting world of electrical power systems!

Whilewriting thisbookwegratefullymadeuseof the lecturenoteswhichhavebeenusedover

the years at the Delft University of Technology and the EindhovenUniversity of Technology in

the Netherlands. The appendices on themodeling of the transformer, the synchronous machine
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and the inductionmachine are based on the excellentDutch textbook ofDrMartinHoeijmakers

on the conversion of electrical energy. We are very grateful for the careful reading of the

manuscript by Prof. Emeritus Koos Schot, Robert van Amerongen and Jan Heijdeman. We

would like to thank Ton Kokkelink and Rene Beune, both from TenneT TSO B.V., for their

valuable comments on Chapters 5 and 7 respectively. The helpful comments and support of

Prof.WilKling, Prof.BrahamFerreira, Prof. JohanSmit,DrBobPaapandDrHenkPolinder, all

of the Electrical Power Engineering Department of the Delft University of Technology, are

greatly acknowledged.

The companion website for the book is http://www.wiley.com/go/powersystem

P.H. Schavemaker and L. van der Sluis
The Netherlands
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1
Introduction to Power
System Analysis

1.1 INTRODUCTION

As electricity comes out of theACoutlet every day, and has already been doing so formore than

100 years, it may nowadays be regarded as a commodity. It is a versatile and clean source of

energy; it is fairly cheap and ‘always available’. In the Netherlands, for instance, an average

household encountered only 35minutes’ interruption to their supply in theyear 2006 [7] out of a

total of 8760 hours, resulting in an availability of 99.99334 %!

Society’sdependenceon this commodityhasbecomecritical and the social impactof a failing

power system is beyond imagination:

� cars would not be refueled as gas station pumps are driven by electricity;

� the sliding doors of shops and shopping malls would not be able to open or close and people

would therefore be locked out or in;

� electrified rail systems, such as subways and trains, would come to a standstill;

� traffic lights would not work;

� refrigerators would stop;

� heating/cooling installations would fail;

� cash dispensers would be offline;

� computers would serve us no longer;

� water supplies would stop or run out.

Many more examples may be given, but the message is clear: electric power systems are the

backbone of modern society (see Figure 1.1) and chaos would result if the electricity supply

failed for an extended period.

Our society needs engineers who know how to design, build and operate an electrical power

system. So let’s discover what lies beyond the AC outlet and enter the challenging world of

power system analysis . . .

Electrical Power System Essentials Pieter Schavemaker and Lou van der Sluis

# 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd



1.2 Scope of the Material

Power system analysis is a broad subject, too broad to cover in a single textbook. The authors

confine themselves to an overview of the structure of the power system (from generation, via

transmission and distribution to customers) and only take into account its steady-state

behavior. This means that only the power frequency (50Hz or 60Hz) is considered. An

interesting aspect of power systems is that the modeling of the system depends on the time

scale under review. Accordingly, the models for the power system components that are used

in this book have a limited validity; they are only valid in the steady-state situation and for the

analysis of low-frequency phenomena. In general, the time scales we are interested in are as

follows.

� Years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes and seconds for steady-state analysis at power

frequency (50Hz or 60Hz).

This is the time scale onwhich this text book focuses. Steady-state analysis covers avarietyof

topics such as: planning, design, economic optimization, load flow / power flow computa-

tions, fault calculations, state estimation, protection, stability and control.

� Milliseconds for dynamic analysis (kHz).

Understanding the dynamic behavior of electric networks and their components is impor-

tant in predicting whether the system, or a part of the system, remains in a stable state after

a disturbance. The ability of a power system to maintain stability depends heavily on the

controls in the system to dampen the electromechanical oscillations of the synchronous

generators.

� Microseconds for transient analysis (MHz).

Transient analysis is of importancewhen wewant to gain insight into the effect of switching

actions, e.g. when connecting or disconnecting loads or switching off faulty sections, or into

Figure 1.1 The Earth’s city lights, indicating the most urbanized areas. Reproduced by permission of

NASA, taken from The Visible Earth.
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the effect of atmospheric disturbances, such as lightning strokes, and the accompanyingover-

voltages and over-currents in the system and its components.

Although the power system itself remains unchangedwhendifferent time scales are considered,

components in the power system should be modeled in accordance with the appropriate time

frame.Anexample to illustrate this is themodelingof anoverhead transmission line.For steady-

state computations at power frequency thewavelength of the sinusoidal voltages and currents is

6000 km (in the case of 50Hz):

l ¼ v

f
¼ 3� 105

50
¼ 6000 km ð1:1Þ

l the wave length [km]

v the speed of light � 300000 [km/s]

f the frequency [Hz¼ 1/s]

Thus, the transmission line is, so to speak, of ‘electrically small’ dimensions compared to

the wavelength of the voltage. The Maxwell equations can therefore be approximated by a

quasi-static approach and the transmission line can accurately be modeled by lumped

elements (see also Appendix A (Maxwell’s laws)). Kirchhoff’s laws may fruitfully be used

to compute the voltages and currents. When the effects of a lightning stroke have to be

analyzed, frequencies of 1 MHz and higher occur and the typical wavelength of the voltage

and current waves is 300 m or less. In this case the transmission line is far from being

‘electrically small’ and it is not allowed to use the lumped-element representation any more.

The distributed nature of the transmission line has to be taken into account and we have to

calculate with travelling waves.

Despite the fact that we mainly use lumped-element models in our book, it is important to

realize that the energy ismainly stored in the electromagnetic fields surrounding the conductors

rather than in the conductors themselves as is shown in Figure 1.2. The Poynting vector, being

the outer product of the electric field intensity vector and the magnetic field intensity vector,

indicates the direction and intensity of the electromagnetic power flow [13,27]:

S ¼ E�H ð1:2Þ
S the Poynting vector [W/m2]

E the electric field intensity vector [V/m]

H the magnetic field intensity vector [A/m]

Due to the finite conductivity of the conductor material and the finite permeability of the

transformer core material, a small electric field component is present inside the conductor and

a small magnetic field component results in the transformer core:

E ¼ J

s
ð1:3Þ

J the current density vector [A/m2]

s the conductivity [S/m]

H ¼ B

m
ð1:4Þ

Scope of the Material 3



B the magnetic flux density vector [T¼AH/m2]

m the permeability [H/m]

This leads to small Poynting vectors pointing towards the conductor and the transformer core:

the losses in the transmission lineand the transformerare fed fromtheelectromagneticfield, as is

the power consumed by the load.

1.3 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER SYSTEMS

Most of the power systems are 50Hz or 60Hz three-phase AC systems. The voltage levels used

are quite diverse. In the following sections we explain why these choices have been made.

1.3.1 AC versus DC Systems

The choice for AC systems over DC systems can be brought back to the ‘battle’ between

Nicolas Tesla (1856–1943) and Thomas Alva Edison (1847–1931). Edison managed to let

a light bulb burn for 20 hours in the year 1879. He used a 100 V DC voltage and this was one
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Figure 1.2 Transmission line – transformer – transmission line – load: the energy is stored in the

electromagnetic field.
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of the main drawbacks of the system. At that time a DC voltage could not be transformed

to another voltage level and the transportation of electricity at the low voltage level of

100Vover relatively short distances already requires very thick copper conductors to keep

the voltage drop within limits; this makes the system rather expensive. Nevertheless, it took

quite some time before AC became the standard. The reason for this was that Edison, besides

being a brilliant inventor, was also a talented and cunning businessman as will become clear

from the following anecdote. Edison tried to conquer the market and made many efforts to

have theDCadopted as the universal standard. But behind the scenes he also tried hard to have

AC adopted for a special application: the electric chair. After having accomplished this,

Edison intimidated the general public into choosing DC by claiming that AC was highly

dangerous; the electric chair being the proof of this! Eventually AC became the standard

because transformers can quite easily transform the voltage from lower to higher voltage

levels and vice versa.

Nowadays, power-electronic devicesmake it possible to convertAC toDC,DC toACandDC

to DCwith a high rate of efficiency and the obstacle of altering the voltage level in DC systems

has disappeared. What determines, in that case, the choice between AC and DC systems?

Of course, financial investments do play an important role here. The incremental costs of DC

transmission over a certain distance are less than the incremental costs of AC, because in a DC

system two conductors are needed whereas three-phase AC requires three conductors. On the

other hand, the power-electronic converters for the conversion of AC to DC at one side, and

from DC to AC at the other side, of the DC transmission line are more expensive than the AC

transmission terminals. If the transmission distance is sufficiently long, the savings on the

conductors overcome the cost of the converters, as shown in Figure 1.3, andDC transmission is,

from a capital investment point of view, an alternative to AC.

The following are a few of the examples of HVDC (High-Voltage DC) applications.

� Longsubmarine crossings.For example: theBaltic cable between theScandinaviancountries

and Germany, and the 600 km cable connection between Norway and the Netherlands (the

NorNed Cable Project).

� Asynchronous interconnection to interconnect networks that operate at different frequencies.

For example: theHVDC inter-tie connection between the 50Hz, 500 kVArgentinean system

and the 60Hz, 525 kV Brazilian system.

50 km submarine cable
overhead line

Transmission distance

DC converter
stations

AC stations

Break-even
distance

DC

AC

Cost

800–1000 km

Figure 1.3 Break-even distance for HVDC [12].
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� Asynchronous interconnection to interconnect networks that operate at the same frequency

but cannot be connected by means of AC due to stability reasons or operational differences.

For example: the Scandinavian Nordel system is asynchronously connected to the western

continentalEuropeanUCTEsystem, the sameapplies for theUSEastern Interconnection and

the USWestern Interconnection.

Also in our domestic environment DC systems are present as the majority of our electronic

equipmentworks internallywithaDCvoltage:personal computers, hifiequipment, video,DVD

players, the television and so on.

Shape of the alternating voltage

When an alternating voltage is considered, several types of alternating voltage are possible, like

sinusoidal, block or triangular-shaped voltages, as depicted in Figure 1.4. For power systems,

the sinusoidal alternatingvoltage is the right one tochoose.Byapproximation, thepower system

can be considered to be a linear time-invariant dynamic (LTI) system. The elementary opera-

tions in such a system are: multiplication with a constant number, addition and subtraction of

quantities and delay in time (phase shift). When we perform these operations on a sinusoidal

signal of constant frequency, another sinusoidal signal with the same frequency is the result.

The same applies for differentiation and integration. The signal, after manipulation, may differ

in amplitude or may be out of phase with the original signal, but the frequency and the shape

of the signal have not been affected. This is not the case when the other alternating-voltage

shapes are used.

In other words: a sinusoidal excitation of a linear system results in a sinusoidal response.

Therefore, all the voltages and currents in the power system are sinusoidal and have the same

frequency so that the components in the system can be designed for this wave shape.

Sinusoidal alternating voltage

When we talk about an alternating sinusoidal voltage (or current), we generally refer to the

so-called RMS (Root Mean Square) value or effective value of the voltage (or current). This

RMS or effective value of a sinusoidal alternating voltage (or current) is the equivalent value of

the corresponding direct voltage (or current) that dissipates the same amount of power in a given

resistorduringone timeperiodof thealternatingvoltage(or current).Wewillderive this equality

for the DC and AC circuit shown in Figure 1.5.

The power dissipated in the resistance in the DC circuit is:

P ¼ V2

R
¼ I2R ð1:5Þ

vv

tt

v

t

Figure 1.4 Alternating voltages: triangular, sinusoidal and block.
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When we write the voltage and the current in the AC circuit as:

vðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j sinðotÞ and iðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sinðotÞ ð1:6Þ

o the angular frequency ðo ¼ 2pf Þ [rad/s]
the instantaneous power dissipated in the AC circuit is:

pðtÞ ¼ v2ðtÞ
R

¼ i2ðtÞR ð1:7Þ

and for the average power this results in:

P ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

v2

R
dt ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

i2R dt ð1:8Þ

T the period of the sine wave ðT ¼ 1=f ¼ 2p=oÞ [s]
When the power in the DC circuit (Equation 1.5) and the average power in the AC circuit

(Equation 1.8) are demanded to be equal, we can write:

V2 ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

v2dt and I2 ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

i2dt ð1:9Þ

and substitution of the equations for the alternating voltage and current (Equation 1.6) gives us:

V ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

v2dt

vuuut ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

sin2ðotÞdt

vuuut ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j

ffiffiffi
1

2

r
¼ jV j

I ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

i2dt

vuuut ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

sin2ðotÞdt

vuuut ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj

ffiffiffi
1

2

r
¼ jIj

ð1:10Þ

jVj the RMS or effective value of the alternating voltage

jIj the RMS or effective value of the alternating current

So summing up: the RMS or effective value of a sinusoidal alternating voltage (or current) is

equal to thevalue of the equivalent direct voltage (or current) that dissipates the same amount of

power in a given resistor during one time period of the alternating voltage (or current).

V R

I

R

+

-

i t( )

v t( )

Figure 1.5 The definition of RMS values of sinusoidal quantities.
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The expression RMS (Root Mean Square) is related to the previously derived expressions:

Root
Mean

Square

jV j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

v2dt

vuuut ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

ðT

0

sin2ðotÞdt

vuuut ð1:11Þ

The term below the square root in Equation 1.11 is in fact the mean of sin2 ðotÞ, as indicated in
Figure 1.6.

From the equations of the sinusoidal voltage and current (Equation 1.6), we see the relation

between the RMS value and the peak value:

ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j ¼ V̂ and

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj ¼ Î ð1:12Þ

It is the RMS value of the sinusoidal voltage and current that is read by the common type of

voltmeters and ammeters.

Example 1.1 RMS and peak value

Whenwe speak of avoltageof 230V, theRMSvalue of thevoltage amounts to 230Vwhile the

peak value of the sinusoidal voltage is
ffiffiffi
2

p � 230 ¼ 325V.

1.3.2 50Hz and 60Hz Frequency

The choice of the frequency is not as arbitrary as one might think. Between 1885 and 1900 a

diversity of frequencieswas used in theUnitedStates: 140, 133 1/3, 125, 83 1/3, 66 2/3, 60, 50,

40, 33 1/3, 30, 25 and 16 2/3 Hz [9,18,21,28]. Each frequency had its own field of application.

The power frequency finally came out at 60 Hz in North America, Brazil and Japan and at

50Hz in most of the other countries. Nowadays, 16 2/3 (Europe) and 25Hz (North America)

are in use for railway applications and is 400Hz a popular frequency on board of ships,

airplanes and oil rigs.

v

1

-1

0

v2

1

-1

0

mean = 0.5

t t

mean = 0

Figure 1.6 Mean value of a squared sine.
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A too low frequency, such as 10 or 20Hz, is useless for domestic lighting as the human eye

records this as flicker. On the other hand, the frequency cannot be too high as:

� the hysteresis losses in the transformer core increase in proportion to the frequencywhile the

eddy current losses increase in quadratic proportion to the frequency;

� the capacitive reactance of cables and transmission lines increases ðX ¼ –1=oCÞ;
� the inductive reactance, and the related voltage drop, increases ðX ¼ oLÞ;
� the electromagnetic interference with the radio traffic will grow.

Yet there is also an advantage in using a higher power system frequency and that is that the

power-to-weight ratio of transformers, motors and generators is higher. In other words, the

components can be smaller while the power output is the same. The formula of Esson gives a

generalized expression for the power of an electrical machine:

P ¼ K � D2 � l � n ð1:13Þ

K the ‘output coefficient’ [J/m3], which depends on the type of machine, the type of cooling

and the magnetic material used.

D the diameter of the armature [m]

l the axial length of the armature [m]

n the rotational speed of the machine [1/s]

From Equation 1.13 we see that when we increase the rotational speed, by choosing a

higher system frequency, the dimension of the machine can be smaller for the same output

power.

Another example is the transformer. The relation between the applied voltage and the

resulting flux is given by the following equations:

v1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV1j cosðotÞ ¼ N1

d�

dt

�ðtÞ ¼ C þ
ffiffiffi
2

p jV1j
oN1

sinðotÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
j�j sinðotÞ

j�j ¼ jBjA

ð1:14Þ

N1 the number of turns of the primary transformer winding

� the magnetic flux [Wb¼Vs]

C the integration constant [Wb]; zero in steady-state conditions

B the magnetic flux density [T¼Wb/m2]

A the cross-sectional area of the iron transformer core [m2]

We see that when the applied voltage remains the same, a higher system frequency ðo ¼ 2pf Þ
results in a lower effective value of the magnetic flux ðj�jÞ so that we can use a smaller cross-

sectional area for the iron core when we keep the magnetic flux density constant.

When there is freedom to choose the system frequency, a higher frequency can be very

advantageous, especially in the case thatweight and volumeplay a role, for example onboard of

airplanes and ships.
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1.3.3 Balanced Three-phase Systems

The transmission and distribution systems are three-phase systems. In this bookwewill restrict

ourselves to balanced three-phase power systems. In the case of a balanced three-phase system,

the sinusoidal voltages are of equal magnitude in all three phases and shifted in phase by 120

degrees, as shown in Figure 1.7:

va ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cosðotÞ

vb ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cos ot � 2p

3

� �

vc ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cos ot � 4p

3

� � ð1:15Þ

Furthermore, thenetworkhas identical impedances ineachphase and the loads are identical.We

can imagine the three-phase system consisting of three separate single-phase systems, as

depicted in Figure 1.8 (a). Since the voltages in the three phases are equal in magnitude and

120 degrees shifted in phase and since the impedances in the three phases are equal, the currents

will also be equal in magnitude and shifted in phase by 120 degrees:

ia ¼ va

Z
¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ

ib ¼ vb

Z
¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cos ot � j� 2p

3

� �

ic ¼ vc

Z
¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cos ot � j� 4p

3

� � ð1:16Þ

When the three return conductors are combined as a single return conductor, the three-phase

systeminFigure1.8 (b) canbedrawn.Thecurrent through thecommonreturnconductor is equal

to the sum of the three individual phase currents:

in ¼ ia þ ib þ ic

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ þ cos ot � j� 2p

3

� �
þ cos ot � j� 4p

3

� �� �
¼ 0

ð1:17Þ

va vb vc

t

6.67 ms ⇔ 120°

Figure 1.7 Phase voltages in a balanced three-phase power system (50Hz).
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Because thecurrent in thecommonreturnconductor iszero, in thecaseofabalanced three-phase

power system with a balanced load, this common return conductor can be removed (see

Figure 1.8 (c)) and a network with only three conductors results.

Because of the fact that in the power system many single-phase loads (domestic users, and

also some industrial ones) are connected, the utilities try todivide the single-phase loads equally

Z

ZZ

va

vc vb

ia

ic

ib

(a)

(b)

(c)

Z

ZZ

va

vc vb

ia

ic

ib

Z

ZZ

va

vc vb

ia

ic

ib

in

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

Figure 1.8 A balanced three-phase power system.
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over the three phases (see also Section 4.3 (Classification of Grid Users)). The assumption that

the power system is balanced is therefore a valid approximation.

The reason to build a power system as a three-phase system is twofold as explained below.

Power considerations

The voltage and current of a single-phase inductive load can be written as:

vðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ and iðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ ð1:18Þ

and the instantaneous power, consumed by this load, amounts to:

pðtÞ ¼ 2jV jjIj cosðotÞ cosðot � jÞ
¼ jV jjIj½cosðjÞ þ cosð2ot � jÞ� ð1:19Þ

From this expression we learn that the single-phase instantaneous power is not constant, but

varies in timewith double the power frequency (2ot). This is rather unpleasant, especiallywhen
theelectrical energy isused forelectricalmotors and tractionapplications,because this results in

a pulsating torque on the axis of the machine.

The voltages and currents of a balanced three-phase inductive load can be written as:

va ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ ia ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ

vb ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cos ot � 2p

3

� �
ib ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cos ot � j� 2p

3

� �

vc ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cos ot � 4p

3

� �
ic ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cos ot � j� 4p

3

� � ð1:20Þ

and the instantaneous power, consumed by this load, amounts to:

pðtÞ ¼ vaia þ vbib þ vcic

¼ jV jjIj½cosðjÞ þ cosð2ot � jÞ�

þ jV jjIj cosðjÞ þ cos 2ot � j� 4p
3

� �� �
ð1:21Þ

þ jV jjIj cosðjÞ þ cos 2ot � j� 2p
3

� �� �

¼ 3jV jjIj cosðjÞ
Inabalanced three-phasepower system, the instantaneouspower is constant!This is in fact valid

for every balanced power system with more than three phases. For an n-phase system we can

write the following general expression for the instantaneous power:

pðtÞ ¼ njV jjIj cosðjÞ þ jV jjIj
Xn
k¼1

cos 2ot � j� 2k � 2p
n

� �
¼ njVjjIj cosðjÞ

þ jVjjIj cosð2ot � jÞ
Xn
k¼1

cos 2k � 2p
n

� �
þ jVjjIj sinð2ot � jÞ

Xn
k¼1

sin 2k � 2p
n

� �

ð1:22Þ
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A close observation of the terms behind the summation signs reveals:

Xn
k¼1

cos 2k � 2p
n

� �
¼ 0 8 n � 3

Xn
k¼1

sin 2k � 2p
n

� �
¼ 0 8 n � 1

ð1:23Þ

Thus, the instantaneous power, as given inEquation1.22, is constant for everynumber of phases

greater than or equal to three. Then why do we apply a three-phase system and not a four- or

five-phase system? This is because each phase requires its own conductor, and the balanced

three-phase system is the system with the smallest number of phase conductors capable of

delivering constant instantaneous power.

The power supplied by the balanced three-phase systemequals three times the average power

supplied by one of the three single-phase systems ofwhich the system is built up,while only one

extraconductor is required.As thecosine termwith thedouble frequency inEquation1.19hasan

average value of zero, the average power supplied by the single-phase system amounts to:

P1f ¼ jV jjIj cosðjÞ ð1:24Þ

Theaveragepower suppliedby the balanced three-phase systemequals the instantaneouspower

(Equation 1.21):

P3f ¼ pðtÞ ¼ 3jV jjIj cosðjÞ ¼ 3P1f ð1:25Þ

The three-phase system depicted in Figure 1.8 (c) transports the same amount of power as the

three-phase systembuilt of three individual single-phase systems, as shown inFigure1.8 (a), but

with only half the number of conductors!

Rotating magnetic field

A three-phase system is able to produce a rotating magnetic field, as is visualized in Figure 1.9.

This is a very important property as all ACmachines operate on this principle. In a three-phase

coil system, the resulting magnetic field vector rotates with a constant magnitude, while in a

single-phase coil system themagnitude of the magnetic field vector varies in one direction (see

Figure 1.10). The expressions for the currents in the three-phase coil system are:

i1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sinðotÞ

i2 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � 2p

3

� �

i3 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � 4p

3

� � ð1:26Þ
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and the resulting magnetic fields can be written as:

H1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj sinðotÞ sinðxÞ

H2 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj sin ot � 2p

3

� �
sin x� 2p

3

� �

H3 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj sin ot � 4p

3

� �
sin x� 4p

3

� �
ð1:27Þ

t the time [s]; t ¼ 0 $ H1 ¼ 0 8x.
x the circumferential position [rad]; x ¼ 0 $ H1 ¼ 0 8t.

Therefore, in the three-phase coil system, the resulting magnetic field amounts to:

i1

v1

i2 i3

v2

v3

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

t7...t12: reverse of t1...t6

resultant magnetic field vectormagnetic field vector of one phase

3 2 3
2

1

2

1 1

2

3

1

3

1

32
32

+

-

+

-

+

-

i1

i2

i3

t

Figure 1.9 Magnetic field generated by a three-phase coil system [17].
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Hr ¼ H1 þ H2 þ H3

¼ 1

2

ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj½cosðot � xÞ � cosðot þ xÞ�

þ 1

2

ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj cosðot � xÞ � cos ot þ x� 4p

3

� �� �

þ 1

2

ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj cosðot � xÞ � cos ot þ x� 2p

3

� �� �

¼ 3

2

ffiffiffi
2

p
jHj cosðot � xÞ

ð1:28Þ

When the timevaries and the radial position is kept equal to x ¼ ot, the resultingmagnetic field

vector remains constant in length Hr ¼ ð3=2Þ ffiffiffi
2

p jHj and rotates with a constant velocity

dx=dt ¼ o [rad/s].

When a compass needle is positioned in themiddle of the three-phase coil system, the needle

keeps pacewith the rotating field,which is a crude equivalent of the synchronousmotor.When a

copper cylinder is placed in the centre of the three-phase coil system, the rotating field drags the

cylinder around with it, and we have a primitive equivalent of the induction motor.

Example 1.2 ‘Two-phase’ system

It is possible to create a system with two phase windings that delivers constant instantaneous

power and that produces a rotating magnetic field. To achieve this, the voltages in the two

phases should be 90 degrees out of phase. The voltages and currents of a balanced two-phase

inductive load can be written as:

v1

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

i1

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12

t7...t12: reverse of t1...t6

+

-

i1

t

Figure 1.10 Magnetic field generated by a single-phase coil system.
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va ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cosðotÞ ia ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ

vb ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cos ot � p

2

� �
ib ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cos ot � j� p

2

� � ð1:29Þ

and the instantaneous power, consumed by this load, amounts:

pðtÞ ¼ vaia þ vbib

¼ jV jjIj½cosðjÞ þ cosð2ot � jÞ�
þ jVjjIj½cosðjÞ þ cosð2ot � j� pÞ�

¼ 2jV jjIj cosðjÞ

ð1:30Þ

The resulting magnetic field vector of the two-phase coil system rotates with a constant

amplitude as visualized in Figure 1.11.

A drawback of such a two-phase system is that the current through the return conductor is

not equal to zero:

in ¼ ia þ ib 6¼ 0 ð1:31Þ

Accordingly, this system requires as many conductors (three) as a balanced three-phase

system but only a power pðtÞ ¼ 2jVjjIj cosðjÞ is transported (compared to

pðtÞ ¼ 3jVjjIj cosðjÞ in the three-phase system).

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

t7...t12: reverse of t1...t6

resultant magnetic field vectormagnetic field vector of one phase

i1

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12

i2

v1

+

-

v2

+ -

t

i1

i2

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

2

Figure 1.11 Magnetic field generated by a two-phase coil system.
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1.3.4 Voltage Levels

The range of voltage ratings finds its origin in the use of carbon arc lamps in the early days of the

power system. These lamps, the source of electric lighting before the incandescent lamp was

invented,workedwith aDCvoltageof55V. In thosedays the systemswere laidout as three-wire

systems, with conductors at a potential of�55V, 0 Vand 55 Vas shown in Figure 1.12 (b). In

this configuration a higher voltage of 110 V was available as well. By using such a three-

conductor system one could save considerably on copper. In the system with two conductors

(Figure 1.12 (a)), the losses equal I2 � 2R,with a resistance per conductor ofR and a total copper

weight of 100%. In case of the three-conductor system, the losses equal ðI2=4Þ � 2r (note that
the current in the middle conductor equals zero). In case of equal losses in the two systems, the

resistance per conductor in the three-conductor system equals: r ¼ 4R. Therefore, the copper

weight per conductor is reduced to 25% which brings the total required copper weight to

3=2 � 25% ¼ 37:5% of the copper needed for the two-wire lay out.

The choice for a higher voltage level of 220V (and in Europe later on for 230V)wasmade in

order to reduce losses, as is illustrated in Figure 1.13. Both voltage sources deliver a power of

VI ¼ 2V � I=2. The losses in the circuitwith supply voltageV equal I2 � 2R, while the losses in
the circuit with double this supply voltage amount to ðI2=4Þ � 2R, whichmeans a loss reduction

of 75%.When the choice was made for the alternating voltage system, the same voltage levels

were maintained.

The voltage ratings in a power system can be divided into three levels:

� the generation level: 10 kV- 25 kV.The power is generated at a relatively low-voltage level to

keep the high-voltage insulation of the generator armature within limits;

� the transmission level: 110 kV - 420 kV and higher (in the former Soviet Union even the

1200 kV level is in operation);

� the distribution level: 10 kV- 72.5 kV.

V V

V

R

R

r

r

rI

I 2⁄

I 2⁄

)b()a(

Figure 1.12 Two (a) and three (b) conductor system.
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Figure 1.13 Reducing losses by increasing the voltage level.
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The power is supplied to the customer at a variety of voltage levels; heavy-industrial consumers

can be connected from 150 kV till 10 kV while households are connected to the 0.4 kV voltage

level. The changeover betweenvoltage levels ismade by transformers. Thevoltage ratings used

in the Dutch system are shown in Figure 1.14.

Line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltages

Thevoltage ratings of three-phase systems are usually expressed as line-to-linevoltages instead

of line-to-neutral voltages, as is illustrated in Figure 1.15. When the line-to-neutral voltages in

the phases a and b are:

van ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ

vbn ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cos ot � 2p

3

� � ð1:32Þ

the line-to-line voltage between the phases a and b can be calculated as follows:

vab ¼ van � vbn ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cosðotÞ � cos ot � 2p

3

� �� �

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj 2 � cos p

6

� �
� cos ot þ p

6

� �h i
¼

ffiffiffi
3

p ffiffiffi
2

p
jVj cos ot þ p

6

� �h i ð1:33Þ

380 kV 220 kV

150 kV 110 kV

50 kV

10 kV

Vk4.0Vk4. Vk 4.000.4 kV

10 kV**Vk01Vk01

high voltage

intermediate voltage

medium voltage

low voltage

0.4 kV

20 kV

110 kV

Figure 1.14 Voltage levels and transformation steps in the Dutch power system [6]; *this voltage level

can be 20 kVas well.
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Theamplitudeof the line-to-linevoltage is
ffiffiffi
3

p
times the amplitudeof the line-to-neutral voltage

ðjVabj ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p jVanjÞ and the line-to-line voltage vab leads the line-to-neutral voltage van by 30

electrical degrees.

In this textbook, a line-to-line voltage will have the subscript LL, whereas a line-to-neutral

voltage is indicated by the subscript LN. The relation between the line-to-line voltage and the

line-to-neutral voltage is:

jVLLj ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jVLN j ð1:34Þ

jVLLj the RMS value of the line-to-line voltage

jVLN j the RMS value of the line-to-neutral voltage

Example 1.3 Line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltage

The highest voltage level of the Dutch transmission network is 380 kV. This is the RMS value

of the line-to-line voltage. TheRMSvalue of the corresponding line-to-neutral voltage equals

380 kV=ð ffiffiffi
3

p Þ � 220 kV. The lowest voltage used in the Netherlands is 0.4 kV (line-to-line

voltage). The corresponding line-to-neutral voltage amounts to 400=ð ffiffiffi
3

p Þ � 230V.

1.4 PHASORS

Power system calculations in the steady-state situation are considerably simplified by introdu-

cing the phasor. A phasor is an arrow in the complex plane that has a one-to-one relation with a

sinusoidal signal as can be seen from Figure 1.16. When the sine/cosine in Figure 1.16 has a

frequency of 50Hz, a radius with a length
ffiffiffi
2

p
times the length of the phasor rotates counter-

clockwise in the complex plane with a frequency of 50Hz.

Consider the following general sinusoidal voltage and current expressions:

vðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ and iðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ ð1:35Þ
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Figure 1.15 Line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltages.
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In order to express these quantities as phasors, we apply Euler’s identity:

ejj ¼ cosðjÞ þ j sinðjÞ ð1:36Þ

and the sinusoidal voltage and current can be written as:

vðtÞ ¼ Ref
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV jejotg ¼ Ref

ffiffiffi
2

p
Vejotg with V ¼ jV j ¼ jV jff0

iðtÞ ¼ Ref
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIjejðot�jÞg ¼ Ref

ffiffiffi
2

p
Iejotg with I ¼ jIje�jj ¼ jIjff�j

ð1:37Þ

Re the operator that takes the real part of a complex quantity

V the voltage phasor

I the current phasor

α

α

α

Figure 1.16 Relation between a counterclockwise rotating radius and a sinusoidal signal.
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The phasor represents a sinusoidal signal: the length of the phasor equals the effective or RMS

valueof the signal and theangleof thephasormatches thephase shift of the signalwith respect to

a reference (an ideal cosine (or sine)). We see that the frequency component is absent when we

use the phasor notation.

The voltages produced by the synchronous generators in the power system are 50Hz

(or 60Hz) sinusoidal voltages. As the power system is supposed to be a linear system

(see Section 1.3.1 (AC versus DC Systems)) in steady state, the voltage out of the AC outlet

at home is also a sinusoidal voltagewith a frequency of 50Hz; only the amplitude of the voltage

differs and a phase shift may have occurred. Therefore, in steady-state calculations, the

frequency gives no extra information and can be omitted so that we can do our calculations

with the phasors, fixed in the complex plane. No relevant information is lost as the information

with respect to the phase angle and the amplitude is still available in this phasor.

Example 1.4 Phasor notation

The phasor of the sinusoidal signal vðtÞ ¼ 141:4 cosðot þ p=6Þ is written as V ¼ 100ff30˚.

1.4.1 Network Elements in the Phasor Domain

After having introduced the phasor representation for thevoltages and currents in the sinusoidal

steady state, it is necessary to investigate the voltage–current relations of the resistance,

inductance and capacitance in the phasor domain. In Figure 1.17, the sinusoidal voltages and

currents and also the corresponding phasors for those three elements are shown.
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+
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Figure 1.17 Relation between the sinusoidal voltage and current and the corresponding phasors for a

resistance, inductance and capacitance.
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Consider the following sinusoidal voltage:

vðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ ¼ Ref

ffiffiffi
2

p
Vejotg ¼ Refv0ðtÞg with V ¼ jV jff0˚ ð1:38Þ

The current through a resistance R, when excited with a voltage v0ðtÞ (as defined in Equation

1.38), can be calculated as follows:

i0ðtÞ ¼ v0ðtÞ
R

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
� V
R

� ejot ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
Iejot ð1:39Þ

Therefore, the voltage–current relation of a resistance in the phasor domain is:

I ¼ V

R
ð1:40Þ

Whenwe take the realpart ofEquation1.39,weget theexpressionof the time-varying sinusoidal

current:

iðtÞ ¼ Refi0ðtÞg ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
� jV j
R

� cosðotÞ ð1:41Þ

The current through a capacitor C, when connected to a voltage source v0ðtÞ (as defined in

Equation 1.38), can be obtained as follows:

i0ðtÞ ¼ C
dv0

dt
¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
� joCV � ejot ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
Iejot ð1:42Þ

Thus, the voltage–current relation of a capacitor in the phasor domain is:

I ¼ joCV ð1:43Þ

Taking the real part of Equation 1.42, leads to the expression of the time-varying sinusoidal

current:

iðtÞ ¼ Refi0ðtÞg ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
� oCjVj � �sinðotÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
� oCjV j � cos ot þ p

2

� �
ð1:44Þ

The current through an inductor L, driven by a voltage v0ðtÞ (as defined in Equation 1.38), is:

i0ðtÞ ¼ 1

L

ð
v0dt ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
� V

joL
� ejot ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
Iejot ð1:45Þ

and the voltage–current relation of an inductor in the phasor domain is:

I ¼ V

joL
ð1:46Þ
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The real part of Equation 1.45, gives us the expression for the time-varying sinusoidal current:

iðtÞ ¼ Refi0ðtÞg ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
� jVj
oL

� sinðotÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
� jV j
oL

� cos ot � p
2

� �
ð1:47Þ

The voltage-current relations are summarized in Table 1.1.

In the phasor domain, a general expression for the impedance can be written as:

Z ¼ V

I
¼ Rþ jX ð1:48Þ

Z the impedance [�]
R the resistance [�]
X the reactance [�]

WhenXhas apositive sign, the energy-storage element is an inductor ð jX ¼ joLÞ.WhenXhas a

negative sign, the energy-storage element is a capacitor ð jX ¼ 1=ð joCÞ ¼ � j=ðoCÞÞ.
When X equals zero, there is no energy storage and the impedance is purely resistive. This is

the case when we have no capacitors or inductors, or when the frequency is zero and we deal

with DC.

In a similar way, a general expression for the admittance can be written as:

Y ¼ I

V
¼ Gþ jB ð1:49Þ

Y the admittance [S]

G the conductance [S]

B the susceptance [S]

1.4.2 Calculations in the Phasor Domain

When we set aside the ‘deeper meaning’ of the phasor (being the representation of a sinusoidal

signal), a phasor is nothingmore than a complex number represented by a vector in the complex

plane. Therefore, the mathematical rules for vector calculus can be applied for phasors.

Avector can be described by its length and its angle (polar coordinates) or represented by its

real and imaginary part (rectangular or Cartesian coordinates). The relation between these two

forms of notation is shown in Figure 1.18. Basically, it makes no differencewhether a phasor is

expressedby theCartesian notationor thepolar notation; however, for certain calculations it can

Table 1.1 Voltage-current relations.

Element Time domain Phasor domain

Resistance v ¼ iR V ¼ IR

Capacitance i ¼ CðdvÞ=ðdtÞ I ¼ joCV
Inductance v ¼ LðdiÞ=ðdtÞ V ¼ joLI
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be advantageous to use one or the other. For addition and subtraction of two phasors, the

Cartesian notation is in general the easiest to apply as shown graphically in Figure 1.19:

V1 ¼ aþ jb and V2 ¼ cþ jd ð1:50Þ

V1 þ V2 ¼ ðaþ cÞ þ jðbþ dÞ addition

V1 � V2 ¼ ða� cÞ þ jðb� dÞ subtraction

V	
1 ¼ a� jb complex conjugate

ð1:51Þ

For multiplication and division of phasors, the polar notation is more handy to use:

V ¼ jVjffa and I ¼ jIjffb ð1:52Þ

VI ¼ jVjjIjffðaþ bÞ multiplication

V

I
¼ jVj

jIj ffða� bÞ division

V	 ¼ jVjff�a complex conjugate

ð1:53Þ

Other complex quantities, like the complex power for instance (which will be introduced in

Section 1.6.2 (Complex Power)) or impedance or admittance, can be drawn as a vector in the

complex plane too as is shown in Figure 1.20, and the same mathematical rules apply for those

Re

Im

V

ϕ
Re(V)

Im(V)

V V ϕ Re V( )= jIm V( )+=

V Re V( )2
Im V( )2

+=

ϕ = tan
1– Im V( )

Re V( )
----------------

Re V( ) V cos(ϕ)=

Im V( ) V sin(ϕ)=

|V|

∠

Figure 1.18 The phasor as a vector in the complex plane.
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Figure 1.19 Two basic operations on vectors: addition and subtraction.
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quantities as well. These quantities, however, can not be interpreted as phasors, as they do not

have the same mathematical background.

The familiar complex operator j (i in the mathematical literature; j is common practice in the

electrotechnical world in order to avoid confusion between the current and the complex

operator), is in fact a vector too:

j ¼ ej90 ¼ 0þ j1 ¼ 1ff90˚ ð1:54Þ

Multiplication of a vector in the complex plane with the j operator causes a counterclockwise

rotation of the vector with 90 degrees while the length of the vector is unchanged. Another

multiplication with j leads to a rotation over 180 degrees:

j2 ¼ ej180 ¼ �1þ j0 ¼ 1ff180˚ ð1:55Þ

In electrical power engineering another complex operator is commonly used, the so-called a

operator:

a ¼ ej120 ¼ �0:5þ j0:866 ¼ 1ff120˚ ð1:56Þ

Avector multiplied in the complex plane with the a operator rotates counterclockwise by 120

degrees while the length of the vector remains unchanged. A repeatedmultiplication with the a

operator results in:

a2 ¼ ej240 ¼ �0:5� j0:866 ¼ 1ff240˚
a3 ¼ ej360 ¼ 1þ j0 ¼ 1ff0˚ ð1:57Þ

From Equations 1.56 and 1.57, it is evident that:

1þ aþ a2 ¼ 0 ð1:58Þ

This is shown graphically in Figure 1.21.

Example 1.5 Line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltage

Whenvoltage phasors are applied, the relation between the line-to-neutral and the line-to-line

voltage ðjVLLj ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p jVLN jÞ, as found in section 1.3.4 (Voltage Levels) can be calculated as

follows.Thephasor representationof the line-to-neutral voltages in thephases a andb, defined
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Figure 1.20 The complex power, impedance and admittance as vectors in the complex plane.
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earlier in Equation 1.32, are Van ¼ jVjff0˚ and Vbn ¼ jV jff240˚ respectively (see Figure 1.22).
The line-to-line voltage between the phases a and b is:

Vab ¼ Van � Vbn ¼ 3

2
jVj þ j

1

2

ffiffiffi
3

p
jVj

¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jV jff30˚ ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
Vanff30˚

ð1:59Þ

This is simply the phasor representation of the line-to-linevoltage in the time domain as denoted

in Equation 1.33. The mathematical relation can be verified graphically from Figure 1.22.

Example 1.6 Balanced three-phase voltage

The voltage phasors in a balanced three-phase system can be written as (see Figure 1.22):

Van ¼ jV jff0˚ ¼ jV j
Vbn ¼ jV jff240˚ ¼ a2jV j
Vcn ¼ jV jff120˚ ¼ ajV j

ð1:60Þ

1
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Figure 1.21 Vector diagrams of various powers of the a operator.
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Figure 1.22 The relation between the line-to-line and the line-to-neutral voltage.
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Therefore, the sum of these voltage phasors equals zero (see also Equation 1.58 and

Figure 1.21 (b)):

Van þ Vbn þ Vcn ¼ jV jð1þ a2 þ aÞ ¼ 0 ð1:61Þ

Example 1.7 Phasor calculation and phasor diagram

Given is a short single-phase transmission line, which can be modeled as a series impedance

Z ¼ 4þ j7 � (see alsoAppendixE.4 (TheShort TransmissionLine)),with a (line-to-neutral)

voltage at the receiving end (subscript r) of 10=
ffiffiffi
3

p
kV. The current amounts jIj ¼ 150A. At

the receiving end of the line an inductive load is present and the current phasor lags thevoltage

phasor by 36.9˚. This situation is depicted in Figure 1.23. Wewant to calculate the voltage at

the sending end of the line (subscript s).

The impedance of the transmission line can be written in polar coordinates Z ¼ 8ff60˚�.
When the voltage at the receiving end of the line is used as a reference, the corresponding

phasor is Vr ¼ 5773:5ff0˚V and the current phasor is I ¼ 150ff�36:9˚ A. The voltage at the
sending end of the transmission line can be calculated in the following way:

Vs ¼ Vr þ ZI ¼ 5773:5ff0˚þ 8ff60˚ � 150ff�36:9˚

¼ 5773:5þ 1200ff23:1˚ ¼ 6877:3þ j470:8

¼ 6:9ff3:9˚ kV
ð1:62Þ

When the voltage and current phasors are drawn in a single diagram, the phasor diagram in

Figure 1.24 results. The voltage drop across the transmission line ðVs ¼ Vr þ ZIÞ is now
visualized. For a better visibility, the current has been drawn at a five times larger scale:

5I instead of I. Thevoltage phasor IR is the product of the current phasor I and the resistanceR:

only the length of the current vector changeswhereas the angle remains the same. Thevoltage

phasor jXI is the product of the current phasor I, the reactance value X and the complex

operator j. The length of the current vector alters (XI) and the vector rotates counterclockwise

by 90 degrees (jXI).

Z R jX+=

Vs Vr

I

Figure 1.23 Power transport over a short single-phase transmission line.

5I

Vs

Vr
IR

jXI

Figure 1.24 Phasor diagram.
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1.5 EQUIVALENT LINE-TO-NEUTRAL DIAGRAMS

When solvingbalanced three-phase systems, one canworkwith a single-phase equivalent of the

three-phase system. In fact, the consecutive steps made to arrive at the balanced three-phase

system consisting of three conductors in Figure 1.8 are reversed: the three-phase system is split

up into three single-phase networks of which only one needs to be analyzed.When the voltages

and currents are known in this single phase, one can simply obtain the expressions for the

voltages and currents in theother twophasesby rotating the correspondingphasorswith120and

240 degrees.

When the three-phase network contains delta-connected elements, they have to be converted

to their equivalentwye connections first, as shown inFigure 1.25.Thedelta-wye transformation

formulas for both impedances and admittances are given in Table 1.2.

As we assume the system to be balanced (i.e. Zab ¼ Zac ¼ Zbc and Yab ¼ Yac ¼ Ybc), the two

following delta-wye transformation formulas can be derived:

ZY ¼ Z�

3
ð1:63Þ

YY ¼ 3Y� ð1:64Þ
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Figure 1.25 Conversion of a delta-connected load to a wye-connected load.
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Example 1.8 Equivalent line-to-neutral diagram and single-phase computation

The loaded single-phase short transmission lineofExample1.7 (p. 27),with a (line-to-neutral)

voltage at the receiving end of 10=
ffiffiffi
3

p
kV, can be interpreted as an equivalent line-to-neutral

diagram of a balanced three-phase short transmission line with a line-to-line voltage at

the receiving end of 10 kV which supplies a balanced wye-connected inductive load. As the

voltages and currents are known in one phase (e.g. phase a), the voltages and currents in the

other two phases (phase c and b) can be obtained by rotating the corresponding phasors with

120 and 240 degrees counterclockwise as shown in Figure 1.26.

1.6 POWER IN SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUITS

In section 1.3.3 (Balanced Three-phase Systems), we learned that the single-phase instanta-

neous power is a function of time and therefore not constant. In this section,wewill examine the

power concept of a single-phase circuit more thoroughly and we will determine the relations

between the voltage and current phasors and the power.

1.6.1 Active and Reactive Power

The sinusoidal expressions for voltage and current of a general single-phase load, as shown in

Figure 1.27 (a), are:

Table 1.2 Delta wye transformation.

Impedance Admittance

Za ¼ ZabZac

Zab þ Zac þ Zbc
Ya ¼ YabYac þ YabYbc þ YacYbc

Ybc

Zb ¼ ZabZbc

Zab þ Zac þ Zbc
Yb ¼ YabYac þ YabYbc þ YacYbc

Yac

Zc ¼ ZacZbc

Zab þ Zac þ Zbc
Yc ¼ YabYac þ YabYbc þ YacYbc

Yab

5Ia

Vs,a

Vr,a

5Ic

Vs,c
Vr,c

5Ib

Vs,b

Vr,b

Figure 1.26 Phasors in Figure 1.24, obtained from single-phase computations (solid), are rotated

counterclockwise with 120 (dashed) and 240 (dotted) degrees.
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vðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV j cosðotÞ and iðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðot � jÞ ð1:65Þ

j the phase shift between the voltage and the current:j is positive for a current lagging

the voltage and negative for a leading current.

The instantaneous power consumed by the impedance Z, amounts to:

pðtÞ ¼ 2jV jjIj cosðotÞ cosðot � jÞ
¼ jV jjIj cosðjÞ½1þ cosð2otÞ� þ jV jjIj sinðjÞ sinð2otÞ
¼ P½1þ cosð2otÞ� þ Q sinð2otÞ

ð1:66Þ

The first term in Equation 1.66 (P½1þ cosð2otÞ�) describes an unidirectional component of the

instantaneous power with an average value P, which is called the average power and is also

addressed as real or active power. So:

P ¼ jVjjIj cosðjÞ ð1:67Þ

P the active/real/average power [W]

cos(j) the power factor. The cosine of the phase shift between the voltage and current (or in

otherwords: the cosine of the phase angle between the voltage and current phasor (see

Figure 1.27 (c))).

The second term in Equation 1.66 (Q sin(2ot)) is alternately positive and negative and has

an average value of zero. This term describes a bidirectional, i.e. oscillating, component of the

instantaneous power. When this term has a positive sign, the power flow is towards the load;

when the sign is negative the power flows from the load back to the source of supply. Because

theaveragevalueof thisoscillatingpowercomponent equals zero, it givesonaverageno transfer

of energy towards the load. The amplitude of this oscillating power is called imaginary or

reactive power Q and is defined as:

Q ¼ jVjjIj sinðjÞ ð1:68Þ

Q the reactive/imaginary power [var; reactive voltamperes]

A better understanding of these aspects of electrical power is obtainedwhen an inductive load

ismodeled as a resistor in parallelwith an inductor as visualized inFigure 1.27 (b).The current

can be resolved into two components: one that is in phasewith thevoltage (the current through

the resistor) and one that is 90 degrees out of phase (the current through the inductor). As the

length of the current phasor in phase with the voltage equals jIRj ¼ jIj cosðjÞ (see the phasor

v
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I
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V

iR iX
ϕ

)c()b()a(

v

Figure 1.27 An inductive load split up into a resistor in parallel with an inductor.
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diagram inFigure 1.27 (c)), the instantaneous current component in phasewith thevoltage can

be written as:

iR ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIRj cosðotÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj cosðjÞ cosðotÞ ð1:69Þ

Similarly, the length of the current phasor lagging the voltage with 90 degrees equals

jIX j ¼ jIj sinðjÞ, and the instantaneous current component lagging the voltagewith 90 degrees

can be written as:

iX ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIX j sinðotÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sinðjÞ sinðotÞ ð1:70Þ

The instantaneous power consumed by the resistor (see Figure 1.28 (b)) equals:

viR ¼ 2jV jjIj cosðjÞ cos2ðotÞ
¼ jV jjIj cosðjÞ½1þ cosð2otÞ�
¼ P½1þ cosð2otÞ�

ð1:71Þ

The instantaneous power towards the inductor (see Figure 1.28 (c)) equals:

viX ¼ 2jV jjIj sinðjÞ sinðotÞ cosðotÞ
¼ jV jjIj sinðjÞ sinð2otÞ
¼ Q sinð2otÞ

ð1:72Þ

When we add both instantaneous power components (see Figure 1.28 (a)), we recognize the

same expression as found earlier in Equation 1.66:

p ¼ vi ¼ viR þ viX ð1:73Þ

Therefore, of the instantaneous power p, consumed by an element at any instant, a part (viR) is

utilized forpermanentconsumption, suchasconversion intoheat.Thispart alwayshasapositive

value, i.e. it cannot be returned to the rest of the circuit. The remainder (viX) is used to establish

either amagnetic or electric field, i.e. it is taken up and returned to the circuit with the rhythm of

double the power frequency.

In a simple series circuit, as shown in Figure 1.29 (a), easier expressions for the active

and reactive power can be derived. When the series impedance is written as Z ¼ Rþ jX and

v
i PP

v

iR

v
iX Q

ϕ

)c()b()a(

p viR=
p vi=

p viX=

t 0=t 0=

ttt

Figure 1.28 Voltage, current and instantaneous power of an inductive load.
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jV j ¼ jZjjIj is substituted into the equations for the active and reactive power, the following

equations are the result:

P ¼ jV jjIj cosðjÞ ¼ jIj2jZj cosðjÞ ð1:74Þ
Q ¼ jV jjIj sinðjÞ ¼ jIj2jZj sinðjÞ ð1:75Þ

When we recognize that R ¼ jZj cosðjÞ and X ¼ jZj sinðjÞ (see Figure 1.20), the active and
reactive power consumed by a series impedance can be written as:

P ¼ jIj2R and Q ¼ jIj2X ð1:76Þ

In a simple parallel circuit, as shown in Figure 1.29 (b), easier expressions for the active and

reactivepower can alsobederived.Deconstructing the current phasor into twocomponentswith

a length jIRj ¼ jIj cosðjÞ and jIX j ¼ jIj sinðjÞ (see the phasor diagram in Figure 1.27 (c)),

results in the following equations for the active and reactive power:

P ¼ jV jjIj cosðjÞ ¼ jV jjIRj ð1:77Þ
Q ¼ jV jjIj sinðjÞ ¼ jV jjIXj ð1:78Þ

Whenwe realize that jV j ¼ jIRjR ¼ jIXjX, the active and reactive power consumed by a parallel

impedance can be written as:

P ¼ jVj2
R

and Q ¼ jVj2
X

ð1:79Þ

Example 1.9 Single-phase power

In Example 1.7 (p. 27), the single-phase inductive load consumes both active and reactive

power (an explanation why the word ‘consumes’ has been used here is given in Section 1.6.2

(Complex Power)):

P ¼ jVrjjIj cosðjÞ ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 150 � cosð36:9Þ ¼ 692:5 kW ð1:80Þ

Q ¼ jVrjjIj sinðjÞ ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 150 � sinð36:9Þ ¼ 520 kvar ð1:81Þ

V XRV

II

R

X

IXIR

)b()a(

Figure 1.29 A simple series (a) and parallel (b) circuit.
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The inductive load can be represented as a resistance in parallel with an inductance. The

component values can be computed from the following relations (the frequency is 50Hz):

Q ¼ jVrj2
X

! 520� 103 ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p
� �2

=ð2pfLÞ ð1:82Þ

P ¼ jVrj2
P

! 692:5� 103 ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p
� �2

=R ð1:83Þ

This results in the following values: L ¼ 0:2H and R ¼ 48:1�.
The active power loss in the transmission line can be computed as follows:

P ¼ jIj2R ¼ ð150Þ2 � 4 ¼ 90 kW ð1:84Þ

The reactive power consumed by the transmission line amounts:

Q ¼ jIj2X ¼ ð150Þ2 � 7 ¼ 157:5 kvar ð1:85Þ

1.6.2 Complex Power

Wewill now examinewhether the expressions that we derived for the active and reactive power

can be obtained from some kind of multiplication of the voltage phasor ðV ¼ jV jffaÞ and the

current phasor ðI ¼ jIjffbÞ as shown in Figure 1.30. The angle between the voltage and the

current phasor is defined as j ¼ a� b. Direct multiplication of both phasors gives the

following expression:

VI ¼ jV jjIjffðaþ bÞ
¼ jV jjIj½cosðaþ bÞ þ j sinðaþ bÞ� ð1:86Þ

It is obvious that the equations of the active and reactive power do not result. Two other voltage

and current phasor multiplications are shown hereunder:

V	I ¼ jV jjIjffð�aþ bÞ
¼ jV jjIj½cosð�aþ bÞ þ j sinð�aþ bÞ�
¼ jV jjIj½cosðjÞ � j sinðjÞ�
¼ P� jQ

ð1:87Þ
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Figure 1.30 Phasor diagram of a single-phase load.
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VI	 ¼ jV jjIjffða� bÞ
¼ jV jjIj½cosða� bÞ þ j sinða� bÞ�
¼ jV jjIj½cosðjÞ þ j sinðjÞ�
¼ Pþ jQ

ð1:88Þ

In both equations, an active and reactive power component is present, but how about the sign of

the reactive power?

We adopt the sign convention recommended by the IEC (International Electrotechnical

Commission). A capacitor supplies reactive power whereas an inductor consumes reactive

power. Or in other words: the reactive power absorbed by an inductive load has a positive sign,

and the reactive power absorbed by a capacitive load a negative sign. In the case that a > b, see
Figure1.30, the current lags thevoltage.Therefore, the load is inductiveand, in linewith the IEC

convention, consumes reactive power. To obtain the proper sign for the reactive power it is

necessary to calculate VI*.

The mode of operation of an element, in terms of active and reactive power, can be seen

from a quadrant diagram as shown in Figure 1.31. The nonreference phasor points to the

quadrant of operation. As an example, let us consider the situation shown in the quadrant

diagram in Figure 1.31. The current lags behind the voltage. Therefore, the load is inductive

and consumes both active ðþPÞ and reactive power ðþQÞ. The load can be represented by a

resistance in series with an inductance as shown in quadrant 1. Note that the quadrants 2 and 3

require an active element, i.e. an underexcited and an overexcited generator (see also Section

2.5 (The Synchronous Machine)).

The quantity, obtained after the multiplication of the voltage phasor and the complex

conjugated of the current phasor, is called the complex power S:

S ¼ VI	 ¼ Pþ jQ ð1:89Þ
S the complex power [VA]

+P– P

+Q

–Q

V

I

overexcited
generator

underexcited
generator

ϕ

Figure 1.31 Quadrant diagram.
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The complex power S is a complex quantity and can be expressed in both polar coordinates as

well as rectangular or Cartesian coordinates, as shown in Figure 1.32:

S ¼ VI	

¼ jV jjIjffj
¼ jSjffj ðpolarÞ
¼ Pþ jQ ðCartesianÞ

ð1:90Þ

j the phase shift between the voltage and the current [rad]

jSj the apparent power [VA]

The apparent power jSj is defined as (see also Figure 1.32):

jSj ¼ jVjjIj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P2 þ Q2

p
ð1:91Þ

The apparent power is a useful practical quantity for specifying the rating of electrical apparatus

when the maximum voltage and maximum current are fixed, and the phase angle is not

considered.

The different symbols that we use to address electrical power are summarized in Table 1.3.

There is no ‘deepermeaning’ behind the different units (W,VA, var) that are used to express the

different types of power values. (It is in fact no different from the impedance terms Z ¼ Rþ jX;

we do not use three different kinds ofOhm!)But it is convenient thatwe are able to read from the

unit which type of power is addressed.

Re

Im

S

|S|

ϕ
P

Q

SS ∠ϕ jQ=P +=

PS
2

Q
2

+=

ϕ tan
–1 Q

P
=

SP cos(ϕ)=

SQ sin(ϕ)=

Figure 1.32 The complex power (consumed by an inductive load).

Table 1.3 Power definitions.

Symbol Terminology Unit

p Instantaneous power W

S Complex power VA

jSj Apparent power VA

P Active power W

Real power

Average power

Q Reactive power var

Imaginary power
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Example 1.10 Complex power

Consider Example 1.7 (p. 27). In Example 1.9 (p. 32), the active and reactive power consumed

by the single-phase inductive load were calculated:

P ¼ jVrjjIj cosðjÞ ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 150 � cosð36:9Þ ¼ 692:5 kW ð1:92Þ

Q ¼ jVrjjIj sinðjÞ ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 150 � sinð36:9Þ ¼ 520 kvar ð1:93Þ

Therefore, the complex power consumed by the load amounts:

S ¼ Pþ jQ ¼ 692:5þ j520 kVA

¼ jSjffj ¼ 866ff36:9˚ kVA ð1:94Þ

This relation is displayed in Figure 1.33. The complex power can also be calculated in a

different way:

S ¼ VrI
	 ¼ 5773:5ff0˚ � 150ff36:9˚ ¼ 866ff36:9˚ kVA ð1:95Þ

Taking the real and imaginarypart of this complexpower results in thevalues for the activeand

reactive power that we found earlier.

1.6.3 Power Factor

In previous sections, the active power has been defined as:

P ¼ jVjjIj cosðjÞ ¼ jSj cosðjÞ ð1:96Þ

The term cosðjÞ is called the power factor, being the cosine of the phase shift between the

voltage and current, i.e. the cosine of the phase angle between the voltage and current phasor. In

fact, thepower factor is thatpartof theapparentpower that is related to themeanenergyflow, like

mechanical energy in the case of a machine or heat in the case of a resistor.

The power factor can be computed by using several (equivalent) formulas. They can be

obtained easily by inspection of the power diagram in Figure 1.32:

Re

Im

S

36.9°
692.5 kW

520 kvar
866 kVA

Figure 1.33 The complex power consumed by the inductive load.
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cosðjÞ ¼ P

jSj ¼
Pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P2 þ Q2
p

¼ cos tan�1 Q

P

� �� � ð1:97Þ

The power factor gives the information to calculate the active power from the apparent power.

When wewant to calculate the reactive power that is consumed, extra information is needed in

order to specifywhether the consumed reactivepower ispositiveornegative.This information is

expressed in words. When the current lags the voltage, the power factor is said to be lagging.

When the current leads the voltage, the power factor is said to be leading.

It is evident from Equation 1.96, that a value of the power factor ðcosðjÞÞ close to 1 is

beneficial.When a certain amount of active power is consumed at afixed voltage, a power factor

lower than 1 leads to increased currents and higher ohmic losses in the power system. From the

utility point of view, it is therefore desirable that the large (industrial) loads have a power factor

close to 1. Unfortunately, most of the heavy-industrial loads are inductive (electrical drives for

instance) andhave rather lowpower factors.As a consequence, power-factor corrections should

be made by these larger industries to improve their power factor. The power factors for

households and small commercial users are usually closer to 1.

Example 1.11 Power factor

Consider Example 1.7 (p. 27). The power factor is defined as the cosine of the phase angle

between the voltage and current phasor. Thus, the power factor of the inductive load is:

cosðjÞ ¼ cosð36:9Þ ¼ 0:8 ð1:98Þ

Because the current lags the voltage, the power factor is said to be 0.8 lagging. This value can

be calculated from the consumed power as well (see also Example 1.10 (p. 36)):

cosðjÞ ¼ P

jSj ¼
Pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P2 þ Q2
p ¼ 692:5� 103

866� 103
¼ 0:8 ð1:99Þ

cosðjÞ ¼ cos tan�1 Q

P

� �� �
¼ cos tan�1 520� 103

692:5� 103

� �� �
¼ 0:8 ð1:100Þ

Example 1.12 Power-factor improvement

Consider example 1.7 (p. 27) and the previous example. The power factor of the inductive load

amounts to 0.8 and is to be increased to the value 1. This can be done by connecting a capacitor

inparallel to the load.Thevalueof the capacitance is such that the capacitor supplies the amount

of reactive power that is consumed by the inductive load. When we assume that the voltage at

the load terminals remains fixed, the required capacitance can be calculated as follows:

Q ¼ jVrj2
�X

! 520� 103 ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p
� �2

ð2pfCÞ ð1:101Þ
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The capacitance value amounts to: C ¼ 50 mF.
After the power-factor correction, cosðjÞ ¼ 1, the current equals:

jIj ¼ P

jVrj cosðjÞ ¼
692:5� 103

ð10� 103=ð ffiffiffi
3

p ÞÞ � 1 ¼ 120A ð1:102Þ

Now, the power loss in the short transmission line is:

Ploss ¼ jIj2R ¼ ð120Þ2 � 4 ¼ 57:6 kW ð1:103Þ

That means that considerable savings, by a loss reduction from 90 kW at a cosðjÞ ¼ 0:8 to

57:6 kW at a cosðjÞ ¼ 1, have been established.

1.7 POWER IN THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS

The power (consumed by a load or produced by a generator) in a three-phase network can be

found easily by adding up the power for each of the three phases. For balanced three-phase

systems, the three-phase complex power is three times the complex power of the single-phase

equivalent network. Therefore, the following equations hold for the complex, apparent, active

and reactive power:

S3f ¼ 3S1f ¼ 3VLNI
	 ð1:104Þ

jS3fj ¼ 3jS1fj ¼ 3jVLN jjIj ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jVLLjjIj ð1:105Þ

P3f ¼ 3P1f ¼ 3jVLN jjIj cosðjÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jVLLjjIj cosðjÞ ð1:106Þ

Q3f ¼ 3Q1f ¼ 3jVLN jjIj sinðjÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jVLLjjIj sinðjÞ ð1:107Þ

VLL the line-to-line voltage phasor

VLN the line-to-neutral voltage phasor

I the current phasor

Example 1.13 Three-phase power

The loaded single-phase short transmission line inExample1.7 (p. 27),with a (line-to-neutral)

voltage at the receiving end of jVr;LN j ¼ 10
ffiffiffi
3

p
kV, can be interpreted as an equivalent line-to-

neutral diagramof a balanced three-phase short transmission linewith a line-to-linevoltage at

the receiving end of jVr;LLj ¼ 10 kV, which is loaded by a balanced wye-connected inductive

load. The three-phase active power consumed by the load can be calculated in the following

(equivalent) ways (see also Example 1.9 (p. 32)):

P3f ¼ 3P1f ¼ 3 � 692:5� 103 ¼ 2077:5 kW ð1:108Þ
P3f ¼ 3jVr; LN jjIj cosðjÞ

¼ 3 � 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 150 � cosð36:9Þ ¼ 2077:5 kW

(1.109)
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P3f ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
jVr; LLjjIj cosðjÞ

¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
� 10� 103 � 150 � cosð36:9Þ ¼ 2077:5 kW

ð1:110Þ

1.8 PER UNIT NORMALIZATION

In power engineering a normalization of numerical values is common practice. This so-called

per unit normalization is similar to calculating with percentages. In the percentage system, the

product of twoquantities expressed as percentagesmust be divided by 100 to obtain the result in

percentage. This drawback is circumvented in the per unit system. In the per unit (pu) system,

100% corresponds to 1 pu. The per unit value of a certain quantity is defined as:

per unit value ¼ actual value

base value
ð1:111Þ

In power system analysis, the following quantities are of interest and frequently normalized:

voltages, currents, impedances andpowers. These quantities are interrelated and thismeans that

a selection of two base values fixes immediately the base values for the other two. Therefore,

selecting a base for the per unit calculation requires a selection of two base values only, and the

other two base values can be calculated. Taking into account the constant voltage nature of the

power system and the fact that the equipment is rated in Volt-Amperes, the base voltage and

(apparent) power are usually the quantities to specify the base values, as shown in Table 1.4.

Example 1.14 Base quantities and per unit calculation

Consider Example 1.7 (p. 27). The calculation of the voltage at the sending end of the short

transmission line will be repeated here in per unit quantities. The base voltage and base

(apparent) power are selected: jVbj ¼ jVr;LN j ¼ 10=
ffiffiffi
3

p
kV (line-to-neutral) and jSbj ¼

1MVA (single-phase power). Now the base current and base impedance can be calculated:

jIbj ¼ jSbj
jVbj ¼

1� 106

10� 103=
ffiffiffi
3

p ¼ 173:2A ð1:112Þ

jZbj ¼ jVbj2
jSbj ¼ ð10� 103=

ffiffiffi
3

p Þ2
1� 106

¼ 33:3� ð1:113Þ

Table 1.4 Base quantities in the per unit system.

Base Single phase (line-to-neutral voltage, Three phase (line-to-line voltage,

quantity single-phase power) three-phase power)

Voltage [V] jVbj (selected) jVbj (selected)
(Apparent)

power [VA] jSbj (selected) jSbj (selected)
Current [A] jIbj ¼ jSbj

jVbj jIbj ¼ jSbjffiffiffi
3

p jVbj

Impedance [�] jZbj ¼ jVbj
jIbj ¼

jVbj2
jSbj jZbj ¼ jVbj=

ffiffiffi
3

p

jIbj ¼ jVbj2
jSbj
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The network quantities expressed in per units are obtained by dividing the actual value by the

corresponding per unit value: jVr; LN j ¼ 1 pu; I ¼ 0:87ff�36:9˚ pu; Z ¼ 0:24ff60˚ pu. Now,
the voltage in per unit at the sending end of the transmission line can be computed:

Vs; LN ¼ Vr; LN þ ZI ¼ 1ff0˚þ 0:24ff60˚ � 0:87ff�36:9˚

¼ 1þ 0:21ff23:1˚
¼ 1:19þ j0:08 ¼ 1:19ff3:9˚ pu

ð1:114Þ

The value in volts is found bymultiplication of the per unit valuewith the base-voltage value:

Vs; LN ¼ 10� 103ffiffiffi
3

p � 1:19ff3:9˚ ¼ 6:9ff3:9˚ kV ð1:115Þ

This is the same value as we found earlier in example 1.7 (p. 27).

There are several reasons why the per unit normalization is used. First of all is it more

comfortable to work with a voltage value of e.g. 1.00895 pu than with a value of 151343V (in

this case, 1 pu corresponds to a base value of 150 kV): the actual deviation in the voltage value

can be more easily observed. Another advantage is that a per unit quantity contains ‘more

information’. Consider, for instance, a voltage drop of 1500Valong a transmission line. This

information is rather insignificant sincewehaveno informationabout thenominalvoltagerating

of the transmission line. Avoltage drop of 1500Von a 10 kV transmission line is extraordinary

while on a 150 kV transmission line it is an acceptable value.Whenwehave a per unit value, e.g.

a voltage drop of 0.015 pu, all relevant information for a useful interpretation is present: the

voltage drop amounts to 1.5% of the base voltage level. Another advantage of the per unit

calculation appearswhenwe dealwith systemswith transformers.When the base quantities are

selected properly, the transformers disappear from our line diagrams if we suppose them to be

ideal. InFigure1.34, an ideal transformer is shownand the relationsbetweenvoltage andcurrent

at theprimaryside (subscript1)andsecondary side (subscript2)are (seealsoAppendixB.2 (The

Ideal Transformer)):

jV2j ¼ jV1j
n

ð1:116Þ
jI2j ¼ njI1j ð1:117Þ

n the turns ratio: thenumberofwindingsat theprimary sidedividedby thenumberofwindings

at the secondary side (n ¼ N1=N2)

To achieve the previouslymentioned advantage, the base (apparent) power (jSbj) is selected and
must be the same at both the primary and the secondary side of the transformer. Furthermore, the

V1 V2

I2I1 n:1

Figure 1.34 An ideal (single-phase) transformer.
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base voltages at the primary and secondary side of the transformer should be selected such that

they have the same ratio as the turns ratio of the transformer windings:

jVbj2 ¼
jVbj1
n

ð1:118Þ

In that case, the base currents at the primary and secondary side are related as follows:

jIbj2 ¼
jSbj
jVbj2

¼ n � jSbj
jVbj1

¼ njIbj1 ð1:119Þ

Dividing thevoltage relation of the ideal transformer (Equation 1.116) by the base voltage jVbj2
and substituting the relation jVbj2 ¼ jVbj1=n results in:

jV2j
jVbj2

¼ jV1j
njVbj2

¼ jV1j
jVbj1

ð1:120Þ

In words: the per unit voltage at the secondary side of the ideal transformer equals the per unit

voltage at the primary side. The same procedure can be followed for the current. Dividing the

current relation of the ideal transformer (Equation 1.117) by the base current jIbj2 and sub-

stituting the relation jIbj2 ¼ njIbj1 results in:
jI2j
jIbj2

¼ n � jI1jjIbj2
¼ jI1j

jIbj1
ð1:121Þ

In words: the per unit current at the secondary side of the ideal transformer equals the per unit

current at the primary side. As both the per unit voltage and the per unit current are equal at the

primary and secondary side of the ideal transformer, the electrotechnical symbol of the ideal

transformer does not serve any purpose in the circuit diagram and can be left out.

Example 1.15 Per unit calculation and ideal transformers

Consider the single-phase power system of Figure 1.35. In the system are two ideal transfor-

mers with ratings:

A� B : 10MVA; 13:8 kV=138 kV

B� C : 10MVA; 138 kV=69 kV

R = 100 Ω

1:10 2:1

|V| = 10 kV

+

-

A B C

Figure 1.35 Single-phase circuit with ideal transformers.
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Asbase power thevalue for the apparent power is chosen: jSbj ¼ 10MVA.Thebasevoltage in

circuit B is chosen to be equal to jVbjB ¼ 138 kV. The base voltages in the circuits A andC are

derived from the base voltage in circuit B and the turns ratio of the transformers:

jVbjA ¼ 1

10
� jVbjB ¼ 13:8 kV

jVbjC ¼ 1

2
� jVbjB ¼ 69 kV

ð1:122Þ

Now, the base impedances in the three circuits can be calculated:

jZbjA ¼ jVbj2A
jSbj ¼ 19�

jZbjB ¼ jVbj2B
jSbj ¼ 1904�

jZbjC ¼ jVbj2C
jSbj ¼ 476�

ð1:123Þ

The resistive load in circuit C, expressed in per units, is:

RC ¼ 100

jZbjC
¼ 100

476
¼ 0:21 pu ð1:124Þ

When the resistance is referred to circuit B (see also Appendix B.2 (The Ideal Transformer))

and expressed in per units, the following value is the result:

RB ¼ 22 � 100 ¼ 400� RB ¼ 400

jZbjB
¼ 400

1904
¼ 0:21 pu ð1:125Þ

When the resistance is referred to circuit A and expressed in per units, the following value

results:

RA ¼ 0:12 � 22 � 100 ¼ 4� RA ¼ 4

jZbjA
¼ 4

19
¼ 0:21 pu ð1:126Þ

Becauseof thewell-chosen base quantities, the per unit resistanceof the load,when referred to

another part of the system, is the same as the per unit resistance of the load in its original

position. It is evident that the single-phase circuit of Figure 1.35, when expressed in per units,

turns into the simplified circuit which is shown in Figure 1.36, in which all the ideal

transformers have disappeared.

R = 0.21 pu|V| = 0.72 pu

+

-

Figure 1.36 Per unit diagram of the single-phase circuit in Figure 1.35.
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1.9 POWER SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The graphical layout of the three-phase power system is often displayed as a single-line

equivalent or as a one-line diagram. Such a one-line diagram gives only an overview of the

topologyof the power system.The components are identifiedbymeans of standardized symbols

and not bymodels built up from lumped circuit elements (as is the casewith the equivalent line-

to-neutral diagram as introduced in Section 1.5 (Equivalent Line-to-neutral Diagrams)). The

symbols used in such a one-line diagram are shown in the list of symbols. Sometimes lumped

150 kV

150 kV

150 kV

380 kV

10 kV

10 kV

150 kV

380 kV

150 kV

10 kV

10 kV

Vk4.0Vk4.0

Connection to another part of the system that is not shown in this diagram

380 kV

150 kV
10 kV

380 kV

:

Figure 1.37 One-line diagram of a section of a power system [15].
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circuit elements appear in a ‘one-line diagram’. An example of such a ‘one-line diagram’ is

Figure 5.28 (Section 5.5.3 (Unified Power-FlowController (UPFC))): it shows a device used in

the power system for sophisticated control actions. The lumped elements in the diagram show

what is actually inside the device.

A one-line diagram which schematically displays part of the structure of a power system is

shown in Figure 1.37. The one-line diagram shows a clear vertical structure: a relatively small

number of large power stations supply the transmission network (380 kVand 150 kV). Besides

some large industrial consumers that areconnected to thehighervoltage levels (150 kV),mostof

the power is transported and distributed to the consumption centers located at the lowest voltage

levels (10 kVand 0.4 kV). Nowadays, more andmore decentralized generation, i.e. small-scale

generators connected to the lowervoltage levels (like thegenerator connected to the10 kVbus in

Figure1.37), isbeing integrated in the system(seealsoSection8.3 (DecentralizedorDistributed

Generation)). Examples of such decentralized generators are windmills, solar panels or com-

bined heat-power units (producing steam for industrial processes and electricity as a by-

product).

Our book closely follows the vertical structure of the power system. In Chapter 2 the

generation of electric energy is examined. In Chapter 3 the transmission and distribution are

highlighted. The utilization of electricity is described in Chapter 4.Without controls, the power

system cannot function, and the controls implemented are presented inChapter 5. In the control

centre, the generation, transmission and distribution of electrical energy is monitored, coordi-

nated and controlled by means of the Energy Management System (EMS). The EMS is the

interface between the operator and the power system, and its fundamentals are outlined in

Chapter 6. The electricity market, where all the above treated items meet each other in a

commercial sense, is introduced in Chapter 7. The book concludes by questioning the vertical

structure of the power system in Chapter 8, when some thoughts on future power systems are

offered. The relation betweenMaxwell’s laws and lumped-elementmodeling is the topic of the

first appendix. The lumped-element models for the power transformer, the synchronous

machine, the induction machine, and the overhead lines and underground cables are derived

in the other appendices.
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2
The Generation of Electric
Energy

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The power system generates, transports and distributes electric energy economically and

reliable to the consumers, with the constraint that both the voltage and frequency are kept

constant, within narrow margins, at the load side. Power quality is a major issue these days, a

nearly perfect sine wave of constant frequency and amplitude and always available. Electrical

engineering started basically with electric power engineering at the turn of the nineteenth

centurywhen the revolution in electrical engineering took place. In a rather short period of time

the transformer was invented, electric motors and generators were designed and the step from

DC to AC transmission was made. Society was completely changed, first by lighting, rapidly

followed by the versatile application of electrical power. In this early period, independent

operating power companies used different voltage levels and operated their system at various

frequencies. Electrical engineers were among the first to realize that international standardiza-

tion would become necessary in the modern world.

The expansion of theworld demand for energy has been met by ever-increasing exploitation

of fossil fuels, oil, natural gas and coal. In 1972 The Limits to Growth, a report for the Club of

Rome Project on the Predicament of Mankind, was published [20]. The book became a best

seller. Amathematical model of theworldwas introducedwith five basic variables: population,

capital, food, natural resources and pollution. Different scenarios were presented, from a

modeling point of view rather simple scenarios, but the bottom line for the exponential growing

world population picture is how to feed the people and how to power the society. The constraints

on expansion of demand through government legislation have not worked and world energy

prices have not increased verymuch.More oil wells and natural gas reserves have been located

andhavemoved the problemof the natural resources beyondour horizon.However, the ongoing

expansionof energydemandwill alsobeconstrainedbyecological considerations suchas limits

to available sites for power stations, heat andwater disposal,water availability, air pollution, and

possibleeffectsonourclimate.TheKyotoagreement in1997 to reduce theCO2emissionand the

greenhouse effect nowadays influence the political decisions made by the governments of the

developed countries. The result is an increase in the application of wind and solar power as a

source of renewable energy.
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The backbone of the electric power system is a number of generating stations, distributed

over a territory and electrically operating in parallel. The primary source of energy can be

water stored behind a dam (hydroelectric power), fossil fuels as gas, oil and coal (conven-

tional thermal power) or uranium (nuclear thermal power), see Table 2.1. In France the bulk

of the generated electricity comes from nuclear power plants, while in Norway hydroelectric

power is the source of energy. Electricity is not only generated locally but also transported to

and imported from neighboring countries. A group of countries with long-term trading

contracts and a common power flow and frequency control form a power pool. In Europe,

for example, 25 countries (such as France, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

Italy and many others) cooperate in the UCTE (situation 2007). NORDEL is the union of the

Scandinavian grid companies.

The term ‘renewable energy’ covers energy from a broad spectrum of more or less self-

renewing energy sources such as sunlight, wind, flowing water, the Earth’s internal heat, and

biomass (such as energy crops and agricultural and industrial waste). In the United States

renewable energy contributed to the energy production almost as much as nuclear power,

namely 7 % in the year 2006. Of the renewable energy consumed in the United States in 2006,

hydro power comprised 42%, biomass 48%, geothermal 5 %, solar 1 %, and wind 4 % [8].

Similar to fossil fuels, renewable energy resources are not uniformly distributed throughout

the world, but every region has some renewable energy resource. And when we consider that

renewable energy systems generate little or no waste or pollutants that contribute to acid rain,

urban smog or excess carbon dioxide and other gases in the atmosphere, renewable energy

technologies offer the promise of clean, abundant energy from self-renewing resources such as

the sun, wind, Earth and plants. The biomass, however, does release carbon dioxide when it is

converted to energy, but because the biomass absorbs carbon dioxide as it grows, the entire

process of growing, using, and regrowing the biomass results invery low to zero carbon-dioxide

emissions.

2.2 THERMAL POWER PLANTS

Thermal power plants, ofwhich a photo is shown in Figure 2.1, convert the primary energy from

coal, oil, gas and nuclear into electrical energy. The first step in this conversion process is to

transform the chemical energy of fossil fuels into thermal energy, either by combustion (in case

of coal, oil and gas) or by fission (nuclear). Thermal energy is used to produce steam at high

temperatures and pressures. The steam expands adiabatically (i.e. without heat extraction or

injection) in a steam turbine and the thermal energy of the steam is converted into mechanical

energywhen the steampasses the turbine blades and causes the turbine to rotate. The shaft of the

Table 2.1 Installed generation capacity in some European countries in the year 2006.

Capacity [GW] France Netherlands Germany Austria Switzerland Italy

Hydro power 25.4 � 9.1 11.8 13.3 21.1
Nuclear power 63.2 0.5 20.3 � 3.2 �
Conventional thermal 24.8 19.3 70.4 6.3 0.3 66.2
Renewables 2.4 2.3 24.5 0.9 0.3 2.5
Total 115.8 22.1 124.3 19.0 17.1 89.8
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turbine is connected with the shaft of a synchronous generator and by electrical induction the

mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy.

2.2.1 The Principles of Thermodynamics

The first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy: energy can not be created

and can not be destroyed.We can only convert one form of energy into another form of energy.

For a gas, the first law of thermodynamics can be written in mathematical form as:

dQ ¼ dU þ dW ¼ dU þ pdV ð2:1Þ

Q the heat added to the system [J]

U the internal energy [J]

W the work done by the system [J]

p the gas pressure [Pa]

V the gas volume [m3]

This formula is read as ‘the heat added to a systemequals the change in the internal energyof the

system plus the work done by the system’.

The internal energy of an ideal gas is the kinetic energy of the molecules of the gas and is

related to the absolute temperature T:

U ¼ 3

2
nkT ð2:2Þ

n the number of molecules

k the universal Bolzmann gas constant [k ¼ 1:38� 10�23 J=K]
T the temperature [K]

Figure 2.1 A thermal power plant. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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Inmany types of engines,work is donebyagas expandingagainst amovable piston as in a steam

engineor inanautomobileengine. Ina thermalpowerplant the steamexpands inasteamturbine:

the high gas temperature and pressure cause the gas to expand rapidly between the turbine

blades, drive the turbine and do the work.

The states of a gas can be represented on a pV-diagram. Each point on the pV-diagram

indicates aparticular stateof thegas. InFigure2.2, followingpathA, thegas is heated at constant

pressure until its volume is V2 and then the gas is cooled down at constant volume until its

pressure is p2. Thework done along pathA is p1ðV2 � V1Þ for the horizontal part of the path and
zero for the constant-volumepart. FollowingpathB theworkdone isp2ðV2 � V1Þwhich ismuch

less than the work done along path A, because the work done by the gas is equal to the area

between the pV-curve and the V-axis:

W ¼
þ
pdV ð2:3Þ

A trajectory in a pV-diagramwhere the pressure is kept constant is called an isobar, a trajectory

where the temperature remains constant is called an isotherm.

The second law of thermodynamics is formulated by Lord Kelvin as: ‘It is impossible to

remove thermal energy from a system at a single temperature and convert it tomechanical work

without changing the system or surrounding in some other way.’We can also take the formula-

tion by Carnot which says that there is no machine possible that takes the heat of a body with a

certain temperature, and which is able to convert this heat totally in work, i.e. there is always a

need for a second body or heat reservoir at a lower temperature that can absorb a certain amount

of heat. The law of conservation of energy gives us:

Q1 ¼ W þ Q2 ð2:4Þ

The efficiency of such a heat engine is by definition the ratio of the work done to the heat

absorbed from the hot reservoir:

Z ¼ W

Q
¼ Q1 � Q2

Q1

¼ 1� Q2

Q1

ð2:5Þ

V

path A
p

path B

p1 V1,( )

p2 V2,( )

Figure 2.2 pV-diagram of an ideal gas with two states ðp1;V1) and ðp2;V2).
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In Figure 2.3 the schematic representation of a heat engine is shown that removes heat from a

hot reservoir with temperature T1, does work W, and gives off heat to a cold reservoir at a

temperature T2.

For a machine without losses operating in a cycle, a so-called reversible machine, it can be

proved that the efficiencyof suchamachineonlydependson the temperaturesof thehot andcold

reservoir:

ZC ¼ 1� T2

T1
ð2:6Þ

This is called the Carnot efficiency and the cycle of the reversible machine is called the Carnot

cycle. The Carnot cycle for an ideal gas follows two isothermal trajectories and two adiabatic

trajectories. An adiabatic trajectory is a trajectorywhere no heat flows into or out of the system.

The Carnot cycle, being a process that operates with the greatest possible efficiency, is a

reversible process. The pV-diagram of the Carnot cycle is shown in Figure 2.4. The work

done per cycle is the surface enclosed by the isothermal and adiabatic trajectories:

W ¼
þ
pdV ð2:7Þ

The entropy (S) is a measure of the disorder of a system. Like the pressure p, volume V,

temperature T and internal energy U, the entropy S is a function of the state of a system. It is

the change in entropy dS of a system that is important.When dQ is the heat thatmust be added to

the system in a reversible process the change in entropy is defined as:

dS ¼ dQ

T
or Q ¼

ð2

1

TdS ð2:8Þ

T1

T2

W

Q1

Q2

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of a heat engine working between a hot reservoir (T1) and a cold

reservoir (T2).
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In thecase of an irreversible process the increase in entropy is always larger than inEquation2.8,

as a positive term dSirr is added:

dS ¼ dQ

T
þ dSirr ð2:9Þ

Because all processeswe encounter in our daily life are irreversible processes, the entropyof the

universe increases!

The work done by a general process cycle is:

W ¼
þ
dQ ð2:10Þ

And that can now also be written as:

W ¼
þ
TdS�

þ
TdSirr ð2:11Þ

Because T and dSirr are always positive, this equation tells us that the work W, and with it the

efficiencyZ, ismaximal for a reversible process forwhich the efficiency is theCarnot efficiency:

Z ¼ ZC. The efficiency for an irreversible process can be written as:

Zirr ¼ 1� T2

T1

� �
� 1

Q1

þ
TdSirr ð2:12Þ

Theprocessof the steamcycle ina thermalpowerplant isnot idealbecause, for instance, steamis

not an ideal gas (the pressure increase is for example not adiabatic) and therefore the entropy

increases. Itwas theFrenchmanRankinewhofirst gave an adequate description of the processes

of the steam cycle in a thermal power plant, illustrated in Figure 2.5, which we call the Rankine

cycle. The principal shape of the Rankine cycle is depicted in the entropy-temperature diagram

in Figure 2.6. The Rankine cycle has the following trajectories:

V

p

T2

T1

isotherm

adiabate

isotherm

adiabate

Figure 2.4 The pV-diagram of the Carnot cycle.
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1�2 The boiler-feed pump delivers the water to a huge boiler. The water temperature

increases slightly because the pump has to operate against the steam pressure in the

boiler tubes.

2�3 The provision of heat makes that the water temperature rises to the boiling point.

3�4 The water boils and steam is produced at a constant boiling temperature which

depends on the pressure.

4�5 In the super heater, composed of a series of tubes surrounded by the flames, the

steam is raised about 200 ˚C in temperature. This ensures that the steam is dry and it

raises the overall efficiency of the power plant. During the rise in temperature the

pressure remains constant, so that the trajectory 2�3�4�5 is an isobar.

rotating shaft

pump

primary energy

exhaust gasses

cooling water

5

6

12

3

4

boiler

condenser

turbine

synchronous
generator

Figure 2.5 The principal components of a thermal power plant with the Rankine cycle.
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Figure 2.6 The Rankine cycle.
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5�6 The steam expands adiabatically in the steam turbine and the thermal energy

converts into mechanical energy. The steam temperature drops from Tmax till T0.

6�1 The low-temperature steam condenses to water in the condenser. The steam flows

over cooling pipes and through those cooling pipes flows cold water from an outside

source, such as a river or a lake. The heat is carried away and the condensing steam

creates a vacuum.

The total energy added, Q ¼ Ð 5
1
TdS, is given by the surface area S1�1�2�3�4�5�S2�S1.

The energy that leaves the system with the cooling water is equal to the surface area

6�1�S1�S2�6. The efficiency of the Rankine cycle is:

Z ¼ surface area 1� 2� 3� 4� 5� 6� 1

surface area S1 � 2� 3� 4� 5� S2 � S1
ð2:13Þ

2.3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The generation of electricity with nuclear power plants hasmade a rapid development since the

commissioningof the first fission reactor in 1942. The rapid growthwas hampered inApril 1986

because of the Chernobyl (USSR) accident. Public opinion reacted against the use of nuclear

energy, inparticular in the industrializedcountries.Large-scale applicationof renewableenergy

sources was expected to solve the energy problem and bring the world an environmental-

friendly source of energy, while the generation of electricity through nuclear technology was

widely out of favour internationally.

The nuclear power plants that are in operation have fission reactors that split uranium nuclei

and during that splitting process mass is lost and converted into energy in accordance with

Einstein’s relationE ¼ mc2. Evenwhen the losses inmass are very small, the released energy is

enormous. The energy of the fission process is used to heat water and to produce steam as in

conventional gas or coal-fired thermal power plants. Since the Second World War another

nuclear technology has also come into the picture: nuclear fusion. It is called fusion because it is

based on fusing light nuclei, such as hydrogen isotopes, to release energy. The process is similar

to thatwhich powers the sun andother stars.Nuclear fusion is theHolyGrail that could solve the

world’s energy problem. Fusion power offers the potential of an almost limitless source of

energy for future generations but also presents some formidable scientific and engineering

challenges.

2.3.1 Nuclear Fission

In 1942, Enrico Fermi demonstrated the first nuclear chain reaction at the University of

Chicago. After Fermi’s experiment, the secret Manhattan project started that developed and

built the atomicbomb. Itwas theatomicbomb that destroyedHiroshimaandNagasaki inAugust

1945. Since its development, mankind has also focussed on the peaceful uses of nuclear fission.

In July 1957 an experimental reactor in California produced electricity for the first time using a

nuclear reactor, and in 1958, the first large-scale nuclear powerplant was commissioned in

Pennsylvania, USA.
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Example 2.1 Nuclear fission

A typical fission reaction, illustrated in Figure 2.7, is:

235
92 Uþ 1

0n ! 236
92 U ! 92

36Krþ 141
56 Baþ 310n ð2:14Þ

A uranium nucleus is excited by the capture of a neutron, causing it to split into two nuclei

(krypton and barium) and emit three neutrons. There is a difference in themass of the particles

before and after the reaction:

235:0439231� 91:9261528 � 140:9144064� ð2 � 1:0086649Þ
¼ 0:1860341 amu

ð2:15Þ

The unit ‘amu’ is the atomic mass unit and equals: 1 amu¼ 1:6605402� 10�27 kg.

This loss of mass is released as energy conform the famous equation:

Enucleus ¼ mc2 ¼ 0:1860341 � 1:6605402� 10�27 � ð3� 108Þ2
¼ 2:7802539� 10�11 J

ð2:16Þ

We can convert the unit Joule to kWh by means of the following equality:

1 Joule ¼ 1Ws ¼ 1 h

3600 s
� 1 kW

1000 J=s
¼ 2:7777778� 10�7 kWh ð2:17Þ

Therefore, per fission, an energy is released of:

Enucleus ¼ 2:7802539 � 10�11 � 2:7777778� 10�7 ¼ 7:7229276� 10�18 kWh ð2:18Þ

energy

neutron

3 neutrons
uranium

barium

krypton

Figure 2.7 A typical fission reaction.
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This number looks far from ‘spectacular’, but let’s see how much energy is released by the

fission of one gram of 235
92 U. First, we use Avogadro’s number ðNA ¼ 6:02� 1023 mol�1Þ to

compute the number of uranium nuclei in one gram of 23592 U:

N ¼ 6:02� 1023 nuclei=mol

235 g=mol
� 1 g ¼ 2:56� 1021 nuclei ð2:19Þ

Therefore, the energy released by the fission of one gram of 23592 U amounts:

E ¼ NEnucleus ¼ 2:56� 1021 � 7:7229276� 10�18 ¼ 19770 kWh ð2:20Þ

With this amount of energy, a 100 W lamp can give light for 22.5 years! ðð19770 kWh=
0:1 kWÞ=8760 h � 22:5 yearsÞ

Theuraniumused as fuel in nuclear plants is formed into ceramicpellets, about the size of a little

finger. These pellets are inserted into long vertical tubes within the reactor core. When the

uranium atoms in these pellets are struck by atomic particles, they can split � or fission � to

release particles of their own. Uranium is not very stable by nature and by inserting an extra

particle, a neutron, into its nucleus the latter becomes sounstable that it splits spontaneously into

two pieces, releasing an enormous amount of heat, and emitting three neutrons. These newly

produced neutrons strike other uranium atoms, splitting them. This sequence of one fission

triggering others, and those triggering still more, is called a chain reaction.

If each emitted neutron would trigger a new fission the released energy would increase too

rapidly. The nuclear reaction inside the reactor is controlled by rods that are inserted among the

tubes that hold the uranium fuel. These control rods are made of material that absorbs neutrons

andprevents themfromhitting atoms that canfission.Thecontrol rods aremade fromhafnium, a

very good absorber of neutrons. In this way, the nuclear reaction can be speeded up or slowed

downbyvarying the number of control rods that arewithdrawn/inserted and towhat degree they

are withdrawn/inserted.

There are twomain types of commercial power plants: boilingwater reactors and pressurized

water reactors. In boiling water reactors, schematically illustrated in Figure 2.8, the water is

heated by the nuclear fuel and boils to steam in the reactor vessel. It is then piped directly to the

steam turbine. In pressurized water reactors, the water is heated by the nuclear fuel but kept

underpressure toprevent it fromboiling.Outside the reactor theheatof thewater is transferred to

a separate supply of water which boils and makes steam. The pressurized water reactor is

schematically illustrated in Figure 2.9.

The solid uranium fuel contains two kinds, or isotopes, of uranium atoms: 235U and
238U � 235U makes up less than 1 % of natural uranium and fissions easily but 238U, that

makes up most of natural uranium, is practically nonfissionable. Through a process

known as ‘enrichment’, the concentration of 235U in the uranium is increased to about

3�5 % before it is used as reactor fuel.

Most of the fragments offission, the particles left over after the atomhas split, are radioactive.

During the life of the fuel, these radioactive fragments collect within the fuel pellets. The fuel

remains in the reactor for three to fouryears;mostof the 235U isfissioned thenand trappedfission
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fragments reduce the efficiencyof the chain reaction.The fuel removed from the reactors,which

we call ‘nuclear waste’, is stored under water in large concrete and stainless-steel containers or

above ground in steel and lead containers.

In 2006, 442 nuclear reactors in 30 countries around the world were used for electricity

generation. These nuclear power plants provided some 16 % of the world’s electricity produc-

tion. France produces more than 50 % of its electricity with nuclear power plants (see also

Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.9 The pressurized water reactor.
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Figure 2.8 The boiling water reactor.
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2.3.2 Nuclear Fusion

The enormous potential of nuclear fusion is hidden in Einstein’s relation E ¼ mc2: a small

amount of matter can result in an enormous amount of energy. In 1920 the astronomer Arthur

Eddington reasoned that the nuclear fusion from hydrogen to helium was the source of energy

that powers the sun. Two atoms of hydrogen combine together, or fuse, to form an atom of

helium. In the process of fusion of the hydrogen, matter is converted into energy. The easiest

fusion reaction to make happen is combining deuterium (or heavy hydrogen) with tritium to

make helium and a neutron, as visualized in Figure 2.10. Deuterium is plentifully available in

ordinarywater and tritiumcanbeproducedbycombining the fusionneutronwith the lightmetal

lithium. So the fuel for the fusion process is not a problem and that makes it so very attractive.

The bad news is that tomake fusion happen, the atoms of hydrogenmust be heated to some 100

million degrees, so they are ionized and form a plasma. At this high temperature the ionized

atomshavesufficient energy to fuse,but theplasmahas tobeheld together for the fusion tooccur.

The sun and stars do this by gravity. To achieve this on Earth a strong magnetic field is used to

hold the ionized atoms together while they are heated by, for instance, microwaves. The

technical concept to perform this was developed by the Russians in 1959. They called their

design ‘tokamak’, which means toroidal magnetic chamber in the Russian language. The

tokamak forms the basic element in the majority of the fusion reactors.

In1997,16 MWofpowerwas releasedduringonesecond in the JointEuropeanTorus (JET) in

Culham (near Oxford) in the UK. In 2006, the decision was taken to build a 500 MWexperi-

mental reactor inCadarache in the south of France. In this ITERproject (International Tokamak

Experimental Reactor) the countries of the European Union, Japan, China, the former Soviet

Union and the United States are working together towards the next step on the long road to

realizing the dream of nuclear fusion as the solution to the world’s energy problems.

2.4 RENEWABLE ENERGY

2.4.1 Wind Energy and Wind Turbine Concepts

Wind power has now overcome initial teething problems. Wind power systems converting the

kinetic energy of the wind into electricity with turbines of 500�600 kW have matured in

energy

neutrondeuterium

helium

tritium

Figure 2.10 A typical fusion reaction.
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technology and lowered the cost of wind energy significantly. Driven by the market require-

ments for larger units, the technology for turbines develops rapidly to turbines of 3�5MW

nominal power. In Denmark the target is to have 50 % of the electric power consumption

deliveredbywind.Thewind turbines arealsogoingoffshore, andDenmark, theNetherlands, the

United Kingdom and Sweden have gathered experience with near-shore wind farms, using

existing technologies from thewind turbine industry and civil engineering contractors. A photo

of a wind park is shown in Figure 2.11.

Awind turbine consists of a rotor that extracts kinetic energy from thewind and converts this

into a rotating movement, which is then converted into electrical energy by a generator. Awind

turbine is a rather complex system combining high-level knowledge of aerodynamics and

mechanical and electrical engineering. The amount of energy in air flow depends on the wind

speed.Thewind speed atwhich the turbine begins to deliver its nominal rated power is called the

nominal wind speed.A typical power curve of awind turbine is illustrated in Figure 2.12.When

the wind speed increases above the nominal wind speed, the pitch angle of the blades (pitch

control) should be adjusted to avoid mechanical or electrical overload of the turbine compo-

nents. Another way to reduce the overall efficiency of the turbine is called stall control and

makes use of the aerodynamic phenomenon stall. Stall automatically increases the drag and

thus reduces the mechanical torque on the blades at increasing wind speed; when designed

properly, the blades come into stall at high wind speeds without the necessity of pitch control.

When we look from the generator side at a wind turbine, three different concepts can be

distinguished [2,31].

The Danish concept, so-called because this type of wind turbine has been widely adopted by

the Danish manufacturers, uses a squirrel cage induction generator for the conversion of

mechanical energy into electrical energy (see Figure 2.13). This concept uses a gearbox to

adapt the operating speed of the turbine rotor and the squirrel cage generator. A squirrel cage

generator, being an induction generator, has a slip that slightly varies with the amount of

generated power, but in spite of that slip this type of wind turbine is called a constant speed

turbine.Aconstant speedwind turbine is relatively simple in its design, robust in its construction

and therefore reliable in its operation. The disadvantages are the lack of control of active and

Figure 2.11 Awind park. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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reactive power and the occurrence of large fluctuations in output power because there is no

energy buffer in the form of a rotational mass present when the rotational speed varies.

Furthermore, the gearbox is a weak point in the design, because fluctuations in the wind power

are transformed in torque pulsations on the shaft.

Another widely used concept is the doubly fed induction generator, again in combination

with a gearbox (see Figure 2.14). The rotor winding is fed from the grid by a power-electronic

converter. The power-electronic converter, a back-to-back voltage source converter with

current control loops, compensates for the difference between the mechanical rotor speed

and the power frequency by injecting a rotor current with a variable frequency. Themechanical

rotor speed and the power frequency are in fact decoupled and this enables � within certain

limits � variable speed operation in order to minimize the noise or to maximize the electrical

power output. In practice, the reactive power of the generator is controlled by the power-

electronic converter and the wind power input is controlled by adjusting the pitch of the rotor

blades.
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Figure 2.12 Typical power curve of a wind turbine.
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Figure 2.13 The Danish wind turbine concept.
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The latestwind turbine concept is thedirect drivewind turbine,whichdoesnotneedagearbox

(see Figure 2.15). A low-speedmulti-pole synchronous generator, having the samemechanical

speed as the turbine rotor, converts themechanical energy into electrical energy.The rotor of the

synchronousgenerator canbeeither awound rotoror a rotorwithpermanentmagnets.The stator

windings are not directly coupled to the grid but through a power-electronic converter. This can

be a back-to-back voltage source converter or a diode rectifier with a single voltage source

converter. This concept enables variable speed operation and thewind power is limited by pitch

control.
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Figure 2.14 Awind turbine with a doubly fed induction generator.
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Figure 2.15 A direct drive wind turbine.
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Power electronics become cheaper and more reliable and it can therefore be expected that

variable speedwind turbines have the future. The energy output of variable speedwind turbines

ishigher than theenergyoutputof constant speedwind turbines, because for eachwind speed the

optimal rotor speed can be achieved and this outweighs the losses of the power-electronic

converter. The advantage of the variable speed wind turbine with the doubly fed induction

generator over the direct drivewind turbine is that the power-electronic converter has a rating of

one-third of the nominal power of the wind turbine, but a gearbox is still necessary, decreasing

the reliability and increasing the cost. In thedirect drivewind turbine concept there is nogearbox

but the generator is larger and therefore more expensive and the power-electronic converter

necessarily has a higher rating.

2.4.2 Hydropower and Pumped Storage

Hydro is nowadays a mature technology and has been developed all around the world. In

countries blessed with large rivers hydro plays a major role in the generation of electrical

energy. The Itaipú hydroelectric power plant in Brazil has a generating capacity of

12600 MW. Manitoba Hydro in Canada has a total generating capacity of 5200MW. The

abundant hydropower resources in southwest China will be exploited on a large scale during

the next three decades. A number of large hydropower projects will be completed during this

period. China ranks first in the world of hydro resources with a potential of 680 GW. An

estimated 370 GW can be developed to provide electric energy production of 1900 TWh per

year. Exploitable hydropower resources in southwestern China account for 53 % of China’s

total [40].

The running costs of hydropower plants are very low as energy is free, but the civil

engineering component of the capital cost is very high. The type of water turbine used depends

on the head of water available. The energy is extracted from the water falling through the

available head. The lower the head the larger the quantity of water necessary for a given turbine

rating. High-head turbines operate with low water volumes and low-head turbines with high

water volumes.

Thereare threebasic typesofwater turbines.TheKaplan turbinehasvariablepitchblades that

can be adjusted for optimum regulation (see Figure 2.16). This type of turbine has been built for

headsup to60 mand is applied in river andpondage stations. In theFrancis turbine theguide and

runner blades are designed for higher headsup to500 mand the regulation is donebyadjustment

of theguidevanes at thewater inlet (seeFigure2.17).The third type is thePeltonwheel, a turbine

suitable for high heads and small quantities of water. Thewater is injected through one or more

nozzles on the buckets on the turbinewheel. The regulation is donebymeans of needlevalveson

the nozzles and jet deflectors at the water inlet (see Figure 2.18).

In comparison with a thermal power plant, a hydropower plant has the advantage of quick

starting and effectivelymeeting an abrupt increase in load demand.Whenwater supplies are not

available a pump storage scheme provides the advantages of a hydro plant. A pump storage

scheme has two reservoirs at different heights, with the hydro plant situated at the level of the

lower reservoir.Duringperiods of lowdemand, usually at night,water is pumped from the lower

to the higher reservoir using the cheap electricity from the thermal power plants. The generators

act asmotors anddrive the turbineswhich act as pumps.Duringperiods of peakdemand, usually

indaytime, thewater turbinedrives thegenerator in thenormalmanner.Theoverall efficiencyof
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the operation is not very high, in the order of 65 %. One of the larger pump storage plants in

Europe is located in Vianden in Luxembourg.

2.4.3 Solar Power

The sun is our source for light, heat and food. Fossil fuels, wood and crops are in fact an

accumulationof solar energy.Alsohydropower andwindpower are in their origin formsof solar

energy. But in the daily conversation, when we speak about solar energy, we mean the direct

conversion fromsolar radiation intoheat or electricity. In thecase ofheat productionwespeakof

thermal solar energy andwhen the output is electricitywe call it photovoltaic energy.One of the

most widespread uses of thermal solar energy is solar water heating.Water is pumped through a

collector, being a black painted bodywith tubes inside. The collector absorbs the solar radiation

and transfers the heat to the circulatingwater. Thewater rises in temperature and the hotwater is

stored in a boiler. The boiler acts as a heat exchanger to heat up tap water. This works well for

domestic and small industrial applications and the utility bills are reduced.

Figure 2.16 The Kaplan water turbine. Reproduced by permission of Voith Siemens Hydro Power

Generation GmbH & Co. KG.
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So-called concentrating solar power systems use the sun’s heat to generate electricity.

In California nine commercial concentrating solar power systems with a total generating

capacity of 354 MW have been in operation since the mid-1980s. These systems consist of

rows highly reflective parabolic troughs and each parabolic trough focuses and concentrates

sunlight on a central tubewithheat-absorbingfluid,which is used in a heat exchanger toproduce

steam. The steam expands in a steam turbine, which is the prime mover for a synchronous

generator. Of similar design is the power tower which can generate large amounts of

electricity using a tall, fluid-filled tower located at the focal point of a large field of mirrors

(see Figure 2.19). Dish-Stirling units use a small array of mirrors to focus sunlight on a Stirling

engine, which produces from 5 to 50 kW of electricity for grid consumption or standalone

applications [3].

Photovoltaic (PV) technology transforms the energyof solar photons into direct current using

semiconductormaterials.The smallest unit is calleda solar cell or aPVcell.Whenphotons enter

the solar cell, electrons in the semiconductor material are freed, generating a DC-current. The

most common semiconductor materials used in PV cell manufacturing are single-crystal

silicon, amorphous silicon, polycrystalline silicon, cadmium telluride, copper indium disele-

nide, and gallium arsenide. Themost important PV cell technologies are crystalline silicon and

thin films, including amorphous silicon.

PV cells connected together and sealed with an encapsulate form a PVmodule or panel (see

Figure 2.20). Their size ranges from a fewwatts to around 100W. Power-electronic converters

convert the DC-current output of a PV panel to AC-current. Only a portion of the sunlight

received by a PV cell is converted into electricity.

Figure 2.17 The Francis water turbine. Reproduced by permission of Voith Siemens Hydro Power

Generation GmbH & Co. KG.
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Figure 2.18 The Pelton wheel turbine. Reproduced by permission of Voith Siemens Hydro Power

Generation GmbH & Co. KG.

Figure 2.19 Power tower. Reproduced by permission of DOE/NREL.
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Photovoltaic technology has a wide range of applications:

� Stand-alone off-grid systems are applied when it is too expensive to extend power lines to a

remote area. They power for instance remote telecommunication systems, where reliability

and low maintenance are the principal requirements. PV systems are also widely applied in

developing countries to serve the substantial rural populations who do not have otherwise

access to basic energy services.

� Grid-connected systems in buildings are usedwhen apublic grid is available and aPVsystem

canbe connected to it.Whenmore electricity is required than thePVsystem is generating, the

need is automaticallymet by power from the grid. The owner of a grid-connected PV system

may sell excess electricity production to the utility.

� Large-scale photovoltaic power plants consisting of many PVarrays installed together can

provide bulk electricity. Utilities can build PV plants faster than conventional power plants

and can expand the size of the plant as the demand increases.

Figure 2.20 Solar panels at Aspen Mountain. Reproduced by permission of DOE/NREL.
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2.4.4 Geothermal Power

Geothermal technology uses the heat of the Earth to produce steam to drive a turbine. It is

almost 6500 km from the surface to the center of the Earth, and the deeper you go, the hotter

it gets. The outer layer of the Earth, the crust, is 5�55 km thick and insulates us from the hot

interior. From the surface down through the crust the normal temperature gradient (the

increase of temperature with the increase of depth) in the Earth’s crust is about 17 ˚C to

30 ˚C per kilometer of depth. Below the crust is the mantle, consisting of highly viscous,

partially molten rock with temperatures between 650 ˚C and 1250 ˚C. At the Earth’s core,

which consists of a liquid outer core and a solid inner core, temperatures may reach

4000�7000 ˚C. Since heat always moves from hotter regions to colder regions, the Earth’s

heat flows from its interior toward the surface. In some regions with high temperature

gradients, there are deep subterranean faults and cracks that allow rainwater and snowmelt to

seep underground, sometimes for several kilometers. There the water is heated by the hot

rock and circulates back up to the surface, to appear as hot springs, mud pots or geysers. If

the ascending hot water meets an impermeable rock layer, however, the water is trapped

underground where it fills the pores and cracks, forming a geothermal reservoir. Much hotter

than surface hot springs, geothermal reservoirs can reach temperatures of more than 350 ˚C,

and are powerful sources of energy. If geothermal reservoirs are close enough to the surface,

we can reach them by drilling wells, sometimes over three kilometers deep.

Geothermal power plants consist of one or more thermal wells. A single thermal well

usually ranges from 4MW to 10 MW. To avoid interference a spacing of 200�300 m

between wells is kept. Since it is not practical to transport high-temperature steam over

long distances by pipelines due to heat losses, most geothermal plants are built close to the

resources. Three power plant technologies are being used to convert hydrothermal fluids to

electricity. The type of conversion depends on the state of the fluid (steam or water) and

on its temperature.

� Dry steam power plants, schematically illustrated in Figure 2.21, use hydrothermal fluids

primarily in the form of steam,which goes directly to a turbine, which drives a generator that

produces electricity.This is the oldest type of geothermal power plant andwas originally used

at Lardarello in 1904. It is a very effective technology and is used today at The Geysers in

Northern California, the world’s largest geothermal field.

� Flash steam power plants use hydrothermal fluids above 175 ˚C. The fluid is sprayed into a

tank (called the separator) which is held at low pressure. A part of the fluid vaporizes very

rapidly (flashes) to steamand the steamthendrives the turbine.Aschematicdrawingof aflash

steam power plant is shown in Figure 2.22.

� Binary-cycle power plants use hot hydrothermal fluid of a temperature below 175 ˚C and a

secondary fluid (hence the name binary-cycle) with a much lower boiling point than water.

The geothermal fluid delivers its heat to the secondary fluid in a heat-exchanger. The

secondary fluid evaporates very rapidly and drives the turbine. This principle is illustrated

in Figure 2.23.

The efficiency of geothermal plants for electricity production is rather low, between 7 % and

10 %. Because geothermal power plants operate at relatively low temperatures compared to

other thermal power plants, they eject nearly as much of the heat extracted from the Earth into
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Figure 2.23 A binary-cycle power plant.
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Figure 2.22 A flash steam power plant.
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the environment. The minimum temperature for electricity generation is 90 ˚C. Despite the

relatively low efficiency in power generation, geothermal power plants can operate for 24 hours

a day and thus provide base load capacity.

2.5 THE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

Theworkhorse for thegenerationof electricity is the synchronousmachine. The bulkof electric

energy isproducedby three-phase synchronousgenerators. Synchronousgeneratorswithpower

ratings of several hundred MVA are common; the biggest machines have a rating up to

1500 MVA. Under steady-state conditions they operate at a speed fixed by the power system

frequency, and therefore they are called synchronous machines. As generators, synchronous

machines operate in parallel in the larger power stations. A rating of 600 MVA is then quite

common.

In a power plant the shaft of the steam turbine is mounted to the shaft of the synchronous

generator. It is in thegenerator that the conversion frommechanical energy intoelectrical energy

takes place. The two basic parts of the synchronous machine are the rotor and the armature or

stator. The iron rotor is equipped with a DC-excited winding which acts as an electromagnet.

When the rotor rotates and the rotorwinding is excited, a rotatingmagnetic field is present in the

air gap between the rotor and the armature. The armature has a three-phase winding in which a

time-varying EMF is generated by the rotating magnetic field.

Synchronous machines are built with two types of rotors: cylindrical rotors which are driven

by steam turbines at 3000 to 3600 RPM (see Figure 2.24 (a)) and salient-pole rotors that are

usually drivenby low-speedhydro turbines (seeFigure 2.24 (b)). In the cylindrical rotor thefield

winding is placed in slots, cut axially along the rotor length. The diameter of the rotor is usually

between 1 and 1.5 meters and this makes the machine suitable for operation at 3000 or
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Figure 2.24 Cross sections of an elementary three-phase generator with (a) a two-pole cylindrical rotor

and(b) a four-pole salient-pole rotor.Theblackdot indicates that thepositivecurrent isdirectedoutofplane

of the paper. The cross indicates that the positive current is directed into plane of the paper.
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3600 RPM.Thesegenerators arenamed turbogenerators.A turbogenerator rotorhasonepair of

poles. Salient-pole machines have usually more pair of poles and to produce a 50 Hz or 60 Hz

frequency, they can operate at a lower rotational speed. The frequency of the EMF generated in

the stator windings and the rotor speed are related by:

f ¼ np

60
ð2:21Þ

f the electrical frequency [Hz]

n the speed [RPM]

p the number of pairs of poles (i.e. the number of poles divided by two)

Hydraulic turbines inhydroplants rotate at a fewhundredRPM,dependingon the type, andneed

therefore many pole pairs to generate 50 Hz or 60 Hz.

The efficiency of the generators is very important. Synchronous generators in power plants

have an efficiency of 99 %. This means that for a 600MW generator 6 MW heat is produced

and therefore the machine has to be cooled. Large turbo generators are cooled with hydrogen

or water. Hydrogen has seven times the heat capacity of air and water twelve times. The

hydrogen and/or water flow through the hollow stator windings. Cooling equalizes

the temperature distribution in the generator, because temperature hot spots affect the life

cycle of the electrical insulation. When the temperature gradient is small the average tem-

perature of the machine can be higher and this means that the generator can be designed for a

higher output. The evolution of big turbo generators has been determined by better materials,

novel windings and sophisticated cooling techniques. Low-speed generators in hydro plants

are always bigger than high-speed machines of equal power in thermal power plants and

a good air-cooling system with a heat exchanger usually does the job for low-speed

machines.

Before a synchronousgenerator canbeconnected to thegrid four conditionsmustbe satisfied.

The generator voltage must:

� have the same phase sequence as the grid voltages;

� have the same frequency as the grid;

� have the same amplitude at its terminals as the one of the grid voltage;

� be in phase with the grid voltage.

When thegenerator is connected to a largegrid its output voltage and frequencyare locked to the

systemvalues and cannot be changed by anyactionon thegenerator.We say that thegenerator is

connected to an infinite bus: an ideal voltage source with a fixed voltage amplitude and

frequency.

The equivalent circuit of the synchronous generator is derived in Appendix C (Synchronous

MachineModel), and is connected toan infinitebus inAppendixC.5 (SynchronousGenerator in

the Power System). The equivalent circuit of the synchronized generator is represented in

Figure 2.25. The reactanceX is called the synchronous reactance and is constant during normal

steady-state conditions. The resistance of the stator coil is neglected in the equivalent circuit.

Immediately after synchronization and coupling, the generator is neither feeding power to, nor
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absorbing power from, the grid. The steam going into the turbine is the same as before the

coupling action and is just enough to drive the rotor and compensate for the losses of the turbine

and the generator.

If more steam is fed into the turbine one might expect the generator to speed up, but

this is not possible because the generator is connected to an infinite bus. It is much like

having two objects tied together via an elastic spring. The infinite bus is one end of the

spring and moves with a constant speed and the synchronous generator is connected to

the other end of the spring as shown in Figure 2.26 (a) for the situation where there is

no power exchange between the generator and the grid. What happens if more steam is

fed into the turbine is shown in Figure 2.26 (b). The torque supplied to the generator

rotating shaft
turbine

grid
synchronous

generator

steam

losseslosses

I = 0X

E V
V = E

S grid= 0

n RPM S = 0

++

--

Figure 2.25 The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus with the

corresponding phasor diagram; the generator is coupled to the grid but there is no power exchange.

gridrotor gridrotor

)b()a(

Figure 2.26 Generatorandgrid representedas twoobjects tied togetherbyanelastic spring; (a)nopower

exchange between the generator and the grid (the situation of Figure 2.25); (b) the generator injects power

into the grid (the situation of Figure 2.27).
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axis by the prime mover tries to speed up the generator but can only extend the spring a

bit as it is tied to the infinite bus, and all the extra energy is transformed in electrical

energy: the machine injects power into the grid. In relation to the extension of the spring

the internal EMF E now leads the terminal voltage; in a way, the internal EMF ‘drags

along’ the grid voltage as shown in Figure 2.27.

The amplitude of the generator internal EMF E is a function of the field current If and is

controlled by the operator of the generator. In Figure 2.27 E leads the system voltage V by an

angle d, which is known as the power angle. As a consequence current, and hence power is fed
into the grid. The expression for the current is:

I ¼ E � V

jX
ð2:22Þ

I the current phasor: I ¼ jIjff�j [A]

E the machine internal EMF phasor: E ¼ jEjffd [V]
V the system voltage phasor: V ¼ jV jff0 [V]
X the machine reactance [�]

The three-phase complex power supplied to the power system equals:

S ¼ 3VI� ¼ Pþ jQ ð2:23Þ

Expressions for the active and reactive power can be found either by eliminating V, or

eliminating I from Equation 2.23. If we eliminate V, the three-phase complex power supplied

to the power system can be written as:
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Figure 2.27 The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus with the

corresponding phasor diagram; the generator injects power into the grid.
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S ¼ 3VI� ¼ 3ðE � jXIÞI� ¼ 3EI� � 3jXII� ¼ 3jEjjIjffðdþ jÞ � 3jXjIj2

¼ 3jEjjIjðcosðdþ jÞ þ j sinðdþ jÞÞ � 3jXjIj2 ¼ Pþ jQ
ð2:24Þ

The real part of the complex power S is the active power:

P ¼ ReðSÞ ¼ 3jEjjIj cosðdþ jÞ ð2:25Þ

and the imaginary part is the reactive power:

Q ¼ ImðSÞ ¼ 3jEjjIj sinðdþ jÞ � 3XjIj2 ð2:26Þ

If we eliminate I, the three-phase complex power supplied to the power system can be

written as:

S ¼ 3VI� ¼ 3V
E � V

jX

� ��
¼ 3VE� � 3VV�

�jX
¼ 3j

jV jjEjffð�dÞ
X

� 3j
jVj2
X

¼ 3j
jV jjEj
X

ðcosðdÞ � j sinðdÞÞ � 3j
jV j2
X

¼ Pþ jQ

ð2:27Þ

The real part of the complex power S is the active power:

P ¼ ReðSÞ ¼ 3
jVjjEj
X

sinðdÞ ð2:28Þ

and the imaginary part is the reactive power:

Q ¼ ImðSÞ ¼ 3
jV jjEj
X

cosðdÞ � 3
jV j2
X

¼ 3
jV j
X

ðjEj cosðdÞ � jV jÞ ð2:29Þ

A closer look at the active power equation (Equation 2.28) shows us that the sign of the active

power is determined only by the power angle d:

� d > 0 ! P > 0, the machine supplies active power to the grid and is a generator;

� d ¼ 0 ! P ¼ 0, the machine has no active power exchange with the grid;

� d < 0 ! P < 0, the machine absorbs active power from the grid and is a motor.

Given those relations, it is evident that we can project an ‘active power axis’ in the phasor

diagram as shown in Figure 2.28.We can follow a similar approach by investigating the reactive

power equation (Equation 2.29). This equation shows us that the sign of the reactive power is

determined by the following relations:

� jEj cosðdÞ > jVj ! Q > 0, the machine supplies reactive power to the grid and is over-

excited;

� jEj cosðdÞ ¼ jVj ! Q ¼ 0, the machine has no reactive power exchange with the grid;

� jEj cosðdÞ < jVj ! Q < 0, the machine absorbs reactive power from the grid and is under-

excited.
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A ‘reactive power axis’ can now be projected in the phasor diagram as well as that shown in

Figure 2.28. The working point of the synchronous machine of which the phasor diagram is

shown inFigure 2.28, is indicated by the black dot. Thismachine injects both active and reactive

power into the grid and is an overexcited generator.

When we want to project the voltage phasor diagram in a three-phase active and reactive

power coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2.29, the phasors need to bemultiplied by 3jV j=X
as we can see from the active and reactive power equations (Equations 2.28 and 2.29). The

workingpointof the synchronousmachine is indicatedby theblackdot, and theamountof active

and reactive power that the machine injects into the grid can be read from the diagram easily.

The generator is of course limited in its output and it is convenient to indicate the region for safe

operation of the machine in the diagram, given a constant terminal voltage V: the so-called

loading capability diagram of the generator.

The region of operation of the synchronous generator is restricted by the maximum permis-

sible heating (jIj2R losses) in the armature and in the field windings. These two limits can be

constructed for the ‘phasor diagram’ that is shown in Figure 2.30. Let us assume that the lengths

of the two phasors that indicate the working point (the black dot) correspond to the maximum

allowed stator current (jIj) and themaximumallowedfield current (If ! jEj) (note that both jVj
andX are constant). Nowwe can find the heating limits by rotating the two phasors around their

pointoforigin so that circlesaredescribed in thediagram.This is illustrated inFigure2.30. In the

area confined by the circle pieces, the maximum permissible heating in the armature and in the

field windings will not be exceeded.

The region of operation of the synchronous generator is not only restricted by the maximum

permissible heating in the armature and in thefieldwindings but alsoby someother factors, such

as the steady-state stability limit. The active power varies sinusoidally with the angle d
(see Equation 2.28) as shown in Figure 2.31. The generator can be loaded to the limit value

Pmax, known as the steady-state stability limit. Theoretically, when d becomes greater than 90˚

the generator will lose synchronism. The actual stability limit is, however, more difficult to

determine due to the power system dynamics involved. Additional constraints on the region of
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Figure 2.28 ‘Active and reactive axis’ projected in the phasor diagram.
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operation of the synchronous generator are the power limit of the primemover and the so-called

under-excitation limit.The under-excitation limit gives the limit for the lower level of excitation

when reactive power is absorbed from the grid. An example of a loading capability diagram is

given in Figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.32 Example of a loading capability curve of a synchronous generator.
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Figure 2.31 Active power of a synchronous generator as a function of the power angle d.
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3
The Transmission of Electric
Energy

3.1 INTRODUCTION

One could raise the question: why do we have transmission and distribution networks at all?

Imagine a world without overhead lines, without underground cables and no transformers, in

which each residential homeandbusiness enterprisegenerates andconsumes its ownelectricity.

The consequence of such a system would be that each and every customer should own and

operate enough generating capacity to be able to supply the maximum possible load, whereas

this generating capacitywould not be usedwhen the loadwas less. This situation exists on board

of ships, aeroplanes, etc. One could argue that it could be an option to store energy to supply a

part of the peak load by the stored energy. However, to store energy in large quantities is still, if

technologically spoken possible, very expensive. A better alternative is to interconnect one’s

systemwith thoseofneighbors.This is agoodsolutionas longas thepeakdemandsof thevarious

customers do not occur at the same time.

Example 3.1 Interconnection

Two neighbors decide to interconnect their electricity systems. They each have a 5 kW

generator installed to be able to run either the washing machine or the washer dryer together

with other household loads.When they interconnect their systems, and plan theirwashing and

drying on different days, they can cope with one generator of 5 kW instead of two.

Inpractice, thevarious customers’peakdemands for electricitydonotoccur simultaneouslyand

therefore it is far more economical to pool the generation. The variation in peak demand allows

us to install generators in an interconnected power systemwith a lower peak capacity and so the

capital expenditureper customer canbe considerably lower than itwouldbe in the case of agreat

number of isolated, independent power producers.

Electrical Power System Essentials Pieter Schavemaker and Lou van der Sluis
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The advantages of an interconnected power system are as follows [39].

� It leads to a better overall system efficiency, because the total installed power can be less than

the sum of the loads.

� It brings an improved system reliability, because, when one of the partners in the power pool

has a problem, e.g. unforeseen loss of generation power, the other partners can supply the

missing generation.

� It results in smaller frequency deviations. In a large interconnected system, a great number

of synchronous generators run in parallel. When there is a mismatch in balancing the

production with the consumption during a short time, only a small frequency deviation

in the system will occur because there is enough rotating mass in the system (see also

Section 5.1 (Introduction)).

� It covers a large geographical area. The European grid and the North American power pool,

for example, span an area withmultiple time zones: the peak load in the morning will start at

different times in the various time zones. Hydropower can be connected, nuclear and thermal

power plants can be built where cooling water is present or where the fuel is available.Wind

mills can be erected at a location with a steady wind throughout the year (on-shore or off-

shore). A geographical spread of the wind production will reduce the chance that no wind

power isproducedat all: if there is nowind inDenmark, it isnot likely that at the same time this

is also the case in Spain for instance.

� It facilitates the dealing and wheeling of power. It becomes possible to exchange the power

from the connected power producers and to create in this way a market for electrical energy.

An interconnected system also has some disadvantages, because:

� there must be sufficient interconnection transport capacity between the different partners in

the power pool;

� there are power losses because of the energy exchanges;

� in large interconnected systemsparallel transports canoccur that put higher constraints on the

system;

� there are organizational matters in order to operate the interconnected system

smoothly.

Someof thesedisadvantagescanbe resolvedbyusingDClinksas interconnectionbetween large

supply areas or power pools (see also Section 1.3.1 (AC versus DC systems)) or by applying

FACTS devices to control the flow of power (Section 5.6 (Flexible AC Transmission Systems

(FACTS))).

3.2 TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Electricity is transportedanddistributedbyoverhead transmission linesandundergroundcables

(see alsoSection 3.8 (PowerCarriers)). The total amount of power and thedistanceoverwhich it

has to be transported determine the basic design of the transmission and distribution system; the

larger the distance and themore power to be transported, the higher the rated system voltage, as

illustrated in Figure 3.1. The transmission network has the highest voltage rating and connects
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the largest power plantswith the transmission substations (seeSection 3.4 (Substations)),which

in turn supply the distribution subsystems. The distribution network distributes the electrical

energy between the connected loads. Sometimes we speak about sub-transmission systems (or

regional transmission systems or primary distribution systems). It is not always clear where to

draw the line.

Thepower systemhasdevelopedover theyears, voltage levels have increasedand theoriginal

functionofcertain systemparts in thedesignhavechangedaccordingly. InFigure3.2 thevoltage

levels and the interconnecting transformers in the Netherlands are shown. The 380 kV- and

220 kV-networks form the backbone of theDutch grid; they transport the bulk of the power. The

150 kV, 110 kVand 50 kV-networks also have a transport function and are therefore called sub-

transmission networks. The 10 kV and 20 kV-networks supply the low-voltage networks and

distribute the electrical energy to the consumers. The transformation from 380 kV to 220 kV

takes place in three substations with one or two transformer banks with a capacity of between

500 MVAand750 MVA.There are about 20 substationswhere thevoltage is steppeddown from

380 kVor 220 kV to 150 kVor 110 kV.Each substation has one to four power transformer banks

with a capacity of between 200 MVA and 500MVA. Approximately 40 substations bring the

voltage down to 50 kV with power transformers of 100 MVA and roughly 180 substations

directly step thevoltagedown to the 10 kVand20 kVdistribution levelwith power transformers

ranging from 20MVA till 80 MVA. The north-eastern part of the Netherlands, less densely

populated than the rest of the country, has locally concentrated loads and the voltage is

transformed directly from the 220 kV transmission level to the 20 kV distribution level.
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Figure 3.1 Selection of rated voltage for three-phase AC power transmission [30].
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The average distance between the 380 kV substations is 50 kmand between the 220 kV stations

35 km. The substations at the intermediate voltage levels 50 kV, 110 kV and 150 kV lie 10–

15 kmapart,while the average distance between the 10 kV supply stations is a kilometer or less,

depending on the local situation. Each 10 kV / 0.4 kV supply station serves between 50 and 100

clients (houses connected to the low-voltage network). A single high-voltage substation

supplies between 250 and 500 10 kV / 0.4 kV supply stations.

TheDutch high-voltage network is shown in Figure 3.3. The 380 kVand the 220 kV network

are loop systems, in which each and every substation is fed from two directions or from two

sources. The 380 kV-loop transports the electrical energy to the western, southern and central

part of the Netherlands and the 220 kV-loop serves the north-eastern part of the country. The

larger power plants feed directly into the 380 kV grid while smaller power plants are connected

at intermediate and medium-voltage levels.

3.3 NETWORK STRUCTURES

Thenetwork structure is formedby the overhead lines, the undergroundcables, the transformers

and the buses between the points of power injection and power consumption. The number of

voltage transformations from thehighest voltage level to the lowest voltage level determines the
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Figure 3.2 Voltage levels and transformation steps in theDutchpower system [6]; *this voltage level can

be 20 kVas well.
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principal network structure of a power system. Network structures can be distinguished in

system parts with single-point feeding and with multiple-point feeding.

A single-point feeding network can have three layouts, as depicted in Figure 3.4:

� a radial structure, inwhich all substations (or consumers) are fed by lines or cables connected

directly to one central supply; a network with a radial structure is less expensive to build;

Figure 3.3 The Dutch high-voltage network. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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� a loop structure, inwhich eachandevery substation (or consumer)within the systemis fed from

two directions; networks with a loop structure are more reliable but more expensive to build;

� a multi-loop structure, in which the substations (or consumers) are fed from the supply by

more than two connections; networks with a multi-loop structure are very reliable in their

operation, but more costly.

In Figure 3.4 (b) and (c), the -symbol is placed on positionswhere it is possible to open a loop in

the grid. During operation, the system operator can decide to create ‘openings’ in the grid, by

means of switching devices, so that both the loop and multi-loop structures can be operated as

radial networks. This is common practice in the Dutch distribution networks; most of these

networks have a (multi-) loop structure but are operated as radial networks as this keeps the

protectionof the network simple.After a fault situation, e.g. a short circuit that has been cleared,

a grid opening can be ‘relocated’ in order to change the network configuration and restore the

energy supply as shown in Figure 3.5.

A multiple-point feeding network nearly always has a multi-loop structure (see Figure 3.6).

Transmission networks are in general operated in a multi-loop structure, as the multi-loop

network gives a rather high reliability of the power supply. In the case that a fault occurs in a

multi-loop system, the power supply can (usually) be continued. Let’s imagine that the left

feeder (the dashed line) in Figure 3.6 is short-circuited. The feeder will be isolated from the

network (by theprotectivedevices and thecircuit breakers),which implies that thepower supply

)c()b((a)

Figure 3.4 Network structures with single-point feeding; (a) radial structure; (b) loop structure; (c)

multi-loop structure.

Figure 3.5 Restoration of energy supply in a faulted, radially operated, system.
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from the left side is interrupted.However,we still have apower supply from the right side,which

feeds all the substations in the multi-loop structure.

3.4 SUBSTATIONS

The simplest way to look at the power system is to consider it as a collection of nodes, which

we call substations, and connecting power carriers, such as overhead lines and underground

cables. By means of substations, the power of a generating plant can be supplied to the system,

the power can be divided over the connected lines, and the power can be distributed to the

consumers. Furthermore, transformers can be installed in the substations in order to intercon-

nect different voltage levels. Substations play an important role in the protection of the power

system. In the substations, theprotectionequipment (voltage transformers, current transformers

and protective relays; see Section 3.6 (Protection of Transmission and Distribution Networks))

is installed together with the circuit breakers and disconnectors that perform the switching

operations. Also the system grounding is established in the substations and from the individual

stations, measurement signals are guided to the control centre (see also Section 6.1

(Introduction)).

A substation basically consists of a number of ingoing and outgoing power carriers that are

connected to one (or more) common bus(ses)/busbar(s) by circuit breakers, disconnectors and

instrument transformers: the feeders. InFigure 3.7, a photo of anopen-air substation is depicted.

A circuit breaker, shown in Figure 3.8, is a mechanical switching device, capable of making,

conducting and breaking currents under normal circuit conditions but also interrupting currents

under abnormal conditions as in the case of a short circuit. Disconnectors are primarily used to

visualize whether a connection is open or closed. An example of a pantograph disconnector is

shown in Figure 3.9. Different from circuit breakers, disconnectors do not have current-

interrupting capability. Therefore, a disconnector cannot be opened when it conducts a current

and when a recovery voltage builds up across the contacts after opening. A disconnector can

interrupt a small currentwhen, after opening, a negligiblevoltageappears over the contacts. The

Figure 3.6 Network structure with multiple-point feeding.
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instrument transformers in the substation, like voltage and current transformers, provide

measured values of the actual voltage and current to the protective relay and the metering

equipment. The protective relays have the task to detect and locate disturbances in the system,

such as short circuits, and to switch off only the faulted part of the network by opening the

appropriate circuit breaker(s).

Figure 3.7 An open-air substation. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.

Figure 3.8 Three single-phase circuit breakers. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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When space is available, substations are erected in the open air. The ambient air serves as

insulating medium and insulators support the live parts. These open-air substations do require

quite some space but offer advantages: quick assembly and easy repair and expansion, and the

possibility to install components of differentmanufacturers.When pollution is an issue, e.g. the

substation is planned close to an industrial area or in coastal region, the substation can be placed

indoors. If the available space is limited, the choice is made for an SF6 gas-insulated station. In

such a gas-insulated station, the live parts are located inside an earthed metal enclosure.

Pressurized SF6 gas serves as insulating medium in the enclosure. Pressurized SF6 is a very

good insulator that can be usedwith electric field strengths that (at a pressure of 5 atm) are about

12 times higher than in atmospheric air. A gas-insulated substation that is filled with SF6 gas

requires only 20 % of the space of a comparable open-air substation. In Figure 3.10, a feeder of

an SF6-insulated substation is depicted.

3.5 SUBSTATION CONCEPTS

Asubstationbasically consists of a number of incomingandoutgoing feeders that are connected

to one (or more) common bus(ses)/busbar(s). The simplest way to make the interconnection

between the feeders is by connecting them to one single busbar. This lay out is, however, rather

vulnerable and can be improved in terms of security, maintenance and flexibility. In the

following sections, some of these improved substation concepts are presented.

Single bus system

The single bus system with a bus disconnector has a simple lay out (see Figure 3.11), is easy to

operate and rather simple to protect. This single bus systemhas, however, the disadvantage that:

� whenmaintenance has to be carried out at the tie disconnector, the complete substation has to

be taken out of service;

� when the tie disconnector is closed, a bus fault causes disconnection of all feeders;

� when maintenance has to be done at a bus disconnector in one of the feeders, at least two

feeders have to be taken out of service.

Figure 3.9 Pantograph disconnector in open position. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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When the tie disconnector, which is shown in Figure 3.11, is replaced by a tie circuit

breaker with disconnectors in series, the risk of disconnecting all feeders in the case of a bus

fault is smaller, but the complexity, which was the original advantage of the single bus

system, increases.
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33 22
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1. interrupter driving mechanism
2. busbars
3. busbar disconnectors
4. current transformer
5. interrupter

6. cable disconnector
7. voltage transformer
8. cable bushing
9. earthing disconnector

10. interrupter-pole enclosure

33

6

Figure 3.10 A feeder of an SF6-insulated substation (E-SEP 245 kV). Courtesy of Eaton Holec.

= disconnector

= circuit breaker

tie disconnector

bus disconnector

Figure 3.11 Single bus system.
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Double bus system

Thedouble busbar system is anoften-applied concept (seeFigure3.12). Each feeder has twobus

disconnectors that can connect the feeder with either one of the two busbars. Both buses can be

coupled by a coupling breaker.

In the case of a bus fault, the coupling breaker and the circuit breakers of the feeders that

are connected to the faulted bus are tripped. Now the main advantage of the double

bus configuration is that the supply can be restored by switching the disconnected feeders

on the other (healthy) busbar. There are further advantages to the double bus system,

namely:

� whenmaintenance has to be done at one of the two busbars, no feeders have to be taken out of

service;

� there is a reasonably selective protection of the individual feeders and the busbars;

� the switchyard layout is fairly straightforward and its operation is not too complicated;

� only a failing coupling circuit breaker can result in the disconnection of both busbars.

Polygon bus system

In both the single and double busbar concept, the circuit breakers are placed in series with the

feeders. In the so-called polygon substation concept (see Figure 3.13) all the circuit breakers are

part of the busbar system.

bus disconnector

coupling
breaker

Figure 3.12 Double bus system.

Figure 3.13 Substation lay out according to the polygon concept.
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When a feeder should be either connected or disconnected, two circuit breakers have to open.

After a switchingoperationof the feeder disconnector, both circuit breakers canbe closed again.

The polygon substation lay out has three advantages over the single busbar and the double

busbar concept:

� maintenanceonacircuitbreaker canbecarriedoutwithoutdisconnectinga feeder sectionand

without an additional by-pass;

� a bus fault results in disconnecting only a single feeder;

� a faulty circuit breaker puts only two feeders out of service, independent of the number of

connected feeders.

One-and-a-half circuit breaker concept

The so-called one-and-a-half circuit breaker concept (see Figure 3.14) combines the reliability

and the by-pass possibility of the polygon substation concept while maintaining some of the

flexibility of the double busbar substation. Compared with the double busbar system, each

feeder has an extra, shared (half), circuit breaker available, but the coupling circuit breaker is

missing.

Similarly to thepolygon topology, twocircuit breakers have tooperatewhena feeder has tobe

connected or disconnected. There are also more disconnectors (and earthing switches) needed.

The result is a complicated switch yard lay out and consequently less simple switching

procedures. Advanced substation automation and protection equipment is therefore a require-

ment. The advantages of the one-and-a-half circuit breaker concept are the same as for the

polygon concept:

� circuit breaker maintenance with all feeders in service;

� only one feeder out of service in the case of a bus fault;

� only two feeders are lost when one of the station circuit breakers is out of service.

3.6 PROTECTION OF TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

With the increasing dependency of our society on electricity supplies, the need to achieve an

acceptable level of reliability, quality and safety at an economic price becomes important to

Figure 3.14 The one-and-a-half circuit breaker concept.
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customers. The power system as such is well designed and also adequately maintained to

minimize thenumberof faults that canoccur. Protection systems are installed to clear faults, like

short circuits, because short-circuit currents can damage the cables, lines, busbars and trans-

formers.Thevoltage andcurrent transformersprovidemeasuredvaluesof theactualvoltageand

current to the protective relay.The relay processes the data anddetermines, basedon its settings,

whether or not it needs to operate a circuit breaker in order to isolate faulted sections or

components.

The classic protective relay is the electromagnetic relay which is constructed with electrical,

magnetic and mechanical components. Nowadays computerized relays are taking over as they

havemany advantages, as they can perform a self-diagnosis, record events and disturbances in a

data base and can be integrated in the communication,measurement and control environment of

the modern substations.

A reliable protection is indispensable for a power system.When a fault or anabnormal system

condition occurs (such as over/undervoltage, over/underfrequency, overcurrent and so on) the

related protective relay has to react in order to isolate the affected section while leaving the rest

of the power system in service. The protectionmust be sensitive enough to operatewhen a fault

occurs, but the protection should be stable enough not to operatewhen the system is operating at

its maximum rated current. There are also faults of a transient nature, a lightning stroke on or in

thevicinity of a transmission line for instance, and it is undesirable that these faultswould lead to

a loss of supply. Therefore, the protective relays are usually equipped with autoreclosure

functionality. Autoreclosure implies that the protective relay, directly after having detected

anabnormal situation leading to theopeningof thecontactsof the circuit breaker, commands the

contacts of the circuit breaker to close again in order to check whether the abnormal situation is

still there. In case of a fault of a transient nature, thenormal situation is likely tobe restoredagain

so that there is andwasno lossof supply.When theabnormal situation is still there, theprotective

relay commands the circuit breaker to open its contacts again so that either the fault is cleared or

consecutive autoreclosure sequences can follow. In most cases, so-called back-up protection is

installed in order to improve the reliability of the protection system.

Whenprotective relays and circuit breakers are not economically justifiable in certain parts of

the grid, fuses can be applied. A fuse combines the ‘basic functionality’ of the current

transformer, relay and circuit breaker in one very simple overcurrent protection device. The

fuse element is directly heated by the current passing through and is destroyedwhen the current

exceeds a certainvalue, thus leading to an isolation of the faulted sections or components. After

the fault is repaired/removed, the fuseneeds tobe replaced so that the isolatedgrid sectioncanbe

energized again.

3.7 TRANSFORMERS

Transformers are essential components in the AC power system as they make it possible to

convert electrical energy to different voltage levels with an efficiency of more than 99 %. That

enables us to generate power at a relatively low-voltage level (10–25 kV, limited by the

insulation of the generator), to transport it at high-voltage levels (110 kV–420 kVand higher)

to reduce the lossesduring transportation,whereasdomesticconsumptioncan takeplaceat a low

and (more or less) safe voltage level (400 Vand below). Transformers consist essentially of two

coilsonacommon ironcore.The ironcore servesas themagnetic couplingbetween the twocoils
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such that nearly all themagnetic flux from one coil links with the other coil (see Figure 3.15). If

we assume the transformer to be ideal, thatmeans that there is no resistance, no leakage flux and

that the permeability of the core is infinite, the relation between the applied voltage and the

resulting flux is given by the following expression:

v1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV1j cosðotÞ ¼ N1

d�

dt

�ðtÞ ¼ C þ
ffiffiffi
2

p jV1j
oN1

sinðotÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
j�j sinðotÞ

j�j ¼ jBjA

ð3:1Þ

N1 the number of turns of the primary transformer winding

� the magnetic flux [Wb ¼ Vs]

C the integration constant [Wb]; zero in steady-state conditions

B the magnetic flux density [T ¼ Wb/m2]

A the cross-sectional area of the iron transformer core [m2]

The induced voltage at the terminals of the secondary winding amounts to:

v2ðtÞ ¼ N2

d�

dt
¼ N2

N1

�
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV1j cosðotÞ ¼ N2

N1

� v1ðtÞ ð3:2Þ

N2 the number of turns of the secondary transformer winding

As a result, the relation between the voltage at the primary side and the induced voltage at the

secondary side can be written as (see also Appendix B.2 (The Ideal Transformer)):

v1

v2
¼ V1

V2

¼ N1

N2

¼ n ð3:3Þ

n the turns ratio

How to select the number of turns for a given turns ratio? Let us examine two extreme cases in

selecting the number of turns of the transformer windings.

v1 N1 N2 v2

i1 i2
Φ

Figure 3.15 An ideal transformer.
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Example 3.2 Number of turns of the transformer windings

In his book Electric Energy: Its Generation, Transmission and Use, Laithwaite gives the

following example [17] to illustrate the number of turns of transformer windings. Let us

assume that we want a transformer that steps down from a primary voltage of 1000 V to a

secondary voltage of 500 V,with a secondary current of 2 A. It is obvious that the turns ratio of

the primary to secondary winding should be 2:1. But what number of turns to choose? Dowe

choose two primary turns and one secondary or two million primary turns versus one million

secondary or something in between? InEquation3.1, jV j ¼ 1000Vandwe take themaximum

allowable value of the magnetic flux density to be 2.0 T: jBj ¼ 2:0=ð ffiffiffi
2

p Þ T. If we look first at
the designwith twoprimary turns (i.e.N1 ¼ 2),we can calculate for the cross-sectional area of

the iron transformer core:

jBjA ¼ j�j ¼ jVj
oN1

¼ 1000

200p
¼ 5

p
Wb ! A ¼ 5=pffiffiffi

2
p � 1:13m2 ð3:4Þ

The copper conductor required for the 2 A current at the secondary side must have a diameter

of about 4 mm. So, our transformer, handling only 1 kVA, contains over 20 tons of steel (the

iron core) and only 10 grams of copper (thewindings)! If we consider the design with the two

million primary turns (i.e.N1 ¼ 2� 106), the cross-sectional area of the iron transformer core

becomes:

A ¼ 5� 10�6=pffiffiffi
2

p � 1:13� 10�6 m2 ð3:5Þ

The steel core weighs only about 20 grams, but the primary and secondary copper windings

have amass of about 6 tons each!These twounpractical transformer ‘designs’ are illustrated in

Figure 3.16. It is evident that the market prices of steel and copper have their impact on the

choice of the number of turns of the transformer windings and the transformer design.

In Section 5.4.2 (Tap-changing Transformers), transformers are introduced that can alter the

turns ratio so that they are able to adjust the voltage level and can be used for voltage control.

A single-phase transformer can be built in a number of ways. Three common designs are

shown in Figure 3.17. The arrangement with the separate windings, i.e. the primary and

secondary coil on a separate leg of the core (Figure 3.17 (a)), results in a rather high leakage

Figure 3.16 Two extreme transformer ‘designs’.
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flux, which can be reduced by putting the windings on top of each other (Figure 3.17 (b)). The

magnetic circuit of this configuration is asymmetric:most of the leakagefluxoccurs on the open

side. This can be circumvented by choosing the ‘shell’ type transformer as shown in Figure 3.17

(c).Thefluxdividesevenlybetween the left and right limb, and therefore thecross-sectional area

of those two outer limbs can be half that of the central limb.

Because the power system is a three-phase system; three-phase transformers are needed to

realize the various voltage levels in the system. Such a three-phase transformer can bemade by

using three (identical) single-phase transformers. The advantage of this is that one creates

redundancy in the system at a relatively low cost. When there are four identical single-phase

transformers in a substation, one being a spare unit, this spare can be put into service quickly

when one of the other transformers has a defect. A more common solution is the three-phase

transformer, i.e. one single three-phase unit, where the three phases share a common iron core.

Theadvantageof sucha singleunit is that the amountof ironneeded is less than for three separate

single-phase units and that a three-phase transformer requires less space in the substation.

A three-phase transformer can be constructed by making from three single-phase cores one

core: the three single-phase transformer cores shown in Figure 3.18 (a) (like the one shown

in Figure 3.17 (b), but seen from above) are combined and a common return limb results

(Figure 3.18 (b)). In a balanced three-phase power system the flux in this common return limb is

zero so that it can be left out, as shown inFigure 3.18 (c).Manufacturing a transformer as the one

shown in Figure 3.18 (c) is not easy and the final product is difficult to transport. Therefore, it is

more practical to place the three cores in line as canbe seen inFigure 3.19 (a) and is shownon the

photo in Figure 3.20. Magnetically, this transformer arrangement is not symmetrical, but this

can be overcome by adding two extra limbs at each side of the transformer core. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.19 (b).

)c()b()a(

Figure 3.17 Single-phase transformer arrangements.

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 3.18 Construction of a three-phase transformer from three single-phase transformers (view from

above).
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Many transformers that are in service have three windings per phase (instead of two); this is

the so-called three-winding transformer of which the third winding is named the tertiary

winding. A single-phase three-winding transformer is shown schematically in Figure 3.21.

The tertiary winding can be used as a point for reactive power injection (see also Section 5.4.3

(ReactivePower Injection)) or can supplyanearbydistribution system.The tertiarywindingcan

also be applied for harmonic suppression (more information on this topic is available below in

this section under ‘The magnetizing current’).

(b)(a)

Figure 3.19 Three-phase transformer arrangements.

Figure 3.20 A three-phase transformer under construction. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO

B.V.

Figure 3.21 A single-phase three-winding transformer.
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Phase shifts in three-phase transformers

The three coils at the primary or the secondary side of the three-phase transformer can be

connected in wye (Y) or delta (D). An example of a Yy-transformer (both the primary and the

secondary side are connected in wye) is shown in Figure 3.22. An example of a Yd-transformer

(primary side connected in wye and the secondary side in delta) is shown in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.22 AYy-4 transformer (the terminals of the secondary side of the transformer are labelled as

c/a/b).When the terminals of the secondary sideof the transformer are labelled as a/b/c, aYy-0 transformer

results. When the terminals of the secondary side of the transformer are labelled as b/c/a, a Yy-8

transformer results.
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Figure 3.23 AYd-11 transformer (the terminals of the secondary side of the transformer are labelled as

a/b/c).When the terminals of the secondary sideof the transformer are labelled as c/a/b, aYd-3 transformer

results. When the terminals of the secondary side of the transformer are labelled as b/c/a, a Yd-7

transformer results.
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Theadvantageofwye-connected coils is that the starpoint, i.e. thepointwhere the three coils are

connected to each other, can be earthed, so that the line-to-neutral voltages cannot become

unacceptably high in case of system disturbances. Furthermore, in the case of wye-connected

coils, thevoltagesacross thecoils equal the line-to-neutral voltages,whereas theyequal the line-

to-line voltages in the case of delta-connected coils; as a result, the voltage across a wye-

connected coil is only 1=
ffiffiffi
3

p
of the voltage across a delta-connected coil, so that the number of

windings per phase can be smaller, and the amount of insulation material needed can be less.

Because of this, wye-connected coils are applied for the higher voltage levels. Delta-connected

coils are advantageous, when a Dy transformer serves as a distribution transformer: the single-

phase loads, that are connected to the secondary wye-connected coils, ‘spread out’ over two

coils at theprimary side, so that possibleunbalancesbetween thephasesat the secondary sideare

smoothed at the primary side of the transformer. Another advantage is that the third harmonic

current, as a result of the magnetization of the transformer core, remains trapped inside a

delta-connected winding (more about this topic will be explained in this section under ‘The

magnetizing current’).

The way how the coils are connected with each other and to the terminals can introduce a

phase shift between the voltage phasors of the corresponding terminals, i.e. labelled with the

same letter (or signor something similar), at theprimaryandsecondary side.This is illustrated in

the following example.

Example 3.3 AYd-11 transformer

In this example, wewill determine the phase shift of the three-phase transformer as shown in

Figure 3.23.

In a balanced three-phase system,we can easily draw the voltage phasorsA,B andC for the

primary terminals of the transformer. The star point of the transformer is at zero potential (as

we have a balanced system) and the voltages across the coils (u1, v1 and w1) equal the line-to-

neutral voltagesappliedat the terminals of theprimarysideof the transformer (seeFigure3.23,

the left phasor diagram).

We have to find the terminal voltages at the secondary side of the transformer in order to

determine the phase shift. We know that the coils at the secondary side of the transformer are

magnetically coupled with the coils at the primary side and, as a result, the voltage phasors

across thecoils at the secondary side (u2, v2 andw2)have the same length (ifweassume that the

turns ratio equals one) and orientation as the voltage phasors of the primary side. Let’s start

with drawing thevoltagephasor u2: this is exactly the samephasor as u1. Phasor v2 should have

the sameorientation as v1 but, aswe can see from the diagramof the delta-connected coils (see

Figure 3.23), the tail of phasor v2 begins at the arrowhead of u2. The same reasoning for phasor

w2: it has the same orientation as w1 but its tail starts at the arrowhead of v2, whereas its own

arrowhead ends at the tail of the phasor u2. The resulting triangular phasor diagram is depicted

ingrey inFigure3.23 (thephasordiagramat the right).The terminal voltagescannoweasilybe

drawn into this phasor diagram. The terminal voltages are by definition line-to-neutral

voltages, and as the imaginary neutral is in the centre of the triangle, the tails of the terminal

voltage phasors meet each other in the centre of the triangle. From the drawing of the delta-

connected coils (see Figure 3.23), we can see that the arrowhead of the voltage phasor ameets

the arrowhead of phasor u2, the arrowhead of the voltage phasor b meets the arrowhead of
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phasor v2, and the arrowhead of the voltage phasor c meets the arrowhead of phasor w2. The

terminal voltage phasors are drawn in black in Figure 3.23.

We can see that the voltage phasors at the secondary side lead the corresponding phasors at

the primary side by 30 degrees. We also notice that the voltages at the secondary side are

reduced in amplitude by a factor of
ffiffiffi
3

p
.

It becomes evident from Figures 3.22 and 3.23, that a phase shift can occur when we apply a

three-phase transformer to the power system; either due to the connection of the coils or the

labelling of terminals. Because a coil at the secondary side of the transformer is magnetically

coupled with one of the coils at the primary side, this phase difference between the primary and

secondary voltages equals a multiplicity of 30 degrees. That is why we can draw the voltage

phasors in a clocklike diagram (the hours on the number plate are on a circle at an angle of 30

degrees), and we can express the phase difference between the primary and secondary voltage

phasors as a clock-reference. The high-voltage line-to-neutral phasor A serves as the reference

and points to 12 o’clock, whereas the low-voltage line-to-neutral phasor a points to the hour on

the clock that indicates the phase shift.

The transformer configuration is expressed by an upper-case letter, a lower-case letter and a

number. The upper-case letter gives information about the connection of the coils at the high-

voltage side: Y for a wye connection and D for a delta connection. The lower-case letter tells the

connectionof the coils at the low-voltageside:y for awyeconnectionandd for adelta connection.

Thenumber indicates the phase shift expressedas anhour on the clock.Thephase shift in the case

of the Yy-4 transformer in Figure 3.22, for example, equals 4� 30 ¼ 120 degrees; the voltage

phasors at the secondary side lag the corresponding phasors at the primary side by 120 degrees.

InSection5.5.1 (ControllingActivePowerFlows), a special typeof transformer is introduced

that is used to control active power flows in the system by creating a phase shift between the

voltage at the primary and the voltage at the secondary side. This type of transformer is called a

phase-shifter.

The magnetizing current

The magnetic properties of the transformer core material are not ideal. The permeability (m) is
not infinite, and that means that not all of the flux is inside the core material. Also, the

permeability is not a constant parameter and therefore the relation between the magnetic flux

density and themagnetic field intensity (B ¼ mH ) is not linear (see Figure 3.24 (a)).We can see

from the B-H characteristic that at higher values for H the core material saturates: an increase

ofH does not result in a proportional increase ofB. In practice, themagnetic flux density of iron

will not exceed a value of 1.3 T. One could put the questionwhy a transformer is not operated in

the linear part of the curveonly, i.e. around theoriginof theB-Hcharacteristic.Theanswer is that

in that case the amount of core material would increase considerably as does the price of the

transformer (we learn from Equation 3.1 that decreasing jBj with a factor of 3, requires an

increase of the cross-sectional area of the transformer core (A)with a factor 3 in order to achieve

that j�j remains constant).

TheB-H characteristic is not only non-linear, but it also has hysteresis as can be seen inFigure

3.24 (b). Hysteresis comes from the Greekword hysteroswhichmeans later or behind: the state

of magnetization reflects the previous state of magnetization. This means that there is no such

thing as a unique relation between an H-value and a B-value.
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When a sinusoidal voltage is applied at the primary side of an unloaded transformer, a current

will flow through the primarywinding that causes themagnetization of the transformer core;we

call this themagnetization current (im). The relationship between themagnetization current and

the resulting flux in the transformer core, the�-im characteristic (Figure 3.24 (c)), has the same

shape as the B-H characteristic. After all, the following equations apply: � ¼ B=A and

im ¼ i1 ¼ Hl=N1 (i.e. the application of Ampère’s law in Figure 3.15, with the dashed line

chosen as the contour of integration with length l). The applied sinusoidal voltage (v1) drives a

magnetic flux in the transformer core (�) that has also a sinusoidal shape (see Figure 3.25).

B

H

B

H

Φ

im

)c()b()a(

Figure 3.24 Transformer core characteristics: (a) non-linear B-H characteristic (b) non-linear B-H

characteristic with hysteresis (c) non-linear �-im characteristic with hysteresis.

Φ
Φv1

ωt

ωt

ωt

im

im

1
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Figure 3.25 Construction of the magnetization current and a comparable waveshape built up by a first

and third harmonic (inset).
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By making use of the �-im characteristic, we can draw the magnetization current as shown

in Figure 3.25. It is obvious that the magnetization current is a periodic function but not

a sinusoidal one. This current can be decomposed in a fundamental component (50 Hz)

and higher order components (such as: 150 Hz, 250 Hz, 350 Hz, . . .), called the higher

harmonics. The fundamental (50 Hz) component, being the first harmonic, and the third

harmonic (150 Hz) form the dominant part of the current as depicted in the inset in Figure

3.25 (the first and third harmonic components are the dashed lines andwhen they are added they

form the solid line).

Wenotice from thisfigure that the fundamental component of the current leads thefluxa little.

Thismeans that themagnetizationcurrent contains a small componentwhich is inphasewith the

driving voltage; in other words, the magnetization of the core results in ohmic losses. These

losses are the so-called hysteresis losses and are dissipated as heat in the transformer core during

themagnetizing and demagnetizing process; the dissipated energy is equal to the area enclosed

by the �-im characteristic. Because we complete the loop around the hysteresis characteristic

during each cycle of the supplyvoltage, thehysteresis losses are proportional to the frequencyof

the supply voltage.

The third harmonic of the current needs extra attention.Whenwewrite down the equations of

the first and the third harmonic currents that form themagnetization current, as displayed in the

inset in Figure 3.25, we get for the three phases:

ia ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sinðot � jÞ �

ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cosð3ðotÞÞ

ib ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � j� 2p

3

� �
�

ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cos 3 ot � 2p

3

� �� �

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � j� 2p

3

� �
�

ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cosð3ðotÞÞ

ic ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � j� 4p

3

� �
�

ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cos 3 ot � 4p

3

� �� �

¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jIj sin ot � j� 4p

3

� �
�

ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cosð3ðotÞÞ

ð3:6Þ

jI3j the effective value of the third harmonic current [A]

We can see from Equation 3.6 that the third harmonic currents in the three phases are identical

and that the sum of the currents ia; ib and ic is not equal to zero!

ia þ ib þ ic ¼ �3
ffiffiffi
2

p
jI3j cosð3ðotÞÞ ð3:7Þ

When the star point of the transformer is kept floating (i.e. not connected to ground), the sum of

thecurrents is forced tobezero, and the thirdharmonic in thecurrent cannotflow. In this situation

themagnetization current is forced to have no third harmonic, and the core’s nonlinear behavior

results in a deformed coil voltage. This problem does not exist if we have a transformer

with at least one delta-connected winding. The third harmonic current cannot leave or enter

the delta-connected winding, but it can circulate in this winding: the third harmonic current,
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induced by the magnetization of the transformer core, remains trapped within the loop of

the delta-connected winding. This is one of the reasons to apply Yy-transformers with a

tertiary delta winding at the higher voltage levels; the tertiary delta winding creates a path

for the third harmonic current, which is induced by the magnetization of the transformer

core.

Transformer inrush current

When im ¼ 0, the flux� has a certainvalue; this is called the remanent flux�r (see Figure 3.26).

Therefore, the transformer core of a power transformer that has been disconnected from the

systemcontains a residual flux�r.When, after some time, the power transformer is reconnected

to the grid at an instant such that the system voltage initiates a flux in the same direction as the

residual flux�r , the total core flux becomes �̂þ �r . This can be observed from the following

equations, in which the integration constant equals the remanent flux (C ¼ �r):

v1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
jV1j cosðotÞ ¼ N1

d�

dt

�ðtÞ ¼ C þ
ffiffiffi
2

p jV1j
oN1

sinðotÞ ¼ �r þ �̂ sinðotÞ
ð3:8Þ

Thecorematerial goes into saturation and, as a result, the transformer draws a largecurrent from

the supplying network, as illustrated in Figure 3.26: the transformer inrush current. It can take

many cycles for the high initial flux level to decay, which is reflected in an asymmetrical

transformer inrushcurrentwith aDCcomponent that can take seconds before it disappears anda

symmetrical magnetization current is left. An example where a power transformer is recon-

nected to the grid in an instant, such that the system voltage initiates a flux in the same direction

as the residual flux, is illustrated in Figure 3.27. There is no saturation when the system voltage

initiates a flux opposite to the direction of the residual flux.

Transformer inrush currents are inevitable, and the transformer protective devices are

designed and tuned such that these temporarily high currents are recognized and ignored: the

protective devices do not operate on the high inrush current, but do react in the case of a short-

circuit current.

Φ
Φ̂ Φ+ r

Φ
r

Φ
r

Φ̂

im

Figure 3.26 Remanent flux and transformer inrush current.
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3.8 POWER CARRIERS

It is in principle an economical and an environmental issue whether to choose an overhead line

(see Figure 3.28) or an underground cable for transmitting and distributing electrical power to

densely populated areas. Underground systems are in general more reliable than overhead

systems, because they are not exposed to wind, lightning and vehicle damage. Underground

systems do not disturb the environment and they require less preventivemaintenance. Themain

disadvantage, however, is its higher costs: for the same power rating, underground systems

are in general 6–10 times more expensive than overhead systems. In the densely populated

Netherlands (almost) all conductors below the 50 kV level are underground cables, as shown in

Table 3.1.

The conductor material can be either copper or aluminum. It depends on the type of power

carrier which material is selected. The resistivity of copper is only 60 % of that of aluminum:

Φ

Φ
r
0

v1

im

0

0

time [s]

0.2 1.0

instant that the transformer
is reconnected to the grid

Figure 3.27 Voltage, flux and current values after energization of a power transformer.

Table 3.1 The power carriers in the Dutch power system [7].

Voltage range [kV] Aboveground [km] Underground [km]

220 / 380 2719 16

50 / 110 / 150 5580 3614

3–25 – 105599

0.4 174 150623
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rAl ¼ 29� 10�9 �m and rCu ¼ 18� 10�9 �m. However, the density of copper is much

higher: 8900 kg/m3 versus 2700 kg/m3 for aluminum, and we can easily calculate that an

aluminum conductor has only half the weight of a copper conductor with the same resistance

(29=18� 2700=8900 ¼ 0:488). So when we apply aluminum conductors as overhead trans-

mission lines, our tower construction and insulator strings can be designed lighter, and are

therefore cheaper. Additionally, aluminum is a less expensive material than copper and there-

fore overhead transmission lines are usually laid out with aluminum instead of copper con-

ductors. In the case of underground cables, the low resistivity of copper is a major advantage

because the heat, generated by the ohmic losses in the conductor, is less.

The rather low tensile strength of aluminum is a disadvantage to use it as conductor material

for overhead transmission lines, and that is why steel is used as core material of the conductor

(see Figure 3.29). We see in Figure 3.29 that the conductor itself is not solid but is compiled of

Figure 3.28 Overhead transmission lines. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.

aluminum

steel

Figure 3.29 Cross section of an aluminum conductor with a steel core (ACSR: Aluminum Conductor

Steel Reinforced).
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strands (26 aluminum strands and 7 steel strands in this case), which gives the conductor the

necessary flexibility. The strands are spiralled; each layer in an opposite direction to avoid

unwinding. Because of the skin effect, the steel core does not contribute to the conductor

resistance. Skin effect occurs when an alternating current flows in a conductor: the current

prefers to flow near the surface of the conductor and the current density is not uniformly

distributed over the conductor cross-sectional area. As a consequence of the skin effect, the AC

resistance of a conductor is higher than its DC resistance, which is given by the following

expression:

R0 ¼ rl
A

ð3:9Þ

R0 the DC resistance of a conductor [�]
r the resistivity of the conductor material [�m]

l the length of the conductor [m]

A the cross-sectional area of the conductor [m2]

The spiralling makes the strands longer than the conductor itself and increases the overall

resistance by approximately 1% or 2%.

Themodeling of overhead transmission lines and underground cables for steady-state power

system analysis is covered in Appendix E (The Representation of Lines and Cables), whereas

more general characteristics of, and differences between, overhead transmission lines and

underground cables are described in the two following sub-sections.

3.8.1 Overhead Transmission Lines

High-voltage transmission lines are supported by transmission line towers and the surrounding

air serves as insulating medium (the breakdown field strength of air at atmospheric pressure

is 3 kV/mm). An example of a 150 kV double-circuit transmission line tower is shown in

Figure 3.30. The tower height is determined by the fact that the conductors should have a

minimum clearance, which depends on the voltage level, from the ground. Therefore, the sag of

the conductors in combination with the distance between the towers (the span) determines the

height of the structure.

Insulators

It is obvious that the transmission lines cannot be suspended from a tower directly. Because the

structure is at ground potential, there should be insulation between the tower and the conductor.

Not every piece of insulatingmaterial,which ismechanically strong enough to carry the lines, is

suited for this task. Imagine thatwewoulduse acylindrical pieceof insulatingmaterial to isolate

the line from the tower; falling raindrops would immediately cause a short circuit, as the water

filmcreates a conducting pathbetween the tower and the line. Therefore, insulators are designed

such that the creepage path is much longer.

The most common type of insulator is the cap and pin type made from either glass or from

porcelain. This type of insulator is shown in Figures 3.31 and 3.32. The shape of the sheds under
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the insulator isdeterminedby theenvironmentalpollutionconditionsbecause, for instanceclose

to the coast, salt deposit will affect the insulating properties. The number of discs applied for an

insulator string is not determined by the nominal voltage alone. The maximum voltage that the

linemust be able towithstandwithout flashoverwhile exposed to transient overvoltages plays a

role, as well as the pollution conditions. Insulators are sensitive to high current arcs that are

30

10

6.
6

4.
5

(a)

(b)

(a)

(a)

Figure 3.30 A150 kVdouble-circuit transmission line tower (distances are given inmeters). (a)Ground

wires or shield wires. (b) A bundle of two conductors per phase.
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initiated by a flashover, for instance when a line conductor is directly hit by lightning. High

current arcs can cause temperature cracks in the porcelain or the glass and this reduces the

insulating property of the insulator string. Arcing horns at the top and at the bottom of the

insulator string, shown in Figure 3.33, serve as the foot points for the high current arc and keep

the arc-channel away from the insulating body.

metal

metal

glass or porcelain

Figure 3.31 A single disc of an insulator string.

Figure 3.32 Threediscsofan insulator stringanda three-conductorbundlesuspended froma towerbyan

insulator string. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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Bundled conductors

In particular under rainy or foggyweather conditions, one can hear a hissing sound nearby high-

voltage transmission lines or other high-voltage components; this is called corona. The Latin

word coronameans crownbecause, apart from thenoise, corona also produces light: a ‘crownof

light’.

Corona is caused by discharges in air that result from a locally strong electric field strength

that ionizes the air around the conductor. A mechanism that can cause a locally strong electric

field at the surface of a transmission line is illustrated inFigure 3.34. InFigure 3.34 (a),we see an

irregularity on one of the plates of a parallel plate capacitor and the corresponding equipotential

Figure 3.33 Arcing horns protect the insulator string fromahigh current arc.Reproduced by permission

of TenneT TSO B.V.

)b()a(

Figure 3.34 A locally strong electric field. (a) A parallel plate capacitor with a sharp point on one of the

plates. (b) A transmission line with a rain drop.
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lines. The electric field strength can be calculated from the equipotential lines by using the

following equation:

E ¼ �V

d
ð3:10Þ

E the electric field strength [V/m].

�V the potential difference between two equipotential lines [V]

d the distance between two equipotential lines [m]

Close to the sharp point the distance d between the equipotential lines strongly reduces, and we

can see fromEquation 3.10 that locallywe have a higher electric field strength. This is due to the

fact that in thevicinity of the sharp point the electric charges are close together so that locallywe

have a high charge density and a high electric field strength. In Figure 3.34 (b), a transmission

line with a raindrop on it is drawn. This situation resembles the irregularity on the plate, and

results in a locally strong electric field near the surface of the conductor. We will describe

hereunder how this locally strong electric field gives rise to so-called negative corona, that is

corona where the driving voltage has a negative polarity. In the strong electric field, free

electrons that are present in the air (freed by photons for instance), are accelerated and will

collidewith themolecules of the insulatinggas (for anoverhead transmission line, the insulating

gas is ambient air). The gas molecules fall apart in their constituent atoms (this is called

dissociation), which, in turn, are hit by the accelerated electrons too. These collisions cause

new electrons to be freed and positively charged ions to be created:

Aþ e ! Aþ þ 2e ð3:11Þ
A gas atom

e electron

Aþ positive ion

The released electrons are accelerated too and they take part in the ionization process of the

insulating gas around the sharp point. The positive ions that are left after the ionization aremuch

heavier than the electrons and a positive space charge is the result. Oxygen, which constitutes

20 % of the ambient air, is slightly electro-negative from itself and has the ability to attach free

electrons to its molecules with the result that electrons are withdrawn from the ionization

process and a cloud of negative space charge is formed that shields the point as shown in

Figure 3.35. As a result the discharge stops, the space charge disappears and a new discharge

starts. Therefore, corona is a repetitive, high-frequent (0.1–5 MHz), phenomenon. Positive

corona, that is when the driving voltage has a positive polarity, follows another mechanism that
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Figure 3.35 Negative corona [16].
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we do not treat here (interested readers are referred to the high-voltage engineering literature,

e.g. [16]). Corona is an unwanted effect because it leads to considerable power losses in high-

voltage transmission lines and it causes radio interference.

It is evident that in bad-weather conditions it is hardly possible to avoid corona. But in

order to minimize the effect of corona under normal operating conditions, the electric field

strength at the surface of the conductor should be kept below the value of 1.5–2 kV/mm. In

order to calculate the electric field strength at the surface of the conductor, we can model the

conductor and the Earth surface as two co-axial cylinders as illustrated in Figure 3.36.

Gauss’s law for the electric field states that the net flux of the electric flux density vector out

of the closed surface S is equivalent to the net positive charge enclosed by the surface

(see also Appendix A.1 (Introduction)). In the two-dimensional situation that is drawn in

Figure 3.36, we take a cylinder S with radius x and an axial length of lmeter. The net positive

charge enclosed by the surface of the cylinder is:

q0l ¼
ðð
S

D � ndA ¼ eEx2pxl ! Ex ¼ q0

e2px
ð3:12Þ

q0 the charge on the conductor per meter of length [C/m]

D the electric flux density vector [C/m2]

e the permittivity of the medium inside the cylinder, e ¼ e0er; the permittivity in

vacuum is e0 ¼ 8:85� 10�12 F=m; for dry air, the relative permittivity is approxi-

mately er � 1

Ex the electric field intensity at radius x [V/m]

Thevoltagebetween the inner cylinder (theconductor) and theouter cylinder (theEarth surface)

is:

jVLN j ¼
ðR

r

Exdx ¼ q0

e2p
ln

R

r

� �
ð3:13Þ

r the radius of the inner cylinder [m]; in this case the radius of the conductor

R the radius of the outer cylinder [m]; in this case the height of the conductor above the

ground

r

R

x
S

Figure 3.36 Front view of a transmission line conductor above the Earth surface.
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When we combine Equations 3.12 and 3.13, we can write for the electric field intensity at

radius x:

Ex ¼ jVLN j
x ln

R

r

� � ð3:14Þ

The electric field strength is highest at the conductor surface:

Er ¼ jVLN j
r ln

R

r

� � ð3:15Þ

Whenwewant a low electric field strength at the conductor surface, we have to choose for thick

conductors. This is illustrated inFigure 3.37 (a); by increasing thediameter of the conductor, the

distance between the equipotential lines increases and the electric field strength at the surface of

the conductor, decreases. However, thick conductors are heavy and, besides the fact that more

material is needed to manufacture them, they require more rigid tower structures which makes

this solution an expensive one. A much better solution is to divide the conductor in bundles.

Instead of one conductor per phase, multiple conductors are used per phase. On the photo in

Figure 3.32, for instance, a three-conductor bundle is used. The electric field strength at the

surface of the conductors of a bundle, shown in Figure 3.37 (b), is comparable with that of the

thick conductor in Figure 3.37 (a).

Besides corona reduction, bundle conductors have more advantages compared to a single

conductor with a larger diameter:

� less line reactance;

� easier to transport and to assemble;

� better cooling of the conductors;

� increased power transfer capability.

Bundling of conductors has one drawback: the current-carrying conductors attract each other.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.38. That is why the individual conductors are separated by a so-

called spacer. A spacer for a four-conductor bundle is shown in Figure 3.39.

)b()a(

Figure 3.37 Reducing the electric field strength at the surface of the conductor (a) by increasing the

diameter of the conductor (b) by using a conductor bundle (4 conductors).
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Figure 3.38 Current-carrying bundled conductors attract each other. For the sake of clarity, only the

magnetic field surrounding the right conductor that causes an electromagnetic force on the left conductor is

shown in the drawing; the interaction of the left conductor on the right one is not illustrated here. But if you

hold your book upside down, you can see this effect.

Figure 3.39 A spacer for a four-conductor bundle. Reproduced by permission of Alcoa Conductor

Accessories.
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Galloping lines

A dangerous situation can occur that is caused by a phenomenon known as ‘galloping lines’.

Galloping is a low frequency (0.1–1 Hz), large amplitude (between 0.1 and 1 times the sag

of the span), wind induced vibration of high-voltage overhead lines. A photograph of

galloping lines is shown in Figure 3.40. Galloping is usually initiated by a moderately

strong, steady crosswind blowing on an asymmetrically iced conductor surface. How an

asymmetric ice shape is formed is shown in Figure 3.41. The surface of the conductor is not

smooth and ice particles will stick on it, so that gradually a deposit is formed on the

conductor surface (Figure 3.41 (a) and (b)). When the conductor is able to rotate a little bit,

the deposit grows on (Figure 3.41 (c), (d) and (e)), and this can lead to a sleeve around the

whole conductor surface. The sleeve can easily reach a mass of 5–10 kg/m which raises the

mass of the conductor by a factor of 2–20 times (!), and in severe cases, the conductors can

break or the towers can even crack.

When the conductor is not able to rotate, which can be the case with bundle conductors

because a torsional restraint is set by the spacers, a kind of ‘wing-shaped’ ice deposit on the

conductor may result, as shown in Figure 3.41 (b). It is this effect in combination with windy

weather that can lead to galloping lines. Several devices have been developed to prevent

galloping based on two principle types of countermeasures. The first type of devices tries to

prevent the formation of a ‘wing-shaped’ ice deposit on the conductor. This can be done by

applying spacers that allow the conductors to rotate freely while maintaining the original

geometry of the bundle system. The second type of devices accepts the shape of the ice deposit

but modifies the conductor dynamics. A typical example is the conductor vibration damper as

shown in Figure 3.42.

Galloping lines can lead to severe problems. Themotion of the conductors canmake that the

distance between twoneighboringphases becomes too small (see also the arrows inFigure3.40)

and a short-circuit between the phases can be the result. When these short-circuits repeat

themselves, the system operators are forced to take the line out of service. Also the mechanical

forces on the insulator strings (look at the insulator strings of the tower inFigure 3.40) andon the

towers canget so strong that gallopingcan lead tobreakingof an insulator or evencrackingof the

tower itself.

Ground wires or shield wires

Theprobability of a direct hit by lightningonanoverhead transmission system ishigh compared

with the vulnerability of other parts of the power system to this force of nature. For this reason,

transmission line towers are interconnected by ground wires, also named shield wires (labelled

‘a’ in Figure 3.30), that hang well above the phase conductors in the tower and are electrically

connectedwith the tower frame and via the towers to the ground below.Thegroundwires shield

the phase wires from a direct hit by lightning and reduce the tower ground resistance in dry or

rocky soil.

Lightning is a part of the Earth-ionosphere electric system, depicted in Figure 3.43 [38]. The

voltage between the ionosphere and the Earth surface, in fact an enormous capacitor, is roughly

300000 V. This ‘capacitor’ has a small leakage current, the fair-weather current, which totals

about 1400 Awhen we take the complete Earth surface into account. Thunderstorms act as the

‘battery’ in this electric system; the number of thunderstorms, any time of the day, all over the
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world, is approximately 1500. The power in the Earth-ionosphere electric system is, however,

only 500 MW, equivalent to the power of a small generator station.

Lightningmostly occurs on summer dayswhen the ambient temperature is high and the air is

humid. Because of the temperature difference, andwith that the difference in density, the humid

air is lifted to higher altitudes with a considerable lower ambient temperature. Cold air can

contain less water than warm air and raindrops are formed. The raindrops have a size of a few

millimeters and are polarized by the electric field that is present between the lower part of the

ionosphere and the Earth’s surface (the strength of this atmospheric field is on summer days in

the order of 60 V/mandcan reachvalues of 500 V/monadrywinter day). The charge separation

in the clouds, that you can see in Figure 3.43, is a complex mechanism which is not yet fully

understood. Here follows one ‘explanation’. Larger raindrops fall down and meet smaller and

lighter raindrops that are lifted up by the upward flow of air. These smaller raindrops can be

positively or negatively charged. The negative drops are attracted by the positive charge in the

lower part of the large raindrop, whereas the positive drops are pushed away. Even though

the positive drops are attracted by the negative charge in the upper part of the large raindrop, the

small positive raindrops can not attach anymore. This mechanism makes that the larger

raindrops, in the lower part of the cloud, are negatively charged and that most of the small

raindrops in the top of the cloud have a positive charge. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.44.

Figure 3.40 Galloping lines. The arrows indicate theminimum distance (when there is a risk of a short-

circuit) and the maximum distance between the conductors. Reproduced by permission of M. Tunstall.
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The clouds move at great heights and the average field strength is far below the average

breakdown strength of air. Inside the thundercloud, the space charge formed by the accumulat-

ing negative raindrops create a locally strong electric field in the order of 10000 V/m and this

electric field accelerates the quickly moving ions to considerable velocities. Collision between

theacceleratednegative ions andairmolecules createsnewnegative ions,whichon their part are

accelerated, collide with air molecules and free fresh negative ions. An avalanche takes place,

and the space charge and the resulting electric field grow in a very short period of time. The

strong electric field initiates discharges inside the cloud, and a negative stream of electrons

emerges as a dim spark called a stepped leader or a dart leader that jumps in steps of

approximately 30 m and reaches the Earth in about 10 ms.When the stepped leader approaches

theEarth’s surface, the electric field increases so strongly that a positive leader travels upwards,

preferably from a pointed object (which gives locally an even stronger electric field). After

making contact, the main channel is formed.

Because of the stochastic behavior of the space charge accumulation, the stepped leader also

creates branches to the main channel. The main channel carries initially a discharge current of a

fewhundredAmperes, havinga speedofapproximately150 km/s.Thisdischargecurrentheatsup

themain channel and themain discharge, the return stroke, is a positive discharge, and it travels at

wind

)c()b()a(

(d)(e)

&
snow

Figure 3.41 Snow and ice deposit on a conductor. The arrow indicates the spatial orientation of the line.

Figure 3.42 A conductor vibration damper. Reproduced by permission of Alcoa Conductor Accessories.
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approximately half the speed of light equalizing the charge difference between the thundercloud

and the Earth. The main discharge current can be 100000 A or more and the temperature of the

plasma in themain channel can reach values ashigh as30000 K.Thepressure in themain channel

is typically 20 bar. The creation of the return stroke takes place between 5 and 10 ms and is

accompaniedbya shockwave thatweexperienceas thunder.A lightning strokeconsists of several

of these discharges, usually three or four, with an interval time of 10–100 ms. The human eye

records this as flickering of the lightning and our ear hears the rolling of the thunder. After each
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discharge, the plasma channel cools down toapproximately 3000 K, leaving enough ionization to

create a new conducting plasma channel for the following discharge.

The striking distance gives us insight into where the lightning will reach the Earth’s surface.

We can visualize the striking distance rs as being a sphere with a radius rs around the tip of the

stepped leader: thefirst object at earth potential that is touchedby the spherewill be struckby the

lightning. The striking distance is related to the peak lightning current that will occur after

contact with the object, often described by the following expression:

rs ¼ 10I0:65pk ð3:16Þ

rs the striking distance [m]

Ipk the peak lightning current [kA]

Example 3.4 Striking distance

According to Equation 3.16, a peak lightning current of 10 kA corresponds to a striking

distance of about 45 m, whereas a peak lightning current of 100 kA corresponds to a striking

distance of about 200 m.

The ground wire is positioned such that the phase conductors are protected from too large

lightning currents. In otherwords; the groundwires are positioned in such away that, before the

phase conductor is within the striking distance of a large lightning discharge, either the ground

wire or theEarth’s surface is touched by the sphere. This is illustrated in Figure 3.45. The sphere

with radius rs1 corresponds toa large lightningcurrent and touches either thegroundor the shield

wires; the phase conductor is protected from large lightning currents. Smaller currents, such as

the spherewith radius rs2, canhit either thegroundor thephase conductor.Therefore, theground

or shield wires act as a kind of filter: the system is protected against too large lightning currents,

rs1

rs2

stepped leaderstepped leader

Figure 3.45 Lightning protection by means of shield wires; rs1 corresponds to a large lightning current

that hits either the ground or the shield wires; rs2 corresponds to a smaller lightning current that hits either

the ground or the phase conductor.
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but smaller currents can enter the system. In thisway, themaximumamplitudeof the current that

is injected in the system is known and the protection can anticipate it.

Transposition

In Section1.3.3 (BalancedThree-phaseSystems)we assumed that the three phases of the power

system are balanced; this means, among other things, that the impedances in each of the phases

are identical.Whenwe lookat thepositionof theconductors in the transmission line tower that is

depicted in Figure 3.30, we see however that one of the conductors is mounted at a different

height and, consequently, it will have another value for the capacitance to ground than the other

two conductors. In general, the line geometries are diverse and various positions for the three-

phase conductors are possible: the three-phase conductors, for example, can bemounted in one

plane next to each other or above each other. This determines the line inductance and line

capacitance per phase.When the values are different for each phase, the system is not balanced

anymore.Thebalance canbe restoredby interchanging theconductors at regular intervals along

the route so that the influence of the geometry on the line impedance is cancelled out and equal

parameters result for each phase. This interchanging of line conductors is called transposition

and is illustrated in Figure 3.46. Transposition takes place in so-called twisting pylons, ofwhich

a photo is shown in Figure 3.47.

3.8.2 Underground Cables

When thepowercarrier isburied in theground, the advantagesofair for coolingand insulationof

an overhead transmission line disappear. For a cable, the conductor must be insulated from the

ground and insulation is a very important topic here: the diameter of a cable must be limited in

order to keep it flexible enough tofit on a drum, but the electric fieldmust be confined in between

the limited space between conductor and sheath. As cables for the higher voltage levels require

thicker conductors (to reduce the electric field strength at the conductor surface) and require a

voluminous layer of insulating material, they are built up as single-core cables so that it is still

possible to handle them andfit themon a drum (see Figure 3.48 (b)). For the lower voltage levels

(about 60 kVand lower), three-core cables are manufactured which can roughly be divided in

two groups: the belted cable (three-phase conductors in a single sheath) and the Höchstädter or

three-core cable where each of the three phase conductors has its own sheath (i.e. electrically

there are three single-core cables; see Figure 3.48 (a)). The two three-core cable designs with a

‘snapshot’of their equipotential lines,withonephase atmaximumpositivevoltageand theother

two at half the negative value, are shown in Figure 3.49. In case of the belted cable, the electric

field puts a higher demand on the (insulation) material inside the sheath: the equipotential lines

a

a

ab

b

b

c

c

c

Figure 3.46 Transposition of overhead transmission lines.
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arenot completely concentric around theconductor,which results, in case ofpaper insulation, in

electric field lines that are tangential to the insulation surface and that is the direction in which

the insulation strength is theweakest. Also, the electric field is not confined to a relatively small

areaaround theconductoronly,butcovers thewholeareabetween the sheathand theconductors.

Therefore, belted cables are manufactured only for the lower voltage ranges (10–20 kV and

lower).

The conductors can either be stranded (similar as the overhead conductor) or solid, see

Figure 3.50, and are made of copper or aluminum. With a sector-shaped conductor the area

inside a three-core cable can be utilizedmore effectively, but at the surface of the sector-shaped

conductor ahigher electricfield strength ispresent thanat the surfaceof a circular conductor. For

the lower voltage levels this is not a problem as the insulation must have a certain thickness to

give the cable mechanical strength. At the higher voltage levels, the diameter of the sector-

shaped conductor or the thickness of the insulation should be increased, but both result in amore

voluminous cable and the advantage of sector-shaped conductors is lost.

Most cables are plastic-insulated or have a paper-oil insulation.

Plastic insulation

As the insulating material, polyethylene (PE) and cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) are often

used. Plastic is a solid insulator which, during the manufacturing of the cable, is melted and

pressed around the conductor (i.e. theplastic is extruded). The insulationmust be free of cavities

Figure 3.47 A twisting pylon.
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and inclusions (such as dust, fibers, metal particles etc.) in order to prevent partial discharges

(like corona (Section 3.8.1 (Overhead Transmission Lines))): inclusions can have a low

dielectric strength (i.e. a weak point in the insulation) or can be sharp, which leads locally to

a high electric field strength. Polymer insulation is highly vulnerable for water andwater vapor,

as it lowers the dielectricwithstand level. Therefore, the insulationmust be sealed against water

penetration. This can be achieved by applying e.g. a lead sheath.

Figure 3.48 A three-core (a) and single-core (b) cable; (a) 6/10 kVwith 3x240 mm2 aluminum, circular

solid, conductors and XLPE insulation; (b) 220/380 kV with 1x1600 mm2 copper, circular stranded

compacted, conductors and XLPE insulation. Reproduced by permission of Prysmian.

(b)(a)

Figure 3.49 Belted cable (a) and a three-core cablewhere each of the three phase conductors has its own

sheath (b) and their equipotential lines.
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Paper-oil insulation

Paper itself is an unsatisfactory insulator due to the spaces incorporated in the cellular structure

of the cellulose fibers. In combination with oil, or some other impregnation compound that fills

the spaces, an excellent insulator is obtained. In an oil-filled cable, or oil-pressurized cable, the

centre of the conductor is hollow to supply thinoil undermoderate pressure that ismaintainedby

reservoirs feeding the cable along the route. When the cable warms up, the oil expands and is

driven from the cable into the reservoirs and vice versa. In this way, gaps in the insulating

material are avoided so that no weak points are present. Oil-filled cables have proven to be the

most reliable type of cable for the high-voltage and extra-high voltage levels.

Often a metallic sheath surrounds insulated cables. This metallic sheath serves as an

electrostatic shield (the electric field is enclosed in between the conductor and the sheath), as

a ground fault current conductor and as a neutral wire. However, in the case of three single-core

cables, themetallic sheath introduces adrawback too as currents are induced in the sheath due to

themagnetic fields set up by the conductor currents, as shown in Figure 3.51.When themetallic

sheaths of the cables are single-point bonded, i.e. the sheaths of the three cables are connected

and grounded at one point along their length as shown in Figure 3.52 (a), the voltage induced in

the sheath isproportional to thecable lengthandcan reachveryhighvalues.Theaccepted sheath

voltage limits the length of single-bonded cables and they can be used for limited route lengths

only. Single-bonded cable sheaths do not form a closed loop and do not provide a path for the

flow of circulating currents or external fault currents. This can be resolved by grounding the

metallic cable sheaths at both ends (see Figure 3.52 (b)). In such a both-ends bonded system a

closed path exists for currents to flow through the sheath. These currents cause losses and heat

and they reduce the current-carrying capacity of the cable. When the metallic sheaths are

grounded at both cable ends and sectionalized and cross-connected in between, a so-called

cross-bondedcable is the result as illustrated inFigure3.53. In thisway, the total inducedvoltage

in the consecutive sections is (approximately) neutralized. By cross-bonding the metallic

sheaths, the current-carrying capacity is as high as with single-point bonding but longer route

lengths can be realized.

In Section 3.8.1 (Overhead Transmission Lines), we derived the electric field distribution

between two co-axial cylinders (see Figure 3.36). This is in factwhat a single-core high-voltage

cable is. The capacitance of such a co-axial cylinder configuration can be calculated with

Equation 3.13 and is equal to:

c ¼ q0

jVLN j ¼
2pe
ln R

r

� � ð3:17Þ

circular
solid

circular
stranded

circular
stranded

compacted

sector-shaped
solid

sector-shaped
stranded

Figure 3.50 Conductor construction.
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c the capacitance per meter of length [F/m]

q0 the charge on the conductor per meter of length [C/m]

jVLN j the line-to-neutral voltage [V]

e the permittivity of the medium in between the inner and outer cylinder, e ¼ e0er; the
permittivity of free space equals e0 ¼ 8:85� 10�12 F=m; for (XL)PE, the relative

permittivity is approximately er � 2:3, for paper-oil insulation, the relative permit-

tivity is approximately er � 3:5
r the radius of the inner cylinder [m]; in this case the radius of the conductor

R the radius of the outer cylinder [m]; in this case the radius of the sheath

)b()a(

Figure 3.52 Single-point bonding (a) and both-ends bonding (b) of a metallic cable sheath.

I

Figure 3.51 The flux lines of a current-carrying cable and the induced eddy currents in the sheath of a

neighboring cable (without bonding) [37].
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Whenwe examine Equation 3.17, we see the main difference in electrical behavior between an

overhead line and an underground cable. The ratioR=r is much higher for an overhead line than

for an underground cable, and therefore, underground cables have a much higher capacitance

(see Table 3.2). The current required to charge the cable capacitance can be that large that for

long cable lengths the net load current that can be transmitted is strongly reduced. This is

illustrated in the following example.

Example 3.5 Charging current of an underground cable

Consider the parameters of the 150 kVunderground cable that are specified inTable 3.2. From

the rated power, we can compute the maximum current that is allowed to flow in this cable:

jImaxj ¼ 135� 106ffiffiffi
3

p � 150� 103
¼ 520A ð3:18Þ

The current required to charge the distributed capacitance of the cable, amounts:

jIcj ¼ ocjVLN j ¼ 2p � 50 � 210� 10�9 � 150� 103ffiffiffi
3

p ¼ 5:7A=km ð3:19Þ

If this cable is unloaded and 520=5:7 ¼ 91 km long, the maximum allowed current has been

reached at the sending end of the cable!

Figure 3.53 Cross-bonding of single-conductor cables.

Table 3.2 Comparison of typical parameters of a 150 kV overhead line and underground cable.

Power carrier characteristics Overhead line Undergroundcable

Conductor material copper copper

Conductor area [mm2] 150 240

Rated frequency [Hz] 50 50

Rated voltage [kV] 150 150

Rated power [MVA] 130 135

r [�/km] 0.125 0.12

x [�/km] 0.425 0.166

c [nF/km] 11.7 210
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4
The Utilization of Electric
Energy

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The line that has been chosen in this book, generation – transmission – distribution –

utilization, stems from the pyramid structure of the power system: a relatively small number

of large power stations supply the transmission network, which in turn supplies the

distribution networks that fan out to provide the individual loads with the demanded energy.

But the causality is in fact the other way around! The power system is and must be designed

and organized in such a way that the demand can be fulfilled: the consumers are supplied

with the requested amount of active and reactive power at constant frequency and with a

constant voltage. Consumer demand is not constant but varies from hour to hour each day,

from day to day within a week and from season to season. An example of a daily load curve

is shown in Figure 4.1. The minimum load of the day, which is called the valley load, is

about 40–60 % of the system peak load and usually occurs between 4 and 5 a.m. The

generation should be able to fulfill the fluctuating demand, and the transmission and

distribution systems have to be able to facilitate the flow of energy.

Most power systemsareverticallyoperated,whichmeans that thegrid consists of largepower

plants feeding bulk power into the high-voltage transmission network that in turn supplies the

distribution substations. A distribution substation serves several feeder circuits and a feeder

circuit supplies numerous loads of all types. A light to medium industrial customer can be

supplied fromthedistribution feeder circuit primarybusbardirectly,while a large industrial load

complex usually is served directly from the bulk transmission system. Residential and com-

mercial customers are served from the distribution feeder circuit which is connected to the

secondary of the distribution transformers (see also Section 3.2 (Transmission andDistribution

Network)).

A load actually transforms the AC electrical energy into another form of energy. In this

chapter wewill focus first on the various types of loads that transform the AC electrical energy

into:

� mechanical energy;

� light;
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� heat;

� DC electrical energy;

� chemical energy.

After that, the individual loads in the system will be clustered and classified as grid users

according to the following three categories:

� residential loads, comprising the domestic users;

� commercial and industrial loads, being the business users and factories;

� electric railways.

4.2 TYPES OF LOAD

Electricity is a very versatile energy carrier and, since Thomas Edison designed the first

commercial electric system in 1882, it has changed our society. It is used to drive electric

motors in factories, but also our washing machines and refrigerators. Electricity lights our

houses, is applied for heating our houses and it powers our computers and other electronic

equipment. When we take the train or subway we enjoy the benefits of electric traction: all

modern fast trains are driven by electric motors. The first trains had a 1500 V DC supply but
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Figure 4.1 Example of a daily load curve in the Netherlands (Monday, 15 May 2006).
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nowadays high-speed trains like the TGVin France, the ICE inGermany and the Shinkansen in

Japan are supplied by a 25 kVAC supply.

4.2.1 Mechanical Energy

The transformation from electrical energy to mechanical energy is done by motors. The first

motors to be developed were DC motors and they are still applied in electric trains because of

their excellent traction properties and as hard-disk drives in computers. The majority of the

motors, however, are AC machines: synchronous motors and induction motors. They are in

principle three-phase machines, because a three-phase power supply will generate a rotating

field which in turn results in a torque on the rotor. In Section 1.3.3 (Balanced Three-phase

Systems),wealreadydiscovered that a three-phase systemis able toproducea rotatingmagnetic

field as is illustrated here once more in Figure 4.2. When a compass needle is positioned in the

middle of the three-phase coil system, the needle keeps pace with the rotating field, which is a

crude equivalent of the synchronousmotor.When a copper cylinder is placed in the centre of the
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Figure 4.2 Magnetic field generated by a three-phase coil system [17].
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three-phase coil system, the rotating field drags the cylinder around with it, and we have a

primitive equivalent of the induction motor.

In household appliances the squirrel cage induction motor is the workhorse in our washing

machines, dishwashers and refrigerators. They are supplied by a single-phase circuit; how can

we then create a rotating magnetic field such that the rotor rotates? The stator windings are

supplied by a single-phase source through a Steinmetz connection as is shown in Figure 4.3. In

between thewindings 2 and 3, a capacitor is added in order to establish a 90-degrees phase shift

between the currents i2 and i3.Bydoing thiswe are able to create a rotatingmagnetic field froma

single-phase source that drags the rotor around with it.

Synchronous motors

In Appendix C (SynchronousMachineModel) the networkmodel for a synchronous generator

is derived from its principal operation and the electromagnetic field equations. A synchronous

L
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Figure 4.3 Three-phase induction motor supplied by a single-phase source and the resulting rotating

magnetic field.
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machine canoperate either as a generator or as amotor.Thebulkof the electricity is producedby

three-phase synchronous generators. Under steady-state conditions they operate at constant

speed and are therefore named synchronous generators. When operating as a motor, the

synchronous machines are mainly used in constant speed drives but can be applied in variable

speeddrivesaswell,when the synchronousmachine is suppliedbyapower-electronic converter

that controls the frequency of the electrical power.

In Appendix C (Synchronous Machine Model), Figure C.14, the equivalent circuit of a

synchronous generator, connected to an infinite bus, with its corresponding phasor diagram,

is given. In line with this, the equivalent circuit and the corresponding phasor diagram of a

synchronous motor are shown in Figure 4.4.

The active and reactive power exchange between a synchronousmachine and the infinite bus,

given the direction of the complex power S and the current I as indicated in Figure 4.4, is

described by the following two equations (Equations 2.28 and 2.29 in Section 2.5 (The

Synchronous Machine) respectively):

P ¼ 3
jV jjEj
X

sinðdÞ ð4:1Þ

Q ¼ 3
jVjjEj
X

cosðdÞ � 3
jVj2
X

ð4:2Þ

The only parameter that can alter the sign of the active power P (Equation 4.1) is the angle d,
which is the phase difference between the terminal voltageVand the synchronous internal EMF

E; all the other variables in the equation are positive real numbers. When d > 0, the machine

operates as a generator because P > 0 and the positive direction points out of the synchronous

machine: it actually injects active power into the infinite bus. When d < 0, P < 0 and the

machine operates as amotor: it absorbs active power from the infinite bus. There is no exchange

of activepowerwith thegridwhen themachine isoperated such that thepowerangle isd ¼ 0and

we say that themachine runsmechanically unloaded. In that case the expression for the reactive

power is:

Q ¼ 3
jVjjEj
X

� 3
jVj2
X

ð4:3Þ
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Figure 4.4 The equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor connected to an infinite bus with the

corresponding phasor diagram; the resistance of the stator coil is neglected.
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Example 4.1 Motor or generator?

Consider the circuit and the corresponding phasor diagramshown inFigure 4.4.Does thegrid-

connectedmachine operate as a motor or as a generator? Or in other words: does the machine

inject active power into the grid or does it absorb active power from the grid?

Let us assume that the terminal voltage isV ¼ 100ff0� Vand that the current that flows from

themachine into the grid equals I ¼ 10ff�150� A:The complex power that is injected into the

grid equals S ¼ VI� ¼ 1000ff150� VA. Taking the real and imaginary part of this complex

power gives us the active and reactive power that are injected into the grid: P ¼ �866W and

Q ¼ 500 var.Therefore, themachine consumes866Wactivepower from thegrid and runs as a

motor. Furthermore, it injects 500 var reactive power into the grid and is overexcited.

Taking into account the sign convention for the complex power S and for the current I as

shown in the circuit, we can obtain this information from the phasor diagram too. The internal

EMF E lags the terminal voltage and d < 0. We can see from Equation 4.1 that in this case

alsoP < 0.Thedirectionof the complexpowerflowpoints from themachine towards thegrid,

so that P < 0 expresses that the machine consumes active power from the grid and operates

as a motor.

Induction motors

Approximately60 %of the electric energy is consumedbyelectricmotors: in the industry and in

our houses induction motors (in German-based literature, induction motors are referred to as

asynchronous motors) are the workhorses in air-conditioners, washing machines, dishwashers

and so forth. About 90 % of the electric motors are induction motors. They are relatively

inexpensive to make, easy to maintain (the squirrel cage rotor has no brushes), and reliable and

robust in their operation.

The induction motor does not operate at synchronous speed as the synchronous motor does

and has no starting problem because it develops a torque at other speeds then the synchronous

speed. Seen from the power system, the induction motor can cause some dynamic problems.

These dynamic problems may occur when the machine starts and stops and also when the

mechanical load on the motor shaft changes.

When the rotor of an inductionmotor is at stand still and a three-phasevoltage is applied at the

terminalsof thestatorwindings,a rotatingfluxisproducedin theairgapbetweenthestatorandthe

rotor as explained inAppendixD.2 (TheBasic Principle of the InductionMachine). The rotating

air gap field induces a voltage in the rotor windings which, since the rotor windings are shorted,

causesacurrentflowintherotorwindings.Thisproduces, incombinationwiththeairgapfield, the

torque that spins the rotor. The initial starting current is high, easily as high as three to eight times

thenominal ratedcurrentof themotor.Therotorcurrentdecaysas themotorspeedsup.Thepower

system experiences the starting current of large inductionmotors as an inrush current, similar to

the inrush current of large power transformers (see also Section 3.7 (Transformers)).

In the steady-state situation the induction motor develops a torque equal in magnitude but

opposite in direction to the mechanical load. The torque developed by the rotor needs a certain

magnitudeof the rotor current (seee.g.EquationD.12).Themagnitudeof the rotor currentneeds

a certain value of the induced voltage in the rotor windings and this induced voltage requires in

turn a certain relative speed (this is the differencebetween the rotor speed and the speedof the air

gap flux). The steady-state speed of the rotor must always be sufficiently less than the
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synchronous speed todevelop the torqueneeded tobalance the load torque. This ‘lagging’ of the

rotor with respect to the rotating stator field is called the slip angular velocity (see Equation

D.17): oslip ¼ os � om. The slip is larger for heavy-load torques and smaller for light-load

torques. A practical circuit model for the induction motor is depicted in Figure 4.5.

From Figure 4.5, we can derive an expression for the current Ir:

Ir ¼ �Vsm

josLrs þ Rr þ Rr � om

oslip

¼ �Vsm

josLrs þ Rr � os

oslip

ð4:4Þ

When we substitute this equation in the expression for the electromagnetic torque of an

induction motor (Equation D.62), we find:

Te ¼ 3 � Rr

oslip

� jIrj2 ¼ 3Rr

oslip

� V2
sm

ðosLrsÞ2 þ Rr � os

oslip

� �2

¼
3

Lrs

Vsm

os

� �2

oslipLrs

Rr

þ Rr

oslipLrs

ð4:5Þ

The maximum value of the torque is called the breakdown torque of the motor:

Tb ¼
3

2
Lrs

Vsm

os

� �2

¼ 3

2
��

2
sm

Lrs
ð4:6Þ

The slip angular velocity at the breakdown torque is:

oslip;b ¼ Rr

Lrs
ð4:7Þ

When we substitute Equations 4.6 and 4.7 in the expression of the electromagnetic torque

(Equation 4.5), the electromagnetic torque can be written as:

Te ¼ 2Tb
oslip

oslip;b
þ oslip;b

oslip

ð4:8Þ

Vsm

Is Ir

Ψsm Rr

ωm

ωslip
-----------⋅

Lrσ

Lsm

Rr

Figure 4.5 A model for an induction motor as derived in Appendix D (Induction Machine Model),

Figure D.9.
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The electromagnetic torque can be plotted as a function of the angular rotor speed, as is shown in

Figure 4.6.

Seen from the power system the induction motor is a rather tricky load. When under heavy-

load conditions the supply voltage decreases, also the electromagnetic torque initially reduces

but has to maintain the balance with the torque required by the mechanical load so the slip

increases. The increased slip enlarges the induced rotor current and tomaintain the balancewith

the mechanical load the current in the stator windings must increase. The induction motor

therefore has a negative load characteristic: when the supply voltage drops, the supply current

grows larger and causes an extra voltage drop that lowers the supply voltage further. When the

distribution feeders are heavily loaded with air conditioners (the compressor of an air condi-

tioner is drivenbya squirrel cagemotor)wehavea situation that under circumstances can lead to

ablackout.When, after disconnectingbecauseof overload tripping, theutilitywants to bring the

feeder back to service again, the air conditioners are quite often still switched on and

the transient inrush currents can cause immediate tripping of the overcurrent relays that protect

the feeder.

4.2.2 Light

One of the first applications of electricity was lighting. Voltage ratings of 110 Vand 220 V (see

Section 1.3.4 (Voltage Levels)), and the standardization of the power frequency at 50 or 60 Hz

(see Section 1.3.2 (50 Hz and 60 Hz frequency)) find their origin in electric lighting.

The oldest type of electric lamp that is still applied today is the incandescent lamp. The lamp

consists of a thin filament that conducts the current.When switched on, the current heats the thin
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Figure 4.6 The electromagnetic torque of an induction motor as a function of the angular rotor speed.
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filamentwhich, in turn, radiates light.The incandescent light bulbproducesa fair amountof heat

and is not a very efficient source of lighting. To prevent the oxidation of the hot filament by the

oxygen in the air, the filament is inside a glass bulbfilledwith an inert gas.An incandescent light

bulb is apure resistance, i.e. the current through the lamp is inphasewith thevoltage applied (see

Figure 4.7 (a)), and the power consumption is used to differentiate between the numerous light

bulbs that are for sale. Dimmers can be used to control the brightness of the lamp, by changing

the RMS-value of the voltage applied to the lamp. Devices like adjustable transformers or

resistors can be used for this purpose, but they are expensive, voluminous and inefficient.

Nowadays, (power-)electronic light dimmers are used. Theychop in fact the appliedACvoltage

as is shown in Figure 4.7 (b). The current shape alters accordingly and the power supplied to the

lamp reduces as does the light output.

We can see from Figure 4.7 (b) that the application of a dimmer results in non-sinusoidal

currents in thegrid. In Section3.7 (Transformers),we already discovered that such a ‘distorted’,

periodic, current consists of a fundamental (50 Hz) sinusoidal current and higher harmonics

(sinusoidal current components with frequencies that are a multiple of 50 Hz). Therefore, the

dimmer causes harmonic currents in the grid. When there are a lot of loads bringing harmonic

currents into the grid, like DC equipment for example (see Section 4.2.4 (DC Electrical

Energy)), the voltage can become distorted as well. This means that the voltage supplied to

the customers deviates from the ideal sinusoidal voltage shape. Simply said, the load voltage is

the voltage that remainswhenwe subtract the voltage drops across the series impedances in our

grid (caused by the load currents) from the ‘ideal’ voltage that is supplied by the generators.

When the loads introduce harmonic currents in the system, these harmonic currents cause

harmonic voltage drops across the series impedances in the supply and this leads to ‘distorted’

load voltages.When we realize that the (inductive) impedances in the system increasewith the

frequency, it becomes apparent that the voltage drop caused by higher-order harmonics can be

considerable.

The halogen lamp is an ‘improved’ incandescent lamp. In an incandescent lamp, the metal

filament slowly evaporates anddeposits on theglass bulb.Finally, thefilamentwill breakand the

lamp has to be replaced. The housing of a halogen lamp is filled with a halogen gas that reacts

with the evaporatedmetal and redeposits it on the filament again. Actually, a kind of self-repair

or filament regeneration takes place, so that the filament temperature can be higher than for

incandescent light bulbs. This results in higher luminosity.

Today the fluorescent lamp is themain source of lighting. In these lamps an electrical discharge

takes place where the electrons collide with mercury ions, resulting in ultraviolet radiation. The

i

v

i

v
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tt

Figure 4.7 Voltage and current waveforms of an incandescent light bulb (a) without a dimmer and

(b) with a dimmer (the grid voltage is shown as a dashed line).
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fluorescent material that covers the inside of the lamp turns the ultraviolet radiation into visible

light. Fluorescent lampsdissipate less heat andhave a longer service life than incandescent lamps.

Where an incandescent lamp can be connected to its supply source directly, a fluorescent lamp

needs extra equipment. The fluorescent lamp is a gas discharge lamp and an inductor (also called

ballast) in series with the fluorescent lamp is required to limit the current flow.When switching a

fluorescent lamp on, the gas in the tube has to be ignited first. This is taken care of by an ignition

device called a ‘starter’. The ballast and the starter are usually located in the armature of the lamp.

Nowadays, electronic ballasts are available that control the power supply of the lamp and provide

the ‘starter’ function as well. Fluorescent lamps have an inductive nature, because of the current-

limitingballast, and the current lags the supplyvoltagebyalmost 90electrical degrees.Therefore,

fluorescent lamps consume a considerable amount of reactive power. In large office buildings the

fluorescent lamps are therefore compensated by capacitors, so that the capacitors supply the

reactive power and not the utility (see also Example 1.12 (p. 37) in Section 1.6.3 (Power Factor)).

Compact fluorescent lamps, usually called energy-saving lamps, have an integrated ballast in

their housing and are of such a design that they take the same space as incandescent lamps;

incandescent lamps can therefore easily be replaced by compact fluorescent lamps.

A light-emitting diode (LED), is a semi-conductor that emits light when a current passes

through.ThemainadvantageofLEDs is their lowenergyconsumption. Inaddition,LEDshavea

long lifetime. These qualities contribute to the fact that the application of LEDs, or clusters of

LEDs, steadily increases and that LEDs have the potential to gradually replace the previously

mentioned lighting techniques in the future.

4.2.3 Heat

Electricity is also applied for heating: the electric power is converted into heat by a resistor.We

find this conversion very often in our houses: in heaters to warm parts of the house, in water

cookers and in boilers for warm water, in the stove etc. The aluminium- and steelmaking

industry applies electric heating on a large scale aswell as for their electric arc furnaces. Amid-

sized steelmaking furnace has an electrical rating of 60 MVA. It is in fact a transformer with a

secondary voltage of about 800 V and, in the case of a 60 MVA rating, a secondary current

of 44000 A. The melted metal short-circuits the secondary winding and the current heats up

the furnace.

4.2.4 DC Electrical Energy

The conversion ofACelectrical energy intoDCelectrical energy is a necessary step to driveDC

appliances (almost all electronic equipment) from the AC grid. As such, it is not really a load

type, but an interface between theDC appliance and theAC grid. Two basic layouts of rectifiers

are shown in Figure 4.8. Those rectifier circuits are built up from diodes. A diode is a sort of

switch: as soon as the voltage across it becomes positive it conducts the current, and it isolates

when thecurrent through it passes zero.Thecircuit symbol for thediode illustrates thisbehavior:

it conducts the current in the direction of the arrow, and the vertical line indicates that a current

coming from the other direction will be blocked. A more detailed graph of the way the single-

phase full-wave rectifier operates is shown in Figure 4.9.
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We can see from Figure 4.8 that the output voltage is indeed aDC voltage (it does not change

polarity), but it is not yet a constant DC voltage. This can be achieved by putting a smoothing

filter across the DC output. The most simple filter is a capacitor at the DC output terminals, as

illustrated in Figure 4.10. The output voltage is close to a constant DC voltage and the capacitor

serves in fact as the supply source for the resistance. The diodes only conduct when the

instantaneous input voltage (Vin) is higher than the output voltage (Vout) which is only the

case during a relatively small time interval (see Figure 4.10). This leads to a periodic, but non-

sinusoidal, current (Iin) and introduces harmonic currents into the grid (see also Section 4.2.2

(Light)).

Vout RVin

Vin

Vout R

Vin

Vout

Vout

(a)

(b)

t

t

t

Figure 4.8 Single-phase half-wave (a) and full-wave (b) rectification.

Vin

Vout R

(b)(a)

Vin

Vout R

Figure 4.9 Single-phase full-wave rectifier during the positive (a) and the negative (b) half cycle ofVin.
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Thepreviouslymentioned rectifiers are so-calleduncontrolled rectifiers, aswehavenomeans

to control the diodes. When we replace the diodes by thyristors, being diodes that require

(besides a positive voltage drop) a trigger signal before they become conductive, we have a

controlled rectifier as shown in Figure 4.11. The circuit symbol for the thyristor (or, more

generally, power-electronic switching device) is similar to that of the diode where the control

Vin

Vout R

Vin

Iin

Iin

Vout

t

t

t

Figure 4.10 Full-wave rectification with a capacitive filter.
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Figure 4.11 Single-phase full-wave controlled rectification.
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possibility is indicated bymeans of the linewith a right angle to the diode symbol. This gives us

the possibility to control theDCpower output in a similar way as shown in Figure 4.7 (b) forAC

voltage and current.

Up to now,we only discussed single-phase rectifiers. A three-phase full-wave (uncontrolled)

rectifier is shown in Figure 4.12. We can see that the ripple in the DC output voltage (Vout) is

smaller than in the case of single-phase full-wave rectification (Figure 4.8 (b)).

4.2.5 Chemical Energy

Abattery is a device inwhich chemical energy is directly converted into electrical energy, and –

in case of a rechargeable battery – the otherway around.When it is charging, the battery is a load

for the power system. Rechargeable batteries are widespread and can be found in electric

toothbrushes, laptop computers, mobile phones, cars and so on.

Abattery is built up fromoneormorevoltaic cells.Eachvoltaic cell has a positive terminal and

a negative terminal which are immersed in a solid or liquid electrolyte. The electrical potential

across the terminals of the battery that is neither discharging nor being charged is called the open

circuit voltage and is equal to the electromotive force (EMF)of the battery.Thevoltageproduced

by a voltaic cell depends on the chemicals used. Carbon-zinc and alkaline cells have EMFs of

about 1.5 V, lead-acid cells of about 2 V, while lithium cells can deliver 3 Vor more.

Because of the chemical reaction inside the cells, the capacity of a battery depends on the

discharge conditions like the duration of the current, the current magnitude, the ambient tem-

perature and so on.Batterymanufacturers rate their batterieswith a voltage and anAmpere-hour

rating: the higher the Ampere-hour rating, the longer the battery will last for a certain loading.

Example 4.2 Ampere-hour rating

The well-known 1.5 VAA (or LR6, or penlite) battery has a typical capacity of 2000 mAh.

When the battery is loaded by a device that draws 40 mA, the device will operate for

approximately 50 hours.

Vin,a

Vout R

Vout

Vin,b

Vin,c

Vin vbc vab vca
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t

Figure 4.12 Three-phase full-wave uncontrolled rectification.
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4.3 CLASSIFICATION OF GRID USERS

In this section, the individual loads in the system will be clustered and classified as grid users

according to the following three categories:

� residential loads, comprising the domestic users;

� commercial and industrial loads, being the business users and factories;

� electric railways.

4.3.1 Residential Loads

The electricity generated in power plants travels to our homes and offices through the

distribution grid. The voltage of the distribution grid is typically less than 20 kV. Voltage

ratings of 12 kV, 11 kV, 10 kV and 7.2 kV are quite common. The distribution grid is fed by

substations where step-down transformers make the connection with the transmission net-

work. The power goes from the step-down transformer to the distribution bus and smaller

distribution transformers bring the power down to a lower voltage level. A typical distribu-

tion transformer has a primary line-to-line voltage of 10 kV and a secondary line-to-line

voltage of 400 V. The primary windings are connected in delta, while the secondary low-

voltage windings are connected wye. The low-voltage cable connected to the secondary

winding has four wires: three wires carry 230 V (in a 400 V system) and the fourth wire is

the neutral conductor which is connected to the star point of the transformer. Residential

loads are in general single-phase loads that are connected to the secondary of the distribu-

tion transformer in such a way that the total load seen by the distribution transformer can be

regarded approximately as a balanced three-phase load. The usual way of doing this is to

connect the residences alternately between one of the three phases and the neutral. Some-

times houses do have a three-phase low-voltage connection, when for instance cooking is

done electrically. The wiring layout of four houses or buildings connected to a three-phase

400 V/230 V supply is shown in Figure 4.13. The current flows through the phase conductor

to the electric load, and back via the neutral conductor. The energy consumption is

measured by the Watt-hour meter.

The electric system in the building is protected by fuses which are mounted on a distribution

panel directly behind theWatt-hourmeter. Larger apparatus canbe protected by fuses aswell. In

a fuse, a thin piece of foil orwire quickly vaporizeswhen a too high current runs through it. This

interrupts the power to the conductor immediately and protects the equipment or the load from

overheating. Fuses must be replaced each time they burn out. Quite often miniature circuit

breakers are used instead of fuses. Aminiature circuit breaker uses the heat from an over load to

trip a switchandcircuit breakers are therefore resettable.Thegrounding (also called earthing)of

the supply in a house or building serves as a protection for the users. It protects them from

electrical shocks when a piece of electric equipment has an insulation failure to ground. When

such an insulation failure occurs, a short-circuit current, which is many times higher than the

normal operating current, flows through the safety groundwire and via the earth back to the star

point of the distribution transformer. The fuse(s) of the electrical device will operate and

interrupt the power immediately. When the device is not fuse-protected the fuses, or miniature
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circuit breakers, mounted on the distribution panel after the Watt-hour meter will operate.

Besides fuses (or miniature circuit breakers), one or more residual current circuit breakers are

installed on the distribution panel as well. Such a device measures the difference between the

current in the phase conductor and the current in the neutral conductor, and disconnects the

circuit as soon as an imbalance occurs that exceeds a certain threshold value. The imbalance can

be caused, for example, by agroundedperson touching an energizedpart of the circuit so that the

current returns through the ground conductor instead of the neutral conductor.

Safety for human beings and animals is very important and therefore the safety earth and the

neutral conductor areconnected to thebasementof thebuildingandpreferably alsoconnected to

the water supply, as long as the water board does not use PVC-pipes for its supply. A single-

phase current canflowthrough thebuildingsbasementonlywhen it canfind itself a returnpath to

the grounding point of the delta/wye-connected distribution transformer. The conductivity of

the earth plays an important role. TheDC resistivity of wet soil is in the order of 10�m, but in a

dry sand area it becomes much higher: 1 k�m up to 10 k�m.

10 kV/0.4 kV
transformer

kWh

kWhkWh

kWh

a
b
c

neutral

electric load with

AC outlet

Watt-hour meter

foundation of water pipe

ground terminal

the building
fuse

a metal enclosure

neutral

ground

Figure 4.13 Wiring lay out of four houses or buildings connected to a three-phase supply.
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When it is not easy to dig a trench because of rocky ground, whichmakes it very unattractive

to use an underground cable system, the electricity distribution is done at a higher voltage than

400Volts. InNorthAmerica for instance it is commonpractice that thedistribution transformers

step the voltage down to a standard line-to-line voltage of 7.2 kV. This is a four-wire system,

three phases and a neutral. The 7.2 kV voltage has to be stepped down by smaller transformers

somewhere down the line, either underground or in the air. These transformers regulate the

voltage on the line to prevent under-voltage and over-voltage conditions.

4.3.2 Commercial and Industrial Loads

Large factories and industries get their electricity supply at distribution level (10–72.5 kV) or

are supplied at sub-transmission level (110–150 kV). The public utility brings underground

cables or overhead transmission lines to the premises of the company. The company itself takes

careof the supply to thedifferentproduction facilities,officebuildings, and soon, and itowns the

medium-voltage/low-voltage transformers.

The advantages of a medium-voltage distribution network over a low-voltage distribution

network are the much lower transmission losses and the lower voltage drops. A simple

calculation shows us what precisely influences the electrical losses. The simplified grid that

is shown in the line-to-neutral diagram in Figure 4.14 supplies the following amount of three-

phase active power to the load:

P ¼ 3jVjjIj cosðjÞ ð4:9Þ

The current through the grid equals:

jIj ¼ P

3jVj cosðjÞ ð4:10Þ

Therefore, the three-phase active power losses in the grid can be written as:

Ploss ¼ 3jIj2R ¼ P2R

3jV j2ðcosðjÞÞ2 ð4:11Þ

This teaches us that the transmission losses canbe reducedbychoosing for ahigher transmission

voltage.Another option is to reduce the resistance of the conductors by increasing the conductor

V

I

Load

LR

+

-

Figure 4.14 Line-to-neutral diagram of a load that is supplied by a simplified grid.
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diameter (see also Equation 3.9 in Section 3.8 (Power Carriers)), but this is in general a costly

affair. A higher value of the power factor, i.e. cosðjÞ closer to one, gives us a reduction in the
transmission and distribution losses as well. The loads at the end of the feeders are in majority

inductive loads, in particular in factories because electrical machines convert electrical energy

inamechanical torque that does thework.Capacitorbanksare appliedona largescale toprovide

the inductive loads with reactive power. In this way, the reactive power does not come from the

distant supply but from a locally connected capacitor bank, which saves us the ohmic losses

caused by the reactive current. This so-called power factor improvement was illustrated in

Example 1.12 (p. 37) in Section 1.6.3 (Power Factor).

Quite often, large industries do not only consume electricity but also supply electricity to the

grid as an Independent Power Producer (IPP). The chemical and food industry, paper mills and

oil refineries require in their production process not only electricity but also heat, often in the

form of steam. When electricity is produced in a conventional thermal power plant, as we saw

already inChapter 2 (TheGeneration of Electric Energy), only 40–50 %of the chemical energy

of the fossil fuels is converted into electrical energyand the rest becomes heat that is absorbedby

the environment. A combined production of electricity and heat can therefore bevery profitable

for industries that also need heat.Most of theCombinedHeat andPower (CHP) installations are

operated such that the steam generation is the dominant process and the electricity is the ‘by-

product’; the required amount of steam that is required for the production process varies with

time and so will the amount of produced electricity.

4.3.3 Electric Railways

Basically, electrified rail (or road) systems are power systems in themselves that supply traction

equipment like trains, trolley busses, trams andmetros. In general, those electrified rail systems

don’t have their ownpower generation and are interconnectedwith themain grid for their power

supply. Therefore the electrified rail systems are grid users of themain grid, with rather specific

needs.

It all started with DC because DC series motors have excellent properties for traction

applications. Before the power-electronic converters became available, AC motors were less

suited for traction purposes. The DC systems currently in use have a relatively low voltage and

need thick conductors to supply the high power demanded by the traction equipment. The high

intensityof railway trafficand the introductionofhigh-speed trainshavecaused thatACsystems

have becomemorewidespread. High-speed trains like the TGVin France, the ICE in Germany

and theShinkansen in Japan are supplied froma25 kVACsupply.Aphotoof the ICE is shown in

Figure 4.15; on the photo the train runs, non high-speed, on a Dutch 1500 V DC railway track.

Typical ratings are 600 Vand 750 V forDCoverhead line and conductor rail systems (trams and

metros), and 1500 Vand 3000 V for DC overhead line systems (trains). For AC traction 15 kV,

16 2/3 Hz, and 25 kV, 50 Hz overhead line systems are the standard. These AC systems are all

single-phase systems.

An example of a DC system railway system is shown in Figure 4.16. The AC grid voltage is

transformed to a lower voltage level and then rectified.TheDCpower supply is connected to the

overhead lines and the rails. The DC current flows from the overhead lines, to the train, and via

the rails back to the supply substation. The substations are equipped with three-phase rectifiers

(see also Section 4.2.4 (DC Electrical Energy)) and comprise a balanced loading for the grid.
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Figure 4.15 High-speed train. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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Figure 4.16 Supply principle of a DC railway system.
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Anexampleof anACsystem is depicted inFigure 4.17.TheACgridvoltage is transformed to

a lower voltage level and connected to overhead lines and rails. The transformer can only be

connected to twoof the threephasesof thegridwhich leads to an asymmetrical loadon the three-

phase grid. This effect can be overcome by cyclically connecting the transformers between the

different phases, as is illustrated in Figure 4.17. This, however, gives rise to a phase difference

between neighboring supply areas. For this reason, the different supply areas cannot be

connected with each other, and the train travels through small sections that are not supplied

by electric power.

rails

overhead lines

grid

current

Figure 4.17 Supply principle of an AC railway system.
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5
Power System Control

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Electrical power systems can be regarded as one of the most complex systems designed,

constructed and operated by humans. The consumers are supplied with the requested amount

of active and reactive power at constant frequency and with a constant voltage. Loads are

switched on and off continuously, and because electricity cannot efficiently be stored in large

quantities, the balance between the amount of generated and consumed electricity has to be

maintained by control actions.

The active power balance is controlled by the generators. There is also another option, and

that is to reduce the active power consumption by disconnecting parts of the load (this is

called load shedding), but this is merely an emergency measure and not common practice.

The reactive power balance can be controlled by rotating equipment (generators andmotors) and

by static components (capacitors and inductors). The synchronous generator is the most

important component in the system for maintaining the active and the reactive power balance.

Let us look at what happens in a simple system, in which a generator is supplying a variable

load,when suddenlymore activeor reactivepower is consumedandnocontrol actions are taken.

When we neglect losses, we can write for the active power balance:

Pm ¼ Pe þ Pa ð5:1Þ

Pm the mechanical power supplied to the generator axis by the prime mover [W]

Pe the electrical (active) power output of the generator [W]

Pa the power accelerating (or slowing down) the generator [W]

We start from the situation where the generated and consumed power are in balance (i.e.

Pm ¼ Pe and Pa ¼ 0), and a sudden increase of the active power consumption of the load

occurs ðPe "Þ.Whennocontrol actionsare taken, themechanical power supplied to thegenerator

remains constant. In order to maintain the active power balance (Equation 5.1), a decelerating

power arises ðPa #Þ: the rotation of the generator slows down and the frequency of the electrical
power output drops.Without control actions– in this case: increasing themechanical power input

to the generator in order to restore the active power balance and thus the frequency – the

deceleration continues. The following numerical example illustrates this.

Electrical Power System Essentials Pieter Schavemaker and Lou van der Sluis
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Example 5.1 More active power consumption from a non-controlled generator

A generator is running on no-load with a frequency of f1 ¼ 50Hz ð3000RPMÞ. Assume that

the kinetic energy stored in the rotating parts of the generator and steam turbine equals

K1 ¼ 200MJ. Suddenly a 10MW load is connected. Without control actions, the frequency

drop after one second can be computed as follows.

In one second of time, the load consumes 10� 106 � 1 ¼ 10MJ of electric energy. As a

result, the kinetic energy of the rotating part of the generator reduces to K2 ¼ 190MJ. The

kinetic energy of rotation equals K ¼ ð1=2ÞJo2 ¼ 2 � J � p2 � f 2; with J the moment of

inertia relative to the axis of rotation. Therefore, the frequency after one second (f2) has

reduced to:

K1

K2

¼ 200

190
¼ f 21

f 22
¼ 502

f 22
! f2 ¼ 48:73Hz ð5:2Þ

The influence of an increasing reactive power consumption of the load is illustrated in the

following example.

Example 5.2 More reactive power consumption from a non-controlled generator

Consider a generator that is connected to a variable load, as shown in Figure 5.1. In this 10 kV

system, the load consumes a three-phase active power of 2 MW with a power factor 0.9

lagging. The generator terminal voltage serves as a reference: Vt ¼ jVtjff0 ¼
ð10� 103=

ffiffiffi
3

p Þff0V, and the current can be calculated from P3f ¼ 3jVtjjIj cosðjÞ
¼ 3 � ð10� 103=

ffiffiffi
3

p Þ � jIj � 0:9 ¼ 2MW and equals: I ¼ 128:3ff�25:8�A. The reactance

of the generator is X ¼ 3� and the internal EMF of the generator can be calculated from:

E ¼ jEjffd ¼ Vt þ jXI ¼ 5951ff3:3� V. The amount of reactive power consumed by the load

follows from cosðjÞ2 ¼ P2=ðP2 þ Q2Þ ¼ 0:81 and is equal to Q ¼ 968:6 kvar.
Starting from the above situation in which the power is in balance, the reactive

power consumption of the load suddenly increases to a value of Q ¼ 1:5Mvar; the

amount of consumed active power remains the same. When no control actions are taken,

both the mechanical power supplied to the generator and the internal EMF remain constant.

The voltage angle at the load serves still as a reference: Vt ¼ jVtjff0. The power factor

has reduced:

cosðjÞ ¼ Pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P2 þ Q2

p ¼ 0:8 ð5:3Þ

QP

V t V t 0∠=E

X I

+

-

Figure 5.1 Generator connected to a variable load.
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and the angle between the voltage phasorVt and the current phasor I isj ¼ 36:9�. The current
can be determined from the following two equations (Equations 2.25 and 2.26 in Section 2.5

(The Synchronous Machine)):

P3f ¼ 3jEjjIj cosðjþ dÞ ¼ 3 � 5951 � jIj � cosð36:9þ dÞ ¼ 2MW ð5:4Þ
Q3f ¼ 3jEjjIj sinðjþ dÞ � 3XjIj2

¼ 3 � 5951 � jIj � sinð36:9þ dÞ � 9jIj2 ¼ 1:5Mvar
ð5:5Þ

When these two equations are squared and added, the following equation results:

ð3 � 5951 � jIjÞ2 ¼ ð2� 106Þ2 þ ð1:5� 106 þ 9jIj2Þ2 ð5:6Þ

The current equals: I ¼ jIjff�j ¼ 146:8ff�36:9� A. The voltage at the terminals of the load

can be calculated from:

P3f ¼ 3jVtjjIj cosðjÞ ¼ 3 � jVtj � 146:8 � 0:8 ¼ 2MW ð5:7Þ

and equals: Vt ¼ jVtjff0 ¼ 5676:6ff0V. As a result of the increased reactive power consump-

tion, the terminal voltage dropped with almost 100 V!

The internal EMF is E ¼ jEjffd ¼ Vt þ jXI ¼ 5951ff3:4� V. The voltage and current

phasors – before and after the increased reactive power consumption – are depicted in

Figure 5.2.

It is clear from Example 5.1 (p. 140) and Example 5.2 (p. 140) that without the

appropriate control actions, both the power system frequency and the voltage would be far

from constant.

10 I

E

Vt

jXI

(a)

(b)

(a)(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Phasor diagram; (a) reactive power consumption Q � 1Mvar; (b) reactive power con-

sumption Q ¼ 1:5Mvar.
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5.2 BASICS OF POWER SYSTEM CONTROL

In the previous section, we observed that an increased active power consumption

reduces the frequency and that, in the example shown, an increased reactive power

consumption reduces the voltage. In the steady-state situation, the active power-fre-

quency control and reactive power-voltage control are approximately independent from

each other, as is shown in the following analysis. Consider the power transfer through

an impedance as shown in Figure 5.3. The current flowing from node 1 to node 2 can

be expressed as:

I ¼ jV1jffd1 � jV2jffd2
jZjffr and I� ¼ jV1jffð�d1Þ � jV2jffð�d2Þ

jZjffð�rÞ ð5:8Þ

The complex power at node 2 (which is transferred to a load or another part of the

network) is:

S ¼ Pþ jQ ¼ V2I
� ¼ jV2jffd2 � jV1jffð�d1Þ � jV2jffð�d2Þ

jZjffð�rÞ

¼ jV1jjV2jffðd2 � d1Þ � jV2j2ff0
jZjffð�rÞ ¼ jV1jjV2j

jZj ffðrþ d2 � d1Þ � jV2j2
jZj ffr

ð5:9Þ

Accordingly, the active and reactive power component at node 2 are:

P ¼ ReðSÞ ¼ jV1jjV2j
jZj cosðrþ d2 � d1Þ � jV2j2

jZj cosðrÞ

Q ¼ ImðSÞ ¼ jV1jjV2j
jZj sinðrþ d2 � d1Þ � jV2j2

jZj sinðrÞ

ð5:10Þ

Z = R + jX

Z ∠ρ= I

S = P + jQV 1 1∠δ V 2 2∠δ

Figure 5.3 Power transport through an impedance.
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In transmission systemswheremost of the control actions take place, the following approxima-

tions can be made:

� because the resistance of transmission links is much smaller than the reactance values

ðR 	 XÞ, the resistance of the transmission link can be neglected: Z ¼ jZjffr ¼ Xffðp=2Þ;
� because thedifferencebetween thevoltageangles is rather small,we can replace sinðd1 � d2Þ

by d1 � d2 and cosðd1 � d2Þ by the value 1.

When we substitute these approximations in the active and reactive power equations

(Equation 5.10), the following expressions for the active and reactive power are obtained:

P ¼ ReðSÞ ¼ jV1jjV2j
X

sinðd1 � d2Þ ¼ jV1jjV2j
X

ðd1 � d2Þ

Q ¼ ImðSÞ ¼ jV1jjV2j
X

cosðd1 � d2Þ � jV2j2
X

¼ jV2j
X

ðjV1j � jV2jÞ
ð5:11Þ

We can see that:

� the voltage depends on the reactive power (see also Example 5.2 (p. 140)),

� the angle of transmission depends on the active power.

This ‘decoupling’ between the active power and voltage angles and the reactive power and

voltage magnitudes is of great importance for power system computations as we will see in

Sections 6.2.3 (Decoupled Loadflow) and 6.2.4 (DC Loadflow).

Example 5.3 More reactive power consumption from a non-controlled generator

(revisited)

Consideragain thegenerator that is connected toavariable loadas inExample5.2 (p. 140).The

simplified reactive power equation (Equation 5.11) can be applied to determine the change in

voltage when the reactive power consumption of the load increases to 1.5 Mvar:

Q ¼ 1:5� 106

3
¼ jV2j

X
ðjV1j � jV2jÞ ¼ jVtj

3
ð5951� jVtjÞ ð5:12Þ

The voltage drops to jVtj ¼ 5687:3V. When we compare this voltage with the value that we

calculated in example 5.2 (p. 140): jVtj ¼ 5676:6V, the difference is notmore than 11 V. This

shows that the approximating equations (Equation5.11) canbe fruitfully applied toget a quick

insight in the voltage changes due to deviations in the power balance.

There is an important difference between the couplingof the activepower and the frequencyand

the coupling of the reactive power and the voltage. The frequency is a common parameter

throughout the network: an increase of the active power consumption at a certain load point

results in a reduction of the system frequency.An increase of the reactive power consumption at
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a certain load point is noticed only locally, as the voltage drops at the particular load point and at

some nearby nodes.

5.3 ACTIVE POWER AND FREQUENCY CONTROL

5.3.1 Primary Control

A change in the balance between the generation of active power and the consumption of

active power changes the kinetic energy of the rotating mass of the generators, and alters the

system frequency. Without control actions – such as increasing (decreasing) the input of

mechanical power to the generator in order to restore the active power balance and thus the

frequency – the deceleration (acceleration) continues as is already explained in the introduction

of this chapter.

The active power balance is restored by a so-called speed governor, as is shown in

Figure 5.4. The speed governor can be set with a characteristic (frequency-power relation)

as is depicted in Figure 5.5 (a): the rotational speed (and thus the frequency) is independent

of the generator loading. Such a control becomes problematic when generators are con-

nected to run in parallel: when a frequency drop occurs, caused by an increased active

power consumption in the system, each speed governor will try to restore the original

frequency by increasing the power to the prime mover (in Figure 5.4 the steam valve will be

opened further to supply more steam to the turbine). The generators equipped with fast-

operating controllers will produce more active power than the generators with slow-

operating controllers and after a number of control actions, the active power to be produced

is distributed more or less randomly over the generators. This is an unwanted situation and

this problem can be resolved by changing the speed governor characteristic into a one-to-

one relation between frequency and power as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). This characteristic

has a negative slope and a higher (lower) active power output is established when the

frequency drops (rises). The slope of the frequency-power characteristic is called the droop

or regulation and can be expressed as:

Rgi ¼ � �f=fr
�Pgi=Pgi;r

ð5:13Þ

steam

measured rotational speed

speed

steam valve

rotating shaft

reference
speed governor

grid

synchronous
generator

turbine

Figure 5.4 The basic principle of the speed governor control system of a generating unit.
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Rgi the droop or regulation of generator i [pu]

�f the frequency change in the system [Hz]

fr the nominal rated frequency [Hz]

�Pgi the change in active power of generator i [MW]

Pgi;r the nominal rated power of generator i [MW]

Inotherwords: thedroop is the frequencydrop, inperunit of the rated frequency,when theactive

power output of the generator rises from no-load to full-load (being the rated power).

For the speed governor, three different cases can be distinguished.

� A standalone generator

The load dictates the amount of active power to be supplied by the generator; the speed

governor determines the frequency. In Figure 5.5 (c), a standalone generator connected to a

load experiences a sudden change of the active power balance: the load suddenly requires

moreactivepowerP2 ¼ P1 þ�P.Tocopewith this, thekinetic energyof the rotatingmassof

the generator, and thus the frequency, drops. To restore the active power balance, the speed

governor increases themechanical power of theprimemoverwith�P, in accordancewith the

speed governor characteristic. The new frequency, for which the active power balance is

fulfilled, is lower than the original frequency: f2 ¼ f1 ��f . See for the illustration of this

behavior Example 5.4 (p. 146).

� A generator connected to an infinite bus

The infinite bus dictates the frequency; the speed governor determines the amount of active

power to be supplied by the generator. In Figure 5.5 (c), a generator connected to an infinite

bus experiences a frequency drop f2 ¼ f1 ��f . As a result, the speed governor increases the

prime mover power according to the speed governor characteristic with an amount of

�P:P2 ¼ P1 þ�P. See Example 5.5 (p. 146).

� Two generators in parallel

In this case two generators supply the load; the frequency is set by both the speed governors.

The active power generation is shared by the two generators. When suddenly more active

power�P is required by the load, the frequency dropswith�f (see Figure 5.6). To restore the

active power balance, the speed governors increase the prime mover power according to the

respective speed governor characteristics: �P¼�Pg1þ�Pg2 (with �Pg1 ¼ Pg1;2 � Pg1;1

and�Pg2 ¼ Pg2;2 � Pg2;1). See Example 5.6 (p. 147).

1
2

f ff

PPP

∆ f

∆ P

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 5.5 Speed governor characteristics.
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Example 5.4 A standalone generator

A standalone generator feeding a single load supplies 50 MWat 50 Hz (indicated with ‘1’ in

thespeedgovernorcharacteristicas showninFigure5.5 (c)).Thegeneratorhasanominal rated

power of 200 MW and its speed governor has a droop of R ¼ 0:02 pu. The active power

consumption of the load suddenly increases to 100 MW and this event causes a frequency

drop of:

�f ¼ �R � fr � ð�P=PrÞ ¼ �0:02 � 50 � ð50=200Þ ¼ �0:25Hz ð5:14Þ

The power is balanced again in the newworking point ‘2’ of the speed governor characteristic

(Figure 5.5 (c)) with a frequency f2 ¼ 50� 0:25 ¼ 49:75Hz and a generator output power of
P2 ¼ 100MW.Observe that thedroopofastandalonegenerator is rather small inorder tokeep

the deviation in the frequency small.

Note that the generator, without a speed governor being present, would continuously

decelerate as described in Section 5.1 (Introduction). The speed governor takes care that the

active power balance is restored at a slightly lower frequency.

Example 5.5 A generator connected to an infinite bus

A generator connected to an infinite bus supplies 50 MWat the nominal rated frequency of

50 Hz (indicatedwith ‘1’ in the speed governor characteristic as shown in Figure 5.5 (c)). The

generator has a nominal rated power of 200 MW and its speed governor has a droop of

R ¼ 0:06 pu. When the system frequency drops to a value of f2 ¼ 49:5Hz, the active power
supplied by the generator increases with:

�P ¼ ��f=fr
R

� Pr ¼ 0:5=50

0:06
� 200 ¼ 33:3MW ð5:15Þ

gen. 1
gen. 2

f

P

∆ f

Pg1,1

1 2

Pg2,1 g1,2

Pg2,2

P

Figure 5.6 Speed governor characteristics of two generators in parallel.
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In the new working point, point ‘2’ in the speed governor characteristic of Figure 5.5 (c),

the generator supplies P2 ¼ 50þ 33:3 ¼ 83:3MW at a frequency of f2 ¼ 49:5Hz. Observe
that the change in output power of the generator is smaller when the droop of the generator is

larger.

Example 5.6 Two generators in parallel

Consider a situation with two generators running in parallel. Generator 1 has a nominal rated

power Pg1;r ¼ 200MW and its speed governor has a droop Rg1 ¼ 0:02 pu. Generator 2 has a
nominal rated power Pg2;r ¼ 200MW and its speed governor has a droop Rg2 ¼ 0:06 pu.
When the load suddenlyconsumesmore activepower�P, the frequencydropswith anamount

�f . To restore the active power balance, the speed governors increase the primemover power

in accordance with the speed governor characteristics:

�Pg1=Pg1;r ¼ ��f=fr
Rg1

�Pg2=Pg2;r ¼ ��f=fr
Rg2

9>>>=
>>>;

�Pg1=Pg1;r

�Pg2=Pg2;r
¼ Rg2

Rg1

ð5:16Þ

�Pg1=200

�Pg2=200
¼ 0:06

0:02
¼ 3 ! �Pg1

�Pg2

¼ 3 ð5:17Þ

In words: the active power increase of the load will be distributed over the two generators

(�P ¼ �Pg1 þ�Pg2) with a ratio 3:1, i.e. generator 1 takes 75 % of the load increase and

generator 2 25 %. When both generators have an equal droop, the load increase will be

distributed over the two generators according to the ratio of their nominal rated powers.

The case of twogenerators running in parallel, as described above, is in fact themost simple case

of a multi-generator system. In a large-scale power system, with a large number of generators

connected, it is the network power frequency characteristic that relates the difference between

scheduledandactual systemfrequency to theamountofgeneration required tocorrect thepower

imbalance for that system:

l ¼ ��P

�f
ð5:18Þ

l the network power frequency characteristic [MW/Hz]

�P the amount of generation required to correct the power imbalance [MW]

�f the difference between scheduled and actual system frequency [Hz]

The network power frequency characteristic l is determined by the droop of the primary active

power controls and the nominal rated power of all the generators in the system. A change in

active power consumption is met by all the generators in the system (Equation 5.13 is
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substituted; note that the change in frequency and the nominal rated frequency are the same

throughout the system):

�P ¼
X
i

�Pgi ¼
X
i

� 1

Rgi

� Pgi;r

fr
� �f ð5:19Þ

Rgi the droop or regulation of generator i [pu]

�f the frequency change in the system [Hz]

fr the nominal rated frequency [Hz]

�Pgi the change in active power of generator i [MW]

Pgi;r the nominal rated power of generator i [MW]

The network power frequency characteristic l can be written as:

l ¼ ��P

�f
¼

X
i

1

Rgi

� Pgi;r

fr
ð5:20Þ

Example 5.7 The network power frequency characteristic of a system with two

generators

Consider again the twogenerators operating in parallel as inExample5.6 (p. 147).Generator 1

has a nominal rated powerPg1;r ¼ 200MWand its speed governor has a droopRg1 ¼ 0:02 pu.
Generator 2 has a nominal rated power Pg2;r ¼ 200MW and its speed governor has a droop

Rg2 ¼ 0:06 pu. The network power frequency characteristic of this system equals:

l ¼ ��P

�f
¼

X
i

1

Rgi

� Pgi;r

fr
¼ 1

0:02
� 200
50

þ 1

0:06
� 200
50

¼ 266:6
MW

Hz
ð5:21Þ

This tells us that an increase of the active power consumption of 133.3 MW,which requires an

amount of generation�P ¼ 133:3MWto correct the power imbalance in the system, reduces

the system frequency with half a Hertz:�f ¼ �0:50Hz.

Motors cause the system load to be slightly frequency-dependent in practice. That means that

when the frequencydrops, the load is reducedslightly too.This is referred toas self-regulationof

the load, which influences the network power frequency characteristic as follows:

l ¼ ��P

�f
¼

X
i

1

Rgi

� Pgi;r

fr
þ m
100

� P ð5:22Þ

m ¼ �P0=P
�f

� 100% ð5:23Þ

m the self-regulating effect of the load [%/Hz]
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�P0 the change in the power consumption of the loads because of the change in frequency

�f [MW]

P the value of the original load of the system plus the change �P at the original system

frequency (i.e. at the frequency before adding �P) [MW]

Example 5.8 The network power frequency characteristic taking the self-regulating

effect of the load into account

Let us consider once more the system with the two generators from Example 5.7 (p. 148): in

this examplewe calculated that an increase in active power consumption of 133.3 MWlowers

the system frequency with half a Hertz:�f ¼ �0:50Hz.
Now let us take into account the self-regulating effect of the loads in the system as well,

for instance m ¼ 2 %=Hz. Assume that the load of the system rises from 100 MW to a value

of P ¼ 100þ 133:3 ¼ 233:3MW. The network power frequency characteristic equals

(Equation 5.22):

l ¼ 266:6þ 0:02 � 233:3 ¼ 271:3
MW

Hz
ð5:24Þ

The increase of the active power consumption in the system with 133.3 MW reduces the

frequency with:�f ¼ �133:3=271:3 ¼ �0:49Hz. The reduction of the system frequency is

less than in our previous example (�0.49 Hz instead of�0.50 Hz). This is because of the self-

regulating effect of the loads (m ¼ 2 %=Hz) that we have now taken into account. The

frequency drop causes a slight reduction of the active power consumption of the loads

(Equation 5.23):

�P0 ¼ m
100

� �f � P ¼ 0:02 � �0:49 � 233:3 ¼ �2:3MW ð5:25Þ

It is this reducedactivepowerconsumption thatmakes the reductionof the systemfrequency to

be less (�0.49 Hz instead of�0.50 Hz) than in the casewhere the self-regulating effect of the

loads was not taken into account.

5.3.2 Secondary Control or Load Frequency Control (LFC)

When an imbalance between the active power generation and active power consumption

occurs, the primary control (being the speed governor) detects a frequency deviation and

increases or decreases the mechanical power supply to the generator in order to restore the

activepower balance and to prevent the frequency fromdeviating further.As the speedgovernor

characteristics have a droop, the power balance is restored at a lower or higher frequency. The

LFC (load frequency control) is used to modify the setting of the speed governor in such a way

that the frequency isbroughtback to theoriginal referencevalue.This is illustrated inFigure5.7.

Let us assume that a standalone generator supplies a load (point ‘1’ on the I-characteristic).

When the load consumesmore active powerP2 ¼ P1 þ�P, the power balance is distorted and

the kinetic energy of the rotatingmass of the generator, and thus the frequency,will decrease. To

restore the active power balance again, the speed governor increases the primemover power, in
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accordance with the speed governor characteristic, with the value �P. The active power

balance is restored (point ‘2’ on the I-characteristic) at a frequency that is lower than the

original one: f2 ¼ f1 ��f . The LFCbrings back the original frequency by increasing tempora-

rily the prime mover power that raises the kinetic energy (and thus the frequency) of the

generatingunit. In thegraphofFigure5.7, this action is equivalent to shifting the I-characteristic

in upward direction to the level of the II-characteristic (note that the power output of the

generator remains constant during this action so that the horizontal positionofworkingpoint ‘2’

remains fixed).

An interconnected power system is divided into control areas. ATSO (Transmission System

Operator) is responsible for maintaining the power balance in a specific control area. The

balance in a control area is reached when the scheduled power exchange with the neighboring

control areas equals the actual power exchange. The TSO takes the necessary control actions in

order to maintain or restore the power balance.

In large interconnected power systems, a frequency drop occurs throughout the system and is

not a measure that can be used to indicate where in the system an imbalance occurred. In other

words: from the value of the frequency alone it cannot be determined which control area is

responsible for the frequency drop. Additional information is necessary and can be obtained by

determining the control area’s unbalance, i.e. a comparison of the actual and the scheduled

power exchange of a control area to its neighboring control areas. Note that the effect of the

primary control action in the control areamust be subtracted from the control area unbalance so

that the secondary control action does not neutralize the primary one:

ACEi ¼ ðPa;i � Ps;iÞ þ liðfa � fsÞ ¼ �Pi þ li� f ð5:26Þ

ACEi the Area Control Error of control area i [MW]

Pa;i the actual power export of control area i [MW]

Ps;i the scheduled power export of control area i [MW]

li the network power frequency characteristic of control area i [MW/Hz]

1
2

f

P

∆f

∆ P

I

II

Figure 5.7 LFC control action.
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fa the actual frequency [Hz]

fs the scheduled frequency [Hz]

TheAreaControl Error (ACE) is an indication of the surplus or the lacking amount of power in a

particular control area. A negativeACE shows that the control area generates too little power to

exchange the scheduled amount. A positive ACE means that the control area produces excess

power andexchangesmore than the scheduledamount.TheACEmustbebroughtback tozero in

order to establish the scheduled power exchange at the nominal frequency.

Example 5.9 Area Control Error (ACE)

Consider anetwork that is divided in threecontrol areas asdrawn inFigure5.8 (a) [10].Control

areaC imports a scheduledamountofpower (500 MW)fromcontrol areaB;note that 100 MW

flowsvia the intertie connectionswith areaA,which has a zero-level scheduled import/export.

The network power frequency characteristics of the three control areas are:

Area A: lA ¼ 13000 MW/Hz

Area B: lB ¼ 16000 MW/Hz

Area C: lC ¼ 11000 MW/Hz

For the whole system, the network power frequency characteristic amounts:

l ¼ ��P

�f
¼

X
i

1

Rgi

� Pgi;r

fr
¼ lA þ lB þ lC ¼ 40000MW=Hz ð5:27Þ

When suddenly a 400MWgenerator is lost by a forced outage in control areaB, the frequency

in the whole system drops by 0.01 Hz:

�f ¼ ��P

l
¼ � 400

40000
¼ �0:01Hz ð5:28Þ

BC

A

400 MW

100 MW
100 MW

BC

A

90 MW

150 MW

20 MW

160 MW110 MW

130 MW

(b)(a)

Figure 5.8 Power exchange between three control areas; (a) original (scheduled) situation;

(b) incremental generation after losing 400 MWof generation in control area B and the resulting flows.
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Governed by the primary control, the generators in the three control areas increase their power

output as follows (note that the sum of the increased generator power output equals the lost

generating power of 400 MW in area B):

�PA ¼ �lA�f ¼ 13000 � 0:01 ¼ 130MW

�PB ¼ �lB�f ¼ 16000 � 0:01 ¼ 160MW

�PC ¼ �lC�f ¼ 11000 � 0:01 ¼ 110MW

ð5:29Þ

This effects the power flows through the intertie connections as depicted in Figure 5.8 (b), and

the Area Control Error (ACE) for each area equals (Equation 5.26):

ACEA ¼ ð130� 0Þ þ 13000ð�0:01Þ ¼ 0MW

ACEB ¼ ð260� 500Þ þ 16000ð�0:01Þ ¼ �240� 160 ¼ �400MW

ACEC ¼ ð�390� ð�500ÞÞ þ 11000ð�0:01Þ ¼ 0MW

ð5:30Þ

Based on these ACE-values, only secondary control actions have to be taken in area B: the

generation in area B is increased to compensate for the loss of 400MWof power and to bring

back the frequency to its original value. The areas A and C then automatically return to their

original operating conditions.

5.4 VOLTAGE CONTROL AND REACTIVE POWER

The frequency is sometimes called the systemfrequency: in an interconnectedpower system the

frequency has the same value everywhere in the system; in other words, it is independent of the

location. A similar ‘system voltage’ does not exist: the voltage amplitude depends strongly on

the local situation in the system. As a consequence, voltages in the power system can only be

controlled locally: either at generator busesby adjusting thegenerator voltage control or at fixed

points in the system where tap-changing transformers, capacitor banks or other reactive power

consumers/producers are connected.

5.4.1 Generator Control (AVR)

TheAutomatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) is the basis of the generator reactive power control. A

simplified block diagram of anAVR is shown in Figure 5.9. Themain task of theAVR is to keep

the value of the voltage at the synchronous generator terminals at a specified level.

The principle of operation of theAVR is rather straightforward.When the terminal voltage of

the generator decreases (increases), the voltage regulator magnifies (reduces) the excitation

which results in a higher (lower) internal EMF and terminal voltage. The same result can be

obtained by increasing (decreasing) the referencevoltage that is offered to the voltage regulator

(see Figure 5.9).When we consider a generator with a fixed terminal voltage, the effect that the

reactive power output rises when the internal EMF increases, is easily understood from the

phasor diagram as depicted in Figure 5.10 (see also Section 2.5 (The Synchronous Machine),

Figure 2.28).
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The AVR can be tuned such that the generator terminal voltage remains constant and that it is

independent of the generator loading as is shown in Figure 5.11 (a). But, such a voltage control

would cause problems when generators run in parallel for two reasons. When a voltage drop

occurs, for instance, each controller will separately try to restore the terminal voltage and

increases the excitation. As a result, the generators equipped with fast-operating controllers

will supplymore reactive power than the generatorswith slow-acting controllers. After a number

of control actions, the reactive power is distributed randomly amongst the generators. Further-

more, if two generators run in parallel, one having a voltage controller setting that is slightly

above the common setpoint and the other one with a setting that is slightly below the common

setpoint, both the controllerswill react in anoppositeway.Thebusbar voltagewill settle at a value

between the two settings, which is, however, too low for the first and too high for the second

controller. Now, one controller will try to increase its voltage and starts to boost the generator’s

reactive power output, but the other controller does just the opposite and consumes reactive

power. In thisway anunwanted reactive power exchange between the twogenerators is the result.

excitervoltage
regulator

reference
voltage

measured terminal voltage

rotating shaft

synchronous
generator grid

Figure 5.9 Simplified AVR diagram.

E

Vt

jXI

‘Q’

‘P’

I

E

jXI

I

Figure 5.10 AVR control: increased internal EMF resulting in a larger reactive power generation

(dashed).
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For this reason, thegeneratorAVR is equippedwith avoltagedroop characteristic as shown in

Figure 5.11 (b) in order to avoid these problems. The droop characteristic of the generator AVR

should be declining in order to give a higher excitation when the voltage drops and a lower

excitation when the terminal voltage increases.

In Figure 5.11 (c) twogeneratorswith slightly differentAVRsettings run in parallel and share

the same terminal voltage; the controllers are in an equilibrium state. The AVR settings can

be tuned in such away that the reactivepowergeneration is proportional to the nominal power of

the generators. For example: generator 1 in Figure 5.11 (c) supplies more reactive power to the

system than generator 2 does. When the voltage declines, the controllers of both generators

increase their excitation in order to adjust the terminal voltage to a (slightly lower) value as

required by the droop characteristic.

5.4.2 Tap-changing Transformers

Tap-changing transformers usually have a mechanically-tapped high-voltage winding as is

schematically shown in Figure 5.12. The high-voltage winding is chosen because less current

flows through the high-voltage winding, compared to the low-voltage winding, and a lower

current is switched by the tap changer under operating conditions. In this way the transformer

ratio can be adjusted and the voltage at the low-voltage terminals can be kept more or less

excitation excitation

Vt Vt

excitation

Vt

gen. 1

gen. 2

)c()b()a(

Figure 5.11 AVR characteristics.

V1 V2

Figure 5.12 Tap-changing transformer.
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constant. The voltage can usually be adjusted between 
10 % and 
20 % of the nominal

rated values by using about 10 to 30 taps.

Let us examine a tap-changing transformer under no-load conditions. In this case the relation

between the voltage at the primary side and the voltage at the secondary side is:

jV2j ¼ jV1j
n

ð5:31Þ

n the turns ratio: the number of windings at the primary side divided by the number of

windings at the secondary side

When we make a small change in the parameters of Equation 5.31, we get:

�jV1j ¼ n�jV2j þ jV2j�n ð5:32Þ

Three cases can be distinguished:

� The turns ratio is afixednumber ð�n ¼ 0Þ: voltagechanges are directly coupled to eachother
similar to the ideal transformer, without taps.

� An increase (decrease) of the turns ratio while the primary voltage is fixed ð�jV1j ¼ 0Þ: the
voltage at the secondary side will drop (rise).

� An increase (decrease) of the turns ratiowhile the secondary voltage is fixed ð�jV2j ¼ 0Þ: the
voltage at the primary side will rise (drop).

A tap-changing transformer does not solve a voltage problem, it only moves the problem to the

higher voltage levels. This is illustrated by the following example.

Example 5.10 Tap-changer operation

Let us consider again the generator connected to a variable load from Example 5.2 (p. 140).

This situation (Figure 5.1) is in fact similar to the network shown in Figure 5.13; the (ideal) tap-

changing transformer has a turns ration ¼ 1 in that case.When the reactive power consumption

of the load increases fromQ � 1Mvar toQ ¼ 1:5 Mvar, while the active power consumption

remains fixed at P ¼ 2MW, we calculated already in Example 5.2 (p. 140) that the increased

QP
E

X ILI

V t VL

n:1
+

-

Figure 5.13 Generator connected to a variable load by means of a tap-changing transformer.
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reactive power consumption causes the voltage at the load terminals to drop by almost 100 V.

Now the tap-changing transformer can adjust the voltage level at the load terminals.

Seen from the terminals of the generator, the tap-changing transformer does not change the

power flow: the same amount of power is consumed and therefore the generator terminal

voltage and current stay the same: Vt ¼ 5676:6ff0V and I ¼ 146:8ff�36:9� A.
The relations between the voltages and currents at the primary side and at the

secondary side of the ideal tap-changing transformer are (see also Appendix B.2 (The Ideal

Transformer)):

jVLj ¼ jVtj
n

jILj ¼ njIj
ð5:33Þ

When the turns ratio of the transformer is set to n ¼ 0:983, the voltage at the load terminals is

brought back to the nominal value again: jVLj ¼ 5676:6=0:983 ¼ 5773:5V. The value of the
current becomes jILj ¼ 0:983 � 146:8 ¼ 144:3A.

5.4.3 Reactive Power Injection

At the beginning of this chapter we already learned that there is a tight relation between reactive

power exchange and voltage level (Examples 5.2 (p. 140) and 5.3 (p. 143)): reactive power

consumption (by an inductive component) at a network node results in a lower node voltage but

reactive power injection (by a capacitive component) gives a higher node voltage.

Static shunt capacitors and reactors

Static shunt capacitors (capacitor banks), shown in Figure 5.14, are applied in the network to

inject reactive power into systems with a lagging power factor, and inductors are applied to

consume reactive power from the system when it is operated with a leading power factor, for

instance a systemwith lightly loaded cables. A drawback of static shunt capacitors is that their

influence reduces when they are needed most, because the reactive power produced by a shunt

capacitor becomes less when the node voltage drops:

Q ¼ jV j2
�X

¼ oCjVj2 ð5:34Þ

Synchronous compensators

Asynchronouscompensator is a synchronousmachine runningwithoutamechanical torque.By

varying the excitation, the machine consumes or generates reactive power (see also Section 2.5

(The Synchronous Machine)). The excitation is controlled by means of an automatic voltage

regulator (AVR). This method for voltage control is rather costly.
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Static Var Compensator (SVC)

In Figure 5.15, the principle of a Static Var Compensator (SVC) is shown. It is in fact a variable

reactance connected to the system in shunt. The reactance consists of one or more capacitors

and/or reactors; the control actions are done by power-electronic devices (thyristors). Depend-

ing on the switching mode of the thyristors, the SVC can inject reactive power into or absorb

reactive power from the system.

The basis of an SVC is the thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR): an inductor in series with two

back-to-back connected thyristors (a thyristor valve). A conventional thyristor is a power

semiconductor that conducts current in one direction only; in the other direction it blocks the

current. It is turned on and brought in the conductive state by applying a trigger signal to the gate

of the thyristor and it turns off (the blocking state) at the next current zero crossing. A back-

to-back set up of the thyristorsmakes conduction possible in both the positive and negative half

cycle of the supplying AC voltage. The current through the inductance can, in this way, be

controlled from its maximum value to zero by changing the firing angle of the thyristor trigger

signal betweena ¼ 90� anda ¼ 180�, as illustrated in Figure 5.16. It is obvious that the current
flowing through the reactor does not have a nice sinusoidal-shaped waveform (this is only the

case when the thyristors are fully conducting). This means that the current contains a first

harmonic component or ground wave of 50 Hz and several higher-order components, the so-

called higher harmonics. In practice, filters are connected to remove the harmonics. The

fundamental component is generally the dominant part of the current and its amplitude gets

Figure 5.14 Capacitor banks. Reproduced by permission of TenneT TSO B.V.
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smaller when the delay angle changes from 90 to 180 degrees. This fundamental current

component lags the voltage by 90 degrees and by varying the delay angle one controls in fact

the value of the inductance:

LðaÞ ¼ pL
2p� 2aþ sinð2aÞ ð5:35Þ

a the firing angle of the thyristor trigger signal which can vary between p=2 and p
radians (or in electrical degrees, between 90 and 180 degrees)

LðaÞ the effective inductance of the TCR [H]

L the nominal rated inductance of the TCR [H]

A capacitor cannot be controlled in the same way, by point-on-wave switching, as the

reactor, because firing angles larger than 90 degrees can not be used. For firing angles of

more than 90 degrees, the thyristor could face steep inrush currents caused by the difference

between the system voltage and the voltage of opposite polarity on the capacitor (i.e.

trapped charge). Therefore, the thyristor valve is not used to control the value of the

capacitance, but is used only to turn on or turn off the capacitor, and that is why this

combination of a thyristor valve and a capacitor is referred to as the thyristor-switched

capacitor (TSC).

A parallel connection of TSCs and TCRs gives a range of smooth control from capacitive to

inductive currents as illustrated in Figure 5.17. By a continuous tuning of the TCR-branch in

combination with the pulsed effect of the capacitor banks being turned on or off in the TSC-

branch, a smooth variation of reactive power exchange over the whole operating range can be

TCRTSC

Figure 5.15 Static Var Compensator (SVC). TSC – Thyristor-switched capacitor. TCR – Thyristor-

controlled reactor.
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Figure 5.16 Current (solid line) through a TCR as a function of the delay angle a and its first harmonic

component (dotted line); v – the system voltage; i – the lagging current through the reactor.
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Figure 5.17 SVC V-I characteristic; V – the phasor of the system voltage; I – the phasor of the first

harmonic current.
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achieved.Note that the droop line of theSVCV-I characteristic enables automatically sharingof

reactive power between compensators operating in parallel.

Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM)

Agate turn-off thyristor (GTO) is amore advanced type of thyristor: it not only can be turned on

but also turned off by means of control signals. With GTOs it becomes possible to build a

voltage-source converter (VSC); VSCs are power-electronic devices that can serve as an

interface between DC and AC systems. The principal layout of a single-phase VSC is shown

in Figure 5.18. The power flow in the device is bidirectional: fromDC toACbut also fromAC to

DC. The amplitude and the frequency of the AC output is controlled by means of Pulse-Width

Modulation (PWM).

A static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is based on the operating principle of the

VSC. The basic scheme of a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is shown in

Figure 5.19. The exchange of reactive power between the STATCOM and the grid is controlled

by the amplitude of the STATCOM output voltage, as illustrated in Figure 5.20. A STATCOM

produces the reactivepowerbyexchanging the instantaneous reactivepowerbetween thephases

of the power system. The capacitance is needed to provide a circulating current path aswell as a

voltage source.

5.5 CONTROL OF TRANSPORTED POWER

5.5.1 Controlling Active Power Flows

Apart from the phase shifter, which is described hereafter, there are other options to control the

active power flows in the system.When HVDC-links are part of the grid, see also Section 1.3.1

Vd

Vd
2

Vd
2

o A

PWM

t

t

on when sinusoidal
waveform exceeds
the triangular one

on when sinusoidal
waveform is smaller
than triangular one

VAo

-Vd
2

control
signals

Vd
2

Figure 5.18 Voltage source (PWM) converter; upper graph – Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) control

signals; lower graph – theACvoltage (solid line) at the output and its first harmonic component (dotted line).
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(ACversusDCsystems), the activepowerflowing through theDClinks canbe influenced; this is

an additional advantage of HVDC-links. Another piece of equipment that is able to control

active power flows is theUnified Power-FlowController (UPFC); as this device can serve other

purposes as well it is treated separately in Section 5.5.3 (Unified Power-Flow Controller

(UPFC)).

The phase shifter

The phase shifter or phase-shifting transformer is shown in Figure 5.21. Thewindings drawn in

parallel toeachotherareon thesame ironcoreandaremagneticallycoupled.Therefore, a tapped

winding is on the same magnetic core as the winding whose voltage is 90 degrees out of phase

with the line-to-neutral voltage that is connected to the center of the tapped winding:

�Va / ðVb � VcÞ
�Vb / ðVc � VaÞ
�Vc / ðVa � VbÞ

ð5:36Þ

VSC

Figure 5.19 Principle layout of a STATCOM.
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Figure 5.20 Reactive power exchange between the STATCOM and the grid.
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The result of this ‘phase shifting’ is demonstrated by the phasor diagram in Figure 5.22. By

altering the tap position, the length of the�V-phasors changes (and can become negative too)

but the orientation of the phasors remains fixed. The resulting phasors, corresponding with the

voltages at the transformer terminals, move along the dashed lines of the outer triangle, and can

be leading or lagging the primary voltage. Note that the voltage amplitude remains almost

constant for small phase corrections.

Va ∆Va+

Vb ∆Vb+

Vc ∆Vc+

Va

Vb

Vc

Figure 5.21 The phase shifter [10].

n

Va ∆Va+

Vb ∆Vb+

Vc ∆Vc+

Va

Vb

Vc

∆Vb

∆Vc

∆Va

Figure 5.22 Phasor diagram of the phase shifter.
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In the following example, wewill see how a phase shifter can be applied to control the active

power flow in the system.

Example 5.11 Phase shifter operation

Let us take the situation that a generator is connected to a load via two parallel transmission

lines and transformers as shown in Figure 5.23 (a). The current is I ¼ 1ff�30� pu and the

voltage V2 ¼ 1ff0� pu. The values of the per unit base quantities are chosen such, that the

ideal transformer in the single-phase representation of transformer T1 can be left out from

the equations and only the series reactance of the transmission line plays a role (see

also Section 1.8 (Per Unit Normalization)). The single-phase equivalent circuit is shown in

Figure 5.23 (b).

When transformerT2 has the same turns ratio asT1, the ideal transformer in the single-phase

representation of transformer T2 can be left out too, and only the two parallel reactances

remain. The current flowing through these reactances is I1 ¼ I2 ¼ I=2 ¼ 0:433� j0:25 pu
and the complex power supplied by each transformer is equal to:

ST1 ¼ V2I
�
1 ¼ 0:433þ j0:25

ST2 ¼ V2I
�
2 ¼ 0:433þ j0:25

ð5:37Þ

In case the power rating (or the transportation capacity) of the two transmission lines is

different, aphase shifter canbeused tocontrol theactivepowerflows.Assume that transformer

T2 establishes a phase shift of 3
� (it has a complex turns ratio of n :1 with n ¼ 1ff�3�, see also

Appendix B.5 (Three-phase Transformer)), and that the current and voltage remain constant:

I ¼ 1ff�30� pu and V2 ¼ 1ff0� pu. Then, the following equations must apply:

I1 þ I2 ¼ 1ff�30�

V1 ¼ 1ff0� þ j0:1 � I1 ¼ 1ff�3� þ j0:1 � I2ff�3�
ð5:38Þ

j0.1

j0.1

n:1

V1 V2

I2

I1
T1

T2

I

(b)(a)

+

-

Figure 5.23 Phase shifter application in case of two parallel connections; (a) the single-line diagram;

(b) the single-phase equivalent circuit.
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The currents I1 and I2 can be calculated from these equations: I1 ¼ 0:1646� j0:2613 pu and
I2 ¼ 0:7014� j0:2387 pu. The complex power supplied by each transformer is:

ST1 ¼ V2I
�
1 ¼ 0:1646þ j0:2613

ST2 ¼ V2I
�
2 ¼ 0:7014þ j0:2387

ð5:39Þ

When we compare Equation 5.39 with Equation 5.37, we see that the active power flows

through the transformers have changed drastically, while the reactive power flow remains

more or less unchanged.

5.5.2 Controlling Reactive Power Flows

Reactivepowerflows in the systemcanbe influencedbymakinguseof series-compensation: the

effective series reactance of a transmission line is reduced in order to reduce the voltage drop

across the line and the reactive power ‘loss’ in the transmission line.

Static series capacitors

Capacitors can be put in series with the conductors of a long transmission line in order to reduce

the line reactance:

Z ¼ Rþ jX ¼ Rþ joL þ 1

joC
¼ Rþ j oL� 1

oC

� �
ð5:40Þ

R the total series resistance of the transmission line [�]
L the total inductance of the transmission line [H]

C the series capacitance [F]

When the series impedance of the transmission line is reduced, the voltage drop between the

receiving and the sending end of the line decreases, as is illustrated in Figure 5.24.

Vs Vr'

IX CX L

Vr

I

Vr'

Vs

Vr

-jXCI

jXLI

Figure 5.24 A transmission line with a series capacitor; Vr – the voltage at the receiving end of the line

without a series capacitor; V 0
r – the voltage at the receiving end of the line with a series capacitor.
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Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC)

The Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) consists of a series capacitance in parallel

with aTCR, as drawn in Figure 5.25.When the thyristor valve blocks the current, theTCSC is in

fact only the series capacitor. When the thyristor valve is fired, the TCSC becomes a con-

tinuously controllable capacitor or a continuously controllable inductor. A smooth transition

between the capacitive and the inductivemode is not allowed because of the resonance interval

between the two modes, as shown in Figure 5.26 (the resonance interval lies around the 135

degrees).

This graph can be drawn when we realize that the equivalent impedance of the TCSC is

equal to:

Zeq ¼ 1

1

1=ðjoCÞ þ
1

joLðaÞ
¼ �j

1

oC � 1

oLðaÞ
ð5:41Þ

C the fixed capacitor [F]

LðaÞ the effective inductance of the TCR [H]

Figure 5.25 Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC).
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Figure 5.26 The variation of the TCSC reactance as a function of the firing angle of the thyristor.
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The reactance of the capacitor is larger than that of the inductor (e.g. XC � 8 � XL).

When a ¼ 90�, the effective inductance of the TCR reaches its minimum value, LðaÞ ¼ L,

and the equivalent reactance of the TCSC is a parallel combination of the capacitor and the

reactor. As the reactance of the capacitor is larger than that of the reactor, e.g. XC � 8 � XL, the

current through the TCSC module is dominantly inductive. When a ¼ 180�, the effective

inductance of the TCR becomes infinite, LðaÞ ¼ 1, and the TCSC is now a series capacitor:

the current through the TCSC module is capacitive.

Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)

The Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) is depicted in Figure 5.27 and looks like

the STATCOM (see Section 5.4.3 (Reactive Power Injection)). The SSSC is a device that can

change the effective impedance of a transmission line by injecting a voltage �V that is in

antiphasewith thevoltagedropacross the transmission line.Theoutputvoltage�V is controlled

such that it lags the current Iby90� and thusbehaves as a series capacitor.As the injected voltage
can have anymagnitude in between zero andmaximumvoltage, a continuously degree of series

compensation is obtained. The phase of the injected voltage �V can be reversed too, thus

increasing the overall line reactance, in order to limit fault currents.

When the SSSC is equippedwith an energy-storage device of suitable capacity (in parallel to

the capacitor), the active power exchange can be controlled by adjusting the angle between the

SSSC output voltage and the current I see also Section 5.5.3 (Unified Power-Flow Controller

(UPFC)); only when the angle is 90�, the active power exchange is zero.

5.5.3 Unified Power-Flow Controller (UPFC)

The unified power-flow controller (UPFC) is in fact an SSSC (see Section 5.5.2 (Controlling

Reactive Power Flows)) which, additionally, has an active DC source. The UPFC is equipped

with twoconverters (VSCs)operated fromacommonDClinkas shown inFigure5.28.Thebasic

V1 V2

∆V

I

Figure 5.27 Static synchronous series compensator (SSSC).
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operating task of the first converter (VSC 1) is to supply and absorb the active power demanded

from the second converter (VSC 2) at the DC link. The second converter (VSC 2) injects a

voltage with a variable amplitude (from 0��Vmax) and a variable phase angle (from 0–360�)
into the transmission line. Therefore, the injected voltage�V can take any position inside the

circle shown in Figure 5.29 (a).

The UPFC has a large number of system applications, such as voltage regulation, series

compensation and phase shifting:

� Voltage regulation is achievedwhen the voltage�V is in phasewith the voltageV1, as shown

in Figure 5.29 (b).

VSC 2VSC 1

V1 V2

∆V

I

Figure 5.28 Unified power-flow controller (UPFC).
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α
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Figure 5.29 Phasor diagrams illustrating the operation of the UPFC.
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� In Figure 5.29 (c) a combination of voltage regulation and series compensation is demon-

strated. The voltage�V consists of two components: one that is in phase with the voltageV1

(voltage regulation) and another component that lags the line current I by 90� (series

compensation).

� In Figure 5.29 (d) a combination of voltage regulation and phase-angle regulation is pictured.

Thevoltage�V consists of two components: one that is in phasewith the voltageV1 (voltage

regulation) and another component that shifts the resulting voltage by a degrees (phase

shifting).

It is also possible to combine the three functions simultaneously, and this makes the UPFC a

universal device for power flow control. The UPFC is, however, a rather expensive piece of

equipment, which is themain reason that theUPFChas been installed in only a fewplaces in the

world.

5.6 FLEXIBLE AC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (FACTS)

In the power system, the power flow follows the laws of physics. In the past, the possibilities to

control the power flows in the system were limited; they were mainly based on mechanical

devices, such as transformer tap changers and turbine governors. These mechanisms automa-

tically introduce a limitation to the speed of control. Nowadays, FACTS devices are available

that enable a greater flexibility in the operation ofACpower systems (FACTS is an acronym for

flexibleAC transmission systems) [11,22,23,24,25]. FACTSdevices are large power-electronic

controlled devices and can do control actions at a considerable higher speed. Some of these

devices are operated in a shunt configuration for reactive power and voltage control, whereas

others are put in series to control the power flow. This gives the system operator flexibility and a

certain degree of freedom in operating the system, which is of great value in the present-day

market environment (see also Chapter 7 (Electricity Markets)).

In the previous sections we explained the operating principles of the most common FACTS

devices:

� SVC – Static Var Compensator (Section 5.4.3 (Reactive Power Injection))

� STATCOM – Static synchronous compensator (Section 5.4.3 (Reactive Power Injection))

� TCSC – Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor (Section 5.5.2 (Controlling Reactive Power

Flows))

� SSSC – Static Synchronous Series Compensator (Section 5.5.2 (Controlling Reactive Power

Flows))

� UPFC – Unified Power-Flow Controller (Section 5.5.3 (Unified Power-Flow Controller

(UPFC))).
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6
Energy Management
Systems

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the control centre, the transmission and distribution of electrical energy is monitored,

coordinated and controlled. The Energy Management System (EMS) is the interface between

the operator and the actual power system.

An indispensable part of the EMS is the SCADA system: the Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition system. The main functionalities of the SCADA system are to collect real-time

measured data from the system and to present it to the computer screen of the operator, and to

control actual components in the network from the control centre. The actual network status is

stored in the ‘real-time telemetered database’, which is used as input for the other EMS

functions.

TheEMSis in fact anextensionof thebasic functionalityof theSCADAsystem.This includes

tools for the analysis and theoptimal operationof thepower system. In thenextparagraphs some

of these software tools arehighlighted.The state estimator (Section6.4 (StateEstimator)) serves

asa ‘filter’of the real-timedatabase; it determines the stateof thepower systemthatmatchesbest

with the available measurements (some of them can be erroneous). The state estimator runs at

regular time intervals (typically every fiveminutes) because its output is the necessary input for

the other analysis programs, e.g.

� loadflow (Section 6.2 (Loadflow or Power Flow Computation));

� optimal powerflow (Section 6.3 (Optimal Powerflow));

� controlled switching;

� contingency analysis;

� short circuit computations;

� stability analysis.

These analysis programs operate in the so-called ‘extended real-time’mode, thismeans that the

actual power system state is the starting-point from where (possible) future situations are

investigated.

Electrical Power System Essentials Pieter Schavemaker and Lou van der Sluis

# 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd



6.2 LOADFLOW OR POWER FLOW COMPUTATION

The word loadflow or power flow computation is self-explanatory: the flows of power in

the network are computed. Later on we will see that the name is rather misleading as first

the node voltages in the network are computed before the power flows can be calculated. The

loadflow is the most important network computation, as it allows insight into the steady-state

behavior of the power system. In the following, some of the applications of the loadflow are

described.

When a transmission line is taken out of service temporarily, for planned maintenance for

example, the power originally flowing through the transmission linewill find itself a newpath to

the loads. The operators want to be certain, in advance, that other transmission lines and/or

cables in thevicinity are not overloaded after taking the particular line out of service.A loadflow

computation of the network configuration in which the transmission line is taken out of service

gives insight into the new power flows and indicates possibly overloaded connections or

components.

After ablackouthasparalyzedapart of thenetwork, theutilitiesput a lotof effort infinding the

cause and want a reconstruction of the phenomena that eventually caused the blackout. A

loadflowcalculationgives the stateof thenetwork for acertain steady-state situation.Ablackout

is a longer process – of multiple more or less steady-state situations – in the course of time, so a

consecutive series of loadflow computations gives information about the system behavior

preceding to the blackout.

The node voltages in the network should be kept within close limits, during normal operation

between 1.1 and 0.9 pu. A loadflow computes the voltages in the network and visualizes the

effect of tap changing transformers, capacitor banks and load shedding on the voltage profile in

the system.

The systemoperation should be robust and therefore the power system is operated n-1 secure.

Thismeans that a systemcomponentmay failwithout overloading other components orwithout

violating the voltage limits. A list with transformers, transmission lines, cables, generators, and

soon is available fromwhich the components are taken out of service in a simulation onebyone,

and each time a loadflow is computed. When a loadflow calculation shows an overloaded

connection or transformer, preventive actions can be taken in the real network to prevent that

particular situation. This analysis, based on a large number of loadflow computations, is called

the contingency analysis. The contingency analysis is performed in the control centre of the

utilities on a regular time basis.

6.2.1 Loadflow Equations

The loadflow computation needs of course input data and, after performing the necessary

calculations, generates the output as shown in Figure 6.1. The input data consists of the network

topology and the parameters, so that the admittance matrix of the network can be built (see

Example 6.2 (p. 172)), andnode information.Anetworknode is fully described (electrically) by

four parameters:

� the voltage phasor magnitude: jV j
� the voltage phasor angle: d
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� the injected active power: P

� the injected reactive power: Q

Three types of network nodes can be distinguished and only two of the four parameters are

known for each node, as shown inTable 6.1. The following is a short explanation of the three bus

types.

� The load bus

Loads are modeled as constant power sinks instead of impedances. The reason for this is that

the loadflow is usually computed for the higher voltage levels (50 kVand above). Thevoltage

deviations, that would result from changes in the load, are cancelled out by changing the tap

position of regulating transformers, and the system ‘sees’ a load of constant power.

� The generator bus

The generator has two controls: the active power control and the voltage control. A wind

generator, however, does not have these controls and is treated in the loadflow as a load bus.

� The slack node
The loadflow computation needs one network node to be addressed as slack node. The slack

node serves as a reference for the other nodes: it is the only node of which the angle of the

voltage phasor is specified. The actual value of this reference voltage angle is not of

importance, because the other voltage angles are relative to this value. It is common practice

to take as voltage angle d ¼ 0. Another characteristic of the slack node is that the power

injection at the node is not prescribed. This is a necessary requirement as becomes clear from

the following. Let us consider a network of only load buses and generator buses. That would

implicate that at all nodes, the active power injection is known (see Table 6.1), and as a

consequence, that the active power losses ðjIj2RÞ in the network are prescribed. This is not
possible: the loadflow needs to compute the unknown node voltages first, before the line

loadflow
computation

network topology and
network parameters

node voltages

branch currents

branch powers

power losses

generator reactive power

slack node power
node information

Figure 6.1 Loadflow computation: input data and computational results.

Table 6.1 Network node types.

Node type
Number of
nodes Specified Unknown

slack node ði ¼ 1Þ 1 jV ij,di P i, Qi

generator bus ði ¼ 2 . . .Ng þ 1Þ Ng P i, jV i| Qi,di
load bus ði ¼ Ng þ 2 . . .NÞ N – Ng � 1 P i,Qi jV ij,di
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currents and the losses can be calculated. The difference (the slack) between the total active

power input and total active power output plus the computed total jIj2R losses is balanced by

the slack node. Similarly for the reactive power: the difference (the slack) between the total

reactive power input and total reactive power output plus the calculated total jIj2X ‘losses’ is

balanced by the slack node. In the considered network with only load buses and generator

buses, one of the generator buses must be assigned as slack node.

Example 6.1 Node types

Nodes where no loads or generator stations are connected, for instance substations in the

system, are treated in the loadflow as load buses with P ¼ Q ¼ 0.

A node can also have both a generator and a load connected. The (negative) power injected

by the load (Pload andQload) is knownaswell as thePgen and jV jgen of thegenerator.Because the
voltage magnitude is a common parameter, the node can be modeled as a generator bus with:

jV j ¼ jVjgen and P ¼ Pgen þ Pload.

Inorder tofinda relationbetween the fourquantities that electrically describeanetworknode, as

specified in Table 6.1, the so-called loadflow equations are derived below.

The admittance matrix Y describes the relation between the current injected at the network

nodes and the node voltages:

I ¼ YV $

I1
I2
:
:
IN

2
66664

3
77775 ¼

Y11 Y12 : : Y1N
Y21 Y22 : : Y2N
: : : : :
: : : : :

YN1 YN2 : : YNN

2
66664

3
77775

V1

V2

:
:
VN

2
66664

3
77775 ð6:1Þ

N the total number of network nodes

The admittance matrix Y can be built up as follows:

� the element on the main diagonal Yii equals the sum of all admittances directly connected to

node i;

� the off-diagonal element Yij equals the negative value of the net admittance connected

between node i and node j (note that the off-diagonal element Yji has the same value, as the

net admittance connected between node j and node i is the same as the net admittance

connected between node i and node j).

This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 6.2 Elements of the admittance matrix Y

Consider the example admittance network shown in Figure 6.2. The node voltages are

measured with respect to the reference node (node 0 in Figure 6.2). For all the nodes, apart
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from the reference node,wewrite downKirchhoff’s current law that states that the current that

is injected into node i by a current source must equal the sum of all currents leaving node i:

I1 ¼ V1Ya þ ðV1 � V2ÞYb þ ðV1 � V3ÞYd
0 ¼ ðV2 � V1ÞYb þ ðV2 � V3ÞYc
I3 ¼ ðV3 � V1ÞYd þ ðV3 � V2ÞYc

ð6:2Þ

This equation can be written in the matrix notation I ¼ YV:

I1
0

I3

2
4

3
5 ¼

ðYa þ Yb þ YdÞ �Yb �Yd
�Yb ðYb þ YcÞ �Yc
�Yd �Yc ðYc þ YdÞ

2
4

3
5 V1

V2

V3

2
4

3
5 ð6:3Þ

When we compare this admittance matrix with the circuit in Figure 6.2, we see that the

admittancematrixY can indeedbebuilt up easily by looking at the circuit andapplying the two

before-mentioned rules for the diagonal and off-diagonal elements.

The elements in the admittance matrix Y can be written as (see also Section 1.4 (Phasors)):

Yij ¼ jYijjffyij ¼ jYijjðcos yij þ j sin yijÞ ¼ Gij þ jBij ð6:4Þ

Gij the conductance

Bij the susceptance

The voltages of the network nodes can be expressed as follows:

Vi ¼ jVijffdi ¼ jVijðcos di þ j sin diÞ ð6:5Þ

From Equation 6.1 the injected current at node i can be obtained:

Ii ¼ Yi1V1 þ Yi2V2 þ . . .þ YiNVN ¼
XN
n¼1

YinVn ð6:6Þ

Ya

Yb Yc

Yd
1

2

3

0

I1 I3

Figure 6.2 Example admittance network for building the admittance matrix Y.
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The complex power injected into node i is:

Si ¼ ViI
�
i ¼ Pi þ jQi ð6:7Þ

Substituting theequations for thevoltageat node i (Equation6.5) and the injectedcurrent atnode

i (Equation 6.6), gives us:

Si ¼ jVijffdi
XN
n¼1

Y�
inV

�
n ¼

XN
n¼1

jViVnYinjffð�yin � dn þ diÞ

¼
XN
n¼1

jViVnYinj½cosð�yin � dn þ diÞ þ j sinð�yin � dn þ diÞ�

¼
XN
n¼1

jViVnYinj½cosðyin þ dn � diÞ � j sinðyin þ dn � diÞ�

ð6:8Þ

For the injected active and reactive power at node i, we can write:

Pi ¼
XN
n¼1

jViVnYinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼ jVij2Gii þ
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ
ð6:9Þ

Qi ¼ �
XN
n¼1

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ
ð6:10Þ

Both Equations 6.9 and 6.10 compose the loadflow equations. They represent the computed

active and reactive power injection at a node i, as a function of – in principle – all the node

voltages in the network.

The loadflowproblemcannowbe formulated as: determine thevoltages (Vi,di) in the column

labelled ‘unknown’ in Table 6.1 such that, when all the voltage values are inserted into the

loadflowequations (Equations 6.9 and 6.10), the computed active and reactive power injections

at the specific nodes correspond with the values as given in the column labelled ‘specified’ in

Table 6.1. Or in equations:

DPi ¼ Pi;specified � Pi;computed ¼ 0 ð6:11Þ
DQi ¼ Qi;specified � Qi;computed ¼ 0 ð6:12Þ
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The loadflow computation will be demonstrated by the following numerical examples.

Example 6.3 Loadflow equations

As an example the two-node network in Figure 6.3, will be analyzed. Despite the fact that the

network is rather simple, it is not possible to ‘see’ or estimate what the value of the voltage at

node 2 is. Therefore, a loadflow computation has to be done. The network has two nodes: one

with a generator connected to it, which is taken as the slack node, and a node with a load

connected, which is a load bus. The nodes are interconnected by a short transmission line (see

Appendix E.4 (The short transmission line)).

In the example network (Figure 6.3), the voltage at node 2 is unknown whereas the power

injectionsP2 andQ2 are specified, and that iswhyonly thecorresponding loadflowequationsat

node 2 need to be derived (Equations 6.9 and 6.10, with N ¼ 2 and i ¼ 2):

P2 ¼ jV2j2G22 þ jV2V1Y21j cosðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ ð6:13Þ

Q2 ¼ �jV2j2B22 � jV2V1Y21j sinðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ ð6:14Þ

The admittance of the line is Y ¼ 1=Z ¼ 0:396� j3:96 and the admittance matrix for the

network of Figure 6.3 is:

Y ¼ 0:396�j3:96 �0:396þj3:96
�0:396þj3:96 0:396�j3:96

� �
ð6:15Þ

The elements in the admittance matrix can be denoted as:

Yij ¼ Gij þ jBij ¼ jYijjffyij ð6:16Þ

Thus, the following terms in the loadflow equations are obtained from the admittance matrix

(angles in radians):

Y21 ¼ jY21jffy21 ¼ 3:98ff1:6705
Y22 ¼ G22 þ jB22 ¼ 0:396� j3:96

ð6:17Þ

21

S 0.6 j0.3+=

S2 P2 jQ2+=( )

Z 0.025 j0.25+=
V 1.0 0∠=

V1 V1 δ1∠=( )

Figure 6.3 Example loadflow network.
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Substitutionof these admittancevalues and thevoltagedata at node1 ðjV1j ¼ 1:0 and d1 ¼ 0Þ
into the loadflowequations (Equations 6.13 and 6.14) results in the following set of equations:

P2 ¼ jV2j20:396þ 3:98jV2j cosð1:6705� d2Þ ð6:18Þ

Q2 ¼ 3:96jV2j2 � 3:98jV2j sinð1:6705� d2Þ ð6:19Þ

The unknown voltage quantities in the network, i.e. jV2j and d2, must be determined such

that the calculated power injections at node 2 equal the specified power injections at

node 2:

P2 ¼ 0:396jV2j2 þ 3:98jV2j cosð1:6705� d2Þ ¼ �0:6 ð6:20Þ

Q2 ¼ 3:96jV2j2 � 3:98jV2j sinð1:6705� d2Þ ¼ �0:3 ð6:21Þ

Theminus sign of the specified power values is caused by the fact that in Figure 6.3 the power

consumed at node 2 is given instead of the injected power.

The loadflowproblemof theexample two-nodenetworkhasbeen reduced toaset consisting

of two non-linear equations (Equations 6.20 and 6.21) and two unknowns ðjV2j and d2). How
this system can be solved is demonstrated in the following examples.

Example 6.4 Solving the loadflow equations directly

Consider again the two-node network in Figure 6.3. Although the example network is simple,

calculating the unknown voltage quantities jV2j and d2 is not so easy, as can be seen in the

following direct calculation. First, Equations 6.20 and 6.21 are rewritten:

cosð1:6705� d2Þ ¼ �0:6� 0:396jV2j2
3:98jV2j ð6:22Þ

sinð1:6705� d2Þ ¼ 0:3þ 3:96jV2j2
3:98jV2j ð6:23Þ

When these two equations are squared and added, the following equation results:

3:982 � jV2j2 ¼ 0:62 þ 0:32 þ 2ð0:6 � 0:396þ 0:3 � 3:96ÞjV2j2 þ ð0:3962 þ 3:962ÞjV2j4
ð6:24Þ

This system gives two possible values for jV2j : jV2j ¼ 0:1904 pu and jV2j ¼ 0:8853 pu
(see also Figure 8.4 in Section 8.6.1 (Non-linear Phenomena and Chaos)). The corre-

sponding values for d2 can be obtained from Equations 6.22 and 6.23: d2 ¼ �0:8458 rad
and d2 ¼ �0:1617 rad.

It becomes clear from this exercise, that it is not so easy to solve the non-linear loadflow

equationsbymeansof straightforwardarithmetic,notevenfora two-nodenetwork.Therefore,
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an iterativemethod is applied to solve the non-linear loadflowequations as demonstratedwith

the Newton-Raphson method in the following example.

Example 6.5 Solving the loadflow equations iteratively

Consideragain the loadflowequationsasdetermined inExample6.3 (p. 175).Wecall the exact

solution of the voltage at node 2:

jV2j
y
; d
y
2 ð6:25Þ

Because we don‘t know this exact solution yet, we start the calculation by making a guess:

jV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 ð6:26Þ

The difference between the exact solution and our guess is:

DjV2jð0Þ ¼ jV2j
y � jV2jð0Þ;Ddð0Þ2 ¼ d

y
2 � dð0Þ2 ð6:27Þ

For the exact solution point, we can write:

P2ðjV2j
y
; d
y
2 Þ ¼ P2ðjV2jð0Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 þ Ddð0Þ2 Þ ¼ �0:6 ð6:28Þ

Q2ðjV2j
y
; d
y
2 Þ ¼ Q2ðjV2jð0Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 þ Ddð0Þ2 Þ ¼ �0:3 ð6:29Þ

The next step is to determine the difference between the exact solution and our initial guess,

being the corrections, by solving DjV2jð0Þ, Ddð0Þ2 from the following first order Taylor expan-

sion of Equations 6.28 and 6.29:

P2ðjV2jy; dy2 Þ ¼ P2ðjV2jð0Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 þ Ddð0Þ2 Þ ¼ �0:6

� P2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ qP2

qjV2j
����ð0Þ þ Ddð0Þ2

qP2

qd2

����ð0Þ ð6:30Þ

Q2ðjV2jy; dy2 Þ ¼ Q2ðjV2jð0Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 þ Ddð0Þ2 Þ ¼ �0:3

� Q2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ qQ2

qjV2j
����ð0ÞþDdð0Þ2

qQ2

qd2

����ð0Þ ð6:31Þ

The notation ðq:=q:Þjð0Þ indicates that the partial derivatives are evaluated based on our initial
guess for the voltage values: jV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 .
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The termsoforderhigher thanone in theTaylorexpansionhavebeenneglected: in thiswaya

linear relationbetween thecorrectionsand theother terms results, so that thecorrectionscanbe

computed from the following matrix equation:

qP2

qd2

qP2

qjV2j
qQ2

qd2

qQ2

qjV2j

2
664

3
775
ð0Þ

Jacobian

Ddð0Þ2

DjV2jð0Þ
" #

corrections

¼ DPð0Þ
2

DQð0Þ
2

" #
¼ �0:6� P2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ

�0:3� Q2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ

" #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

mismatches

ð6:32Þ

The mismatches are the difference between the prescribed power injected at node 2 and the

injected power at node 2 as computed with the loadflow equations, based on the guess for the

voltage at node 2.

The corrections can be calculated by inversion or factorization of the Jacobian matrix.

When the corrections are added to the initial guess, we find an approximation of the exact

solution:

DjV2jð0Þ þ jV2jð0Þ ¼ jV2jð1Þ 6¼ jV2jy;Ddð0Þ2 þ dð0Þ2 ¼ dð1Þ2 6¼ dy2 ð6:33Þ

That we don’t find the exact solution after one computational step is because we truncated

the Taylor expansion in Equations 6.30 and 6.31 after the first order term. Therefore, the

iterative process has to be repeated until the mismatches become smaller than a certain

predefined value.

Letusnowmakean initial guess for theunknownvoltageat node2.Theeasiest thing todo, is

to choose the voltage equal to that of node 1:

jV2jð0Þ ¼ 1:0; dð0Þ2 ¼ 0 ð6:34Þ

Substitution in the loadflow equations (Equations 6.18 and 6.19), gives us:

P2 ¼ 0:396jV2j2 þ 3:98jV2j cosð1:6705� d2Þ
¼ 0:396 � 1þ 3:98 � 1 � cosð1:6705Þ ¼ 0

ð6:35Þ

Q2 ¼ 3:96jV2j2 þ 3:98jV2j sinð1:6705� d2Þ
¼ 3:96 � 1� 3:98 � 1 � sinð1:6705Þ ¼ 0

ð6:36Þ

For the elements in the Jacobian matrix, we find:

qP2

qd2
¼ jV2V1Y21j sinðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ

qP2

qd2

����ð0Þ ¼ 1 � 1 � 3:98 � sinð1:6705Þ ¼ 3:96

ð6:37Þ
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qP2

qjV2j ¼ 2jV2jG22 þ jV1Y21j cosðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ

qP2

qjV2j
����ð0Þ ¼ 2 � 1 � 0:396þ 1 � 3:98 � cosð1:6705Þ ¼ 0:396

ð6:38Þ

qP2

qjV2j ¼ jV2V1Y21j cosðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ

qP2

qjV2j
����ð0Þ ¼ 1 � 1 � 3:98 � cosð1:6705Þ ¼ �0:396

ð6:39Þ

qQ2

qjV2j ¼ �2jV2jB22 � jV1Y21j sinðy21 þ d1 � d2Þ

qQ2

qjV2j
����ð0Þ ¼ �2 � 1 � �3:96� 1 � 3:98 � sinð1:6705Þ ¼ 3:96

ð6:40Þ

Substitution of the obtained values in the matrix equation (Equation 6.32), gives us the

following set of equations:

3:96 0:396
�0:396 3:96

� �
Ddð0Þ2

DjV2jð0Þ
" #

¼ �0:6� 0

�0:3� 0

� �
ð6:41Þ

The corrections can be computed with Equation 6.41:

Ddð0Þ2

DjV2jð0Þ
" #

¼ �0:1425
�0:09

� �
ð6:42Þ

Adding these corrections to our initial guess, results in an approximation of the voltage at

node 2:

dð1Þ2 ¼ 0� 0:1425 ¼ �0:1425 rad ð6:43Þ
jV2jð1Þ ¼ 1� 0:09 ¼ 0:91 pu ð6:44Þ

These values are used as a new ‘guess’ for the voltage at node 2 and the computational process

is repeated with this new ‘guess’.

The consecutive iterations are shown in Table 6.2. The iterative process (in this example) is

stopped when the absolute values of the power mismatches become smaller than 1.e-3.

This answer corresponds to the one that we found earlier by solving the system directly in

Example 6.4 (p. 176). In that example we also found a second solution, that we can calculate

here aswell, by choosing a very awkward initial guess for the value of the voltage at node two:

jV2jð0Þ ¼ 0:1; dð0Þ2 ¼ 0 ð6:45Þ
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The consecutive iterations are shown in Table 6.3.

It is unnecessary to mention that this last solution is far from realistic, because the load is

supplied at a very low voltage and, therefore, a high current (see also Section 8.6 (Blackouts

and Chaotic Phenomena)).

It is common practice to choose a flat start, i.e. voltage magnitudes equal to one while the

angles are set to zero values (e.g.jV2jð0Þ ¼ 1:0; dð0Þ2 ¼ 0), as initial guess for each loadflow

computation.

6.2.2 General Scheme of the Newton-Raphson Loadflow

The loadflow computation is in fact the calculation of the voltage magnitude and angle at each

busof the power systemunder specified conditions of systemoperation.Other systemquantities

such as the current values, power values and power losses can be calculated when the voltages

areknown.Speaking inmathematical terms, the loadflowproblemisnothingmore thanasystem

consisting of as many non-linear equations as there are variables to be determined.

The unknown voltage quantities, or state variables, can be combined in a single vector:

x ¼ d
jVj
� �

¼

d2
..
.

dN
jV jNgþ2

..

.

jV jN

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð6:46Þ

Note that the subscript of the voltage angles starts from 2, as only the voltage angle of the

slack node, being node 1 in the network, is known. The subscript of the voltage magnitudes

Table 6.2 Consecutive iterations with initial voltage: V2 ¼ 1ff0.
Iteration jV2j [pu] d2 [rad] DP2 [pu] DQ2 [pu]

0 1.0000 0.0000 �0.6 �0.3
1 0.9100 �0.1425 �0.0594 �0.0634
2 0.8863 �0.1610 �0.0021 �0.0024
3 0.8853 �0.1617 �0.3140e-5 �0.3754e-5

Table 6.3 Consecutive iterations with initial voltage: V2 ¼ 0:1ff0.
Iteration jV2j [pu] d2 [rad] DP2 [pu] DQ2 [pu]

0 0.1000 0.0000 �0.5644 0.0564
1 0.1000 �1.4250 �0.2064 �0.3213
2 0.1572 �0.5295 �0.2416 0.1080
3 0.1761 �0.9242 �0.0136 �0.0583
4 0.1895 �0.8419 �0.0045 0.0016
5 0.1904 �0.8458 0.0319e-4 �0.1796e-4
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starts from Ng þ 2, as only the voltage magnitudes of the load buses are unknown (see also

Table 6.1).

The loadflow equations at node i represent the computed active and reactive power injection

(at node i) as a function of – in principle – all the node voltages in the network:

Pi ¼ jVij2Gii þ
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:47Þ

Qi ¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:48Þ

Theunknownvoltagemagnitudes and anglesmust be determined such that,when all thevoltage

values are entered into the loadflow equations (Equations 6.47 and 6.48), the computed active

and reactive power injections at the specific nodes correspond with the specified power

injections. In other words: the state variables must be determined such that the power mis-

matches, being thedifferencebetween the specifiedandcomputedpower injections, are equal to

zero:

DPðxÞ ¼
P2;specified � P2ðxÞ

..

.

PN;specified � PNðxÞ

2
664

3
775 ¼ 0 ð6:49Þ

DQðxÞ ¼
QNgþ2;specified � QNgþ2ðxÞ

..

.

QN;specified � QNðxÞ

2
64

3
75 ¼ 0 ð6:50Þ

The power mismatches can also be combined in one vector:

hðxÞ ¼ DPðxÞ
DQðxÞ
� �

¼ 0 ð6:51Þ

When for a particular state vector x the power mismatches are not equal to zero ðhðxÞ 6¼ 0), a

correctionDxmust be determined such that hðxþ DxÞ ¼ 0:Application of a first order Taylor
approximation, results in the Newton-Raphson iterative formula:

HDx ¼ �hðxÞ ð6:52Þ

H the Jacobian of the power mismatches h
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When J is defined as the Jacobian of the loadflow equations, it holds that J ¼ �H and the

Newton-Raphson iterative formula can be written as:

JDx ¼ hðxÞ ð6:53Þ

J the Jacobian of the loadflow equations

The iteration process of the Newton-Raphson method is graphically illustrated in

Figure 6.4 for a one-dimensional case. The general scheme of the Newton-Raphson load-

flow is listed in the flowchart in Figure 6.5. The Jacobian terms, i.e. the partial derivatives

of the injected active and reactive power to the voltage angles and magnitudes, are found

with Equations 6.47 and 6.48 as:

qPi

qdi
¼
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:54Þ

qPi

qdj
¼ �jViVjYijj sinðyij þ dj � diÞ ð6:55Þ

qQi

qdi
¼
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:56Þ

x0x1x2x3

h (x )

x

h (x0)

h (x1)

h (x2)

∆∆x3 ∆x2 ∆x1

Figure 6.4 The Newton-Raphson method.
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2
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Figure 6.5 Flowchart of the Newton-Raphson loadflow computation.
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qQi

qdj
¼ �jViVjYijj cosðyij þ dj � diÞ ð6:57Þ

qPi

qjVij ¼ 2jVijGij þ
XN
n¼1

6¼i

jVnYinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:58Þ

qPi

qjVjj ¼ jViYijj cosðyij þ dj � diÞ ð6:59Þ

qQi

qjVij ¼ �2jVijBii �
XN
n¼1

6¼i

jVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ ð6:60Þ

qQi

qjVjj ¼ �jViYijj sinðyij þ dj � diÞ ð6:61Þ

6.2.3 Decoupled Loadflow

InSection5.2 (Basics ofPowerSystemControl)we foundout that there is akindof ‘decoupling’

between the active power and voltage angles on the one hand and the reactive power and voltage

magnitudes on the other, when some specific properties of power systems under normal

operating conditions are taken into account:

� the resistance of the overhead transmission lines is much smaller than its reactance;

� the differences between the voltage angles are small.

This ‘decoupling’ can be recognized in the Jacobianmatrix, as the elements of the off-diagonal

submatrices J12 and J21 (the off-diagonal elements in Equation 6.62 (Example 6.6 (p. 184))) are

rather small.

Example 6.6 Decoupling between active and reactive power

Consider again the two-node network in Figure 6.3. In the iterative computation of this

loadflow (Example 6.5 (p. 177)), the following equation (Equation 6.41) was derived:

3:96 0:396
�0:396 3:96

� �
Ddð0Þ2

DjV2jð0Þ
" #

¼ P2;specified � P2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ
Q2;specified � Q2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ

" #
ð6:62Þ

Theoff-diagonal elements in the Jacobianmatrix are relatively small and therefore, changes in

the voltage angles have a strong impact on the active powers. Changes in the voltage

magnitudes, however, influence strongly the reactive powers. This ‘decoupling’ between

the active and reactive power equations occurs only when the resistance of the transmission

link ismuchsmaller than the reactance ððR ¼ 0:025Þ � ðX ¼ 0:25ÞÞ, andwhen thedifference
between the voltage angles is small ðd1 � d2 ¼ 0:1617 rad ¼ 9:2647˚).
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Therefore, the Jacobian matrix can be simplified by making the elements in the off-diagonal

submatrices J12 and J21 zero, so that the following two equations result:

qP2

qd2
� � � qP2

qdN
..
.

J11
..
.

qPN

qd2
� � � qPN

qdN

2
66664

3
77775

Dd2
..
.

DdN

2
64

3
75 ¼

DP2

..

.

DPN

2
64

3
75 ð6:63Þ

qQNgþ2

qjVNgþ2j � � � qQNgþ2

qjVN j
..
.

J22
..
.

qQN

qjVNgþ2j � � � qQN

qjVN j

2
666664

3
777775

DjVNgþ2j
..
.

DjVN j

2
664

3
775 ¼

DQNgþ2

..

.

DQN

2
664

3
775 ð6:64Þ

Those equations seem to be decoupled as the real power mismatches are used only to calculate

the voltage-angle corrections, whereas the reactive power mismatches are applied only to

calculate the voltage-magnitude corrections. But, the elements in the matrices J11 and J22 still
depend on both the voltage magnitude and the voltage angle. In order to obtain an efficient

computational procedure, further simplifications can bemade in thematrices J11 and J22, when
we take into account that during normal system operation [10]:

� the line susceptances are much larger than the line conductances: Gij sinðdj � diÞ
� Bij cosðdj � diÞ;

� the differences between the voltage angles are small: sinðdj � diÞ ¼ dj � di and

cosðdj � diÞ ¼ 1;

� the reactivepower injected into anode ismuch smaller than the reactiveflow thatwould result

if all lines connected to that bus were short-circuited to reference: Qi � jVij2Bii.

The elements in the matrix J11 can now be simplified as follows:

qPi

qdi
¼
XN
n¼1

6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼ �Qi � jVij2Bii ¼ �jVij2Bii

ð6:65Þ

qPi

qdj
¼ �jViVjYijj sinðyij þ dj � diÞ

¼ �jViVjYijj½sinðyijÞ cosðdj � diÞ þ cosðyijÞ sinðdj � diÞ�
¼ �jViVjj½Bij cosðdj � diÞ þ Gij sinðdj � diÞ� ¼ �jViVjjBij

ð6:66Þ
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For the elements in the matrix J22, it is convenient to multiply the partial derivatives with the

voltage magnitude:

jVij qQi

qjVij ¼ �2jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼ Qi � jVij2Bii ¼ �jVij2Bii

ð6:67Þ

jVjj qQi

qjVjj ¼ �jViVjjjYijj sinðyij þ dj � diÞ ¼ �jViVjjBij ð6:68Þ

When we fill in those simplified partial derivatives in Equations 6.63 and 6.64, we obtain the

following system of equations:

�jV2j2B22 � � � �jV2VN jB2N

..

. ..
.

�jV2VN jBN2 � � � �jVN j2BNN

2
664

3
775

Dd2

..

.

DdN

2
664

3
775 ¼

DP2

..

.

DPN

2
664

3
775 ð6:69Þ

�jVNgþ2jBNgþ2;Ngþ2 � � � �jVNgþ2jBNgþ2;N

..

. ..
.

�jVN jBN;Ngþ2 � � � �jVN jBN;N

2
664

3
775

DjVNgþ2j
..
.

DjVN j

2
664

3
775 ¼

DQNgþ2

..

.

DQN

2
664

3
775 ð6:70Þ

Whenwedivideeach row in this systemofequationsby thevoltagemagnitude that is common in

this row,andmake the remainingvoltagemagnitudes in the left-hand sideofEquation6.69equal

to 1.0 per unit, we actually obtain a decoupled system of equations:

�B22 � � � �B2N

..

. ..
.

�BN2 � � � �BNN

2
64

3
75 Dd2

..

.

DdN

2
64

3
75 ¼

DP2

jV2j
..
.

DPN

jVN j

2
66664

3
77775 ð6:71Þ

�BNgþ2;Ngþ2 � � � �BNgþ2;N

..

. ..
.

�BN;Ngþ2 � � � �BN;N

2
64

3
75

DjVNgþ2j
..
.

DjVN j

2
64

3
75 ¼

DQNgþ2

jVNgþ2j
..
.

DQN

jVN j

2
66664

3
77775 ð6:72Þ
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Bothmatrices are constant and depend on thegrid parameters only.Thismeans that thematrices

have to be calculated and factorized only once, and this results in a faster loadflow algorithm

despite the fact that more iterations may be needed to reach zero mismatches. It is important to

realize that all approximations are made in the Jacobian matrix only, while the power mis-

matches are evaluated without approximation. Therefore, only the speed of convergence is

affected, but not the final result. This becomes clear from Figure 6.6, in which the iteration

process of the Newton-Raphson method is visualized for a one-dimensional case in which the

Jacobian matrix is kept constant: more iterations are needed than in Figure 6.4, but the final

solution is the same.

The decoupled loadflow is solved as follows. The procedure startswith an initial guess for the

unknown voltages. Furthermore, the matrices in Equations 6.71 and 6.72 are built and inverted

or factorized, followed by an iterative procedure:

� calculate the active power mismatches: DPiðjVijðkÞ; dðkÞi Þ=jVijðkÞ;
� solve the voltage-angle corrections from Equation 6.71;

� update the voltage angles: dðkþ1Þ
i ¼ dðkÞi þ DdðkÞi ;

� use the updated voltage angles to calculate the reactive power mismatches:

DQiðjVijðkÞ; dðkþ1Þ
i Þ=jVijðkÞ;

� solve the voltage-magnitude corrections from Equation 6.72;

� update the voltage magnitudes: jVijðkþ1Þ ¼ jVijðkÞ þ DjVijðkÞ;
� repeat this iterative procedure until the absolute values of the active and reactive power

mismatches are smaller than a predefined value.

This procedurewill be illustrated in the following example, by solving the loadflow of the two-

node network in Figure 6.3.

x0x1x2...x3

h(x)

x

h(x0)

h(x1)

h(x 2)

Figure 6.6 The Newton-Raphson method with a fixed Jacobian.
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Example 6.7 Decoupled loadflow

Consider again the two-node network in Figure 6.3. The loadflow of this network will now be

computed by a decoupled loadflow.

We first choose the unknown voltage of node 2 to be equal to the voltage of node 1:

jV2jð0Þ ¼ 1:0; dð0Þ2 ¼ 0 ð6:73Þ

The active power mismatch amounts:

DP2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ
jV2jð0Þ

¼ �0:6� P2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ
jV2jð0Þ

¼ �0:6� 0

1
¼ �0:6 ð6:74Þ

Now we can calculate the voltage-angle correction (the value of B22 can be read from the

admittance matrix in Equation 6.15):

�B22Dd
ð0Þ
2 ¼ DP2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð0Þ2 Þ

jV2jð0Þ
! 3:96Ddð0Þ2 ¼ �0:6 ð6:75Þ

This gives us for the voltage-angle correctionDdð0Þ2 ¼ �0:1515 rad, so that we can update the
voltage angle:

dð1Þ2 ¼ dð0Þ2 þ Ddð0Þ2 ¼ 0� 0:1515 ¼ �0:1515 rad ð6:76Þ

This updated voltage angle is applied when we determine the reactive power mismatch:

DQ2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð1Þ2 Þ
jV2jð0Þ

¼ �0:3� Q2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð1Þ2 Þ
jV2jð0Þ

¼ �0:3� 0:1051

1
¼ �0:4051 ð6:77Þ

Now we can calculate the voltage-magnitude correction from:

�B22DjV2jð0Þ ¼ DQ2ðjV2jð0Þ; dð1Þ2 Þ
jV2jð0Þ

! 3:96DjV2jð0Þ ¼ �0:4051 ð6:78Þ

This gives us for the voltage-magnitude correction: DjV2jð0Þ ¼ �0:1023 pu, so that we can

update the voltage magnitude:

jV2jð1Þ ¼ jV2jð0Þ þ DjV2jð0Þ ¼ 1þ ð�0:1023Þ ¼ 0:8977 pu ð6:79Þ

The iterative process (in this example) is stopped when the absolute values of the power

mismatches become smaller than 1.e-3. As this is not the case yet, the updated voltage

magnitude will now be applied when determining the active power mismatches and so the

procedure continues. The consecutive iterations are shown in Table 6.4.
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A comparison with Table 6.2 shows that the same solution of the loadflow problem is

obtained.

In power system analysis, the so-called fast-decoupled load flow is frequently used

[32,36]. The fast-decoupled load flow is closely related to the algorithm that we derived

here.

6.2.4 DC Loadflow

In situations where a lot of loadflow computations have to be made, as is for instance the case

for reliability computations or for security analysis, a linear approximation of the loadflow

problem can be made to save computation time: this is called the DC loadflow. The DC

loadflow is principally different from the decoupled loadflow. In the DC loadflow the non-

linear loadflow equations are linearized to ease the calculation and to speed up the computa-

tion of the unknown voltages; this means that the actual model of the power system is altered

and this affects the final solution of the loadflow. In the decoupled loadflow the non-linear

loadflow equations are solved iteratively (themodel of the power system remains unchanged)

and approximations are made to the Jacobian matrix only; therefore only the speed of

convergence is affected, but the final result remains the same.

The DC loadflow can also be applied to find a fairly good approximation of the unknown

voltages that can be used as initial values in a Newton-Raphson/decoupled loadflow

calculation.

Active power equations

The following approximations are made:

� the node voltage magnitudes are 1 pu;

� the resistances of the transmission lines are neglected: Yij ¼ Gij þ jBij ¼ jYijjffyij with
Gij ¼ 0 and yij ¼ p=2 rad;

� the differences between the voltage angles are small: sinðdj � diÞ ¼ dj � di and

cosðdj � diÞ ¼ 1.

Table 6.4 Consecutive iterations of a decoupled loadflow.

Iteration |V2| [pu] d2 [rad] DP2 [pu] DQ2 [pu]

0 1.0000 0.0000
1 0.8977 �0.1515 �0.6 �0.4051
2 0.8868 �0.1603 �0.0346 �0.0430
3 0.8855 �0.1615 �0.0048 �0.0053
4 0.8853 �0.1616 �6.3506e-4 �6.7891e-4
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Under these assumptions, the active power loadflowequation (Equation 6.47) can bewritten as:

Pi ¼ jVij2Gii þ
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnVinj cosðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jYinj cos p
2
þ dn � di

� �
¼
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jYinj sinð�dn þ diÞ

¼ �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jYinjðdn � diÞ

ð6:80Þ

Now, a linear relation is obtained between the active power injections and the busbar voltage

angles.

Example 6.8 DC loadflow computation of the voltage angle

Consider again the two-node network in Figure 6.3. In the DC loadflow approximation the

resistance of the transmission line is neglected, so that the admittance of the line equals

Y ¼ 1=Z ¼ 1=j0:25 ¼ �j4 S, and the admittance matrix of the network can be written as:

Y ¼ �j4 j4

j4 �j4

� �
ð6:81Þ

Theunknownvoltageangled2will beapproximatedbymeansof theDCloadflowcomputation

(Equation 6.80):

P2 ¼ �jY21jðd1 � d2Þ ¼ 4d2 ¼ �0:6 ð6:82Þ

d2 ¼ �0:15 rad ð6:83Þ

The exact value is d2 ¼ �0:1617 rad (Example 6.4 (p. 176)).

Reactive power equations

The following approximations are made:

� the resistances of the transmission lines are neglected: Yij ¼ Gij þ jBij ¼ jYijjffyij with
Gij ¼ 0 and yij ¼ p=2 rad;

� the differences between the voltage angles are small: sinðdj � diÞ ¼ dj � di and

cosðdj � diÞ ¼ 1.
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With these assumptions, the reactivepower loadflowequation (Equation6.48) canbewritten as:

Qi ¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sinðyin þ dn � diÞ

¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj sin p
2
þ dn � di

� �

¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj cosð�dn þ diÞ

¼ �jVij2Bii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jViVnYinj

ð6:84Þ

The relationbetween thevoltagemagnitudes and the reactivepower injections is still non-linear.

This equation can be linearizedwhen instead of the actual voltagemagnitudes, the variations of

themagnitudes around a1 puvoltage are taken into account. In that case thevoltagemagnitudes

can be approximated by [5]:

jV j ¼ 1þ DjVj and
1

1þ DjVj � 1� DjV j ð6:85Þ

Rewriting Equation 6.84 gives:

Qi

jVij ¼ �jVijBii �
XN
n¼1
6¼i

jVnYinj ð6:86Þ

Substitution of Equation 6.85 leads to the following expression:

Qið1� DjVijÞ ¼ �ð1þ DjVijÞBii �
XN

n¼Ngþ2;6¼i

jYinjð1þ DjVnjÞ�
XNgþ1

n¼1;6¼i

jVnYinj ð6:87Þ

The summation has been split in twoparts: the first summation is takenover all the load buses, of

which the voltage magnitudes are unknown, and the second summation is done over all the
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generator buses and the slack node, ofwhich thevoltagemagnitudes are known.Bringing all the

knowns to the left-hand-side and the unknowns to the right-hand-side gives:

Qi þ Bii þ
XN

n¼Ngþ2;6¼i

jYinj þ
XNgþ1

n¼1; 6¼i

jVnYinj ¼ DjVijðQi � BiiÞ �
XN

n¼Ngþ2; 6¼i

jYinjDjVnj ð6:88Þ

Wenowhave obtained a linear relation between the reactive power injections and the deviations

of the unknown voltage magnitudes from a 1 pu voltage level.

Example 6.9 DC loadflow computation of the voltage magnitude

We take again the two-node network in Figure 6.3, of which the admittance matrix under the

DC loadflow approximations is given in Example 6.8 (p. 190), Equation 6.81. The unknown

voltage magnitude jV2j will be approximated by means of the DC loadflow computation

(Equation 6.88):

Q2 þ B22 þ jV1Y21j ¼ DjV2jðQ2 � B22Þ
�0:3� 4þ 4 ¼ DjV2jð�0:3þ 4Þ

DjV2j ¼ �0:0811 pu

ð6:89Þ

jV2j ¼ 1þ DjV2j ¼ 0:9189 pu ð6:90Þ

The exact value is jV2j ¼ 0:8853 pu (Example 6.4 (p. 176)).

6.3 OPTIMAL POWERFLOW

The loadflow or powerflow computation solves the node voltages in a given network under

specified load conditions and a selected generation. Besides the generator power, also the

injected power (e.g. reactive power from capacitor banks), the transformer tap ratios and the

phase-shifter settings can be chosen. It is this freedom of choice that makes it possible to

optimize the system for certain criteria. An optimal powerflow is a loadflow computation, in

which the calculation of the node voltages and the optimization of the controllable variables are

carried out simultaneously.

The optimization problem can be defined as follows:

minimize f ðx; uÞ
subject to hðx;uÞ ¼ 0

gmin 	 gðx; uÞ 	 gmax

umin 	 u 	 umax

ð6:91Þ
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x the vector with the state variables; this is the vector with the unknown voltage

quantities for the loadflow computation (see Equation 6.46);

u the vector with the controllable variables; these are the injected power, the

transformer tap ratios, and the phase-shifter settings.

f ðx; uÞ the function to be minimized; the goal of the optimization can serve many

purposes: minimization of the generating costs, minimization of active power

loss or reactive power loss etc.;

hðx; uÞ the vector with the equality constraints: these are the power mismatches from the

loadflow computation (see Equation 6.51);

gðx; uÞ the vector with the inequality constraints; these equations contain all limitations of

technical or institutional kind other than the loadflow equations, such as: maximum

values for node voltages / power flows / currents, restrictions regarding power

exchanges, fuel restraints etc., the constraints imposed on the controllable variables

are treated separately.

In mathematical terms this is a constrained optimization problem. For a more extensive

treatment of these kind of problems, the reader is referred to the mathematical literature on

this topic.

6.4 STATE ESTIMATOR

The operator of a power systemmust be able to observe every part of the system at all times. The

system view should be coherent; there should be no gaps, no incongruities and no misinforma-

tion.TheSCADA(SupervisoryControlAndDataAcquisition) system,whichcollects real-time

measurements from the power system, cannot fulfil all of these requirements. Some measure-

mentsmaynot be available, othermeasurementsmaybe corruptedbecause of hardware failures

or communication problems, redundantmeasurements of the samequantity are rarely the same,

and even somemeasurements could be totally wrong. The combinationwith the state estimator

overcomes the deficiencies of the SCADA system. In effect, the state estimator enhances and

maintains the integrity of the real-time database, thus making it possible for the control centre

software to support the operator with a complete, consistent and accurate system overview.

The state estimator requires input data and, based on this, generates the output as shown in

Figure 6.7. The input data consists of the network topology and the values for the network

parameters. Furthermore,measurement data is supplied. Themeasurements can be divided into

three classes:

state
estimator

state (node voltages)

quality of the estimation

measurement andvirtual

measurements

topology errorsmeasurements

network topology and
network parameters

Figure 6.7 State estimator: input data and computational results.
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� telemetered measurements: on-line telemetered data like bus voltages, branch currents and

current injections, real power flows and injections, reactive power flows and injections;

� pseudo-measurements: manufactured data, such as guessed MW generation or substation

load demand based on historical data;

� virtual measurements: not real measurements, but data generated in the control centre; a

substation with only one incoming feeder and two outgoing feeders, for instance, has a zero

injected active and reactive power; this is ‘measurement’ data that we can generate in the

control centre and that we are absolutely certain of.

The state of the power system is described by the bus voltagemagnitudes and phase angles. The

number of state variables amounts 2N � 1 (withN the number of nodes in the network), as one

phase angle serves as a reference and is not included in the state vector:

x ¼

d2
..
.

dN
jVj1
..
.

jVjN

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð6:92Þ

Inpractical state estimation, themeasurement set is redundant: thenumberofmeasurements (m)

is much larger than the number of state variables that has to be determined (m > 2N � 1).

Therefore, the state estimation problem is an optimization problem: determine the unknown

state variables such that they correspond best with the redundant measurement set. Or in

mathematical terms: solve a system consisting of more equations than there are variables to

be determined (m > 2N � 1). In the case that there is no redundancy, i.e. the number of

measurements equals the number of state variables (m ¼ 2N � 1), the state estimation transfers

intoa loadflowproblem:a systemwithasmanyequationsas therearevariables tobedetermined.

When the number ofmeasurements is smaller than the number of state variables (m < 2N � 1),

the system cannot be solved.

Example 6.10 State estimation in a DC network

Take as an example the DC network that is depicted in Figure 6.8. The voltage x of the DC

source is not measured and must be estimated based on the three measurements:

y1 ¼ 2A; y2 ¼ 3V and y3 ¼ 4V. What we do not know is that measurement device number

2 is malfunctioning and gives an incorrect reading of y2 ¼ 3V instead of y2 ¼ 2V (which

would correspond to the true value of the state variable x ¼ 6V).

Based on the current measurement y1 only, a voltage of x ¼ 2 � 3 ¼ 6V is computed, while

based on the voltage measurement y2 only, a voltage of x=3 ¼ 3 ! x ¼ 9V results. The state

estimator calculates the voltage x such that this value corresponds best to all of the measure-

ments. The difference between the measured value and the computed value of the same

quantity, as a function of the voltage x, is called the residue. The residues of the three

measurements in this example are:
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r1 ¼ 2� x=3

r2 ¼ 3� x=3

r3 ¼ 4� 2x=3

ð6:93Þ

The voltage x must be calculated such that the residues are as small as possible. This can be

donebyapplying the least-squaresmethod.The function tobeminimized is the sumof squared

residues:

JðxÞ ¼
X3
i¼1

r2i ¼
2

3
x2 � 26

3
xþ 29 ð6:94Þ

The value of the voltage x where the sum of squared residues J is at its minimum can be

found by differentiating the function J to x and determining for what value of x the qJ=qx
equals zero:

qJ
qx

¼ 4

3
x� 26

3
¼ 0 ! x ¼ 6:5V ð6:95Þ

Avoltage x ¼ 6:5V corresponds best with the three measurements in the circuit.

Besides an estimate of the state of the system, the state estimator provides an indication on

the quality of the estimation too. This quality can be read from the value of the sum of squared

residues for the estimated voltage x. In the ideal case, i.e. no erroneous measurements, the

value of the sum of squares equals zero. This value deviates from zero as soon as the residues

have a value other than zero:

Jð6:5Þ ¼ 2

3
� ð6:5Þ2 � 26

3
� ð6:5Þ þ 29 ¼ 5

6
ð6:96Þ

Inspection of the residue values at the estimated voltage x ¼ 6:5V makes it clear that the

second measurement shows the largest deviation from the zero value:

A

V

V

x
1Ω

2Ω

y2

y3

y1

Figure 6.8 DC circuit with two Voltmeters and one Ammeter.
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r1ð6:5Þ ¼ 2� ð6:5Þ=3 ¼ �1=6

r2ð6:5Þ ¼ 3� ð6:5Þ=3 ¼ 5=6

r3ð6:5Þ ¼ 4� 2 � ð6:5Þ=3 ¼ �1=3

ð6:97Þ

From these residue values, it is obviouswhy the sum of squared residues isminimized instead

of a sum of residues. A sum of residues could equal zero, while the individual residues are far

from zero, because positive and negative residues cancel each other out.

6.4.1 General Scheme of the State Estimator

Between the true values of the measurements and the true values of the state variables, the

following relation exists:

yt ¼ f ðxtÞ ð6:98Þ

yt the true values of the measurements (m
 1)

xt the true state variables (2N � 1
 1)

f the measurement functions (m
 1)

m the number of measurements

N the number of network nodes

As instead of the true values of themeasurements, only with random noise corrupted values are

available, the relation is rewritten:

y ¼ f ðxtÞ þ e ð6:99Þ

y the measurements (m
 1)

e the measurement noise terms (m
 1); each term ei has an expectation EðeiÞ ¼ 0 and a

variance Eðe2i Þ ¼ s2
i

Because the noise terms are known by their statistical quantities only, thismodel cannot be used

to obtain the true state variables, and the model is adjusted:

y ¼ f ðxÞ þ r ð6:100Þ

x the state variables to be estimated (2N � 1
 1)

r the residues (m
 1)

The state is determined by solving the unconstrained weighted least-squares minimization

problem of the form:
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JðxÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

wir
2
i ¼ rTWr ð6:101Þ

J the function to be minimized

W the diagonal matrix with the measurements weight factors wiðm
 mÞ; each weight

factor is taken as the inverse of the measurements noise variance wi ¼ 1=s2
i

Example 6.11 Weighting factors

It is logical to relate the weighting factors to the accuracy of the measurements. An accurate

measurement gets a high weighting factor while a less-reliable measurement gets a lower

weighting factor. The relation between an analog measurement and the true measurement

value yt is:

yanalog ¼ ð1� fÞyt ð6:102Þ

Analog to digital conversion also introduces a small error:

ydigital ¼ ð1� cÞyanalog ð6:103Þ

The deviation of the analogmeasurement is for instance 1%,while the error introduced by an

eight bitA/D converter amountsc ¼ 1=28 � 0:004.Aweighting factor that correspondswith

the accuracy of the measurement, can be defined as follows:

wi ¼ 1

s2
i

¼ 1

f2 þ c2
ð6:104Þ

As virtual measurements are data generated in the control centre of which we are absolutely

certain, the weighting factors of these measurements can be set to high values.

The minimum of Equation 6.101 is found when the gradient equals zero:

JxðxÞ ¼ 0 ð6:105Þ

Jx the gradient of the function J ð2N � 1
 2N � 1Þ

This set of non-linear equations is solved in the samewayaswedidwith the loadflowcalculation

(Section 6.2.2 (General Scheme of the Newton-Raphson Loadflow)). When for a certain state

vector x the gradient is not equal to zero ðJxðxÞ 6¼ 0Þ, a correction Dxmust be found such that

Jxðxþ DxÞ ¼ 0. A first order Taylor approximation, results in the Newton-Raphson iterative

formula:

JxxðxÞDx ¼ �JxðxÞ ð6:106Þ

Jxx the Hesse matrix of the function J ð2N � 1
 2N � 1Þ
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The element expression and the matrix expression of the gradient Jx are given by:

qJ
qxj

¼ 2
Xm
i¼1

wiri
qri
qxj

¼ �2
Xm
i¼1

wiri
qfi
qxj

ð6:107Þ

JxðxÞ ¼ �2ATWr ð6:108Þ

A the Jacobian matrix of the measurement functions f ðm
 2N � 1Þ

The element expression and the matrix expression of the Hesse matrix Jxx are given by:

q2J
qxjqxk

¼ 2
Xm
i¼1

wi

qfi
qxj

qfi
qxk

� 2
Xm
i¼1

wiri
q2fi

qxjqxk
ð6:109Þ

JxxðxÞ ¼ 2ATWA� 2
Xm
i¼1

wiriHi ð6:110Þ

Hi the Hesse matrix of the measurement function fi ð2N � 1
 2N � 1Þ

When this is substituted, the Newton-Raphson iterative formula (Equation 6.106) becomes:

ATWA�
Xm
i¼1

wiriHi

 !
Dx ¼ ATWr ð6:111Þ

Instead of this iterative equation, in practice often the following equation, in which the Hesse

matrices are neglected, is used:

ATWADx ¼ ATWr ð6:112Þ

Solving this iterative formula is basically the same as solving the iterative equation of the

Newton-Raphson loadflow.

6.4.2 Bad Data Analysis

In the context of power system state estimation, bad data are measurements that are muchmore

inaccurate than was assumedwhen themeasurement errors weremodeled. Bad data are caused

by a variety of factors, such as failing communication links, defective meters and so on.

Flagrantly erroneous data are rejected by prefiltering the measurements.

The presence of bad data among the observations processed by a least-squares estimator is, as

a rule, detrimental to theperformanceof the estimator andusually results inpoor state estimates.

Therefore, a procedure is needed to check whether abnormally erroneous measurements are

present in themeasurement set.Moreover, it is also necessary to identify the faulty observations

so that they can be removed from the measurement set.
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Bad data analysis is normally done in three steps:

1. the detection procedure to determine whether bad data are present;

2. the identification procedure to determine which data are bad;

3. the elimination procedure to eliminate the influence of bad data on the state estimate.

The statistical properties of themeasurement errors facilitate the detection and identification of

bad data. These properties are described in Section 6.4.3 (Statistical Analysis of the State

Estimator).

Statistical theory shows that the weighted sum of squared residues has a chi-square distribu-

tionwithm� ð2N � 1Þdegrees of freedom (as demonstrated in the next section).However, this

is no longer the case if a measurement which is erroneous enough to violate the normality

assumption of themeasurements noise vector is present. Therefore, bad data can be detected by

means of a chi-square test, that can be outlined as follows. After each state estimation run, the

weighted sumof squared residues is computed.This value is comparedwith a critical value from

a chi-square distribution with m� ð2N � 1Þ degrees of freedom and a specified probability a,
which is the probability that the sumofweighted squared residues exceeds the critical value (see

Figure 6.9). If the weighted sum of squared residues is larger than this critical value, one

concludes that bad data are present, and an identification procedure can be invoked to find out

which measurements are erroneous. Otherwise, the state estimates are accepted on the ground

that there is not enough evidence to indicate the presence of bad data.

Locating the bad data requires the individual examination of the estimation residues. A

possible identification strategy could be to find the maximum residue and then to conclude that

the corresponding measurement is the faulty one. However, this is not necessarily true, for two

reasons:

� the residues are, in general, correlated among themselves so that an error associated with a

measurement can spread over other residues;

� Meters (for different quantities) can have different accuracies and the variances of the

corresponding measurements can be significantly different.

Asdifferent typesofmeters canhavedifferent variances, a residualvaluewhich is anoutlier for a

specificmeasurement could beverywell acceptable for another one.Therefore, a normalization

of the residues is necessary to make up for that unbalance. A convenient and simple way to

0 χ
df, α
2 χ2

Figure 6.9 Probability density function of the chi-square distribution for df degrees of freedom. The

black area is equal toa: �2
df;a indicates thevalue froma chi-square distribution (with df degrees of freedom)

which has a given area a above it; those critical values can be read from Table 6.5.
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make a comparison of residues is to normalize them with respect to their standard deviations.

After this normalization, the measurement that corresponds to the maximum normalized

residue is, most likely, the bad measurement.

The general scheme of the state estimation is illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 6.10.

Table 6.5 �2 critical values.

df a ¼ 0:05 a ¼ 0:025 a ¼ 0:01 a ¼ 0:005

1 3.841 5.024 6.635 7.879
2 5.991 7.378 9.210 10.597
3 7.815 9.348 11.345 12.838
4 9.488 11.143 13.277 14.860
5 11.070 12.833 15.086 16.750

6 12.592 14.449 16.812 18.548
7 14.067 16.013 18.475 20.278
8 15.507 17.535 20.090 21.955
9 16.919 19.023 21.666 23.589
10 18.307 20.483 23.209 25.188

11 19.675 21.920 24.725 26.757
12 21.026 23.337 26.217 28.300
13 22.362 24.736 27.688 29.819
14 23.685 26.119 29.141 31.319
15 24.996 27.488 30.578 32.801

16 26.296 28.845 32.000 34.267
17 27.587 30.191 33.409 35.718
18 28.869 31.526 34.805 37.156
19 30.144 32.852 36.191 38.582
20 31.410 34.170 37.566 39.997

21 32.671 35.479 38.932 41.401
22 33.924 36.781 40.289 42.796
23 35.172 38.076 41.638 44.181
24 36.415 39.364 42.980 45.559
25 37.652 40.646 44.314 46.928

26 38.885 41.923 45.642 48.290
27 40.113 43.195 46.963 49.645
28 41.337 44.461 48.278 50.993
29 42.557 45.722 49.588 52.336
30 43.773 46.979 50.892 53.672

40 55.758 59.342 63.691 66.766
50 67.505 71.420 76.154 79.490
60 79.082 83.298 88.379 91.952
70 90.531 95.023 100.425 104.215
80 101.879 106.629 112.329 116.321
90 113.145 118.136 124.116 128.299
100 124.342 129.561 135.807 140.169
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make an initial guess for the state variables:

compute the vector with residuals: 

compute the Jacobian of the measurement functions:

solve the corrections from the following system:

ATWA( )
k( )

∆ x k( ) ATWr( )
k( )

=

is there bad data involved?
stop

no

yes

J x
k 1+( )( ) χ m 2N 1–( )–( ) α,

2>

remove the measurement with the largest normalized residue

x 0( )

r k( )

A
k( )

derive the normalized residue vector: rN
k 1+( )

k k 1+=

m m 1–=

are the

smaller than a predefined value ε?

no

yes

ATWr( )
k 1+( )

compute the weighted sum of squares: J x
k 1+( )( ) r

T
Wr( )

k 1+( )
=

add the corrections to the previous value: x k 1+( ) x k( ) ∆ x k( )
+=

compute the vector with residuals: 

compute the Jacobian of the measurement functions:

r k 1+( )

A
k 1+( )

k 0=

absolute values of 

Figure 6.10 Flowchart of the state estimator computation.
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Example 6.12 State estimation and bad data detection in a DC network

Consider again theDCnetwork that is depicted inFigure 6.8. Thevoltage x of theDCsource is

notmeasured andmust be estimatedbasedon the threemeasurements: y1 ¼ 2A, y2 ¼ 3Vand

y3 ¼ 4V. What we do not know is that measurement device number 2 is malfunctioning and

gives an incorrect reading y2 ¼ 3V insteadof y2 ¼ 2V(which corresponds to the truevalueof

the state variable x ¼ 6V).

Measurement device 1 has an inaccuracy of s1 ¼ 0:14A, measurement device 2 has an

inaccuracy ofs2 ¼ 0:082V andmeasurement device 3 has an inaccuracy ofs3 ¼ 0:14V.As
it is beneficial to give the more accurate measurements a higher weighting factor in the

estimation, the weighting factors are defined as follows: wi ¼ 1=s2
i . Therefore, the matrix

with the weighting factors is:

W ¼
50 0 0

0 150 0

0 0 50

2
4

3
5 ¼ 50 �

1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð6:113Þ

The measurement functions, as a function of the voltage x, are:

y1 ¼ 2 ¼ x=3þ r1

y2 ¼ 3 ¼ x=3þ r2

y3 ¼ 4 ¼ 2x=3þ r3

ð6:114Þ

The Jacobian matrix of the measurement functions A is obtained by differentiating the

measurement functions to the state variable (qyi=qx):

A ¼ 1

3
�

1

1

2

2
4
3
5 ð6:115Þ

The residue vector can be easily obtained from Equation 6.114:

r ¼
2� x=3
3� x=3
4� 2x=3

2
4

3
5 ð6:116Þ

The voltage x must be determined such that the residues are as small as possible. This is

accomplishedbyapplying theweighted least-squaresmethod.The function tobeminimized is

the weighted sum of squared residues:

JðxÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

wir
2
i ¼ rTWr ð6:117Þ

The Newton-Raphson method gives the iterative formula for the state estimation problem

(Equation 6.112):

ATWADx ¼ ATWr ð6:118Þ
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First an initial guess of the state variable is made, e.g. x ¼ 1V. The correction Dx can be

computed from Equation 6.118 that is evaluated at x ¼ 1V:

50

9
� ½ 1 1 2� �

1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 �

1

1

2

2
4
3
5 � Dx ¼ 50

9
� ½ 1 1 2� �

1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 �

5

8

10

2
4

3
5

ð6:119Þ

The correction amounts Dx ¼ 6:125V and the final state estimate is obtained

x ¼ xþ Dx ¼ 1þ 6:125 ¼ 7:125V. In this example a DC system is considered and the

equations involved are linear. Therefore, the final state estimate is obtained after a single

iteration. A next iteration, Equation 6.118 evaluated at x ¼ 7:125V, results in a correction

Dx ¼ 0V.

An indication on the quality of the estimation is given by the value of the weighted sum of

squared residues for the estimated voltage x ¼ 7:125V:

JðxÞ ¼ rTWr ¼ 50

64
� ½ �3 5 �6 � �

1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 �

�3

5

�6

2
4

3
5 ¼ 375

4
¼ 93:75 ð6:120Þ

A test on the presence of bad data can be performed by means of the chi-square test. In this

example, the chi-square distribution has two degrees of freedom, namely the number of

measurements (3)minus the number of state variables (1). The critical value of the chi-square

distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and a probability a ¼ 0:01 is (see Table 6.5):

�2
2;0:01 ¼ 9:210 ð6:121Þ

Theweighted sumofsquared residues is larger than this criticalvalue (JðxÞ >�2
2;0:01) and it can

be concluded that bad data is present. Identification of the bad data based on the residues only

(Equation 6.116 with x ¼ 7:125V), could give an incorrect identification:

r ¼
�3=8
5=8
�3=4

2
4

3
5 ð6:122Þ

In this case themeasurementwith the largest (absolute value of the) residue, i.e. measurement

3, would be falsely identified as being bad data.

Instead of the residues, the normalized residues are applied for bad data identification. The

normalized residue can be calculated (see also Equation 6.149 in Section 6.4.3 (Statistical

Analysis of the State Estimator)) from:

rN ¼ rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðcovðrÞÞp ¼ rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

diagðW�1 � AðATWAÞ�1ATÞ
q ð6:123Þ
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The normalized residues are:

rN ¼
�2:8347
9:6825

�7:5000

2
4

3
5 ð6:124Þ

Themeasurementwith the largest absolutevalue of the normalized residue is identified as bad

data: measurement 2. This is indeed the faulty measurement and it will be removed from the

measurement set (or theweighting factor is set to zero). The state estimation procedure is now

repeated with measurement 1 and 3 only. The new state estimate is x ¼ 6V and the weighted

sum of squared residues equals J ¼ 0. Despite the fact that the weighted sum of squared

residues equals zero and no bad data can be present, again a test on the presence of bad data is

performed bymeans of the chi-square test. In this example, the chi-square distribution has one

degree of freedom, namely the number of measurements (2) minus the number of state

variables (1). The critical value of the chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom and

a probability a ¼ 0:01 is (see Table 6.5):

�2
1;0:01 ¼ 6:635 ð6:125Þ

The weighted sum of squared residues is smaller than this critical value ðJðxÞ < �2
1;0:01Þ and

it can be concluded that no bad data is present. Now, the state estimation procedure is

ready: the state variable has been determined (x ¼ 6V) and measurement 2 has been

identified as bad data.

6.4.3 Statistical Analysis of the State Estimator

Between the measurements and the state variables, the following relations exist (estimates of

quantities are indicated with a circumflex):

yt ¼ fðxtÞ ð6:126Þ
y ¼ f ðxtÞ þ e ð6:127Þ
y ¼ f ðx̂Þ þ r ð6:128Þ
ŷ ¼ f ðx̂Þ ð6:129Þ

yt the true values of the measurements (m
 1)

y the measurements (m
 1)

ŷ the estimated measurement values (m
 1)

xt the true state variables (2N � 1
 1)

x̂ the estimated state variables (2N � 1
 1)

f the measurement functions (m
 1)

e the measurement noise terms (m
 1)

r the residues (m
 1)

m the number of measurements

N the number of network nodes
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The statistical analysis is based on the assumption that the measurement noise terms are

independent, normally distributed random variables ei � Nð0;s2
i Þ. Therefore, the mean value

equals EðeiÞ ¼ 0, the variance equals Eðe2i Þ ¼ s2
i and the covariance equals EðeiejÞ ¼ 0.

Properties of the estimates

The differences between the true and estimated values of both the state vector and

the measurement vector are analyzed. For the estimated state vector, the following equation

holds:

Jxðx̂Þ ¼ �2ATWðy� fðx̂ÞÞ ¼ 0 ð6:130Þ

Linearization of fðxtÞ around the value of the estimated state vector gives:

f ðxtÞ ¼ f ðx̂Þ þ Aðxt � x̂Þ ð6:131Þ

Using Equations 6.127 and 6.131, Equation 6.130 can be written as follows:

Jxðx̂Þ ¼ �2ATWðf ðxtÞ þ e� f ðxtÞ þ Aðxt � x̂ÞÞ ¼ �2ATWðeþ Aðxt � x̂ÞÞ ¼ 0 ð6:132Þ

As a result, the difference between the estimated and the true state vector is:

x̂� xt ¼ ðATWAÞ�1ATWe ¼ Be ð6:133Þ

The expected value of the difference between the estimated and the true state vector is:

Eðx̂� xtÞ ¼ Eðx̂Þ � EðxtÞ ¼ Eðx̂Þ � xt ¼ EðBeÞ ¼ BEðeÞ ¼ 0 ð6:134Þ

Thus, the expected value of the estimated state vector is equal to the true state vector:

Eðx̂Þ ¼ xt ð6:135Þ

The difference between the estimated and the true measurement vector is:

ŷ� yt ¼ fðx̂Þ � f ðxtÞ ¼ Aðx̂� xtÞ ð6:136Þ

The expected value amounts:

Eðŷ� ytÞ ¼ EðŷÞ � EðytÞ ¼ EðŷÞ � yt ¼ AEðx̂� xtÞ ¼ 0 ð6:137Þ

Thus, the expected value of the estimated measurement vector equals the true measurement

vector:

EðŷÞ ¼ yt ð6:138Þ
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Bad data detection

To analyze the properties of the weighted sum of squared residues, first the properties of the

residues need to be examined. The residues, evaluated at the estimated state, can bewritten as:

r ¼ y� fðx̂Þ ¼ f ðxtÞ þ e� f ðx̂Þ ¼ Aðxt � x̂Þ þ e ¼ ðI � ABÞe ¼ Re ð6:139Þ

R the residual sensitivity matrix (m
 m)

The residual sensitivity matrix is idempotent (R2 ¼ R):

R2 ¼ ðI � ABÞ2 ¼ ðI � AðATWAÞ�1ATWÞðI � AðATWAÞ�1ATWÞ
¼ I � 2AðATWAÞ�1ATW þ AðATWAÞ�1ATWAðATWAÞ�1ATW

¼ I � AðATWAÞ�1ATW ¼ I � AB ¼ R

ð6:140Þ

UsingEquation6.139, theweighted sumofsquared residuesevaluatedat theestimated state, can

be written as:

Jðx̂Þ ¼ rTWr ¼ eTRTWRe ð6:141Þ

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a quadratic form in independent standard normals to

have a chi-square distribution are as follows. Let uT ¼ ðu1; u2 . . . ; uk), where the ui are

independent standard normal variables. Let V ¼ VT denote a symmetric matrix with real

constants as entries. Then the non-negative quadratic form uTVu has a chi-square distribution

if, and only if, V2 ¼ V. In this case the number of degrees of freedom equals rank

ðVÞ ¼ traceðVÞ.
Rewriting the weighted sum of squared residues gives:

Jðx̂Þ ¼ eTRTWRe ¼ eT
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
ð
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
W�1RT

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
Þð

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
RW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
Þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
e

¼ uTVTVu ¼ uTVu
ð6:142Þ

First, let us verify that the vector u is standard normal distributed. The matrixW is a diagonal

matrix with the measurements weight factors wi:

W ¼

1=s2
1 0 � � 0

0 1=s2
2 � � 0

� � � � �
� � � � �
0 0 � � 1=s2

m

2
66664

3
77775 ð6:143Þ

As the noise terms ei � Nð0;s2
i ) are normal distributed, the variables ui ¼ ei=si are standard

normal distributed ui � Nð0; 1Þ.
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Now, we need to verify that the matrix V in Equation 6.142 has the following properties:

V ¼ VT (symmetric) and V2 ¼ V (idempotent):

VT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
W�1RT

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
W�1ðI � BTATÞ

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
ðW�1 � AðATWAÞ�1ATÞ

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
ðI � AðATWAÞ�1ATWÞW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
ð6:144Þ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
ðI � ABÞW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
RW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼ V

V2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
RW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
RW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
R2W�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
RW�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
¼ V ð6:145Þ

Thus, the weighted sum of squared residues is chi-square distributed with m� ð2N � 1Þ
degrees of freedom �2

ðm�ð2N�1ÞÞ;a. As this is no longer the case if a measurement is present

which is erroneous enough to violate the normality assumption of the measurements noise

vector, bad data can be detected by means of a chi-square test.

Bad data identification

For bad data identification, the normalized residues have to be computed:

ri;N ¼ riffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðriÞ

p ¼ riffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dii

p ð6:146Þ

ri;N the normalized residue of measurement i

D the diagonal matrix with the variances of the residues (m
 m), the diagonal elements of

the covariance matrix of the residue vector: D ¼ diagðcovðrÞÞ

In order to compute the normalized residue, the variance of the residues must be analyzed.

For the residues, the following expression was derived (Equation 6.139):

r ¼ ðI � ABÞe ¼ Re ð6:147Þ

The covariance matrix of the residues equals:

covðrÞ ¼ Efðr� EðrÞÞðr� EðrÞÞTg ¼ EfðRe� EðReÞÞðRe� EðReÞÞTg
¼ REðeeTÞRT ¼ RW�1RT ¼ RW�1

ð6:148Þ

Therefore, the normalized residues are defined as:

rN ¼ rffiffiffiffi
D

p ¼ rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðRW�1Þ

q ð6:149Þ
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7
Electricity Markets

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The concept behind theworld of competition, and the free choice of the consumer to choose its

electricity supplier, is that it is possible and even desirable to separate transportation as ameans

from the commodity that is transported. In other words, electric energy as a product can be

commercially separated from transmission as a service. The drivers for restructuring the

electricity sector in the different countries, traditionally under the rule of federal and state

governments, are:

� the introduction of competition to reach more efficiency in the operation of the power-

producing industry;

� the possibility for the customers to choose a supplier

The main measures that are taken to achieve this are:

� thevertical unbundling to separatemonopolistic activities fromcompetitive ones, such as the

separation of generation from the transmission and distribution of electricity;

� the horizontal unbundling to stimulate competition in competitive fields, for instance the

creation of different generation companies.

In essence, the electricity market is similar to any other economic market: buyers and sellers

agree on a price. But, there is one big difference: electricity cannot be stored in large quantities.

Thatmeans that the cost conditions for the provisionof electric supply vary constantly under the

influence of the continuously changing demand and the possible drop out of generating units. In

other markets similar phenomena do play a role, but then the ability to store the traded product

mitigates this effect.Thereare somefactors that complicate ‘electricity as aproduct’.First of all,

electric energy cannot be labelled or traced back with regard to its source or sink; electricity

produced by a windmill, for example, cannot be distinguished from electricity that is produced

by a nuclear power station. Furthermore, power flows cannot be controlled by financial

instruments; they obey the laws of physics.
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7.2 ELECTRICITY MARKET STRUCTURE

The ‘electricitymarket’ is a rather broad concept that covers all aspects between the production/

import and the consumption/export of electricity. Electric energy as a product can be separated

commercially from transmission as a service and this leads to a ‘market’ structure as shown in

Figure 7.1: production and supply are organized as a market, whereas the transmission and

distribution of electricity are monopolistic activities. The square entitled ‘market’ at the left-

hand side of Figure 7.1 refers to a market in the economical context: a ‘market place’ where

trading takes place.

Transmission and distribution

The entities involved in the transmission and distribution of electricity (the square at the right-

hand side of Figure 7.1) are now briefly described.

Grid companies own parts of the transmission and/or distribution networks and facilitate the

transmission and/or distribution of electricity efficiently, at low operating cost and with a high

reliability. They have the duty to operate, maintain, renew and extend the network if this is

necessary.Also, thehandlingof congestions, and takingcareof thepowerquality are included in

their service.The transmissionanddistributionof electricity aremonopolistic activities: there is

only one (interconnected) electric infrastructure of which the various parts are owned by

different network companies. This makes a regulatory authority (being a governmental body)

necessary to watch over the independence of the grid companies and to protect the customers.

This body approves the tariffs of the grid companies as well.

Maintaining a continuous power balance and constant frequency, assuring adequate voltage

support, and keeping operations within rigid security limits are essential to maintain a safe and

production and import

consumption and export

transmission

and

distribution

market

Figure 7.1 Organization of the electricity market; solid arrows: power flows; open arrows: commercial

relations.
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reliable system. This requires a centralized coordination. All modern power systems, whether

they support competitive markets or not, have a central ‘grid operator’ to perform these duties:

theyhaveeither an independent systemoperator (ISO)or a transmission systemoperator (TSO).

The main difference between those two is that the ISO does not own network assets.

Market architecture

The market can be organized in several ways. Three basic models are:

� Poolco model

Apoolco is nothingmore than a spotmarket (PX–Power eXchange) that clears themarket for

buyers and sellers. Generating companies compete for the right to supply energy to the grid

and not to a specific customer. From their side, customers compete for the right to consume

energy from the grid and not from a specific generating company. Based on the bids, the spot

price for the electricity is determined (see also Section 7.3 (Market Clearing)).

� Bilateral contracts model

Bilateral contracts are deals between two traders, one on the supply side and on the demand

side.

� Hybrid model

The hybrid model is a combination of the poolco and the bilateral contracts model. It is up to

the market participants to decide to what extent they use either type of trading.

Although agreements aremade independent of the ISO/TSO, the ISO/TSOverifieswhether the

transmission capacity of the network is sufficient to facilitate the negotiated transactions.

Worldwide experience has shown that there is no market that functions exclusively through

spot trading without a form of bilateral trading arrangements. Neither has a strictly bilateral

model been implemented. Everymarket provides for both spotmarket trading coordinated by a

grid/market operator and for bilateral contract arrangements scheduled through the same entity,

according to the hybrid model. Therefore we can state that, at a broad conceptual level, such a

thing as a ‘common market model’ exists. This is because of the universal desire to promote

competitive principles like efficiency, transparency, ease of entry, nondiscrimination, effective

price signals and so on.

7.3 MARKET CLEARING

In most electricity markets a day-ahead forward market is implemented: hourly contracts for

physical delivery on the following day are traded. An hourly-ahead forward market or adjust-

ment market can be implemented too in order to give market participants the possibility of

avoiding imbalances.

The electricity market is based on a two-sided auction model: both the supply and demand

bids are sent to the Power eXchange (PX). Market equilibrium occurs when the aggregated

supply and aggregated demand curve intersect; this intersection represents theMarket Clearing

Price (MCP) and theMarket ClearingVolume (MCV). Thismarket clearing algorithm is shown

in Figure 7.2. The demand curve has a negative slope, indicating that as prices fall, the demand

increases (‘the first law of demand’). The supply curve has a positive slope. This illustrates the

increased costs of providing an additional unit of electricity. Sale bids that are less than or equal
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to the MCP will be accepted. The settlement price will be the same as the MCP for the bidding

quantity. Purchase bids that are higher thanor equal to theMCPwill be accepted.The settlement

price will be the same as the MCP for the bidding quantity.

Example 7.1 Market clearing

Consider amarketwith twoproducers and twoconsumers. The twoproducers submit sale bids

to the market for one specific hour of the day ahead as listed in Table 7.1. The first bid of

producer1 indicates that it is willing to sell a volume of 20 MWh for a minimum amount of

10e/MWh.

The two consumers submit purchase bids for the same hour of the day ahead as listed in

Table 7.2. Thefirst bid of consumer1 indicates that it iswilling to buyavolumeof 40 MWh for

a maximum amount of 60e/MWh.

In order to clear the market, the PX determines the aggregated supply and demand curves

(see Table 7.3). The aggregated supply and demand curves are depicted in Figure 7.3. The

MCP and the MCV can be obtained from the graph easily: MCP¼ 45e/MWh and the

MCV¼ 150MWh. According to this market clearing, the two producers and two consumers

are assigned trading volumes and have the ensuing revenues/expenses as given in Table 7.4.

(Market Clearing Volume)

(Market Clearing Price)

non-accepted bidsaccepted bids

MCV Volume

MCP

Price

Supply

Demand

Figure 7.2 Market clearing algorithm.

Table 7.1 The producers’ sale bids.

Producer1 Producer2

Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh] Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh]

10 20 5 15
30 30 15 30
50 40 30 40
70 60 45 50
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Table 7.2 The consumers’ purchase bids.

Consumer1 Consumer2

Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh] Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh]

60 40 80 45
55 30 60 35
40 20 40 25
35 10 20 15

Table 7.3 Aggregated supply and demand.

Aggregated supply Aggregated demand

Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh] Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh]

5 0–15 80 0–45
10 15–35 60 45–120
15 35–65 55 120–150
30 65–135 40 150–195
45 135–185 35 195–205
50 185–225 20 205–220
70 225–285

MCV Volume [MWh]

MCP

Price [€/MWh]

SupplyDemand

non-accepted bidsaccepted bids

50 100    150     200     250    300

10

20

30

50

60

70

80

40(45 €/MWh)

=

Figure 7.3 Market clearing example.

Table 7.4 Trading volumes and revenues/expenses.

Market actor Trading volume [MWh]
Revenues (producers)
expenses (consumers) [e]

producer1 50 2250
producer2 100 4500
consumer1 70 3150
consumer2 80 3600
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Producer1 only supplies 50 MWh of the 150 MWh (MCV) totally traded. As the MCP

amounts to 45e/MWh and two bids of producer1 are above this price, these bids are not

accepted. Only the bids below or equal to the MCP are accepted. The market price equals the

MCP¼ 45e/MWh and therefore the revenues of producer1 amount to 50 � 45 ¼ 2250e.

7.4 SOCIAL WELFARE

In the two-sidedauction,market equilibriumoccurswhen theaggregated supplyandaggregated

demand curve intersect; this intersection represents the Market Clearing Price (MCP) and the

MarketClearingVolume (MCV).At thismarket equilibrium, the benefits for society, called ‘the

social welfare’, is at its maximum value. The social welfare is defined as follows:

social welfare ¼ consumer surplusþ producer surplus ð7:1Þ

In Figure 7.4, the socialwelfare is the hatched area in between the supply and the demand curve.

After all, the consumers are prepared to pay the price illustrated by the demand curve, whereas

theyonlyneed topay theMCP.Theareabetween theMCPand thedemandcurve is theconsumer

surplus. The producers arewilling to sell for the pricegivenby the supply curve, but they receive

theMCP.Theareabetween theMCPand the supplycurve is theproducer surplus.Socialwelfare

is the sum of both the consumer and producer surplus.

The market equilibrium represents the point where the economic balance among all parti-

cipants is satisfied. To illustrate the fact that this is indeed an equilibrium, consider a trading

volume that is below theMCV. In this case, the producers are prepared to sell for a price that is

lower than the price the consumers arewilling to pay for it, and an increase in the trading volume

will occur till theMCVis reached. The trading volumewill not growhigher than theMCV, as no

suppliers canbe found that are prepared to sell for the price that the consumers arewilling to pay.

To summarize: there are no incentives for a seller or a buyer to deviate from the market

equilibrium characterized by the MCP and MCV.

MCV Volume

MCP

Price

Supply

Demand

Consumer
surplus

Producer
surplus

Figure 7.4 Consumer and producer surplus.
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Example 7.2 Social welfare

Let’s derive the social welfare of the two-sided auction of which the aggregated demand and

supply are tabulated in Table 7.3 and visualized in Figure 7.3. The consumer surplus can be

calculated by determining the area in between the demand characteristic and the MCP for a

volume from zero up to the MCV:

consumer surplus ¼ 45 � ð80� 45Þ þ ð120� 45Þ � ð60� 45Þ
þ ð150� 120Þ � ð55� 45Þ ¼ 3000e

ð7:2Þ

The producer surplus is the area in between the MCP and the supply curve for a volume from

zero up to the MCV:

producer surplus ¼ 15 � ð45� 5Þ þ ð35� 15Þ � ð45� 10Þ
þ ð65� 35Þ � ð45� 15Þ þ ð135� 65Þ � ð45� 30Þ
þ ð150� 135Þ � ð45� 45Þ ¼ 3250e

ð7:3Þ

The social welfare is the sumof the consumer surplus and the producer surplus: social welfare

¼ 3000þ 3250 ¼ 6250e.

7.5 MARKET COUPLING

The ‘electricity market’, of which a general structure was depicted in Figure 7.1, can be

organized on a state level, a national level, or an international level, which we refer to as a

market area. TheMCP in such an area depends on a number of factors, one of which is the fuel-

mix that is usedby the bulkof theproduction facilities.Anareawith a lot of nuclear power plants

will have a lowerMCP than an areawithmainly gas turbines installed. But the power system is a

large interconnected system, and these areas – ‘electricity markets’ with their own character-

istics, specific implementations and MCPs – are physically interconnected with others as

illustrated schematically in Figure 7.5. This facilitates the export of electricity from a low-price

area to a high-price area.

Consider twoareas namedAandB.Each area has a power exchange (PX) that operates a day-

ahead market (DAM). The aggregated demand and supply curves in both areas are shown in

Figure 7.6. TheMCP in area B (MCPB) is higher than in area A (MCPA). Because the two areas

are interconnected, import and export between the two areas are possible and desirable. The

consumers in areaB like to buy power from areaA, as the price in areaA is lower thanwhat they

are prepared to pay for it. Practically, this means that the demand in area A increases (i.e. the

already existing demand in area A plus the demand coming from area B) and that the demand

characteristic in area A shifts to the right as shown in Figure 7.7. Because of the higher price in

areaB, theproducers inareaAarewilling to sell power to theconsumers inareaB. Inessence, the

supply in area B increases (i.e. the already existing supply in area B plus the imported power

from area A) so that the supply characteristic in area B shifts to the right as shown in Figure 7.7.

As a result of the power exchangebetween the two areas, the pricegoes up in the low-priced area
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Figure 7.5 Two interconnected areas.

MCVA Volume
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Supply
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SupplyDemand
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Figure 7.6 A low-price and a high-price area.
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Figure 7.7 Import (Area B) and export (Area A). The dotted lines indicate the situation without import/

export between the two areas.
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(areaA) andgoes down in the high-priced area (areaB).Thenewmarket equilibrium is the point

where the economic balance among all participants is satisfied; this is the case when one

common price (MCP* in Figure 7.7) is reached in both areas. There are no incentives formarket

players to deviate from this new market equilibrium.

In the following text, we will make clear that the total social welfare increases when import

and export takes place between two areas with different prices. To do so, we first introduce the

Net Export Curve (NEC) which relates the market price in an area to the import and export

volumes.

Example 7.3 Net Export Curve (NEC)

In this example we want to investigate what the impact of import and export is on the market

clearing price thatwe calculated inExample 7.1 (p. 212). Let us focus first on a situationwhere

the area under consideration exports 50 MW. Practically, the demand in this area increases

with the amount that is demanded by the area to which the export takes place. In case of the

50 MWexport situation, the demand in the area under study becomes 50 MW higher, and the

aggregated supply (unaltered) and demand (previous volume þ 50 MW) as shown in

Table 7.5 result. The aggregated supply and demand curves are depicted in Figure 7.8. The

MCP and the MCV can be obtained from the graph easily: MCP ¼ 50e/MWh and the

MCV¼ 200 MWh.

Table 7.5 Aggregated supply and demand.

Aggregated supply Aggregated demand

Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh] Price [e/MWh] Volume [MWh]

5 0–15 80 0–95
10 15–35 60 95–170
15 35–65 50 170–200
30 65–135 40 200–245
45 135–185 30 245–255
50 185–225 20 255–270
70 225–285

MCV Volume [MWh]

MCP =

Price [€/MWh]

SupplyDemand

50 300250200150100

10

20

30

50

60

70

80

40

=

Figure 7.8 Market clearing example with 50 MWexport.
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Again we can calculate the social welfare in this 50 MW export situation by adding the

consumer surplus and the producer surplus:

consumer surplus ¼ 95 � ð80� 50Þ þ ð170� 95Þ � ð60� 50Þ
þ ð200� 170Þ � ð55� 50Þ ¼ 3750e

ð7:4Þ

producer surplus ¼ 15 � ð50� 5Þ þ ð35� 15Þ � ð50� 10Þ
þ ð65� 35Þ � ð50� 15Þ þ ð135� 65Þ � ð50� 30Þ
þ ð185� 135Þ � ð50� 45Þ ¼ 4175e

ð7:5Þ

The social welfare¼ 4175þ 3750 ¼ 7925e and has increased compared to the non-export

situation.

We can find the NEC curve of the area that we consider by altering the amount of export

(shifting the demand characteristic) or import (shifting the supply characteristic) and by

connecting the resulting MCP-MCV values by a line. At zero import/export we found an

MCP¼ 45e/MWh, whereas in the 50 MW export situation an MCP¼ 50e/MWh was

the result; those are already two points (both are indicated by a dot) on the NEC shown in

Figure 7.9.

TheNECcurvesofa low-priceareaAandahigh-price areaBaregiven inFigure7.10. In this two

area model an export from area A is equivalent to an import into area B, so that we can put the

NEC curves of the two areas in a single figure.We can achieve this by swapping the x-axis (and

NEC)ofareaB inFigure7.10. In thiswaywehaveobtained the samevariable along thex-axesof

the two NECs. Both NECs can now be combined into a single figure as shown in

Figure 7.11.

The point where the twoNECs intersect indicates the market equilibrium of the two coupled

market areas; acommonareapriceP� resultswhenavolumeQ� is exported fromareaAtoareaB

as is shown inFigure 7.11.Thehatched area in thefigure, enclosed in between the twoNECsand

the price (zero volume) axis, is the increase in social welfarewhen power exchange takes place
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Figure 7.9 Net export curve (NEC).
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between the high-price and the low-price area. This situation holds as long as the physical

interconnectioncapacityof the transmission links (the transmission lines and tower structures in

Figure 7.5) between the two areas is sufficient. We have already noticed in Section 3.1

(Introduction), that the capacity of the tie lines is ‘limited’ as they were originally designed

for mutual support only and not for the exchange of large volumes of power between areas.

Congestion of the interconnection capacity is therefore not unlikely, and a price difference

between the two areaswill remain. This is illustrated in Figure 7.12, inwhichATCstands for the

Export

MCPA

Price

Export

MCPB

Price

Area BArea A

ImportImport

Figure 7.10 NEC curves of a low-price and a high-price area.

Price

ExportImport
A to BA from B

NECA

NECB
P *

Q*

P*

Q*

Figure 7.11 NECcurves of a low-price and a high-price area combined in a single graph and a close-up.

Hatched area: gain in social welfare.

Price

ExportImport
A to BA from B

NECA

NECBPA

ATC
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PB
*

PB
*

ATC

PA
*

Figure 7.12 Congestion of the interconnection capacity and a close-up. Hatched area: market surplus.

Grey area: utility surplus (congestion rent). Black area: market efficiency loss (deadweight loss).
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AvailableTransmissionCapacity between the twoareas.Thehatchedarea represents themarket

surplus. The grey area in the figure is the utility surplus or congestion rent; it is the cost that the

market actors have topay so that theycanmakeuseof the scarce transmission capacity.The total

gain in social welfare obtained by the market coupling is given by the hatched and grey area

together. The black area indicates the market efficiency loss, or deadweight loss; it is the

difference between the social welfare that would exist in the uncongested case and the social

welfare that exists in the congested case.
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8
Future Power Systems

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Electrical power systems can be regarded as one of the most complex systems designed,

constructed and operated by man. Of course it is a fact that the majority of the hardware that

makes the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity possible, has not changed in

essence since their first appearancemore than ahundredyears ago. In thedesign and construction

of transformers, motors, generators, cables and transmission lines it is better to speak of evolu-

tion rather than revolution. But a lot of advanced technologies and techniques are applied in

today’s power system. Some examples of recent developments are described in the following

text.

The fundamental design of the transformer has not altered much over the years, but the

efficiency of the larger modern power transformers is now better than 99 %! Anti-sound is

sometimes applied to reduce the noise level of power transformers in densely populated areas.

Themechanical tap changer for adjusting thevoltage levelwill be gradually replaced by power-

electronic voltage controllers.

Developments in the field of generators can also be mentioned, as one of the leading multi-

nationals in power technology introduced the ‘powerformer’ to the market [1]. This generator

unit is in fact a combination of a generator and a transformer. Thegenerator produces power at a

higher voltage level, making a step-up transformer unnecessary.

For the transmission and distribution of electricity in urban areas, the application of under-

ground cables is the trend. In particular in larger cities likeNewYork andTokyo, the demand for

electricity is steadily increasing and the transmission and distributionvoltages should be raised

to higher voltage levels to prevent high ohmic losses. Underground cables, with voltage ratings

up to the 500 kV level, are applied and field experiments with super-conductive cables are

carried out.

In most countries the demand for electricity grows a few percent annually. The energy

consumption in the UCTE (the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity)

system increased by 1.4 % in 2006 [33]. Every year the power system is operated closer to its

limits and FACTS (see Section 5.6 (FlexibleACTransmission Systems (FACTS))) deviceswill

play a more dominant role in the future in order to maintain stability [4]. The application of

FACTS devices, however, does increase the complexity of the power system even further and

one can not exclude the possibility that chaotic phenomena might occur in the near future (see

also Section 8.6 (Blackouts and Chaotic Phenomena)).
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Apart from technical developments, economical changes also take place. In the majority of

the developed countries, the generation companies and the utilities are now restructured under

the legal force of deregulation and liberalization. Themarket is the playing field and the utilities

have to operate on an international scale and make strategic alliances to survive these open

markets.Aparallelwith the earlier-liberated telecommarketmaybe considered butwith the big

difference that the mobile telephone infrastructure has no counterpart in the electrical power

system. The daily practice is nowadays that industrial companies and individual customers can

choose their supplier of electricity.

Power systems evolve continuously. This is not only driven by technical developments,

but also by politics: governments have a steering role in certain tendencies/trends within

the branch. Of course, the liberalization of the electricity companies was initiated by the

government. But also in the field of alternative energy sources, and emission/pollution restric-

tions, the government sets out the direction in which the branch has to develop. In addition,

public opinion and rejection/acceptance of certain technologies, such as nuclear energy, have

their impact on the system and its operation too. Action committees, raised by environmental-

ists, villagers and/or other involved parties, cause tremendous delays in case of network

expansion, installation of power plants, and have quite some influence on the network operation

and planning.

In the following sections some of the foreseen developments, which originate from the

complex technological-ecological-sociological and political playing field, and their possible

consequences on the power system are highlighted. But, of course, nobody knows what the

future and the future power systems will look like . . .

8.2 RENEWABLE ENERGY

Concern on the change in the Earth’s climate, formalized in the Kyoto Protocol in 1997,

stimulates research, promotion, development and increased use of renewable energy. In power

systems, the application of electricity generation based on renewable sources is not new, but a

future large-scale implementation of these renewable energy sources will cause structural

changes in the existingdistributionand transmissionnetworks.This is for the following reasons:

� Most renewable energygenerators are connected to thedistributionnetwork. For example the

solar panels on the roofs of houses, small wind farms and individual wind mills. This is in

contrastwith thecurrent layoutof the system,wheremostof thegeneration is connected to the

transmission system (see also Section 8.3 (Decentralized or Distributed Generation)).

� Most renewable energy generators are connected to the grid by means of power-electronic

interfaces. This gives quite a different behavior compared with synchronous generators (see

also Section 8.4 (Power-electronic Interfaces)).

� Most renewable energy generators depend on natural and uncontrollable sources, such as the

wind and the sun, and the electrical power output cannot be controlled. If there is nowind, the

windmill does not deliver energy.However,most renewable energy generators are connected

to thegrid bypower-electronic interfaces,which offer the possibility andflexibility to control

the power output – given a certain power input – in someway. In case of photovoltaic systems

for example, the converter of a solar panel is programmed to maximize the energy yield (by

means of a maximum power point tracker).
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� Many renewable energy generators, e.g. wind turbines and photovoltaic systems, have an

intermittent character. A large-scale implementation of this type of generators can lead to

strong power fluctuations in the grid.

8.3 DECENTRALIZED OR DISTRIBUTED GENERATION

Mostof thepowerplants are large industrial sites locatedat strategic locations, nearbya riverora

lake for cooling water, and close to energy resources or supply routes. These large power plants

are connected to the transmission networkby step-up transformers and are controlled in order to

take care of the voltage and frequency stability of the power system. This is what we call

‘centralized generation’. Until now, the power system is for the greater part supplied by this

centralizedgeneration andwe therefore say that the system is ‘vertically’ operated, as illustrated

by Figure 8.1 (a). We can see from the system layout that there is a ‘vertical’ power flow in the

system: at the top, power is generated by a (relatively small) number of large power plants and,

via the transmission and distribution systems, power finds its way down to the consumers

connected at the lowest voltage levels.

Nowadays, the trend is to integrate more and more decentralized generation (DG, also called

distributed or dispersed generation) into the system, by means of connecting small-scale gen-

erators at the lower voltage levels. Examples ofDGunits arewindmills, solar panels or combined

heat-powerunits (producingsteamfor industrialprocessesandelectricityasaby-product).When

this trend continues, a large-scale implementation of theseDGunitswill lead to a transition from

the current ‘vertically operated power system’ (Figure 8.1 (a)), into a ‘horizontally operated

power system’ in the future, as shown in Figure 8.1 (b). Because of the increasing amount ofDG,

themost uneconomical and/or aged power plants are taken out of service, and this leaves a power

system with the bulk of the consumption and the generation connected to the distribution

networks so that a more or less ‘horizontal power flow’ through the system results.

Possible developments and/or consequences of the transition from the current ‘vertically

operatedpower system’ into a future ‘horizontally operatedpower system’ for thepower system

are [29]:

transmission networktransmission network

distribution networkdistribution network

(b)(a)

Figure 8.1 A ‘vertically-operated power system’ (a) and a ‘horizontally-operated power system’ (b).
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� When most of the large power stations have vanished and the ‘horizontal’ power system is a

fact, the transmission network has lost one of its main purposes, namely to facilitate the bulk

transport of electrical energy from the centralized generators to the distribution networks.

Although the import and export functionality is still present (indicated by the open arrows in

the transmission network in Figure 8.1), a rather ‘empty’ transmission network is the result,

the main purpose of which is now to interconnect the various ‘active’ distribution networks.

Such a situation requires different control and operating strategies in order to keep the system

operation within safe margins. The voltage, for example, will no longer be imposed by the

large (centralized) power stations, and voltage stability of the system becomes an issue.

� Traditionally, the distribution network is a passive network, that depends totally on the

transmission network for energy delivery, frequency control and voltage regulation. In a

future ‘horizontally operated power system’, the power is not only consumed by but also

generated in the distribution network. Therefore, the distribution network needs to change

into an active and intelligent network, which is able to control and regulate the system

parameters, without strong support from the transmission network.

� In the ‘vertical’ power system, the direction of the power flow is more or less predictable:

centralized generation ! transmission network ! distribution network ! consumers. In

the ‘horizontal’ power system,with its active distribution networks, the situation is different:

(centralized generation !) transmission network $ distribution network $ consumers.

The direction of the power flow in the network is not predictable any more: one-way traffic

becomes two-way traffic. This has a fundamental impact on the protection of the system.

� Autonomous networks could be developed. When the total amount of power generated in a

certain part of the distribution network is sufficient to supply the local loads, the network

could be operated autonomously, by disconnecting it from the rest of the grid. From an

operational point of view, this gives a system that can be controlledmore easily.However, we

saw in Section 3.1 (Introduction) that interconnection of networks offers quite some advan-

tages too. An important one is that the operation can be supported by others if there is a

problem, for example with the local supply because of unexpected loss of generation.

Therefore, such autonomous operating systems will have to be equipped with a connection

to the main transmission grid, or to neighboring autonomous distribution systems, to safe-

guard the supply in case of a sudden emergency situation. This is not so easy as it looks: both

systems operate in practice at a slightly different frequency and usually have a different

voltageangleat the instant in timewewould like tomake the interconnection.Another issue is

that both systemshave theirownfrequencycontrol, and thequestionarises:whichsystemwill

act as the master and which system will be the slave? These problems can be avoided by

having a DC-link connecting the systems; in this way, the systems have the possibility for

power exchange but are frequency-wise and voltage-wise uncoupled.

8.4 POWER-ELECTRONIC INTERFACES

There are a number of different DG technologies, based on distinct energy sources, such as

cogenerating plants, wind turbines, small hydro plants, photovoltaic systems, fuel cells and

microgeneration. DG units, especially the ones powered by renewable energy sources with

intermittent characteristics (like wind and solar), are quite often connected to the distribution

networkbymeansofpower-electronic interfaces.Whena renewable energygenerator produces
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DC output power, as is the case with photovoltaics and fuel cells, the main task of the power-

electronic interface is to do the DC-to-AC conversion. An additional task of the power-

electronic converters is to maximize the energy yield, as accomplished by themaximum power

point tracker in photovoltaic systems. Invariable speedwind turbines the converter is necessary

tomakevariable speed operation of the electricalmachine possible as it leads to a higher energy

output from the wind. When a DG unit is connected to the power system through a power-

electronic interface, no extra inertia is added to the system when:

� the DG-unit itself has no rotating mass and generates DC power, as is the case with

photovoltaic systems and fuel cells (schematically drawn in Figure 8.2 (a)).

� the inertia of the DG-unit of which the prime mover does have rotating masses is separated

from the grid by the power-electronic interface as it decouples the mechanical rotor speed of

theDG-unit from thegrid frequency; this is for example the case forwind turbineswith either

a doubly fed induction generator or a direct-drive synchronous generator (schematically

drawn in Figure 8.2 (b)).

Thus, in the above-mentioned cases, theDGdoes not contribute to the frequency oscillations of

the synchronous generators in the grid, in case of a disturbance in the balance between

generation and load in the system. Sowhen the grid frequency drops, themechanical frequency

of a variable speed wind turbinewith a doubly fed induction generator does not change because

the power-electronic interface is in between, and no energy stored in the rotating mass is

supplied to the grid (aswould be in the case of a conventional synchronous generator coupled to

the grid via a transformer).

8.5 ENERGY STORAGE

When (renewable)DG comprises a substantial part of the power production, energy storage can

giveus an extra andvaluable degreeof freedom for theoperation and control of the systemand is

sometimes even indispensable. In a traditional vertical power system, the inertia of the rotors of

the synchronous generators cover a possible mismatch between power production and con-

sumption. Inahorizontal power system,with a relatively small amountofcentralizedgeneration

and a considerable contribution of (renewable) DG, the total inertia of the rotating mass in the

system is strongly reduced. This is because of the lower inertia of the DG units and/or because

AC

DC

DC

AC

DC power input

tuptuorewopCAtupnirewopCA

AC power output
DC

AC

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2 Power-electronic interfaces.
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generators are separated from the grid by power-electronic interfaces. In consequence, the total

inertia in the systemmay become insufficient to compensate adequately for disturbances of the

powerbalance, resulting in relatively large frequencydeviations and in adynamically less stable

system in case of systemdisturbances and faults. Energy storage can help to compensate for this

and help to maintain the power balance; energy can be stored when there is a surplus of energy,

and subsequently it can be delivered in the case of a temporary deficiency. Energy storage can

also be of help to level out large power fluctuations when the power is generated by renewable

energy sources.

Large-scale energy storage is still behind the horizon, but some promising techniques have

already been developed: SuperconductingMagnetic EnergyStorage systems (SMES, electrical

storage of energy), Battery Energy Storage systems (BES, electrochemical storage of energy),

fuel cells (electrochemical storage of energy), flywheels (electromechanical storage of energy)

and Compressed Air Energy Storage systems (CAES).

There are already several utility-scaled battery plants in operation, and they are applied for

load leveling and dynamic applications; one of the largest is a 10 MW, 40 MWh plant operated

by Southern California Edison in Chino (California, USA).

8.6 BLACKOUTS AND CHAOTIC PHENOMENA

Expansionof thepower systemisexpensiveand takes a long time; theerectionof anewoverhead

transmission line requires years of negotiation with the landowners, discussions with envir-

onmentalists, and – last but not least – it takes time to actually build it. This time-consuming

process, in combination with the annual growth of the electricity consumption, means that the

power system is operated closer to its limits. Network congestion becomes an important issue

and FACTS (see section 5.6 (Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS))) devices are

installed to keep the operation of the system within safe margins. FACTS devices, in turn,

increase the complexity of the power system. The same applies to the growing penetration level

of (power-) electronic interfaces in the system;manydomestic loads are connected to the supply

byconverters (take aPCfor instance) anddistributedgenerators, especially theonespoweredby

primary energy sourceswith a rather unpredictable behavior, aregenerally connected to thegrid

by a power-electronic interface. The converters introduce harmonics in the system and reso-

nance at certain harmonic frequencies can happen. Power electronics also introduce nonlinear

behavior in the systemandchaoticphenomenamightoccur in thenear future.Accordingly, large

system blackouts will probably happen more often.

8.6.1 Nonlinear Phenomena and Chaos

The alteration of the number of solutions of a dynamic system, as a result of a parameter change

or achangeof an initial condition, is called abifurcation.There are two typesofbifurcations. It is

called a static bifurcation when there is a change in the number of equilibrium points. The other

category is called the dynamic bifurcations, such as the Hopf bifurcation, the cyclic fold

bifurcation and the perioddoublingbifurcations. The static bifurcation and theHopf bifurcation

are local bifurcations; they always take place in the vicinity of an equilibrium. Cyclic fold and

period doubling bifurcations are global bifurcations, that occur outside the boundaries of the
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equilibria. Chaos emerges from a global bifurcation. Chaos is aperiodic time-asymptotic

behavior in a deterministic systemwith a sensitive dependency on the initial system conditions.

Or in otherwords: a small deviation of a certain state can cause the system to show a completely

different behavior.Chaos can (in theory) occur in adynamic system that is describedbya system

of first order differential equations, when the following necessary conditions are met:

� the system is described by at least three independent variables;

� the equations have nonlinear terms that relate at least two of the independent variables;

� the trajectories described by the system are unambiguous.

For three or more independent variables (n � 3) and at least one nonlinear function fi, a system

like this can be written as:

dx1

dt
¼ f1ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ

dx2

dt
¼ f2ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ

..

.

dxn

dt
¼ fnðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ

ð8:1Þ

In this book, we focus on steady-state behavior of the power system only; a dynamic analysis of

the system and the possible occurrence of chaos is beyond our scope (interested readers are

referred to the literature in this field, e.g. [14]). However, we encountered an example of a static

bifurcation earlier in this book, when we treated the power flow equations. In Example 6.4

(p. 176), we learned that the power flow equations have multiple solutions, and this is a typical

example of a static bifurcation. The existence of this static bifurcation makes that a small

deviation of the working point of the system can lead to a voltage collapse, as explained in the

following paragraphs.

In Figure 8.3, the two-node network used to demonstrate the load flow computation in

Section 6.2 (Loadflow or Power Flow Computation), is shown. In Example 6.4 (p. 176), we

calculated that the voltage at node two can have two values: jV2j ¼ 0:1904 pu and

jV2j ¼ 0:8853 pu. In Figure 8.4, the voltage at node two is drawn as a function of the active

power consumption, and the twopossibleworkingpoints of the systemfor apower consumption

ofS2 ¼ 0:6þ j0:3, being the situationas shown inFigure8.3, areAandB.Todraw this so-called

PV-curve, we assumed that the voltage at node one remains constant and that the load has a

constant power factor cosðjÞ ¼ 0:6=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

0:36þ 0:09
p � 0:9. The PV-curve has two traces: an
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Figure 8.3 Example network.
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upper trace starting at a voltage jV2j ¼ 1:0 pu (the no-load situation), and a lower trace that has
its origin at a voltage jV2j ¼ 0:0 pu (the short-circuit state). When the power consumption

increases, theupper and lowerpart of the characteristicmeet eachother at apointwhereonlyone

solution exists; this is the static bifurcation point.

In case of a static load both the working points A (‘high’ voltage and ‘small’ current) and B

(‘low’ voltage and ‘high’ current) are stable working points, but point B is most probably

nonviable because of the low voltage and the high current. Point B can therefore become an

unstableworking point; this is for instance the casewhen the load is supplied by a tap-changing

transformer. Assume that the system operates in working point B. The tap changer will try to

raise the voltage at the load side, which leads to an increased line current and an even higher

voltage drop across the line. This leads to a progressive reduction of the voltage, which is called

voltage collapse. In such a case, the static bifurcation separates the stable solutions from the

unstable ones.

A necessary condition for a stable systemoperation is the existence of an equilibriumpoint; a

point where the PV-curve and the load characteristic intersect. When this equilibrium point

disappears, voltage collapse becomes a fact. An equilibrium point can disappear when the load

demand increases such that the dashed line in Figure 8.4 shifts to the right, passing the ‘nose’ of

the PV-curve. Also a change in the power factor can be a cause for an equilibrium point to

disappear. In Figure 8.5, the PV-curves are drawn for a number of different power factors.When

we operate the system at full load and at a power factor cosðjÞ ¼ 1, a sudden change to a power

factor of cosðjÞ ¼ 0:95 lagging will cause the voltage to collapse.
Thevoltagestability problem,asdescribedabove, is not anexampleofwhatwecall chaos, but

it illustrates one of themechanisms that we encounter with chaos: a small deviation of a certain

state can cause a system to show totally different behavior.
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8.6.2 Blackouts

Major blackouts are usually caused by cascading contingencies, such as a short circuit, an

overloaded component, a generator outage, etc., with complicated interactions. The vulner-

ability of the system to (in itself) low-probability incidents that expand to a cascading outage

(which is also called the domino effect) increases when the system is already stressed by other

causes, such as for instance congested transmission corridors when there is a bulk exchange of

power between parts of the system. Quite often, a cascading outage is initiated by forces of

nature or byweather conditions: (thunder) storms, extreme temperatures, geomagnetic storms,

forest fires, and so forth. The sequence of events leading to a blackout are usually diverse, but the

result is always the same: an interruption of the power supply for a certain period of time.

In the next examples, two major blackouts are analyzed to show what can cause such a

disastrous event and on what time scale it takes place. The first example describes the major

blackout in the Northeastern part of the United States and Canada, on 14 August 2003; the

blackout affected approximately 50million people and it tookmore than 24 hours to restore the

power supply in NewYork City and other areas. The second example describes the sequence of

events leding to the blackout of Italy, on 28 September 2003. The blackout affected approxi-

mately 57millionpeople, and it took 5–9hours to restore the power toRomeand themajor cities

of the country.

Example 8.1 Blackout in Northeast United States and Canada (14 August 2003)

Theblackout inNortheastUnitedStates andCanadahas been investigated anddocumentedby

the North American Electric Reliability Council [26] and the US–Canada Power System
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Figure 8.5 PV-curves at various power factors.
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Outage Task Force [35]. Here follows a short description of the sequence of events that led to

the blackout in Northeast United States and Canada (see Figure 8.6).

On 14 August 2003, there were voltage problems in the border area between the United

States and Canada. The scenario that led to the actual blackout in New York and wide

surroundings at 4.13 p.m., started around noon. Shortly after 12 o’clock a 375 MW unit in

the Conesville power station in mid Ohio was disconnected from the grid, followed by

785 MWof the Greenwood power station in northern Detroit (Michigan) 1 hour 10 minutes

later, and 597MWof the Eastlake power station in northernOhio 18minutes later. The loss of

these three generating units caused a change in the power flow in the power pool around the

great lakes, the so-called Eastern Interconnection.

At 2.02 p.m., an important 345 kV transmission link from the southwest to the north ofOhio

was taken out of service. There was a forest fire close to the transmission lines and there was

fear that the heat would ionize the air surrounding the lines and would cause a short circuit.

Between 3.00 p.m. and a 3.45 p.m., three other 345 kV links were taken out of service and an

important connection in the transport capacity betweeneast andnorthOhiohadat thatmoment

disappeared. The power flow divided up over the remaining connections, such as connections

at the 138 kV level. These connections got overloaded. Because of the large voltage drop,

600 MWindustrial consumptionwasdisconnected inOhio, aswell as consumersat the138 kV

and 69 kV network.
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Figure 8.6 The area around the great lakes.
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Because of the loss of the 345 kV connections Canton Central–Tidd and Sammis–Star, the

power could flow to the north of Ohio by means of three routes only (see Figure 8.7, I). The

north of Ohio, that normally provided the east ofMichiganwith energy, became aweak point;

the large industrial town Detroit depended on southeast Michigan for its power supply.

Subsequently, the connections Galio–Ohio, Central–Muskingun (Figure 8.7, II) and East

Lima–FostoriaCentral (Figure8.7, III), all 345 kV lines,were takenoutof service, and the link

betweennorthOhioand theeast ofMichiganwas formedmainlyby two345 kVconnectionsat

the southside of LakeErie. The power flows from Indiana and the lines in southwestMichigan

in the direction of east Michigan and north Ohio increased, but were insufficient to meet the

demand, so that the voltage in north Ohio dropped.

Shortly after that, a number of large power plants were disconnected from the grid in north

OhioandwestMichigan. Itwas4.10p.m.The increasedpowerflowsoverloaded the remaining

connections in service, and they were taken out of service (Figure 8.7, IV). The problem got

worse and,when at a certainmoment in time, the 345 kV line Perry–Ashtabula–ErieWestwas

I II16:05:57 16:05:58

III IV16:09:25 16:10:37

Figure 8.7 Cascade sequence [35]. The arrows indicate the power flows. Black lines represent

separations between areas within the Eastern Interconnect. Regions affected by the blackout are high-

lighted by the dashed areas.
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Figure 8.7 (Continued)
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takenoutof service, the area coveringeastMichiganandnorthOhiohadhardly anyproduction

left and the voltage collapsed.

Subsequently, the line at the southside of Lake Eriewas taken out of service, and the power

flow changed its direction and flows, with a wide curve, from Pennsylvania, to New York, to

Ontario and Michigan, around the northside of Lake Erie (Figure 8.7, V). This also drew

Pennsylvania, New York, Ontario, and Quebec into the sequence of events. Two 345 kVand

two220 kV lines betweenPennsylvania andNewYorkweredisconnectedwithin four seconds

of each other (Figure 8.7, VI and VII), due to the suddenly increased power flows. As a result

Pennsylvania and New York were no longer interconnected in a direct way, and large power

flows appeared on theNewYork–New Jersey connection (Figure 8.7, VIII). At the same time,

more generation was lost in north Ohio and also the Fostoria Central–Galion 345 kV connec-

tionwas idle. The disconnection of theBeaver–DavidBesse 345 kV line cutCleveland (Ohio)

off from the Eastern Interconnection. Michigan was still connected to Ontario in Canada, but

two 230 kV connections became inactive, and Ontario was connected to Manitoba and

Minnesota only (Figure 8.7, IX).

Around that time, the last link between the Eastern Interconnection and the area of New

Jersey, the 500 kV connection Branchburg–Ramapowent out of operation. As a consequence

the supply area around Greater New York was split in two parts: New England (except for

southwest Connecticut) and The Maritimes. Large areas were islanding now and tried to

reestablish the power balance. Also Ontario tried to balance the power and shed 2500 MWof

load. The direct interconnection via the Niagara Falls between Ontario and New York was

taken out of service and the power flows were now heading for New York from Ontario, via

Quebec, through the 765 kV lines. The recovery of the connection between Ontario and New

York failed and 4500MWof generation was disconnected in Ontario.

Now, the power supply in the largest part of Ontario was interrupted. Problems in main-

taining the power balance in the islanded parts of New York had as a result that the power

supply also failed there. Amajor part of theEastern Interconnection, the area in theUS around

the great lakes, was now without electricity by which time it was 4.13 p.m. (Figure 8.7, X).

Example 8.2 Blackout in Italy (28 September 2003)

The blackout in Italy has been investigated and documented by an investigation committee of

the UCTE [34]. There follows a short description of the sequence of events that led to the

blackout of the entire Italian peninsula. An overviewof the Italian cross-border connections is

shown in Figure 8.8.

The blackout in Italy was initiated by the loss of the Swiss 380 kV transmission line

connection betweenMettlen and Lavorgo. This high-voltage overhead line was 85 % loaded

at that time. The linewas taken out of service after a short circuit between the line conductors

and the branches of a tree that came too close to the line.

Such a short circuit could disappear spontaneously when the arc (a lightning-like conduct-

ing path, in this case between the conductor and a branch of the tree) extinguished by itself

because of the cooling by the surrounding air. Probably this was not the case here, as the

automatic reclosure of the high-voltage transmission line failed a number of times. Also by

means of amanual reclosure command, sevenminutes after the disturbance, the line could not

be brought back into service. The phase angle between the voltages at the ends of the linewas
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too large: 42 degrees whereas 30 degrees is the maximum allowed phase difference between

two points that are to be connected.

When this happened, the Italian electricity import from Switzerland was 540 MW more

than scheduled and the import fromFrance 440 MWless than scheduled.At the same time, the

remaining transmission links took care of the power transport, as dictated by the laws of

physics; the major part of the transport capacity was taken over by the lines nearby. This

resulted ina110 %loadingof theSwiss380 kVlinkSils–Soazza, theso-calledSanBernardino

link. This overload is permitted, but may not last longer than 15 minutes.

Ten minutes after the start of the problems with the line Mettlen–Lavorgo, a discussion by

phone was held between the ETRANS control centre in Laufenburg, which is located at the

border between Germany and Switzerland, and the GRTN control centre in Rome, Italy.

GRTN was asked to take measures in the Italian area in order to reduce the overload on the

Swiss transmission lines and bring back a safe system operation. The measure that had to be

taken was in fact the reduction of the Italian import by 300 MW, because that was the surplus

amount of imported power at the time of the disturbance. The 300MWimport reductionwas a

fact 10 minutes after the telephone conversation and the power balance in Italy was restored

again. Also the Swiss took their measures and, together with the Italian import reduction of

300 MW, the transmission lines in Switzerland were normally loaded again.

But fourminutes later, another short-circuit occurred between a tree top and a transmission

line conductor; this time on the circuit Sils–Soazza, the connection that had been overloaded

for10minutes.Becauseof theoverload, the aluminumconductorswereheated and the line sag

became larger.As a result, the line conductors came closer to the tops of the trees, as illustrated

in Figure 8.9. The connection Sils–Soazza also had to be taken out of service. The loss of these

two interconnections resulted in dangerous overloads on the other system components and

connections in the system (four seconds after the disappearance of the line Sils–Soazza, the

220 kV line from Airolo to Mettlen in Switzerland was overloaded and taken out of service),

and therefore, 12 seconds after putting the line Sils–Soazza idle, the Italian network was

isolated from the rest of Europe in order to reduce the affected area. During these 12 seconds,

large power fluctuations in combination with severe transient voltage instabilities occurred.
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Figure 8.8 The Italian interconnectors [34].
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The voltage drop in the northern part of Italy caused a number of power plants to disconnect

automatically from the grid. The power balance was disturbed again and, because Italy was

now isolated from the rest of Europe, the frequency dropped to 49 Hz (see Figure 8.10). The

primary frequency control halted the drop in the frequency by load shedding and by stopping

the pumps that elevate river water to reservoirs (for energy storage). But this was already too

late: the protection of turbines, underfrequency relays and temperature relays operated. The

shedding of evenmore load did not help anymore and, two and ahalfminute after the isolation

of Italy from theEuropean network, the frequency reached the absolute lower limit of 47.5 Hz

and the lights went out throughout Italy . . .

Figure 8.9 Increased sag of overloaded lines can cause a short circuit; dashed: the ‘normally’ loaded

line; solid: the overloaded line.
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Figure 8.10 The Italian frequency (line only) and total active power imbalance (lineþ area) [34]; the

dotted line at a frequency of 47.5 Hz is the critical treshold.
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A
Maxwell’s Laws

A.1 INTRODUCTION

All macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena are described by Maxwell’s equations. The

equations express the distributed nature of the electromagnetic fields; the field quantities are

functions of space as well as time.

Faraday’s law relates the electromotive force, generated around a closed contour C, to the

time rateof changeof the totalmagneticflux through theopensurfaceSboundedby that contour.

Or in other words: Faraday’s law shows that a time-changing magnetic flux can induce an

electric field: þ
C

E � dl ¼ � d

dt

ð
S

B � ds ðA:1Þ

E the electric field intensity vector [V/m]

B the magnetic flux density vector [Wb/m2]

Ampère’s law states the opposite: a time-changing electric flux can induce a magnetic field:þ
C

H � dl ¼
ð
S

J � dsþ d

dt

ð
S

D � ds ðA:2Þ

H the magnetic field intensity vector [A/m]

J the current density vector [A/m2]

D the electric flux density vector [C/m2]

Gauss’ law for the electric field states that the net fluxof the electric fluxdensity vector out of the

closed surface S is equivalent to the net positive charge enclosed by the surface:þ
S

D � ds ¼
ð
V

rdv ðA:3Þ

r the volume-free charge density [C/m3]
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Gauss’ law for the magnetic field outlines that all magnetic field lines form closed paths

and that there are no isolated sources for the magnetic field, or in other words, that there are

no magnetic monopoles:

þ
S

B � ds ¼ 0 ðA:4Þ

In differential form, the Maxwell’s equations are described in the following paragraphs and

visualized in Figure A.1:

r� E ¼ � qB
qt

ðA:5Þ

r �H ¼ J þ qD
qt

ðA:6Þ
r � D ¼ r ðA:7Þ
r � B ¼ 0 ðA:8Þ

Circuit theory can be regarded as describing a restricted class of solutions of Maxwell’s

equations. In the following sections, power series approximations will be applied to describe

the electromagnetic field. It is shown that the zero and first-order terms in these approx-

imations (i.e. the quasi-static fields) form the basis for the lumped-circuit theory. By means

of the second-order terms, the validity of the lumped-circuit theory at various frequencies

can be estimated.

A.2 POWER SERIES APPROACH TO TIME-VARYING FIELDS

All electromagneticfieldswill, ingeneral, alter their shape and their behavior as a functionof the

frequencyo. The following series expansion can be made for all the field quantities (such asE,
H, J, r etc.):

Eðx; y; z; t;oÞ ¼ e0ðx; y; z; tÞ þ oe1ðx; y; z; tÞ þ o2e2ðx; y; z; tÞ þ . . . ðA:9Þ
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∂t σ

∂t D +

ε
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∂t
–∇×
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Figure A.1 Schematical outline of the Maxwell relations.
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Where t is defined as t ¼ ot. The coefficients of the expansion terms are independent ofo and

the coefficient of the kth term is given by:

ekðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ 1

k!

qkEðx; y; z; t;oÞ
qok

� �
o¼0

ðA:10Þ

Substitution of the power series into the field laws gives:

r� E ¼ � qB
qt

¼ � qB
qt

� qt
qt

¼ �o
qB
qt

ðA:11Þ

r � E ¼ ððr � e0Þ þ oðr � e1Þ þ o2ðr � e2Þ þ . . .Þ

¼ �o
qB
qt

¼ � o
qb0
qt

� �
þ o2 qb1

qt

� �
þ o3 qb2

qt

� �
þ . . .

� � ðA:12Þ

Combining terms leads to:

ðr � e0Þ þ o r� e1 þ qb0
qt

� �
þ o2 r� e2 þ qb1

qt

� �
þ . . .

� �
¼ 0 ðA:13Þ

This equationmust bevalid for every possible frequencyo. Therefore, the coefficients of all the
powers of o are each equal to zero, and this gives us the following general equation:

r� ek ¼ � qbk�1

qt
ðA:14Þ

Similar results follow from the corresponding equations obtained from each of the other basic

field laws.

Thepower series notation canbe simplifiedby absorbing thevarious powers ofodirectly into

each of the terms of the power series expansion:

Eðx; y; z; t;oÞ ¼ e0ðx; y; z; tÞ þ oe1ðx; y; z; tÞ þ o2e2ðx; y; z; tÞ þ . . .

¼ E0ðx; y; z; t;oÞ þ E1ðx; y; z; t;oÞ þ E2ðx; y; z; t;oÞ þ . . .
ðA:15Þ

The kth term of the series is taken as follows:

Ekðx; y; z; t;oÞ ¼ okekðx; y; z; tÞ ðA:16Þ

The field laws can be written in terms of only Ek and Bk, without explicit appearance of ok:

r� Ek ¼ r� ðokekÞ ¼ �ok qbk�1

qt
¼ �o

qBk�1

qt
¼ � qBk�1

qt
ðA:17Þ

The resulting set of equations is shown in Table A.1.
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The series expansions are solved by determining the zero-order terms first. When the

zero-order terms are known, the first-order terms can be calculated. This step-by-step calcula-

tion continues for the higher-order terms until the required degree of accuracy in the solution is

reached.

Thestaticfield isdescribedby thezero-order termsonly,meaning that the timevariationof the

electromagnetic field is neglected. The quasi-static field is described by the zero-order and first-

order terms. In the next section wewill see that the fundaments of circuit theory follow directly

from the quasi-static approximations of Maxwell’s equations.

A.3 QUASI-STATIC FIELD OF A PARALLEL-PLATE CAPACITOR

Consider theparallel-platecapacitor inair as shown inFigureA.2.Theplates consist ofperfectly

conducting material ðs ¼ 1Þ and the length and width of the plates are much larger than their

separation distance, so that all fringing in the resulting fields can be neglected. Therefore, all

variation in E andH with both x and y can be neglected within this system:

q
qx

¼ q
qy

¼ 0 ðA:18Þ

Table A.1 Electromagnetic-field relations expressed in zero, first

and kth-order terms.

Order Field laws

Zero order

r� E0 ¼ 0

r�H0 ¼ J0
r � D0 ¼ r0
r � B0 ¼ 0

r � J0 ¼ 0

First order

r�E1¼ � qB0

qt
r�H1 ¼ J1 þ qD0

qtr � D1 ¼ r1
r � B1 ¼ 0

r � J1 ¼ qr0
qt

kth order

r� Ek ¼ � qBk�1

qt
r�Hk ¼ Jk þ qDk�1

qtr � Dk ¼ rk
r � Bk ¼ 0

r � Jk ¼ qrk�1

qt
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Thesystem isexcitedwith a low-frequencysinusoidal excitation,which isuniformlydistributed

between the plates (at z ¼ �l), such that a fixed referencevoltagebetween the plates in the z ¼ 0

plane is maintained:

vr ¼ A cosðotÞ ðA:19Þ

Since the reference voltage has an amplitude that is independent of the frequency o, it follows
that the power series expansion consists solely of a zero-order term equal in value to the

reference voltage:

v0ðz ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ vrðtÞ ¼ A cosðotÞ
vkðz ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ 0 for k � 1

ðA:20Þ

Quasi-static solution

The zero-order time-varying electromagnetic fields in this system are identical in form to their

static (DC) counterparts:

E0 ¼ �ix
A cosðotÞ

d
ðA:21Þ

i unit vector

H0 ¼ 0 ðA:22Þ

Thefirst-order contributions to themagneticfield canbederived from thefirst-orderfield laws in

Table A.1:

r�H1 ¼ e0
qE0

qt
¼ ix

oe0A sinðotÞ
d

ðA:23Þ
r � m0H1 ¼ 0 ðA:24Þ

x

y

z

vs(t)

l

d

w

σ = ∞

σ = ∞
+

-

Figure A.2 Parallel-plate capacitor in air. All fringing in the resulting fields can be neglected as l � d

and w � d.
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with:

r�H1 ¼ ix
qH1z

qy
� qH1y

qz

� �
þ iy

qH1x

qz
� qH1z

qx

� �
þ iz

qH1y

qx
� qH1x

qy

� �
ðA:25Þ

Combining Equations A.23 and A.25 results in:

qH1z

qy|{z}
0

� qH1y

qz
¼ oe0A sinðotÞ

d
ðA:26Þ

The first-order magnetic field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

H1 ¼ iyH1y ¼ �iy
oe0A sinðotÞ

d
z ðA:27Þ

Note that Equation A.24 is satisfied, as H1y is independent of y (and H1x ¼ H1z ¼ 0Þ:

r � m0H1 ¼ m0
qH1x

qx
þ qH1y

qy
þ qH1z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:28Þ

The first-order contributions to the electric field can be derived from the first-order field laws in

Table A.1:

r� E1 ¼ �m0
qH0

qt
¼ 0 ðA:29Þ

r � e0E1 ¼ r1 ¼ 0 ðA:30Þ

Equation A.29 equals zero asH0 equals zero for all time (Equation A.22) and so does its time

derivative. Equation A.30 equals zero as the enclosed air region is free of charge (for all

frequencies o and time t) due to its insulating nature. The first-order electric field within the

enclosed air region in this system is:

E1 ¼ 0 ðA:31Þ

Asa result, the expressions for the non-fringingfields between the plates of the capacitor correct

up to and including the first-order terms are:

E0;1 ¼ E0 þ E1|{z}
0

¼ �ix
A cosðotÞ

d
ðA:32Þ

H0;1 ¼ H0|{z}
0

þH1 ¼ �iy
oe0A sinðotÞ

d
z ðA:33Þ
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For the voltage applied to the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including the first-order

contributions, it must hold that:

½vsðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðd

x¼0

ðE0;1Þz¼�ldx ¼ A cosðotÞ ðA:34Þ

For the source current, correct up to and including the first-order contributions, it yields:

½isðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðw

y¼0

ðH0;1Þz¼�ldy ¼ � e0lw
d

oA sinðotÞ ðA:35Þ

The input impedance of the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including first-order

contributions, can be computed from the ratio between the phasor representations of vs and is:

½Vs�0;1 ¼ A ðA:36Þ

½Is�0;1 ¼ joA
e0lw
d

ðA:37Þ

Z0;1 ¼
½Vs�0;1
½Is�0;1

¼ 1

jo e0lw
d

¼ 1

joC
ðA:38Þ

The lumped-element representation of the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including

first-order contributions, is a lumped capacitorC, where the value of the capacitance equals the

DC or static capacitance of the parallel-plate system:

C ¼ CDC ¼ e0lw
d

ðA:39Þ

Validity of the quasi-static approach

In order to check the validity of the quasi-static approximation, we compute the second-order

contributions to the power series of the electric and magnetic field. The second-order magnetic

fieldH2 is generatedby the time rate of change of thefirst-order electricfieldE1 (TableA.1).But

withE1 equal to zero at all points in the system,we can expectH2 to be equal to zero at all points

in the system as well:

H2 ¼ 0 ðA:40Þ

The second-order contributions to the electric field can be derived from the kth-order ðk ¼ 2Þ
field laws in Table A.1, and the first-order magnetic field in Equation A.27:

r� E2 ¼ �m0
qH1

qt
¼ iy

o2m0e0A cosðotÞ
d

z ðA:41Þ
r � e0E2 ¼ r2 ¼ 0 ðA:42Þ
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with:

r� E2 ¼ ix
qE2z

qy
� qE2y

qz

� �
þ iy

qE2x

qz
� qE2z

qx

� �
þ iz

qE2y

qx
� qE2x

qy

� �
ðA:43Þ

Combining Equations A.41 and A.43 results in:

qE2x

qz
� qE2z

qx|{z}
0

¼ o2m0e0A cosðotÞ
d

z ðA:44Þ

The second-order electric field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

E2 ¼ ixE2x ¼ ix
o2m0e0A cosðotÞ

d

z2

2
ðA:45Þ

Note that Equation A.42 is satisfied, as E2x is independent of x (and E2y ¼ E2z ¼ 0Þ:

r � e0E2 ¼ e0
qE2x

qx
þ qE2y

qy
þ qE2z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:46Þ

The expressions for the non-fringing fields between the plates of the capacitor correct up to and

including the second-order terms are:

E0;1;2 ¼ E0 þ E1|{z}
0

þ E2 ¼ �ix
A cosðotÞ

d
1� o2m0e0z

2

2

� �
ðA:47Þ

H0;1;2 ¼ H0|{z}
0

þH1 þ H2|{z}
0

¼ �iy
oe0A sinðotÞ

d
z ðA:48Þ

For the voltage applied to the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including the second-

order contributions, it must hold that:

½vsðtÞ�0;1;2 ¼ �
ðd

x¼0

ðE0;1;2Þz¼�ldx ¼ A cosðotÞ 1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� �
ðA:49Þ

For the source current, correct up to and including second-order contributions, it yields:

½isðtÞ�0;1;2 ¼ �
ðw

y¼0

ðH0;1;2Þz¼�ldy ¼ � e0lw
d

oA sinðotÞ ðA:50Þ
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The input impedance of the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including second-order

contributions, can be computed from the ratio between the phasor representations of vs and is:

½Vs�0;1;2 ¼ A 1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� �
ðA:51Þ

½Is�0;1;2 ¼ joA
e0lw
d

ðA:52Þ

Z0;1;2 ¼
½Vs�0;1;2
½Is�0;1;2

¼ 1

jo e0lw
d

1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� �
¼ 1

joC
ð1� o2LCÞ ðA:53Þ

The lumped-element representation of the parallel-plate capacitor, correct up to and including

second-order contributions, is a series LC network, where the values of the capacitance and the

inductance are specified as follows:

C ¼ CDC ¼ e0lw
d

ðA:54Þ

L ¼ 1

2

m0ld
w

� �
ðA:55Þ

The quasi-static approach is valid only when the second-order contribution is negligible:

o2m0e0l
2

2
� 1 ðA:56Þ

The wavelength of an electromagnetic wave is defined as:

l ¼ 2p
o

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0e0

p ðA:57Þ

Theuseof the circuit theorymodel of a lumped capacitor for theparallel-plate system is justified

as long as the values of the wavelength ðlÞ are much higher than the length of the plates (l):

o2m0e0l
2

2
¼ 2p2

l

l

� �2

� 1 ðA:58Þ

A.4 QUASI-STATIC FIELD OF A SINGLE-TURN INDUCTOR

Consider the single-turn inductor in air as shown in Figure A.3. The plates consist of perfectly

conducting material ðs ¼ 1Þ and the length and width of the plates are much larger than their

separation distance, so that all fringing in the resulting fields can be neglected. Therefore, all

variation in E andH with both x and y can be neglected within this system:

q
qx

¼ q
qy

¼ 0 ðA:59Þ
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The system is fed by a low-frequency sinusoidal current source (at z ¼ �l), such that the

reference surface current density:

Kr ¼ A cosðotÞ ðA:60Þ

Quasi-static solution

The zero-order time-varying electromagnetic fields in this system are identical in form to their

static (DC) counterparts:

H0 ¼ �iyKr ¼ �iyA cosðotÞ ðA:61Þ
E0 ¼ 0 ðA:62Þ

The first-order contributions to the electric field can be derived from the first-order field laws in

Table A.1:

r� E1 ¼ �m0
qH0

qt
¼ �iym0oA sinðotÞ ðA:63Þ

r � e0E1 ¼ r1 ¼ 0 ðA:64Þ

with:

r� E1 ¼ ix
qE1z

qy
� qE1y

qz

� �
þ iy

qE1x

qz
� qE1z

qx

� �
þ iz

qE1y

qx
þ qE1x

qy

� �
ðA:65Þ

Combining Equations A.63 and A.65 results in:

qE1x

qz
� qE1z

qx|{z}
0

¼ �m0oA sinðotÞ ðA:66Þ

Kr (t )

x

y

z

is (t )

l

d

w

σ = ∞

σ = ∞

σ
=

∞

Figure A.3 Single-turn inductor in air. All fringing in the resulting fields can be neglected as l � d and

w � d.
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The first-order electric field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

E1 ¼ ixE1x ¼ �ixm0ozA sinðotÞ ðA:67Þ

Note that Equation A.64 is satisfied, as E1x is independent of x (and E1y ¼ E1z ¼ 0Þ:

r � e0E1 ¼ e0
qE1x

qx
þ qE1y

qy
þ qE1z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:68Þ

Thefirst-order contributions to themagneticfield canbederived from thefirst-orderfield laws in

Table A.1:

r�H1 ¼ e0
qE0

qt
¼ 0 ðA:69Þ

r � m0H1 ¼ 0 ðA:70Þ

The first-order magnetic field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

H1 ¼ 0 ðA:71Þ

As a result, the expressions for the non-fringing fields of the inductor correct up to and including

first-order terms are:

E0;1 ¼ E0|{z}
0

þ E1 ¼ �ixm0ozA sinðotÞ ðA:72Þ

H0;1 ¼ H0 þ H1|{z}
0

¼ �iyA cosðotÞ ðA:73Þ

For the voltage across the current source, correct up to and including first-order contributions, it

must hold that:

½vsðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðd

x¼0

ðE0;1Þz¼�ldx ¼ �m0oldA sinðotÞ ðA:74Þ

For the source current, correct up to and including first-order contributions, it yields:

½isðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðw

y¼0

ðH0;1Þz¼�ldy ¼ wA cosðotÞ ðA:75Þ

The input impedance of the single-turn inductor, correct up to and including first-order

contributions, can be computed from the ratio between the phasor representations of vs and is:

½Vs�0;1 ¼ jm0oldA ðA:76Þ
½Is�0;1 ¼ wA ðA:77Þ

Z0;1 ¼
½Vs�0;1
½Is�0;1

¼ jm0oldA
wA

¼ jo
m0ld
w

¼ joL ðA:78Þ
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The lumped-element representation of the single-turn inductor, correct up to and includingfirst-

order contributions, is a lumped inductor L, where the value of the inductance equals the DC or

static inductance of the single-turn inductor:

L ¼ LDC ¼ m0ld
w

ðA:79Þ

Validity of the quasi-static approach

In order to check the validity of the quasi-static approximation, we compute the second-order

contributions to the power series of the electric and magnetic field. The second-order electric

fieldE2 is generated by the time rate of change of the first-order magnetic fieldH1 (Table A.1).

But withH1 equal to zero at all points in the system, we can expectE2 to be equal to zero at all

points in the system as well:

E2 ¼ 0 ðA:80Þ

The second-order contributions to the magnetic field can be derived from the kth-order ðk ¼ 2Þ
field laws in Table A.1, and the first-order electric field in Equation A.67:

r�H2 ¼ e0
qE1

qt
¼ �ixo2m0e0zA cosðotÞ ðA:81Þ

r � m0H2 ¼ 0 ðA:82Þ

with:

r�H2 ¼ ix
qH2z

qy
� qH2y

qz

� �
þ iy

qH2x

qz
� qH2z

qx

� �
þ iz

qH2y

qx
� qH2x

qy

� �
ðA:83Þ

Combining Equations A.81 and A.83 results in:

qH2z

qy|ffl{zffl}
0

� qH2y

qz
¼ �o2m0e0zA cosðotÞ ðA:84Þ

The second-order magnetic field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

H2 ¼ iyH2y ¼ iy
o2m0e0z

2

2
A cosðotÞ ðA:85Þ

Note that Equation A.82 is satisfied, as H2y is independent of y (and H2x ¼ H2z ¼ 0Þ:

r � m0H2 ¼ m0
qH2x

qx
þ qH2y

qy
þ qH2z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:86Þ
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The expressions for the non-fringing fields of the inductor correct up to and including

second-order terms are:

E0;1;2 ¼ E0|{z}
0

þE1 þ E2|{z}
0

¼ �ixm0ozA sinðotÞ ðA:87Þ

H0;1;2 ¼ H0 þ H1|{z}
0

þH2 ¼ �iyA cosðotÞ 1� o2m0e0z
2

2

� �
ðA:88Þ

For thevoltageacross thecurrent source, correct up toand includingsecond-order contributions,

it must hold that:

½vsðtÞ�0;1;2 ¼ �
ðd

x¼0

ðE0;1;2Þz¼�ldx ¼ �m0oldA sinðotÞ ðA:89Þ

For the source current, correct up to and including second-order contributions, it yields:

½isðtÞ�0;1;2 ¼ �
ðw

y¼0

ðH0;1;2Þz¼�ldy ¼ wA cosðotÞ 1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� �
ðA:90Þ

The input impedance of the single-turn inductor, correct up to and including second-order

contributions, can be computed from the ratio between the phasor representations of vs and is:

½Vs�0;1;2 ¼ jm0oldA ðA:91Þ

½Is�0;1;2 ¼ wA 1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� �
ðA:92Þ

Z0;1;2 ¼
½Vs�0;1;2
½Is�0;1;2

¼ jom0ldA

wA 1� o2m0e0l
2

2

� � ¼ joL
ð1� o2LCÞ ðA:93Þ

The lumped-element representation of the single-turn inductor, correct up to and including

second-order contributions, is aparallelLCnetwork,where thevaluesof thecapacitanceand the

inductance are specified as follows:

L ¼ LDC ¼ m0ld
w

ðA:94Þ

C ¼ 1

2

e0lw
d

� �
ðA:95Þ

The quasi-static approach is valid only when the second-order contribution is negligible:

o2m0e0l
2

2
¼ 2p2

l

l

� �2

� 1 ðA:96Þ
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This result is identical to what we found in Section A.3 (Quasi-static Field of a Parallel-plate

Capacitor) for the parallel-plate capacitor.

A.5 QUASI-STATIC FIELD OF A RESISTOR

Consider the resistor in air as shown inFigureA.4, formedbyplacinga resistive sheet ofuniform

surface conductivityss at one end of two perfectly conducting plates ðs ¼ 1Þ. The length and
width of the plates are much larger than their separation distance, so that all fringing in the

resulting fields can be neglected. Therefore, all variation in E and H with both x and y can be

neglected within this system:

q
qx

¼ q
qy

¼ 0 ðA:97Þ

Thesystem isexcitedwith a low-frequencysinusoidal excitation,which isuniformlydistributed

between theplates (at z ¼ �l), such that afixed referencevoltageacross the resistivesheet (in the

z ¼ 0 plane) is maintained:

vr ¼ A cosðotÞ ðA:98Þ

Quasi-static solution

The zero-order time-varying electromagnetic fields in this system are identical in form to their

static (DC) counterparts:

E0 ¼ �ix
vr

d
¼ �ix

A cosðotÞ
d

ðA:99Þ

H0 ¼ �iy
ssvr

d
¼ �iy

ssA cosðotÞ
d

ðA:100Þ

K0 (t )

x

y

z

vs (t )

l

d

w

σ = ∞

σ = ∞

σs+

-

Figure A.4 Resistor in air. All fringing in the resulting fields can be neglected as l � d and w � d.
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The first-order contributions to the electric field can be derived from the first-order field laws in

Table A.1:

r� E1 ¼ �m0
qH0

qt
¼ �iy

m0ssoA sinðotÞ
d

ðA:101Þ
r � e0E1 ¼ r1 ¼ 0 ðA:102Þ

with:

r� E1 ¼ ix
qE1z

qy
� qE1y

qz

� �
þ iy

qE1x

qz
� qE1z

qx

� �
þ iz

qE1y

qx
� qE1x

qy

� �
ðA:103Þ

Combining Equations A.101 and A.103 results in:

qE1x

qz
� qE1z

qx|{z}
0

¼ � m0ssoA sinðotÞ
d

ðA:104Þ

The first-order electric field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

E1 ¼ ixE1x ¼ �ix
m0ssozA sinðotÞ

d
ðA:105Þ

Note that Equation A.102 is satisfied, as E1x is independent of x (and E1y ¼ E1z ¼ 0Þ:

r � e0E1 ¼ e0
qE1x

qx
þ qE1y

qy
þ qE1z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:106Þ

Thefirst-order contributions to themagneticfield canbederived from thefirst-orderfield laws in

Table A.1:

r�H1 ¼ e0
qE0

qt
¼ ix

e0oA sinðotÞ
d

ðA:107Þ
r � m0H1 ¼ 0 ðA:108Þ

with:

r�H1 ¼ ix
qH1z

qy
� qH1y

qz

� �
þ iy

qH1x

qz
� qH1z

qx

� �
þ iz

qH1y

qx
� qH1x

qy

� �
ðA:109Þ

Combining Equations A.107 and A.109 results in:

qH1z

qy|{z}
0

� qH1y

qz
¼ e0oA sinðotÞ

d
ðA:110Þ
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The first-order magnetic field within the enclosed air region in this system is:

H1 ¼ iyH1y ¼ �iy
e0ozA sinðotÞ

d
ðA:111Þ

Note that Equation A.108 is satisfied, as H1y is independent of y (and H1x ¼ H1z ¼ 0Þ:

r � m0H1 ¼ m0
qH1x

qx
þ qH1y

qy
þ qH1z

qz

� �
¼ 0 ðA:112Þ

Theexpressions for thenon-fringingfieldswithin theenclosedair space in the system,correctup

to and including first-order terms are:

E0;1 ¼ E0 þ E1 ¼ �ix
vrðtÞ
d

� m0ss

d

dvrðtÞ
dt

z

� �

¼ �ix
A cosðotÞ

d
þ m0ss

d
ozA sinðotÞ

� � ðA:113Þ

H0;1 ¼ H0 þH1 ¼ �iy
ssvrðtÞ

d
� e0

d

dvrðtÞ
dt

z

� �

¼ �iy
ssA cosðotÞ

d
þ e0

d
ozA sinðotÞ

� � ðA:114Þ

For the voltage applied to the resistor, correct up to and including first-order contributions, it

must hold that:

½vsðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðd

x¼0

ðE0;1Þz¼�ldx ¼ A cosðotÞ � m0ssolA sinðotÞ ðA:115Þ

For the source current, correct up to and including first-order contributions, it yields:

½isðtÞ�0;1 ¼ �
ðw

y¼0

ðH0;1Þz¼�ldy ¼
sswA cosðotÞ

d
� e0w

d
olA sinðotÞ ðA:116Þ

The input impedance of the resistor, correct up to and including first-order contributions, can be

computed from the ratio between the phasor representations of vs and is:

½Vs�0;1 ¼ Aþ jm0ssolA ðA:117Þ

½Is�0;1 ¼
sswA

d
þ j

e0w
d

olA ðA:118Þ

Z0;1 ¼
½Vs�0;1
½Is�0;1

¼ 1þ jm0ssol
ssw

d
þ j

e0w
d

ol
¼ R

1þ joðL=RÞ
1þ joRC

ðA:119Þ
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The lumped-element representation of the resistor, correct up to and including first-order

contributions, is an RLC circuit, where the values of the resistance, inductance and capacitance

are specified as follows:

R ¼ RDC ¼ d

ssw
ðA:120Þ

L ¼ LDC ¼ m0ld
w

ðA:121Þ

C ¼ CDC ¼ e0lw
d

ðA:122Þ

In case of ss ¼ 1ðR ¼ 0Þ, the system changes into the single-turn inductor as described in

Section A.4 (Quasi-static Field of a Single-turn Inductor). In case of ss ¼ 0 ðR ¼ 1Þ, the
system changes into the parallel-plate capacitor as described in Section A.3 (Quasi-static Field

of a Parallel-plate Capacitor).

The lumped-element representation of the resistor is dependent on the actual value of the

resistance R:

� R � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L=C

p
. The lumped-element representation of the resistor equals a series LR circuit, as

the input impedance is approximately:

Z0;1 ¼ R
1þ joðL=RÞ
1þ joRC

	 Rþ joL ðA:123Þ

� R � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L=C

p
. The lumped-element representation of the resistor equals a parallel RC circuit,

as the input admittance is approximately:

Y0;1 ¼ 1

R

1þ joRC
1þ joðL=RÞ 	

1

R
þ joC ðA:124Þ

� R ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L=C

p
. The lumped-element representation of the resistor reduces to theDC resistance,

as the input impedance equals:

Z0;1 ¼ R
1þ joðL=RÞ
1þ joRC

¼ R ðA:125Þ

A.6 CIRCUIT MODELING

It is the electrical size of the structure – its size in terms of the minimumwavelength of interest

in the bandwidth over which the model must be valid – that dictates the sophistication and

complexity of the required model. Although this is only an approximate criterion, which is

closely related to the Equations A.58 and A.96, an electromagnetic structure is said to be

electrically small if its dimensions are smaller than one tenth of the smallest wavelength under

consideration:

l <
1

10
l ðA:126Þ
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l the physical dimension [m]

l the wavelength [m]

In the case of a steady-state analysis of the power system, only the power frequency (50 Hz or

60 Hz) is considered and the wavelength of a 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage or current equals:

l ¼ v

f
¼ 3� 105

50
¼ 6000 km ðA:127Þ

l the wave length [km]

v the speed of light 	 300000 [km/s]

f the frequency [Hz]

Therefore, a component, e.g. a transmission line, is ‘electrically small’ in the steady-state

analysis when the dimensions are smaller than 6000=10 ¼ 600 km. In that case, the Maxwell

equations can be approximated by a quasi-static approach and the component can accurately be

modeled by lumped elements. Kirchhoff’s laws are then applicable to compute the voltages and

currents.
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B
Power Transformer Model

B.1 INTRODUCTION

Generation of electrical power at the synchronous generator level is normally done at voltage

levels, ranging from a few kilovolt up to 25 or 30 kV. To minimize the power loss and voltage

drop because of the conductor resistance the transmission of electrical energy is done at rather

high-voltage levels. Power transformers raise the voltage from the level of generation to the

higher level of transmission. They are called step-up transformers. Power transformers also

connect the transmission and distribution networks, which operate at different voltage levels.

Distribution transformers step down thevoltage to levels that aremore safe for the consumers to

use. Transformers consist essentially of two coils on an iron core. The iron core increases the

magnetic couplingbetween the twocoils andensures that almost all themagneticfluxcreatedby

one coil links theother coil,which results in an efficient device.Theoperationof the transformer

is based on Faraday’s law of induction. The transformer has no moving parts and is therefore a

‘relatively simple’ piece of equipment. For the analysis of the behavior of the transformer in the

power systemaqualitativedescription alone isnot sufficient.Thecentral itemof this appendix is

themathematical description of the voltage–current relations of the transformer under different

operating conditions.

B.2 THE IDEAL TRANSFORMER

Consider the two-winding transformer as shown in Figure B.1. Two coils are magnetically

coupled: the primary winding, for which we use suffix 1, and the secondary winding for which

we use suffix 2. The number of turns in the primary and secondary windings are indicated with

N1 and N2 respectively. The primary winding is connected to a sinusoidal voltage source v1,

while the secondary winding supplies a load current. The resistance of each winding and

the losses in the transformer core are for the moment neglected. Furthermore, we assume the

permeability of the core to be infinite and all the flux to be confined to circulate within the

transformer core as is shown in Figure B.1 (i.e. there is no leakage flux).

The voltage v1 supplies the current i1 in the primary winding and this current creates a

magnetic flux� in the transformer core. According to Faraday’s law of induction, themagnetic

flux in the core induces an EMF in the primary winding that opposes the applied voltage and it

also induces an EMF in the secondary winding. The transformer is connected to a load and the
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magnitude of the secondary current i2 depends on the load impedance. As there is no flux

leakage, the flux� links both the primary and the secondarywindings. Ampère’s law states that

the line integral of the magnetic fieldH around a closed pathC is equal to the current traversing

the surfaceSboundedby that path.Ampère’s lawfor theclosedpathofflux, shownby thedashed

line in Figure B.1, can be written as:

�
ð
C

H � sds ¼ N1i1 þ N2i2 ðB:1Þ

H the magnetic field intensity vector [A/m]

N1 the number of turns of the primary winding

i1 the current in the primary winding [A]

N2 the number of turns of the secondary winding

i2 the current in the secondary winding [A]

Weassumed the permeability of the iron core to be infinite (mr ¼ 1).Anon-zeromagnetic field

intensity H in the iron would imply that the magnetic flux density in the iron (B ¼ m0mrH) is

infinite, which is not possible. Therefore, themagnetic field intensity in the iron equals zero and

Equation B.1 can be written as follows:

N1i1 þ N2i2 ¼ 0 ðB:2Þ

From this equation the current ratio for an ideal transformer results:

i1

i2
¼ �N2

N1

ðB:3Þ

The terminal voltages are given by the following equations:

v1 ¼ dc1

dt
¼ N1

d�

dt
ðB:4Þ

v2 ¼ dc2

dt
¼ N2

d�

dt
ðB:5Þ

v1 N1 N2 v2

i1 i2
Φ

Figure B.1 The ideal transformer.
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Therefore, the voltage ratio of the transformer can be derived as follows:

v1

v2
¼ N1

N2

ðB:6Þ

The circuit representation of the ideal transformer is shown in Figure B.2.

We now switch to the phasor domain (see also Section 1.4 (Phasors)) in order to demonstrate

the impedance transformation property of the ideal transformer. This means that an impedance

on either side of the ideal transformer can be transformed to the other side. In case of a parallel-

connected impedance, as shown in Figure B.3, the voltage–current relations of the ideal

transformer with an impedance connected at the secondary side are given by:

V1 ¼ N1

N2

V2 and I1 ¼ �N2

N1

I2 � V2

Z2

� �
ðB:7Þ

The voltage–current relations when an impedance is connected at the primary side are:

V1 ¼ N1

N2

V2 and I1 � V1

Z1
¼ �N2

N1

I2 ðB:8Þ

Those voltage-current relations are identical if and only if:

Z1 ¼ N1

N2

� �2

Z2 ðB:9Þ

The two circuits in Figure B.3 are identical when the relation between Z1 and Z2 is given by

Equation B.9.

N1: N2

V1 V2

i1 i2

Figure B.2 The circuit representation of an ideal transformer.

V1 V2

I2I1

V1 V2

I2I1N1:N2 N1:N2

Z2 Z1Z1

N1

N2
-------

2

Z2=

Figure B.3 Transformation of a parallel-connected impedance.
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Incaseofa series-connected impedance, as shown inFigureB.4, thevoltage–current relations

of the ideal transformer with an impedance connected at the secondary side are given by:

V1 ¼ N1

N2

ðV2 � Z2I2Þ and I1 ¼ �N2

N1

I2 ðB:10Þ

The voltage–current relations when an impedance is connected at the primary side are:

ðV1 � Z1I1Þ ¼ N1

N2

V2 and I1 ¼ �N2

N1

I2 ðB:11Þ

Again, those voltage–current relations are identical if and only if:

Z1 ¼ N1

N2

� �2

Z2 ðB:12Þ

The two circuits in Figure B.4 are identical when the relation between Z1 and Z2 is given by

Equation B.12.

Note that the factors that areneeded to transformaparallel ora series-connected impedance to

the other side of the ideal transformer are identical.

B.3 MAGNETICALLY COUPLED COILS

Consider again the two-winding transformer as shown in Figure B.1. In this sectionwe follow a

more general approach and describe the two-winding transformer as a pair of magnetically

coupled coils as depicted in Figure B.5. The flux linked with the primary winding due to

current i1 equals L1mi1 and the flux linked with the secondary winding due to current i2 equals

V1 V2

I1

V1 V2

I2I1N1:N2 N1:N2Z2 Z1I2

Z1

N1

N2

-------
2

Z2=

Figure B.4 Transformation of a series-connected impedance.

v1 v2

i2i1 M

L1m L2m

Figure B.5 Two magnetically coupled coils.
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L2mi2. L1m is the self-inductance of the primary winding and L2m is the self-inductance of the

secondary winding. The inductive coupling between the two windings is expressed by the

mutual inductanceM. The flux linkedwith the primarywinding due to current i2 equalsMi2 and

the flux linked with the secondary winding due to current i1 equals Mi1. We will assume here

that the coils have an ideal coupling so that the mutual inductance takes its maximum value

(i.e. the geometric mean of the self-inductances L1m and L2m):

M ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1mL2m

p ðB:13Þ

Now, the flux linked with the primary and secondary winding can be written as:

c1 ¼ L1mi1 þMi2 ðB:14Þ

c2 ¼ L2mi2 þMi1 ðB:15Þ

c1 the flux linked with the primary winding [Wb]

c2 the flux linked with the secondary winding [Wb]

L1m the self-inductance of the primary winding [H]

L2m the self-inductance of the secondary winding [H]

M the mutual inductance [H]

WhenweapplyEquationB.13,wecan represent themagnetically-coupledcoils ofFigureB.5as

a combination of an ideal transformer and a coil in parallel as is shown in Figure B.6. We can

prove that both representations of the magnetically coupled coils are equivalent by comparing

their voltage–current relations. The voltage–current relations of the circuit in Figure B.5, using

Equations B.14 and B.15, are:

v1 ¼ dc1

dt
¼ L1m

di1

dt
þM

di2

dt
ðB:16Þ

v2 ¼ dc2

dt
¼ M

di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt
ðB:17Þ

v1

i1

L v2

i2

1:
L

2m

L
1m

----------

1m

Figure B.6 Magnetically coupled coils as a combination of an ideal transformer and a coil.
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Thevoltage–current relations of the circuit in FigureB.6, using the relationM ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1mL2m

p
, are:

v1 ¼ L1m
d

dt
i1 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2m

L1m

r
i2

� �
¼ L1m

di1

dt
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

L1mL2m
p di2

dt
¼ L1m

di1

dt
þM

di2

dt
ðB:18Þ

v2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2m

L1m

r
v1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1mL2m

p di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt
¼ M

di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt
ðB:19Þ

The voltage–current relations are equal for both circuits, which proves that they are equivalent.

Division ofEquationB.16 byEquationB.17, and using again the relationM ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1mL2m

p
(i.e.

an ideal coupling), gives us the voltage ratio:

v1

v2
¼

M2

L2m

di1

dt
þM

di2

dt

M
di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt

¼ M

L2m
�
M

di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt

M
di1

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt

¼ M

L2m
¼ L1m

M
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1m

L2m

r
ðB:20Þ

The terminal voltages can also be described by:

v1 ¼ dc1

dt
¼ N1

d�

dt
ðB:21Þ

v2 ¼ dc2

dt
¼ N2

d�

dt
ðB:22Þ

N1 the number of turns of the primary winding

N2 the number of turns of the secondary winding

Therefore, the voltage ratio equals:

v1

v2
¼ N1

N2

ðB:23Þ

When we compare this with the voltage ratio that we found in Equation B.20, we can see that:

L1m : L2m : M ¼ N2
1 : N2

2 : N1N2 ðB:24Þ

Essentially, we have represented the two-winding transformer of Figure B.1 (but now with

mr 6¼ 1) as an ideal transformer with a winding ratio N1 : N2 and a winding with N1 turns

around a magnetic core that is identical to the magnetic core of the original transformer and

is magnetized by the current i1m which is called the (primary) magnetization current. This

approach is shown in Figure B.7. The equivalent circuit of the magnetically coupled coils that

we derived in Figure B.6 can now be altered to the equivalent circuit in Figure B.8.
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Equivalence with the ideal transformer

In this sub-section we will see that we need an extra assumption in order to make the ideally

magnetically coupled coils equivalent to the ideal transformer that we derived in Section B.2

(The Ideal Transformer): we have to assume that the coupled coils have infinite mutual and

self-inductances, which correspond to a situation where the coils have a common core with an

infinite permeability (which was indeed one of the assumptions in Section B.2 (The Ideal

Transformer)):

L1m ! 1; L2m ! 1;M ! 1 ðB:25Þ

When we divide Equation B.16 byM and Equation B.17 by L2m, and use Equation B.24, we get

the equations:

v1

M
¼ L1m

M

di1

dt
þ di2

dt
¼ d

dt

N1

N2

i1 þ i2

� �
ðB:26Þ

v2

L2m
¼ M

L2m

di1

dt
þ di2

dt
¼ d

dt

N1

N2

i1 þ i2

� �
ðB:27Þ

As the coupled coils have infinite mutual and self-inductances, the left-hand sides of those two

equations equal zero and we end up with the current relation that we found earlier for the ideal

v1

i1

L1m v2

i2N1:N2

Figure B.8 Magnetically coupled coils as a combination of an ideal transformer and a coil.

v1

N1

i1m

Φ

v2

i2(N2 /N1) ⋅i2 N1:N2
i1

L1m

Figure B.7 Approach of representing magnetically coupled coils as a combination of an ideal transfor-

mer and a coil.
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transformer (Equations B.2 and B.3):

N1

N2

i1 þ i2 ¼ 0 ðB:28Þ

B.4 THE NON-IDEAL TRANSFORMER

In reality, the currents flowing in the primary and the secondarywindingdonot only create aflux

in the iron core (the ideal situation) but also in the air surrounding thewindings: the leakageflux.

The leakage flux will be relatively small compared to the main flux, but needs to be taken into

accountwhenmodelinganon-ideal transformer.A transformerwith leakageflux is illustrated in

FigureB.9.�m is themainflux that links all the turnsof theprimaryand secondary coils.�1s and

�2s are the fluxes that either link the primary or secondary coil. Theflux linkedwith the primary

and secondary winding can be written as:

c1 ¼ L1si1 þ L1mi1 þMi2 ðB:29Þ

c2 ¼ L2si2 þ L2mi2 þMi1 ðB:30Þ

L1m the coefficient of the self-inductance of the primary winding that is related to the main

flux [H]

L2m the coefficient of the self-inductance of the secondary winding that is related to the

main flux [H]

L1s the coefficient of the self-inductance of the primary winding that is related to the

primary leakage flux [H]

L2s the coefficient of the self-inductance of the secondary winding that is related to the

secondary leakage flux [H]

M the mutual inductance [H]

The coefficients of the self-inductance L1m and L2m have an ideal magnetic coupling

(M ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1mL2m

p
) whereas the coefficients L1s and L2s have no magnetic coupling.

v1 Φ1σ Φ2σ v2

i1 i2

Φ1σ Φ2σ

Φm

Figure B.9 A transformer with leakage flux.
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The voltage-current relations of the non-ideal transformer are:

v1 ¼ i1R1 þ dc1

dt
¼ i1R1 þ L1s

di1

dt
þ L1m

di1

dt
þM

di2

dt
ðB:31Þ

v2 ¼ i2R2 þ dc2

dt
¼ i2R2 þ L2s

di2

dt
þ L2m

di2

dt
þM

di1

dt
ðB:32Þ

R1 the copper resistance of the primary winding [�]
R2 the copper resistance of the secondary winding [�]

When we compare these two equations with Equation B.16 and Equation B.17 and the

accompanying graphical representation in Figure B.5 and Figure B.8, we can see that the

Equations B.31 and B.32 can be depicted as in Figure B.10. The core losses, that we touched

upon in section 3.7 (Transformers), consisting of the hysteresis losses and the eddy current

losses, are still missing in this equivalent circuit. The hysteresis losses quantify the energy

dissipated in the ferromagneticmaterial due to the continuous change (50 Hz) of direction of the

Weiss particles. The eddy current losses originate from the eddy currents caused by the time-

varying magnetic flux in the electrically conductive magnetic core. The hysteresis losses and

eddy current losses can by approximation be incorporated in the equivalent circuit by putting a

resistance Rm in parallel with the main inductance L1m as shown in Figure B.11.

For system studies the transformer equivalent circuit can be simplified.The secondary circuit

elements R2 and L2s can be referred to the primary side of the ideal transformer as shown in

v1

i1

v2

i2N1:N2

L1σ L2σ R2R1

L1m

Figure B.10 Transformer equivalent circuit without core losses.

v1

i1

v2

i2N1:N2

L1σ L2σ R2R1

Rm L1m

Figure B.11 Transformer equivalent circuit.
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FigureB.12. Inpractice thevaluesof the series elementsL2sðN1=N2Þ2 andR2ðN1=N2Þ2 are small

compared to the shunt elements Rm and L1m and may therefore be interchanged. The series

resistance R ¼ R1 þ R2ðN1=N2Þ2, accounting for the copper losses, is much smaller than the

leakage reactance oLs ¼ oðL1s þ L2sðN1=N2Þ2Þ and can therefore be neglected. Both the

shunt elements Rm and oL1m are much larger than oLs and can often be left out of the circuit

model. This results in a, for short-circuit and loadflow studies, adequate and simple repre-

sentation of the transformer: the leakage reactance in combination with an ideal transformer as

shown in Figure B.13.

B.5 THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMER

In single-phase transformers, only the ratio of the voltage magnitudes (i.e. the lengths of the

voltage phasors) between the primary and secondary side can be altered and the turns ratio is a

real number: the number of windings at the primary side divided by the number of windings at

the secondary side. In three-phase transformers it is possible to arrange the windings (and

terminals) in such a way that not only the voltage magnitudes between the primary and

secondary sides are different but also the phase angles (see also Section 3.7 (Transformers)).

If we make a single-phase model of a three-phase transformer that causes a phase shift of the

voltage phasors, the model as shown in Figure B.12 can be easily adjusted by putting an extra

ideal transformer in series that takes care of the phase shift, as shown in Figure B.14. The phase

shift is established by giving this extra ideal transformer a complex turns ratio. For example, the

complex turns ratio1:1ff30�means that thevoltagephasor at thesecondary side is rotatedwith30

degrees counterclockwise with regard to the voltage phasor at the primary side (its amplitude

remains constant!).

v1

i1

v2

i2N1:N 2

L1σ

L 2σ R2R 1

Rm L1m

N 1

N 2
(  )

2 N 1

N 2
(  )

2

Figure B.12 Transformer equivalent circuit with the secondary circuit elements referred to the primary

side of the ideal transformer.

v1

i1

v2

i2N1: N2

Lσ

Figure B.13 Simplified transformer equivalent circuit.
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The three coils at the primary or the secondary side of a three-phase transformer can be

connected in wye (Y) or delta (D). The single-phase equivalent models of an ideal three-phase

transformer are shown in Table B.1 for various combinations of these winding connections.

Note that we did not mention a clock-reference in the column labelled ‘designation’. Possible

phase shifts can be dealt with by putting an extra ideal transformerwith a complex turns ratio in

series.

v1

i1 i2N1: N2

L1σ
R2R1

Rm L1m v2

1: 1 ϕ∠

L 2σ
N 1

N 2
(  )

2 N 1

N 2
(  )

2

Figure B.14 Single-phase model of a three-phase, phase-shifting transformer.

Table B.1 Single-phase equivalent models of three-phase transformers.

Designation Winding connection Single-phase equivalent

Yy

V
LN V

ln

N
1
: N

2

V
LN

V
ln

Yd
V
lnV

LN

N1:N2 3⁄

V
LN V

ln

Dy
V
ln

V
LN

N1 3⁄  : N2

V
LN

V
ln

Dd V
lnV

LN N1 ⁄  : N2 ⁄

V
LN

V
ln

3 3
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C
Synchronous Machine Model

C.1 INTRODUCTION

Theworkhorse for thegenerationof electricity is the synchronousmachine. The bulkof electric

energy isproducedby three-phase synchronousgenerators. Synchronousgeneratorswithpower

ratings of several hundred MVA are common. Under steady-state conditions they operate at a

speedfixedby thepower systemfrequency, and therefore theyare called synchronousmachines.

Like most rotating machines, synchronous machines can operate both as a motor and as a

generator. They are used asmotors in constant-speed drives.With a power-electronic frequency

changer, however, they can be turned into a variable-speed drive. As generators, several

synchronous machines usually operate in parallel in the larger power stations.

The operation of a synchronous generator is based on Faraday’s law of induction. In this

appendix we will first describe the principal of operation of the synchronous machine and

discuss some constructional aspects. For the analysis of the behavior of the synchronous

machine in the power system, a qualitative description alone is not sufficient. The central

item of this appendix is the mathematical description of the voltage–current relation of the

synchronous generator under different operating conditions.

C.2 THE PRIMITIVE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

In Chapter 1 (Section 1.3.3 (Balanced Three-phase Systems)) the rotating magnetic field was

introduced. In the three-phase coil system, the resulting magnetic field vector rotates with a

constant amplitude (see Figure 1.9).

A synchronous generator generates electricity, as we call it, by conversion of mechanical

energy into electric energy.The twobasic parts of the synchronousmachine are the rotor and the

armature or stator. The iron rotor is equipped with a DC-excited winding which acts as an

electromagnet.When the rotor rotates and the rotorwinding is excited, a rotatingmagnetic field

is present in the air-gap between the rotor and the armature. The armature has a three-phase

winding in which the time-varying EMF is generated by the rotating magnetic field. A simple

synchronousmachine is shown inFigureC.1.Themachinehas a cylindrical rotorwith twopoles

which are excitedwith aDCcurrent. In the armature thewinding consists of one single turn. The

cross-section of this machine is shown in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.1 Three-dimensional view of a simple synchronous machine.
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Figure C.2 Cross section of a simple synchronousmachine and the field lines of themagnetic flux in the

case that only the rotor current is present.
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The rotor current creates a magnetic field in the air-gap between rotor and armature. This

magnetic field can be calculated with Ampère’s law:

þ
C

H � sds ¼
ðð
S

J � ndA ðC:1Þ

H the magnetic field intensity vector [A/m]

J the current density vector [A/m2]

Ampère’s law states that the line integral of the magnetic field intensity H around a closed

path C is equal to the current traversing the surface S bounded by that path. Let us assume

that the rotor winding carrying a current If hasNf turns, then Ampères law, for the contourC in

Figure C.2, can be written as:

þ
C

H � sds ¼
ðb

a

H � sdsþ
ðc

b

H � sdsþ
ðd

c

H � sdsþ
ða

d

H � sds ¼ Nf If ðC:2Þ

Nf the number of turns of the rotor winding

If the DC current in the rotor winding [A]

When we assume the permeability of the iron in both the rotor and the armature to be infinite

(mr ¼ 1), the magnetic field intensity in the iron is zero.

The size of the air-gap is rather small compared to the diameter of the rotor. Because of the

symmetry, themagnetic fieldH for the path from a to b is equal to themagnetic field for the path

from c to d. The magnetic field vector points in the air-gap in the direction of the contour and

Equation C.2 becomes:

H � sdþ 0þH � sdþ 0 ¼ Nf If or 2Hd ¼ Nf If ðC:3Þ
d the size of the air-gap [m]

The sign ofH and B in the air-gap is usually taken as positive when the direction of the related

vector points from rotor to armature, or, in other words, when the associated field lines or flux

lines are drawn from the center of themachine outwards. Therefore, themagnetic field intensity

H and the magnetic flux density B are written as function of the rotor angle ar:

B ¼ m0H ¼ m0
Nf If

2d
for 0 < ar <

p
2

and
3

2
p < ar < 2p

B ¼ m0H ¼ �m0
Nf If

2d
for

p
2
< ar <

3

2
p

ðC:4Þ

ar the position in the air-gap with the rotor winding axis as a reference [rad] (see

Figure C.2)

Themagnetic fluxdensityB as functionof the rotor anglear is depicted inFigureC.3.Almost all

of the rotor flux crosses the air-gap and links with the stator winding. There is, however, also a
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small leakage flux,which does not cross the air-gap. Themagnetic flux surrounding the end part

of the turns,where thewinding comes outside the stator iron, is for instance a part of this leakage

flux.

Theflux linkagechangeswith timebecause the rotorflux in theair-gap rotates and in the stator

winding anEMF is generated (Faraday’s lawof induction)which appears at the stator terminals,

when the winding is left open, as the so-called open-circuit voltage. For the calculation of the

flux linkagewith the statorwe choose a surface S, with the shape of a half cylinder, in the air-gap

between rotor andstator.The surfaceS is schematicallydepicted inFigureC.4.Thefluxcrossing

the surface S is:

� ¼
ðð
S

B � ndA ¼
ðp=2

�p=2

Blrdas ðC:5Þ

� the flux crossing the surface S [Wb]

B the magnetic flux density vector [Wb/m2]

l the actual length of the machine [m]

r the radius of the rotor [m]

as the position in the air-gap with the stator winding axis as a reference [rad] (see

Figure C.2)

The integral equals the shaded area in Figure C.3 (aftermultiplicationwith lr) and themagnetic

flux is proportionalwith the position of the rotor angle (see FigureC.5). The relation betweenas
and ar is given by (see Figure C.2):

as ¼ ar þ y ðC:6Þ

α r

0 θ π 2π

π-π 0

α
s

stator winding

2δ
-------------B

r
αr

B
s

αs)(

)(
µ0Nf lf

Figure C.3 The distribution of the magnetic flux density in the air-gap for the simple synchronous

machine of Figure C.2.
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Thus the integral of EquationC.5 ismaximum for y ¼ 0 (i.e. as ¼ ar ) andminimum for y ¼ p.
The induced voltage in a single turn equals:

E ¼ d�

dt
ðC:7Þ

In caseof a constant rotor speed (y ¼ omt), avoltage as shown inFigureC.6 results.The induced

voltage in the statorwindinghasa rectangular shape; the sameshapeas themagneticfluxdensity

B in the air-gap. The voltage induced in the stator winding can also be calculated in a different

way, in order to show that the relationship between BrðarÞ and EðtÞ at a constant rotor speed is
also valid for different shapes of BrðarÞ. When the rotor turns in the direction that has been

referenced as the positive direction in Figure C.2, the rectangular-shaped distribution of the

magnetic flux density in the air-gap, as depicted in Figure C.3, moves to the right and dy=dt is
positive.As a result, the shaded area of the part below thex-axis increases and the shaded area of

the part above thex-axis gets smaller. The change influxper unit of time canbe expressed for the

left-hand side of the considered area as:

d�

dt

����
left

¼ lrBs � p
2

� � dy
dt

ðC:8Þ

θπ–π 0

πlr
µ0Nf If

2δ
-------------

Φ

Figure C.5 Flux linkage with a single stator turn.
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Figure C.4 The surface S as used to calculate the flux linkage with the stator winding.
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The change in flux per unit of time for the right-hand side of the considered area is:

d�

dt

����
right

¼ �lrBs p
2

� � dy
dt

ðC:9Þ

With om ¼ dy=dt, the voltage induced in the stator winding can be written as:

E ¼ d�

dt
¼ omlr Bs � p

2

� �
� Bs p

2

� �� �
ðC:10Þ

This shows us that the voltage induced in the stator winding depends only on the actual flux

densityB at the positionwhere the turns of the stator winding are laying. This is in general valid

when the flux-density distribution, seen from the rotor, is constant in time.

When we substitute the rotational speed at the rotor surface (v ¼ omr) in Equation C.10, we

recognize the expression:

E ¼ Blv ðC:11Þ

This is in fact thevoltageacross abar of length l thatmoveswith a speedv in amagneticfieldwith

magnetic flux density B.

Whenwewant to find the expression for the voltage at the terminals of the stator winding, we

can make use of the symmetry that is often so nicely present in electrical machines:

BsðasÞ ¼ �Bsðas � pÞ or BrðarÞ ¼ �Brðar � pÞ ðC:12Þ

and Equation C.10 can be written as:

E ¼ 2omlrB
s � p

2

� �
ðC:13Þ

The voltage at the terminals of the stator winding is themultiplication of the voltage of one turn

with the number of turns:

Es ¼ 2omlrNsB
s � p

2

� �
ðC:14Þ

Ns the number of turns of the stator winding

ωmtπ–π 0

2ωmlr
µ0NfIf

2δ
-------------E

Figure C.6 The induced voltage in a single stator turn.
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Thisequationshows that, at aconstant angular rotor speedandforconstantmagneticfluxdensity

(as seen from the rotor), the voltage induced in the stator winding is proportional with the

magnetic flux density at position as ¼ �p=2. The induced voltage as a function of time has

therefore the same shape as the magnetic flux density B as a function of ar.

C.3 THE SINGLE-PHASE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

In the previous section, we considered a synchronousmachine generating a rectangular-shaped

stator voltage insteadof thedesired sinusoidal-shapedvoltage. In this sectionwewill discuss the

wayhowthiscanbeachieved.Wesawthat, undernormal circumstances, thevoltage induced ina

stator winding has the shape of the distribution of the magnetic flux density B in the air gap, as

seen from the rotor reference system. This means that we can acquire a sinusoidal-shaped

voltage by creating a sinusoidal magnetic flux density in the air gap. This can for instance be

done by changing the air-gap size as a function of ar or by redistributing the rotor winding at
the rotor surfacewith a ‘sinusoidal density’. Anotherway is to distribute the statorwindingwith

a ‘sinusoidal density’, as is shown in Figure C.7.

In the left part of Figure C.7, the cross-section of a machine is shown. The stator winding is

not concentrated at one spot, but is distributed. The rotor winding is connected with a current

source supplying a constant rotor current If . There is no current flowing in the stator winding.

The voltage at the terminals of the stator winding is the sum of the winding voltages E1, E2 and

E3. We can already recognize a rudimentary sine wave shape.

In practice a combination of techniques is used to acquire a sine wave-shaped voltage, but

in this appendix we restrict ourselves to the sinusoidal stator winding distribution of which

an example is shown in Figure C.8. We can see from this figure that the lay out of the

armature winding along the stator surface is only a rough approximation of the sine wave

shape. For our description of the machine however, we assume an ideal sinusoidal winding

ωmt

ωmt

ωmt

ωmt

0 π
2π

0
π

2π

0
π

2π

0 π
2π

E1

E2

E3

E

1
2

3

3′
2′

1′
Nf

If

θ

Figure C.7 A distributed stator winding and the induced voltages.
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distribution (the letter ‘a’ in the subscript refers to phase a, as later on also phase b and c are

introduced):

ZsaðasÞ ¼ Ẑs sinðasÞ ðC:15Þ

Zsa the stator winding distribution [1/m]

The relation between the total number of turns of the stator winding and the amplitude of the

winding distribution is:

Ns ¼
ðp

0

ZsaðasÞrdas ¼
ðp

0

Ẑs sinðasÞrdas ¼ 2rẐs ðC:16Þ

Ns the number of turns of the stator winding

r the radius of the inner diameter of the stator [m]

Therefore, the stator winding distribution can be written as:

ZsaðasÞ ¼ Ns

2r
sinðasÞ ðC:17Þ

The open-circuit voltage of the stator is the voltage that appears at the terminals of the stator

windingwhen there isno-loadconnected; themachine suppliesnocurrent. For thecalculationof

the open-circuit voltagewe need to know the flux that is linkedwith the stator winding. The flux

αs
Nf

Figure C.8 A sinusoidal distribution of the stator winding.
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distribution in the air gap BsðasÞ is a periodic function that repeats itself every 2p and can be

expressed as a Fourier series:

BsðasÞ ¼
X1
n¼1

B̂n cosðnas � jnÞ ðC:18Þ

Both B̂n and jn in this equation can be time-dependent. We assume that the stator winding is

distributed over the stator surface as depicted inFigureC.8. For the calculationof the flux linked

with the stator turns, we choose a surface S, with the shape of a half cylinder as shown in

FigureC.4. InFigureC.8 this surface isdisplayed inbold.An infinitely small amountofflux, that

crosses the air gap from the rotor to the stator at angle as, can be written as:

d�ðasÞ ¼ BsðasÞlrdas ðC:19Þ

With the expression for the sinusoidal stator winding distribution (Equation C.17), the number

of turns that are linked with this flux equals:

ðp

as

ZsaðasÞrdas ¼ Ns

2r

ðp

as

sinðasÞrdas ¼ Ns

2
ð1þ cosðasÞÞ ðC:20Þ

To find the flux linked with the stator winding, we examine for each part of the air-gap flux how

much of it is linked with the stator turns:

csa ¼
ð2p

0

Ns

2
ð1þ cosðasÞÞBsðasÞlrdas

¼ Ns

2
lr

ð2p

0

BsðasÞdas þ Ns

2
lr

ð2p

0

cosðasÞBsðasÞdas

ðC:21Þ

Substitution of Equation C.18 makes the first term of Equation C.21 equal to zero and

Equation C.21 reduces to:

csa ¼
Ns

2
lr
X1
n¼1

ð2p

0

cosðasÞB̂n cosðnas � jnÞdas

¼ Ns

4
lr
X1
n¼1

ð2p

0

B̂n½cosððnþ 1Þas � jnÞ þ cosððn� 1Þas � jnÞ�das

ðC:22Þ

For n 6¼ 1 this expression is zero, so the only meaningful solution is for n ¼ 1:

csa ¼
Ns

4
lr

ð2p

0

B̂1 cosð�j1Þdas ¼
p
2
� B̂1Nslr cosðj1Þ ðC:23Þ
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This is an interesting result because it shows us that for a sinusoidally distributed statorwinding

the flux linked with this winding is determined by the first harmonic of the flux density

distribution BsðasÞ. The stator winding filters, so to speak, the first harmonic out of the flux

distribution of the rotor field which is rectangular-shaped in our case. For the first harmonic of

the rectangular-shaped rotor flux, induced by the rotor current If in the rotor winding we can

write, by applying Fourier analysis:

B̂1 ¼ 4

p
� m0Nf If

2d
when isa ¼ 0 ðC:24Þ

The maximum of the amplitude of the first harmonic is at as ¼ y ðar ¼ 0Þ and that means that

j1 ¼ y (see Figure C.3).
After substitution of Equation C.24 in Equation C.23, we can write for the total flux linked

with stator winding a:

csa ¼
m0Nf If

d
Nslr cosðyÞ when isa ¼ 0 ðC:25Þ

We have now found the mutual inductance between the stator and the rotor. The maximum

mutual inductance is:

M̂sf ¼ NsNfm0
lr

d
ðC:26Þ

For now we are interested in the steady-state conditions. The rotor field rotates with a constant

angular velocity. The stator winding has a self-inductance Ls. The inductive coupling between

the rotor field and the stator winding is expressed by the mutual inductance. This mutual

inductance varies with the rotor position:

Msaf ¼ M̂sf cosðyÞ ¼ NsNfm0
lr

d
cosðyÞ ðC:27Þ

Msaf the mutual inductance between the rotor and stator winding [H]

the subscript ‘a’ refers to phase ‘a’

M̂sf the maximum value of the mutual inductance [H]

Ns the number of turns of the stator winding

Nf the number of turns of the rotor winding

l the rotor length [m]

r the rotor radius [m]

d the air-gap width [m]

The rotor flux linked with the stator winding equals:

csa ¼ Msaf If ¼ M̂sf cosðyÞIf ðC:28Þ

The mutual inductance Msaf varies sinusoidally with the rotor position angle y. At constant
angular rotor speed y increases linear with time and the flux csa varies sinusoidally with time.

This results in a sine wave-shaped stator voltage and that is what we want.
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So far we have assumed that the machine supplies no current and isa ¼ 0.When the machine

supplies a load, the voltage at the stator terminals will differ from the no-load voltage. The

general voltage equation for the stator winding is:

vsa ¼ Rsisa þ dcsa

dt
ðC:29Þ

vsa the stator winding voltage [V]

Rs the resistance of the stator winding [�]
isa the stator winding current [A]

and for the rotor winding:

vf ¼ Rf If þ
dcf

dt
ðC:30Þ

vf the rotor winding voltage [V]

Rf the resistance of the rotor winding [�]
If the DC rotor winding current [A]

The flux linked with the stator winding is:

csa ¼ Lsaisa þMsaf If ðC:31Þ

Lsa the self-inductance of the stator winding [H]

The flux linked with the rotor winding is:

cf ¼ Msaf isa þ Lf If ðC:32Þ

Lf the self-inductance of the rotor winding [H]

We can see from Figure C.8 that the shape of the magnetic circuit is independent of the rotor

position and thereforeLsa andLf are independent of the rotor angley (in contrastwith themutual

inductance between the rotor and stator windingMsaf ).

The last four equations (C.29–C.32) can be used to draw an equivalent circuit for the single-

phase synchronous machine, as shown in Figure C.9 (see also Appendix B.3 (Magnetically

coupled Coils)).

The rotor position angle can be written as:

y ¼ omt þ y0 ðC:33Þ

y0 the rotor position angle at t ¼ 0 s [rad].
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When we substitute Equation C.31 in Equation C.29 and assume a constant rotor speed, the

voltage equation for the stator winding becomes:

vsa ¼ Rsisa þ Lsa
disa

dt
þ M̂sf If

d cosðomt þ y0Þ
dt

¼ Rsisa þ Lsa
disa

dt
þ omM̂sf If cos omt þ y0 þ p

2

� � ðC:34Þ

This equation can be simplified by choosing y0 ¼ �p=2 rad. Furthermore, we can use the stator

radial frequencyos instead of themechanical rotor angle speedom. Thevoltage equation for the

stator winding can then be written as (for a machine with two poles (p ¼ 1)):

vsa ¼ Rsisa þ Lsa
disa

dt
þ osM̂sf If cosðostÞ ðC:35Þ

The lumped-element equivalent circuit for the single-phase synchronousmachine is depicted in

Figure C.10.

C.4 THE THREE-PHASE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

In Section 1.3.3 (Balanced Three-phase Systems) we discussed the advantages of three-phase

systems over single-phase systems. In three-phase systems the electricity is supplied by

vf

If Rf Rs isa
sf cos(θ)

vsaLsaLf

M̂

Figure C.9 The single-phase synchronous machine represented as two magnetically coupled coils.

Rs isa

vsa

Lsa

ωsMsfIfcos(ωst)

+

-

ˆ

Figure C.10 The lumped-element equivalent circuit for the single-phase synchronous machine.
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three-phase synchronousmachines.A three-phase synchronousmachinehas three sinusoidally-

distributed stator windings that are displaced by 120 electrical degrees along the stator surface;

the stator windings are represented schematically as lumped inductances in Figure C.11. The

three phases are indicated by the subscripts a, b and c.

When the synchronous machine supplies a three-phase symmetrical load (generator) or

when the machine is supplied by a three-phase symmetrical source (motor), the three

sinusoidal phase currents are displaced by 120 electrical degrees in time:

isa ¼ îs cosðost � jÞ

isb ¼ îs cos ost � j� 2p
3

� �

isc ¼ îs cos ost � j� 4p
3

� �
ðC:36Þ

The current amplitude îs and the phase anglej depend on the actual operating conditions of the

machine. To be able to describe themachines electrical behavior, we need to find an expression

for theflux linkedwith the statorwindings.Firstweconsider the air-gapfluxdensity as a result of

the stator currents.After thatwedetermine theflux linkedwith each statorwinding anduse them

to derive the voltage equations.

θ
ψa

isa

vsa

ψf

If
Vf

ψa

isc
vsc

ψb

isb

vsb

Figure C.11 Cross-section of a three-phase synchronous machine.
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To determine the magnetic flux density in the air gap we make use of Figure C.12. We apply

Ampère’s law on path C in Figure C.12:

þ
C

H � sds ¼
ðð
S

J � ndA ðC:37Þ

By using the expression for the stator winding distribution (Equation C.17) we can write:

þ
C

H � sds ¼ isa

ðas�p

as

ZsaðasÞrdas ¼ isa

ðas�p

as

Ns

2r
sinðasÞ

� �
rdas ¼ isaNs cosðasÞ ðC:38Þ

When we assume the permeability of the iron in both the rotor and the stator to be infinite

(mr ¼ 1), the magnetic field intensity H in the iron is zero. The size of the air-gap is much

smaller than the radius of the rotor (d � r), and that implicates that the change in the magnetic

field intensity H along the integration path C in the air gap can be neglected. Because of the

symmetry the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity H is equal at the two spots where the

integration contour C crosses the air gap, and we can write:

2Hd ¼ isaNs cosðasÞ ðC:39Þ

And for the magnetic flux density along the integration path C in the air gap we find the

expression:

Bs
saðasÞ ¼ m0H ¼ m0Ns

2d
isa cosðasÞ ðC:40Þ

C

αs

Figure C.12 Cross-section of a single-phase machine to calculate the flux density due to the stator

current.
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This equationgivesus thecontributionof the statorwindingofphase a to theair-gapfluxdensity.

When we take the geometrical displacement of the stator windings b and c into account, the

contribution of each stator winding to the air-gap flux is:

Bs
saðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
isa cosðasÞ

Bs
sbðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
isb cos as � 2

3
p

� �

Bs
scðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
isc cos as � 4

3
p

� � ðC:41Þ

When we substitute the stator currents according to Equation C.36, we get:

Bs
sðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� îs
2
� ½cosðost � jþ asÞ þ cosðost � j� asÞ

þ cos ost � j� 2

3
p

� �
þ as � 2

3
p

� �� �
þ cos ost � j� 2

3
p

� �
� as � 2

3
p

� �� �

þ cos ost � j� 4

3
p

� �
þ as � 4

3
p

� �� �
þ cos ost � j� 4

3
p

� �
� as � 4

3
p

� �� �

¼ m0Ns

2d
� îs � 3

2
� cosðost � j� asÞ

ðC:42Þ

Wediscovered earlier thatwe only have to take the first harmonic of the flux density distribution

into account to find the flux which is linked with the stator windings (Equation C.18):

Bs
1ðasÞ ¼ B̂1 cosðas � j1Þ ðC:43Þ

And we found out that the flux linked with stator winding a is then given by Equation C.23:

csma ¼
p
2
� B̂1Nslr cosðj1Þ ðC:44Þ

The subscript m indicates themain field or air-gap field. This is not the total flux linkedwith the

stator winding as the leakage flux has not yet been taken into account. When we compare this

equationwith Equation C.42, we can seewhat to fill in for B̂1 andj1. Themain flux linked with

stator winding a, due to the stator currents, is:

csma; s ¼
p
2
� Nslr � m0Ns

2d
� îs � 3

2
� cosðost � jÞ ðC:45Þ

In a three-phase configurationcsmb lagscsmawith2p=3, andcsmc lagscsmbwith2p=3. It suffices
to consider only one phase: we continue with phase a.
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We can define the inductance coefficient Lsm as:

Lsm ¼ p
2
� Nslr � m0Ns

2d
� 3
2

ðC:46Þ

Lsm gives the relationbetween the three-phase currents (the total rotating statorfield) and theflux

linked with one stator winding; this means that Lsm is not a coefficient of self-inductance. With

Equation C.46 we can write Equation C.45 as:

csma; s ¼ Lsmîs cosðost � jÞ ðC:47Þ
We now add the contribution of the rotor current to this flux (Equation C.28), and use

y ¼ ost þ y0 as parameter for the rotor angle position:

csma ¼ csma; s þ csma; f ¼ Lsmîs cosðost � jÞ þ M̂sf If cosðost þ y0Þ ðC:48Þ

For the voltage induced in stator winding a, by the main air-gap field, we can write:

vsma ¼ dcsma

dt
ðC:49Þ

Because the electrical quantities represent a symmetrical three-phase system of sinusoidal

quantities,with angular frequencyos , it is sufficient to examineonly onephase (phase a) andwe

can fruitfully use the phasor notation for the voltages and currents in the steady state (see also

Section 1.4 (Phasors)). For the current in stator winding a, for instance, we can write:

isa ¼ îs cosðost � jÞ ¼ îsReðejðost�jÞÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
ReðIsejðostÞÞ ðC:50Þ

Is the stator current phasor Is ¼ ð̂is=ð
ffiffiffi
2

p ÞÞe�jj ¼ jIsjff�j

The stator flux due to the rotor excitation current can be written as:

csma; f ¼ M̂sf If cosðost þ y0Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
Reð�sf e

jðostÞÞ ðC:51Þ

csf the stator flux phasor �sf ¼ ðM̂sf If =ð
ffiffiffi
2

p ÞÞejy0 ¼ j�sf jffy0

Thephasors thatwe introduced inEquationsC.50andC.51arenowused towriteEquationsC.48

and C.49 as:

Vsm ¼ jos�sm

�sm ¼ LsmIs þ�sf

ðC:52Þ

The voltage induced by the stator flux, due to the rotor excitation current, is referred to as the

internal EMF of the machine:

E ¼ jos�sf ðC:53Þ
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Therefore, Equation C.52 can be written as:

Vsm ¼ josLsmIs þ E ðC:54Þ

Sofarwedidnot take the leakageflux intoaccount in the totalflux linkedwith the statorwinding.

This contribution can be substituted in Equation C.54 by adding an extra inductance term

Ls ¼ Lsm þ Lss:

Vs ¼ josLsI þ E ¼ jXsI þ E ðC:55Þ

The single-phase model of a three-phase synchronous machine, in which the resistance of the

stator winding is neglected, is shown in Figure C.13.

C.5 SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR IN THE POWER SYSTEM

Thegenerators in the power systemare connected to the loads and to eachother through thegrid.

Each individual generator experiences the power system to be an ideal voltage source (i.e. a

constant amplitude and a constant frequency). We say that the generator is connected to an

infinite bus. The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator connected to the power system

with a constant system voltage V is shown in Figure C.14. We choose for the indication of the

positive direction of the current for the generator convention, so that positive current is injected

IsXs

E Vs

+

–

Figure C.13 Single-phase model of a three-phase synchronous machine.

IX

VE

E

V

jXI

I

δS

+

–

+

–

Figure C.14 The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus with the

corresponding phasor diagram; the resistance of the stator winding is neglected.
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into the infinite bus. Therefore Equation C.55 alters and, when we leave out the subscript s, can

be written as:

E ¼ joLI þ V ¼ jXI þ V ðC:56Þ

I the current phasor: I ¼ jIjff�j A

E the machine internal EMF phasor: E ¼ jEjffd V

V the system voltage phasor: V ¼ jV jff0 V

X the machine reactance [�]

The expression for the current is:

I ¼ E � V

jX
ðC:57Þ

The three-phase complex power supplied to the power system equals:

S ¼ 3VI� ¼ 3V
E � V

jX

� ��
¼ 3VE� � 3VV�

�jX
¼ 3j

jVkEjffð�dÞ
X

� 3j
jV j2
X

¼ 3j
jVkEj
X

ðcosðdÞ � j sinðdÞÞ � 3j
jV j2
X

¼ Pþ jQ

ðC:58Þ

The real part of the complex power S is the active power:

P ¼ ReðSÞ ¼ 3
jVkEj
X

sinðdÞ ðC:59Þ

The imaginary part of the complex power S is the reactive power:

Q ¼ ImðSÞ ¼ 3
jVkEj
X

cosðdÞ � 3
jVj2
X

ðC:60Þ

When the excitation current If is kept constant, the synchronous internal EMF E remains

constant. When the power angle equals d ¼ 0, we have a no-load situation, the supplied/

consumed active power equals zero. There is no exchange of active power between the

synchronous machine and the system. When we increase the mechanical power supplied to

the machine, a short-time transient occurs before a new steady-state is established. Initially the

rotor of the generator slightly accelerates. As the generator is forced to rotate with the same

frequencyas theothergenerators in the system, the rotor decelerates to this frequency.The result

is a new steady-state with a slightly increased (and positive) d-value. When d is positive, the

internal EMF leads the system voltage and the active power supplied by the machine to the

system is positive; the machine acts as a generator.

Whenwe start again in theno-load situation, i.e. thepower angled ¼ 0, andwe slowdown the

rotor by increasing the mechanical load connected to the shaft, the internal EMF will lag the
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system voltage. In this case the power angle d is negative; the machine consumes active power

from the system and acts as a motor.

In the no-load situation of the synchronous machine (d ¼ 0), the exchange of active power is

zero, but themachinecanexchange reactivepower.FromEquationC.60wesee that themachine

consumes reactive power (Q < 0 )when jEj < jVj; we call themachine to be underexcited (see

Figure C.15 (a)). When the machine is overexcited jEj > jV j, Q > 0, the machine supplies

reactive power (see Figure C.15 (b)).

The exchange of active power between a synchronous machine and the power system is

controlled by the torque on the axis. The exchange of reactive power is managed by the

excitation.

EV

jXI

I

VE

jXI

I

(b)(a)

Figure C.15 The phasor diagram of an underexcited (a) and an overexcited (b) synchronous machine.
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D
Induction Machine Model

D.1 INTRODUCTION

In Appendix C (Synchronous Machine Model) the operation of the synchronous machine is

described and the mathematical description of the voltage–current relation of the synchro-

nous generator under different operating conditions is derived. The rotor of the synchronous

machine rotates with the same angular speed (synchronous) as the rotating field in the air-

gap between the rotor and the stator. This means that there is a direct relation between the

frequency of the three-phase voltage supply, to which the machine is connected, and the

angular speed of the rotor. When the machine is connected to the grid, it can develop a mean

non-zero torque at one speed only. This indicates that when the rotor is at stand still, no

mean electromagnetic torque is active and therefore the machine can not speed up. For these

reasons the synchronous machine is mainly used as a generator and seldom directly as a

motor. To be able to use the synchronous machine conveniently as a motor, we are generally

obliged to apply a power-electronic converter to create a three-phase source with variable

frequency.

The inductionmachine is an alternating currentmachine that is verywell suited tobeusedas a

motorwhen it is directly supplied from the grid. The stator of the inductionmachine has a three-

phasewinding; the rotor is equippedwith a short-circuited rotor winding.When the rotor speed

isdifferent fromthe speedof the rotatingmagneticfieldgeneratedby the statorwindings,wecall

the rotor speed asynchronous (in German-based literature, induction motors are referred to as

asynchronous motors). In that case the short-circuited rotor windings are exposed to a varying

magnetic field that induces an EMF and currents in the short-circuited rotor windings. The

induced rotor currents and the rotating stator field result in an electromagnetic torque that

attempts to pull the rotor in the direction of the rotating stator field. For the construction of

inductionmachines it is common practice tomanufacture the short-circuited rotor winding as a

robust moulded cage (the so-called squirrel cage).

In the next section we will analyze the basic principles of the induction machine. The

influence of the induced rotor currents on the rotating stator field is neglected in favor of

illustrating the basic principles, but is taken into account in Section D.3 (TheMagnetic Field in

the Air-gap) when the air-gap field is treated.
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D.2 THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF THE INDUCTION MACHINE

In Figure D.1, both the cross-section of a simple induction machinewith a single rotor winding

and the field lines of the magnetic flux at time t ¼ 0 are shown.

The rotor winding is assumed to be concentrated at one spot rd (rotor direct axis). The stator

has three sinusoidally distributed stator windings, represented schematically as lumped

inductances. To define a tangential position in the air-gap we make use of two coordinate

systems: either the coordinate system of the stator with the angle as, or the rotor coordinate
system with the coordinate ar. The axis of stator winding a is used as reference for the stator

coordinatesand theaxisof the rotorwinding rd is the referenceaxis for the rotorcoordinates.The

rotorposition isdefinedwith the samereferenceas the stator coordinatesbymeansof theangley,
so that as ¼ ar þ y.
As said, the stator windings are laid out in a sinewave shape so that, if the stator windings are

connected to a symmetrical three-phase power source which supplies sine wave-shaped

currents, a rotating magnetic field appears in the air-gap between stator and rotor, as will be

proven. We can write for the currents in the three stator windings:

isa ¼ îs cosðostÞ

isb ¼ îs cos ost � 2p
3

� �

isc ¼ îs cos ost � 4p
3

� �
ðD:1Þ

Nr

αr

θ

αs

isa

isb

isc

rd2

rd1

)b()a(

Figure D.1 Cross-sectionof a simple inductionmachinewithasingleconcentrated rotorwinding (a) and

the field lines of the magnetic flux at time t ¼ 0 (b).
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If the geometrical position of the stator windings is taken into account the contribution of each

stator winding to the air-gap flux density can be written as:

Bs
saðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� isa cosðasÞ

Bs
sbðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� isb cos as � 2p

3

� �

Bs
scðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� isc cos as � 4p

3

� �
ðD:2Þ

Ns the number of turns of the stator windings

d the size of the air gap between stator and rotor [m]

After substitution of the stator currents (Equation D.1) this results in:

Bs
saðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� îs � 1

2
fcosðost þ asÞ þ cosðost � asÞg

Bs
sbðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� îs � 1

2
cos ost þ as � 4p

3

� �
þ cosðost � asÞ

� �

Bs
scðasÞ ¼

m0Ns

2d
� îs � 1

2
cos ost þ as � 2p

3

� �
þ cosðost � asÞ

� �
ðD:3Þ

The resulting magnetic flux density equals:

Bs
sðasÞ ¼ Bs

saðasÞ þ Bs
sbðasÞ þ Bs

scðasÞ ¼
m0Ns

2d
� îs � 3

2
� cosðost � asÞ

¼ B̂s1 cosðost � asÞ
ðD:4Þ

The superscript s in these formulas indicates that the stator coordinates are used. In Figure D.1

(b) the flux distribution in the induction machine at t ¼ 0 is shown (for iron in stator and

rotor with mr ¼ 1). If os is positive, the magnetic field rotates counterclockwise at angular

speed os.

Because we will analyze the behavior of the machine mainly from the rotor position, it

is useful to have an expression for the flux density (Equation D.4) in the rotor coordinate

system. From Figure D.1 (a) we see that we have to replace angle as by an angle ar such
that as ¼ ar þ y:

Br
sðarÞ ¼ B̂s1 cosðost � y� arÞ ðD:5Þ

The superscript r indicates that the rotor coordinates are used.

A single rotor winding

Before we calculate the rotor current we have to determine the flux linkage between the

rotor winding and the stator field. Therefore we choose a surface S with the shape of a half
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cylinder, in the air-gap in between the rotor and the stator (we used this approach inAppendixC

(SynchronousMachineModel) aswell, see FigureC.4). For the flux through a single turn of the

rotor winding we can write (along with Equation D.5):

�rd;s ¼
ðð
S

B � ndA ¼
ðp=2

�p=2

Br
sðarÞlrdar ¼ B̂s1lr

ðp=2

�p=2

cosðost � y� arÞdar

¼ 2B̂s1lr cosðost � yÞ

ðD:6Þ

l the actual length of the machine (m)
r the radius of the rotor (m)

The flux linkage equals:

crd; s ¼ Nr�rd; s ¼ Nr2B̂s1lr cosðost � yÞ
¼ ĉrd; s cosðost � yÞ

ðD:7Þ

Nr the number of turns of the rotor winding

ĉrd;s the maximum value of the flux linked with the rotor winding due to the stator currents

For this moment we assume the rotor to be at stand still, so y is time-independent. The

short-circuited rotor winding is provisionally supposed to have a rather high ohmic resistance

Rrd. As a result, the current flowing through the rotorwinding is so small that the contribution of

this current to the magnetic field in the air-gap can be neglected. This is, of course, not

completely realistic, but for a first analysis it is very useful. Later on in this appendix we take

into account the contribution of the rotor current to the flux.

Using this simplification, we can write for the flux linked with the rotor winding:

crd ¼ crd;s ¼ ĉrd;s cosðost � yÞ ðy is constantÞ ðD:8Þ
The voltage equation for the rotor winding equals:

0 ¼ Rrdird þ dcrd

dt
¼ Rrdird � ĉrd; sos sinðost � yÞ ðy is constantÞ ðD:9Þ

Therefore, the current through the rotor winding equals:

ird ¼
ĉrd; sos

Rrd

sinðost � yÞ ðy is constantÞ ðD:10Þ

For thecalculationof the electromagnetic torquewemakeuseof the fact that the rotorwinding is

positioned in the air-gap, so we can calculate the mechanical forces on the conductors with

F ¼ Bil.We pass over the fact that the rotor winding is embedded in a slot in the rotor iron. The

electromagnetic torque is the sum of the force on the rotor winding part rd1 and the force on the

rotor winding part rd2 (see Figure D.1 (a)):

Te;rd ¼ Mrd1 þMrd2 ¼ NrrlirdB
r
s

p
2

� �
� NrrlirdB

r
s � p

2

� �
ðD:11Þ
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Because of symmetryBr
sð�p=2Þ ¼ �Br

sðp=2Þ, see alsoEquationD.5, so that EquationD.11 can
be written as:

Te;rd ¼ 2NrrlirdB
r
s

p
2

� �
ðD:12Þ

Substitution of the expression for Br
sðarÞ (Equation D.5) and the expression for ird (Equation

D.10) and making use of the expression for crd;s (Equation D.7) gives us:

Te;rd ¼ 2Nrrl
ĉrd;sos

Rrd

sinðost � yÞB̂s1 cos ost � y� p
2

� �

¼ ĉ2
rd;sos

Rrd

1

2
� 1

2
cosð2ost � 2yÞ

� �
ðy is constantÞ

ðD:13Þ

The derived equations are, as a function of time, depicted in Figure D.2. As we can see in

Figure D.2, the torque on the rotor has a positive average value: the torque tries to speed up the

rotor in the same direction as the rotating stator field. The torque, however, also contains an

alternating component with an angular frequency of 2os. This alternating component can be

avoided by applying morewindings, such as is the case for a squirrel-cage rotor. To understand

this we will now calculate the electromagnetic torque for an induction machine with two rotor

windings.

rd

ird

Bs
r

2
----

Te rd,

ψ

π
θ

π

π

π

π

2π

2π

2π

2π

ωst

ωst

ωst

ωst

Figure D.2 The derived equations for the primitive induction machine with a single concentrated rotor

winding, as a function of time.
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Two rotor windings

Anadditionalwindingwill contribute to theelectromagnetic torque ina similarwayas the single

winding.Becausewewant to smooth the rippleof the torque,wewant thealternatingcomponent

of the second winding to be out-of-phase with the alternating component of the first winding.

Thismeans that the argument of the cosine-function in Equation D.13 should be 2ost � 2y� p
instead of 2ost � 2y. This can be achieved by positioning the second winding perpendicular

(index: rq – rotor quadrature axis) to the first winding (index: rd – rotor direct axis). The axis of

the second winding is therefore at ar ¼ p=2. The two rotor windings are depicted in the cross
section of the primitive inductionmachine as shown inFigureD.3. Ifwe denote the contribution

of the secondwinding to the electromagnetic torque as Te;rq, we findwith Equation D.13 for the

resulting torque:

Te ¼ Te;rd þ Te;rq ¼
ĉ
2

rd; sos

Rrd

ðy is constantÞ ðD:14Þ

This is a constant torque, with a positive value: the torque tries to accelerate the rotor.

Rotating rotor

Until nowwe assumed that the rotor remained at stand still (y is constant).Wewill nowexamine

what occurs if the rotor rotates with a constant angular frequencyom. The angle position can be

expressed as:

y ¼ omt þ y0 ðD:15Þ

α r

θ

αs

isa

isb

i
sc

rd2

rd1

Nr rq2

rq1
Nr

Figure D.3 The cross-section of the primitive induction machine with two rotor windings.
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Now, the stator field expressed in the rotor coordinate system (Equation D.5) can bewritten as:

Br
sðarÞ ¼ B̂s1 cosðost � omt � y0 � arÞ ðD:16Þ

The stator field rotateswith an angular velocityos � omwith respect to the rotor. This ‘lagging’

of the rotor with respect to the rotating stator field is called slip; the angular velocityos � om is

addressed as the slip angular velocity:

oslip ¼ os � om ðD:17Þ

The stator field will induce currents in the rotor with an angular frequency oslip ¼ os � om.

The equation for the flux linkedwith the rotor winding rd (EquationD.7) can still be applied.

With y ¼ omt þ y0 and oslip ¼ os � om this equation becomes:

crd;s ¼ ĉrd;s cosðost � yÞ ¼ ĉrd;s cosðost � omt � y0Þ ¼ ĉrd;s cosðoslipt � y0Þ ðD:18Þ

Whenwe compare this equationwith Equation D.7, we see that we can still apply the equations

for the situation that the rotor was at stand still if we realize that the rotor now experiences a

rotating field with an angular velocity oslip instead of os! Furthermore, ost � y should be

replaced byoslipt � y0. The expression of the electromagnetic torque, Equation D.14 withoslip

instead of os and oslip ¼ os � om, becomes:

Te ¼ Te;rd þ Te;rq ¼
ĉ2
rd;s

Rrd

oslip ¼
ĉ2
rd;s

Rrd

ðos � omÞ ðD:19Þ

The relation in Equation D.19 is depicted graphically in Figure D.4. It shows us that ifom < os

ðoslip > 0Þ, the electromagnetic torque is positiveand the rotor accelerates in thedirectionof the

rotation of the stator field. Ifom > os ðoslip < 0Þ, the rotational speed of the rotor is higher than
that of the stator field and the electromagnetic torque is negative: the torque forces the rotor to

slow down.When the rotor turns at synchronous speedom ¼ os ðoslip ¼ 0Þ, the electromagnetic

torque equals zero. Note that in the analysis of the behavior of the induction machine so far, we

have neglected the influence of the rotor currents on the air-gap field of the machine.

D.3 THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE AIR-GAP

The model of the induction machine has to be improved further by taking the influence of the

rotor currentson theair-gapfield intoaccount.For this exercisewe lookat the inductionmachine

0
ωm

Te

ω slip

ωs

Figure D.4 The electromagnetic torque of the primitive induction machine as a function of the angular

velocity.
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from the stator and search for a relationbetween the currents andvoltages in the statorwindings.

Note that the rotor circuit is not electrically accessible in a simpleway as the rotor windings are

supposed to be short-circuited in the rotor itself. In this paragraph we will confine ourselves to

the relation between the stator currents and the related flux in the stator. The air-gap flux plays a

dominant role. In the next paragraph the derived equations will be transformed into a circuit

representation.

The induction machine is assumed to be connected to a symmetrical, three-phase, current

source.Thiscurrent source supplies the statorcurrents that contribute to the (rotating) statorfield

in the air-gap. Firstwe derive the equations for rotorwinding rd and from these equationswe can

calculate the current in the rotorwinding. This current also contributes to the air-gapfield. Then

we derive the contribution of rotor winding rq to the air-gap field. Finally, we compute the flux

linkage with the stator windings by using the determined expression for the total air-gap field.

Contribution of the rotor currents to the air-gap field

Let us first examine the short-circuited winding rd (see Figure D.3). The flux linked with

this winding consists of a contribution from the current in this winding ðirdÞ and from the

stator currents. The current irq does not contribute. Because we apply the same symmetrical

three-phase current source as in the previous paragraph, we can make use of Equation D.18

for thecontributionof the stator currents to theflux linkedwith the rotorwinding rd.Substitution

of the expressions for ĉrd;s (Equation D.7) and B̂s1 (Equation D.4) gives us:

crd;s ¼ Nr2lrB̂s1 cosðoslipt � y0Þ ¼ Nr2lr � m0Ns

2d
� îs � 3

2
� cosðoslipt � y0Þ ðD:20Þ

If we define the coefficient of mutual inductionM as:

M ¼ Nr2lr � m0Ns

2d
ðD:21Þ

we can write:

crd;s ¼ M � îs � 3
2
� cosðoslipt � y0Þ ðD:22Þ

The coefficient of mutual induction M is similar to the expression that we found earlier in

Equation C.26 in Appendix C (Synchronous Machine Model).

For the contribution of the flux linked with rotor winding rd due to the current ird flowing in

this winding (the self-inductance), we use the knowledge developed in Appendix C.2 (The

Primitive Synchronous Machine). In that section we have seen that a current through a single

winding results in a rectangular shapedfluxdensity in theairgap (seeFigureC.3).Thecurrent ird
bringsabout the rectangular shapedfluxdensity in theair-gap that is shown inFigureD.5.For the

calculation of the flux linkage of ird with the statorwindings, only the first harmonic (the dashed

line in Figure D.5) is of importance (see also Appendix C.3 (The Single-phase Synchronous

Machine)). We can see from Figure D.5 that the first harmonic reaches its maximum when

ar ¼ 0 ðas ¼ yÞ. The equation for the first harmonic is:

Br
rd1ðarÞ ¼

4

p
� m0Nrird

2d
cosðarÞ ðD:23Þ
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To find the contribution of this first harmonic to the flux linked with the rotor winding rd, we

follow the same approach as with the derivation of Equation D.6 and Equation D.7:

crdm;r ¼ Nr�rdm;r ¼ Nr

ðð
S

B � ndA ¼ Nr

ðp=2

�p=2

Br
rd1;rðarÞlrdar ðD:24Þ

l the actual length of the machine [m]

r the radius of the rotor [m]

We use the letter m (main) in the subscript to indicate that this flux contribution is made by the

first harmonic of the air-gap field (i.e. the main field). Substitution of Equation D.23 results in:

crdm;r ¼ Nrlr

ðp=2

�p=2

4

p
� m0Nrird

2d
cosðarÞdar ¼ 2Nrlr � 4p � m0Nr

2d
� ird ðD:25Þ

If we define the induction coefficient as:

Lrdm ¼ 2Nrlr � 4p � m0Nr

2d
ðD:26Þ

Equation D.25 simplifies to:

crdm;r ¼ Lrdmird ðD:27Þ

The contribution of the higher harmonics of the flux density distribution (according to Figure

D.5) to theflux linkedwithwinding rdareproportionalwith thecurrent ird andcanbe regardedas

part of the leakage flux because there is no coupling with the stator windings:

crds ¼ Lrdsird ðD:28Þ
Because the contribution of the current throughwinding rq to the flux linkagewithwinding rd is

zero, the total linked flux is the sum of Equations D.22, D.27 and D.28. Therefore, the voltage

equation of the short-circuited rotor winding rd is:

0 ¼ Rrdird þ dcrd

dt
ðD:29Þ

Rrd the ohmic resistance of winding rd [�]

( )

π-π 0

µ0N
r
i
rd

2δ
Brd

r
r

r

Figure D.5 Themagneticfluxdensitydistribution in theair-gapdue to thecurrent ird .Thedashed trace is

the first harmonic of the flux density.
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with:

crd ¼ crd;s þ crdm;r þ crds ¼ M � îs � 3
2
� cosðoslipt � y0Þ þ Lrdmird þ Lrdsird

¼ crdm þ Lrdsird

ðD:30Þ

crdm the contribution of the first harmonic of the flux density distribution in the air-

gap [Wb]

After substitution of EquationD.30 in EquationD.29, we see that the latter turns out to be a first

order linear differential equation. The particular solution of this differential equation is the

expression for the current in the short-circuited rotor winding rd:

ird ¼ îrd cosðoslipt � y0 � bÞ ðD:31Þ

If we substitute this expression for the current in the equation for the first harmonic of the flux

density distribution, Equation D.23, we find for the contribution of the current ird to the first

harmonic:

Br
rd1ðarÞ ¼

4

p
� m0Nr

2d
� îrd cosðoslipt � y0 � bÞ cosðarÞ

¼ B̂r1 cosðoslipt � y0 � bÞ cosðarÞ
ðD:32Þ

This is the equation for a standing wave. We can rewrite Equation D.32:

Br
rd1ðarÞ ¼ B̂r1 � 1

2
� ½cosðoslipt � y0 � bþ arÞ þ cosðoslipt � y0 � b� arÞ� ðD:33Þ

This equation consists of two travellingwaves: awave, related to the first cosine term travelling

with an angular velocity�oslip with respect to the rotor and awave, related to the second cosine

term travelling with an angular velocity oslip with respect to the rotor.

In a similarway one can derive the equation for the flux density distribution due to the current

in theother short-circuited rotorwinding ðirqÞ. Thegeometrical axis ofwinding rq is atar ¼ p=2
and the current irq lags ird by p=2. So we can write for the contribution of irq:

Br
rq1ðarÞ ¼ B̂r1 cos oslipt � p

2
� y0 � b

� �
cos ar � p

2

� �

¼ B̂r1 � 1
2
� ½cosðoslipt � y0 � bþ ar � pÞ þ cosðoslipt � y0 � b� arÞ�

ðD:34Þ

To find the flux density distribution in the air gap we have to add the contribution of both ird
(Equation D.33) and irq (Equation D.34):

Br
r1ðarÞ ¼ Br

rd1ðarÞ þ Br
rq1ðarÞ ¼ B̂r1 cosðoslipt � y0 � b� arÞ ðD:35Þ

We see from this equation that only the wave, that travels with an angular velocity oslip with

respect to the rotor, remains.
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To find the flux linked with the stator windings, we have towrite the flux density distribution

(Equation D.35) in stator coordinates. With ar ¼ as � omt � y0 and oslip ¼ os � om this is:

Bs
r1ðasÞ ¼ B̂r1 cosðoslipt � bþ omt � asÞ ¼ B̂r1 cosðost � b� asÞ ðD:36Þ

Note that the position y0 of the rotor at t ¼ 0 has disappeared from the equation. We conclude

that the stator field induces currents in the rotorwindingswhich, on their turn, create a rotor field

that has the same velocity as the stator field.

The flux linkage with the stator windings

Toderive theflux linkagebetween the air-gapfield and the statorwindings, only thecontribution

of thefirstharmonicof themagneticfluxdensity is of importance.Wederived thecontributionof

the stator currents to this first harmonic of the magnetic flux density in Equation D.4 and the

contribution of the rotor currents in Equation D.36:

Bs
1 ¼ Bs

s þ Bs
r1 ¼ B̂s1 cosðost � asÞ þ B̂r1 cosðost � b� asÞ ðD:37Þ

Tofind the flux linkedwith the statorwinding of phase a,we can use EquationC.23 inAppendix

C.3 (The Single-phase Synchronous Machine). The angle j1 in this expression corresponds to

an angleaswhere theB-distribution is at itsmaximum.Themaximumof the stator rotating field

is atas ¼ ost,whereas themaximumof the rotor rotatingfield is atas ¼ ost � b.Theflux linked
with the stator winding of phase a is:

csma ¼ Nslr � p
2
� ½B̂s1 cosðostÞ þ B̂r1 cosðost � bÞ� ðD:38Þ

Subscript m indicates the main field, because the leakage flux of the stator winding is not taken

into consideration. Because themain field in the air-gap rotates with an angular velocityos, the

fluxes linked to the three statorwindings forma symmetrical three-phase system:csmb lagscsma

with 2p=3 rad andcsmc lagscsmb with 2p=3 rad. By substituting the amplitude in Equation D.4

for B̂s1 and the amplitude in Equation D.32 for B̂r1, Equation D.38 can be written as:

csma ¼ Nslr � p
2
� m0Ns

2d
� îs � 3

2
� cosðostÞ þ 4

p
� m0Nr

2d
� îrd cosðost � bÞ

� �

¼ Lsmîs cosðostÞ þMîrd cosðost � bÞ
ðD:39Þ

D.4 A SIMPLE CIRCUIT MODEL FOR THE INDUCTION MACHINE

For the description of a simple circuit model that describes the system behavior of the induction

machine,we assume the statorwindings to be ideal: they have no ohmic resistance and generate

a sine wave-shaped magnetic air-gap flux (stator leakage fluxes are left out of consideration).

Despite these simplifications, the simple circuit model describes the system behavior of the

induction machine quite adequately.

Aswe are dealing with time-dependent sinusoidal quantities, wewill use the phasor notation

(see Section 1.4 (Phasors)) in the following sections.
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The stator voltage equation

Becausewe neglect the ohmic resistance and the leakage fluxes, the voltage equation for stator

winding a is:

vsma ¼ dcsma

dt
ðD:40Þ

Wemust be carefulwhenwe apply the phasor notation because the rotor equations have another

angular frequency ðoslipÞ than the stator equations ðosÞ.Wecanwrite for the current inphase aof

the stator:

isa ¼ îs cosðostÞ ¼ îs ReðejostÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
ReðIsejostÞ ðD:41Þ

Re the operator that takes the real part of a complex quantity

Is the current phasor Is ¼ ð̂is=ð
ffiffiffi
2

p ÞÞff0; this phasor represents the symmetrical stator

currents (see also Equation D.1), that’s why the subscript a is left out.

The rotor current ird can be written in a similar way (Equation D.31):

ird ¼ îrd cosðoslipt � y0 � bÞ ¼ îrd Reðejðoslipt�y0�bÞÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
ReðIrdejðoslipt�y0ÞÞ ðD:42Þ

Ird the rotor current phasor Ird ¼ ð̂ird=ð
ffiffiffi
2

p ÞÞe�jb ¼ jIrdjffð�bÞ

With the phasors according to Equations D.41 and D.42, we can express the flux linked with the

statorwindings(EquationD.39)and thevoltageequationof thestatorwinding(EquationD.40)as:

�sme
jost ¼ ðLsmIs þMIrdÞejost ðD:43Þ

Vsme
jost ¼ jos�sme

jost ðD:44Þ

Using the phasor notation, the rotor equations (EquationsD.29 andD.30), after eliminatingcrd,

become:

0 ¼ RrdIrde
jðoslipt�y0Þ þ joslipLrdsIrde

jðoslipt�y0Þ þ joslip�rdme
jðoslipt�y0Þ ðD:45Þ

�rdme
jðoslipt�y0Þ ¼ LrdmIrd þ 3

2
MIs

� �
ejðoslipt�y0Þ ðD:46Þ

In the equations above the exponential functions were preserved only so that we could clearly

recognize the stator and rotor angular velocity.When the exponential functions are left out, the

equations become fairly simple:

�sm ¼ LsmIs þMIrd ðD:47Þ
Vsm ¼ jos�sm ðD:48Þ
0 ¼ RrdIrd þ joslipLrdsIrd þ joslip�rdm ðD:49Þ

�rdm ¼ LrdmIrd þ 3

2
MIs ðD:50Þ
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The induction machine as two magnetically coupled coils

The induction machine is, similar to a transformer, an apparatus with magnetically linked

circuits as can be seen from Equations D.47–D.50. Therefore, it appears to be possible to

construct a circuit model based on magnetically coupled coils. The problem that the rotor

quantities have an angular frequency ðoslipÞ different from the stator quantities ðosÞ can be

solvedbymultiplying the rotor voltageequation (EquationD.49)withos=oslip.Weadditionally

multiply the rotor equations (D.49andD.50)with2/3 to eliminate the factor 3/2 atM. This factor

3/2 appears in our equations because of the fact that we have two rotor windings (d and q) and

three stator windings. The equations for the induction machine can now be written as:

�sm ¼ LsmIs þMIrd ðD:51Þ
Vsm ¼ jos�sm ðD:52Þ

0 ¼ os

oslip

� 2
3
� Rrd þ jos � 2

3
� Lrds

� �
Ird þ jos � 2

3
��rdm ðD:53Þ

2

3
��rdm ¼ 2

3
� LrdmIrd þMIs ðD:54Þ

With these equations we can draw the circuit model of Figure D.6. The magnetically coupled

coils in the circuit model originate from the first harmonic of the flux density distribution in the

air-gap and have an ideal coupling (see also Appendix B.3 (Magnetically coupled Coils)):

M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

3
LrdmLsm

r
ðD:55Þ

A practical model of the induction machine

As the rotor windings are short-circuited, they are electrically not accessible. This is not a

problem because we are in general not interested in the actual values of the rotor main flux and

the rotor current. With the theory developed in Appendix B.3 (Magnetically coupled Coils),

we can replace themagnetically coupled coils by an ideal transformer and a coil in parallel (see

Figure B.6), so that the circuit model as shown in Figure D.7 results. Nowwe can transform the

M

V
sm

I
s

I
rd

Ψsm (2/3)

(2/3)

(2/3)Ψ
rdm Rrd

ω s

ω slip

-----------⋅

(2/3)Lrdσ

L
sm

L
rdm

Figure D.6 A circuit model for the induction machine with two magnetically coupled coils.
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rotor parameters to the stator side, so that the ideal transformer itself vanishes from the circuit.

When we use Equation D.55, the winding ratio ðN1 : N2Þ can be written as:

1 :

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

3

Lrdm

Lsm

r
! Lsm : M ðD:56Þ

The rotor current phasor Ird transformed to the stator side gives us the phasor Ir:

Ir ¼ M

Lsm
� Ird ðD:57Þ

The rotor resistance and inductance transformed to the stator side gives:

Rr ¼ Lsm

M

� �2

� 2
3
� Rrd and Lrs ¼ Lsm

M

� �2

� 2
3
� Lrds ðD:58Þ

Now the practical circuit model as shown in Figure D.8 is the result.

D.5 INDUCTION MOTOR IN THE POWER SYSTEM

When the induction machine is applied as a motor, as is the case in many appliances, we are

interested in the mechanical torque produced by the induction machine. So let us consider the

mechanical side of themachine.Themechanical torque is equal to the electromechanical torque

minus the friction torque. The electromechanical torque is calculated from the power balance of

the inductionmachine in the steady state. We take as a starting point the practical circuit model

for the inductionmachine from Figure D.8, in which the stator resistance and the stator leakage

are neglected. In the steady state, the rotor rotates at constant speed, so its kinetic energy is

constant. Because the voltages and currents are periodic harmonic functions, the energy stored

in the magnetic field will not change over one time period. The only place where power is

converted is in the resistanceRrðos=oslipÞ.Wehave to realize that this is not aphysical resistance

as such, but the quantity has the unit Ohm. The rotor consists of two rotor windings, as we saw

earlier, and the dissipated power in these two rotor windings equals:

Pdiss ¼ 2RrdjIrdj2 ðD:59Þ

Vsm

I
s

Rrd

ωs

ωslip

-----------⋅

(2/3)

(2/3)

Lrdσ lrd

Lsm

1:
2

3
---

L
rdm

L
sm

------------

Figure D.7 A circuit model for the induction machine with an ideal transformer.
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Substitution of Equations D.57 and D.58 yields:

Pdiss ¼ 2
3

2
� M

2

L2sm
� Rr

� �
Lsm

M
� jIrj

� �2

¼ 3RrjIrj2 ðD:60Þ

The power dissipation in the two rotor windings is equal to three times the dissipated power in

resistanceRr. The factor threecomes fromthe fact that the circuitmodel inFigureD.8 is a single-

phase representation of a three-phase induction machine. The resistance in Figure D.8 can be

divided in two parts, when we use oslip ¼ os � om (the slip angular velocity introduced in

Equation D.17):

os

oslip

� Rr ¼ oslip

oslip

� Rr þ os � oslip

oslip

� Rr ¼ Rr þ om

oslip

� Rr ðD:61Þ

The corresponding circuit model is depicted in Figure D.9.

The resistance Rr multiplied with jIrj2 represents 1/3 of the dissipated power in the machine

and the resistance Rrðom=oslipÞmultiplied with jIrj2 represents 1/3 of the power Pem delivered

electromagnetically to the axis, so that we can write for the electromagnetic torque:

Te ¼ Pem

om

¼
3 � om

oslip

� RrjIrj2

om

¼ 3 � Rr

oslip

� jIrj2 ðD:62Þ

Vsm

Is Ir

Rr

ω m

ω slip

-----------⋅

Lr σ

Lsm

R
r

Figure D.9 An induction machine model for power calculations.
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Figure D.8 A practical circuit model for the induction machine.
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The electric power consumed by the stator of the induction motor equals:

Psm ¼ osTe ¼ 3 � os

oslip

� RrjIrj2 ðD:63Þ

This electric power Psm is supplied to the three-phase stator terminals of the induction motor.

Because there is no power dissipation in the stator (we assumed the stator resistance to be zero),

this power is transferred to the air-gapfieldwhich exercises the torqueTe. The air-gapfield itself

rotates with an angular velocity os and therefore the power delivered by the stator to the rotor

equals osTe, often called the air-gap power.
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E
The Representation of Lines
and Cables

E.1 INTRODUCTION

When we speak of electricity, we think of current flowing through the conductors of overhead

transmission lines and underground cables, on its way from generator to load. This approach is

validbecause thephysicaldimensionsof thepower systemaregenerally small comparedwith the

wavelength of the currents andvoltages (thewavelength is 6000kmfor 50Hz; see alsoAppendix

A.6 (Circuit Modeling)). This enables us to apply Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws and use

lumped elements in our modeling of overhead transmission lines and underground cables.

E.2 THE LONG TRANSMISSION LINE

Whenwewant tomake amodel of an overhead transmission linewe should distinguish the short

transmission line, the medium-length transmission line and the long transmission line. For the

long transmission line we have, even for 50 Hz or 60 Hz voltages and currents, to take the line

length into account. The line parameters are not lumped but distributed uniformly throughout

the length of the line. We can distinguish four parameters for a transmission line: the series

resistance (due to the resistivity of the conductor), the inductance (due to the magnetic field

surrounding the conductors), the capacitance (due to the electric field between the conductors)

and the shunt conductance (due to leakage currents in the insulation).

As a first approximation of the series resistance the DC-resistance of the conductor can be

calculated, which is affected by the operating temperature of the conductor (i.e. nearly linearly

increasing with the temperature). When a conductor is operating on AC, the current-density

distribution across the conductor cross-section becomes non-uniform. This is known as the skin

effect and as a consequence, the AC-resistance of a conductor is higher than the DC-resistance.

The skin effect is frequency-dependent.

The shunt conductance accounts for the losses in the dielectric medium between the

conductors when the transmission link is an underground cable. In case of an overhead line, it

accounts for the leakage currents across the insulator strings, the influence of the ground

resistance and the corona losses.

Electrical Power System Essentials Pieter Schavemaker and Lou van der Sluis
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Finding the analytical expressions for the inductance and capacitance of a specific line or

cable configuration is rather straightforward.Many classical textbooks give these formulas and

showhow to derive them. For practical power system analysis it is inmost of the cases sufficient

to rely on tables to find the series resistance, the series inductance, the shunt capacitance and the

shunt conductance per unit length.

Once the line parameters are obtained on aper phase, per unit length basiswe are interested in

the performance of lines with an arbitrary length l. The parameters are distributed evenly along

the line length and to be able to represent them by lumped elements and to apply Kirchhoff’s

voltage and current lawswe consider the line to consist of an infinite number of incremental line

pieces, each with a differential length. We consider the transmission line in a balanced,

sinusoidal steady state. This allows us to use phasors and impedances.

In Figure E.1 an incremental length of a transmission line is depicted. The per-phase terminal

voltagesandcurrents areVs and Is at the sendingend, andVr and Ir at the receivingend.The loads

are connected at the receiving end and the supply is done from the sending end. In the daily

operation of the power system it is of primary importance to keep the voltage at the load at a

nearly constant value. Starting from the load, the receivingendof the transmission line is located

at x ¼ 0 and the sending end is at x ¼ l.

When we use lower case letters for the distributed parameters, the series impedance per unit

length can be written as:

z ¼ r þ jol ðE:1Þ

z the series impedance per unit length per phase [�/m]

r the series resistance per unit length per phase [�/m]

l the series inductance per unit length per phase [H/m]

and for the shunt admittance per unit length:

y ¼ gþ joc ðE:2Þ

y the shunt admittance per unit length per phase to neutral [S/m]

g the shunt conductance per unit length per phase to neutral [S/m]

c the shunt capacitance per unit length per phase to neutral [F/m]

Vs Vrc∆ x g∆x

r∆x l∆x

∆ x x

l

VV+ ∆V

I+∆I I

∆I

Is Ir

Figure E.1 Incremental length of a transmission line.
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Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage and current law to the incremental section, shown in Figure E.1,

results in:

DV ¼ IzDx

DI ¼ ðV þ DVÞyDx ðE:3Þ

When we make x infinitely small, the following simplifications can be made. The length of the

incremental sectionDx can bewritten as dx. Furthermore, the contributionDVyDx to the current
(i.e. a product of twodifferential quantities) can be neglected.By doing so, twofirst-order linear

differential equations are obtained:

dV

dx
¼ zI ðE:4Þ

dI

dx
¼ yV ðE:5Þ

Differentiating Equations E.4 and E.5 with respect to x leads to the following expressions:

d2V

dx2
¼ z

dI

dx
ðE:6Þ

d2I

dx2
¼ y

dV

dx
ðE:7Þ

Nowwe can substitute Equation E.4 into Equation E.7 and Equation E.5 into Equation E.6 and

we obtain the second-order linear differential equations:

d2V

dx2
¼ zyV ¼ g2V ðE:8Þ

d2I

dx2
¼ yzI ¼ g2I ðE:9Þ

g the propagation constant [1/m]; g ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
zy

p
.

For a lossless line, the series resistance r and the shunt conductance g are zero and the

propagation constant reduces to a pure imaginary number g ¼ jo
ffiffiffiffi
lc

p ¼ j2p=l rad/m, in

which l is the wavelength in metres. When we substitute l ¼ v=f in the equation of the

propagation constant of a lossless line (g ¼ jo
ffiffiffiffi
lc

p ¼ j2p=l ¼ j2pf=v ¼ jo=v), we find a
value for the velocity of propagation of the wave v: v ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffi
lc

p
m=s. This velocity of

propagation will be close to the speed of light in air (approximately 3� 108 m=s).
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The general solution of the second order differential equation (Equation E.8) is given by:

VðxÞ ¼ k1e
gx þ k2e

�gx ðE:10Þ

The expression for the current follows directly from Equations E.10 and E.4:

IðxÞ ¼ 1

z

dV

dx
¼ k1g

z
egx � k2g

z
e�gx ðE:11Þ

At the receiving end of the line (at x ¼ 0),V ¼ Vr and I ¼ Ir. Substitution in Equation E.10 and

E.11 givesVr ¼ k1 þ k2 and Ir ¼ ðg=zÞðk1 � k2Þ. The constants k1 and k2 can be determined to

be:

k1 ¼ Vr þ Irðz=gÞ
2

and k2 ¼ Vr � Irðz=gÞ
2

ðE:12Þ

Substitution of the two constants into Equation E.10 and E.11 gives us the equations of the

voltage and the current at any point along the line:

VðxÞ ¼ Vr þ ZcIr

2
egx þ Vr � ZcIr

2
e�gx

IðxÞ ¼ Vr=Zc þ Ir

2
egx � Vr=Zc � Ir

2
e�gx

ðE:13Þ

Zc the characteristic impedance [�]; Zc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z=y

p
.

For a lossless line, the series resistance r and the shunt conductance g are zero and the

characteristic impedance equals Zc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
l=c

p
.

A more common notation of these equations is by using hyperbolic functions:

sinhðgxÞ ¼ egx � e�gx

2
coshðgxÞ ¼ egx þ e�gx

2
ðE:14Þ

This leads to the following pair of hyperbolic equations that describe the voltage and current on

the line as a function of x:

VðxÞ ¼ Vr coshðgxÞ þ ZcIr sinhðgxÞ
IðxÞ ¼ Ir coshðgxÞ þ Vr

Zc
sinhðgxÞ ðE:15Þ

Of particular interest is the relation between the receiving end voltage and current and the

sending end voltage and current, which we can obtain by substituting x ¼ l in Equation E.15:

Vs ¼ Vr coshðglÞ þ ZcIr sinhðglÞ
Is ¼ Ir coshðglÞ þ Vr

Zc
sinhðglÞ ðE:16Þ
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Nowwe are able to calculate the voltage and line current at the sending end of the transmission

line, while the receiving end voltage and current are determined by the load.

When Equation E.16 is written as a matrix expression, the following equation results:

Vs

Is

� �
¼ T

Vr

Ir

� �
¼ coshðglÞ Zc sinhðglÞ

sinhðglÞ=Zc coshðglÞ
� �

Vr

Ir

� �
ðE:17Þ

T the transmission matrix or chain matrix

In fact this is nothing more than a general two-port equation. The advantage of this notation is

that we can make use of the properties of two-port calculations. When two transmission lines,

with different line parameters, are connected in series the resulting transmission matrix is the

product of the individual transmission matrices, as illustrated in Figure E.2.

The equivalent circuit of the long transmission line is depicted in FigureE.3. The expressions

for the voltage and the current at the sending end of the equivalent circuit are:

Vs ¼ Z’Y ’
2

þ 1

� �
Vr þ Z’Ir

Is ¼ ðVs þ VrÞ Y ’
2
þ Ir ¼ Z’Y ’

4
þ 1

� �
Y ’Vr þ Z’Y ’

2
þ 1

� �
Ir

ðE:18Þ

Or, as a matrix expression:

Vs

Is

� �
¼

Z’Y ’
2

þ 1 Z’

Z’Y ’
4

þ 1

� �
Y ’

Z’Y ’
2

þ 1

2
664

3
775 Vr

Ir

� �
ðE:19Þ

The expressions for the elements in the equivalent circuit can be obtained by comparing the

elements of the transmissionmatrix in Equation E.19with those in Equation E.17. The element

V3

I3

T1 T2V2

I2

V1

I1

V
1

I
1

T
1

V
2

I
2

T
1
T

2

V
3

I
3

= =

Figure E.2 Series connection of two transmission lines, represented as two-ports.
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in the upper right corner gives:

Z’ ¼ Zc sinhðglÞ ¼ Z � sinhðglÞ
gl

ðE:20Þ

Z the total series impedance per phase [�]; Z ¼ z � l.

The elements on the main diagonal lead to the following correspondence: ðZ’Y ’Þ=2þ 1 ¼
coshðglÞ. Substituting Equation E.20 in this relation, leads us to:

Y ’
2
¼ coshðglÞ � 1

Zc sinhðglÞ ¼ 1

Zc
tanh

gl
2

� �
¼ Y

2
� tanhðgl=2Þ

gl=2
ðE:21Þ

Y the total shunt admittance per phase to neutral [S]; Y ¼ y � l.

Now, Equations E.20 and E.21 can be used to verify that also the lower left elements in the

transmission matrices correspond to each other:

Z’Y ’
2

þ 1 ¼ coshðglÞ ! Z’Y ’
4

¼ coshðglÞ � 1

2
! Z’Y ’

4
þ 1 ¼ coshðglÞ þ 1

2
ðE:22Þ

Z’Y ’
4

þ 1

� �
Y ’ ¼ coshðglÞ þ 1

2
� 2 coshðglÞ � 1

Zc sinhðglÞ ¼ cosh2ðglÞ � 1

Zc sinhðglÞ

¼ sinh2ðglÞ
Zc sinhðglÞ ¼

sinhðglÞ
Zc

ðE:23Þ

E.3 THE MEDIUM-LENGTH TRANSMISSION LINE

The long transmission line model can be simplified when the line length is within a range in

between the 80 km and 240 km. In this case tanhðgl=2Þ � gl=2 and sinhðglÞ � gl and the

Vs Vr

Is Ir

Y ′

2
------

Y ′

2
------

Z ′

Figure E.3 Equivalent circuit of a long transmission line.
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elements in the equivalent circuit of the long transmission line transform into (Equation E.20

and E.21):

Z’ ¼ Z � sinhðglÞ
gl

¼ Z ðE:24Þ

Y ’
2
¼ Y

2
� tanhðgl=2Þ

gl=2
¼ Y

2
ðE:25Þ

The equivalent circuit of the medium-length transmission line is depicted in Figure E.4. The

matrix expression for the voltage and the current at the sending end is:

Vs

Is

" #
¼

ZY

2
þ 1 Z

ZY

4
þ 1

� �
Y

ZY

2
þ 1

2
6664

3
7775

Vr

Ir

" #
ðE:26Þ

The equivalent circuit of the medium-length transmission line is made up of the total series

impedanceof the transmission linewithhalfof the total shunt capacitanceat eachsideof the line.

E.4 THE SHORT TRANSMISSION LINE

When the line length falls below a value of 80 km, the equivalent circuit of the medium-length

transmission linemodelmay be simplified by omitting the shunt capacitances. In this way, only

the total series impedance of the transmission line is taken into account.

The equivalent circuit of the medium-length transmission line is depicted in Figure E.5. The

matrix expression for the voltage and the current at the sending end is:

Vs

Is

� �
¼ 1 Z

0 1

� �
Vr

Ir

� �
ðE:27Þ

In the following section, it will bemade plausible that the shunt capacitances can be omitted for

the shorter line lengths.

Vs Vr

Is IrZ

Y

2
---

Y

2
---

Figure E.4 Equivalent circuit of a medium-length transmission line.
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E.5 COMPARISON OF THE THREE LINE MODELS

The line models are put together in Table E.1 for easy comparison.

Table E.1 Line models for various line lengths.

Line model Two-port equation Equivalent circuit

short l<80 km
Vs

Is

� �
¼ 1 Z

0 1

� �
Vr

Ir

� �

with

Z ¼ z � l

medium-length

80 km<l<240 km
Vs

Is

" #
¼

ZY

2
þ 1 Z

ZY

4
þ 1

� �
Y

ZY

2
þ 1

2
664

3
775 Vr

Ir

" #

with

Z ¼ z � l
Y ¼ y � l

long l>240 km
Vs

Is

" #
¼

Z’Y ’
2

þ 1 Z’

Z’Y ’
4

þ 1

� �
Y ’

Z’Y ’
2

þ 1

2
6664

3
7775

Vr

Ir

" #

with

Z’ ¼ Z � sinhðglÞ
gl

Y ’
2
¼ Y

2
� tanhðgl=2Þ

gl=2

Vs Vr

Is IrZ

VrVs

Is IrZ

Y

2
---

Y

2

VrVs

Is Ir

Y ′

2
–Y ′

2

Z ′

Vs Vr

Is IrZ

Figure E.5 Equivalent circuit of a short transmission line.
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Example E.1 Comparison of the three line models at a line length of 40 km

A three-phase transmission line is 40 km long. It has a total series impedance of

Z ¼ 5þ j20 ¼ 20:6ff76� � and a total shunt admittance of Y ¼ j133� 10�6 ¼
133� 10�6ff90� S. At the receiving end, a three-phase active power of 40 MW is consumed

at a voltage of 220 kV with a power factor 0.9 lagging. The voltage at the sending end will be

computed by using the three line models.

First, the current at the receiving end will be computed:

jIrj ¼ 40� 106ffiffiffi
3

p � 220� 103 � 0:9 ¼ 116:6A, Ir ¼ 116:6ff�25:8� A ðE:28Þ

The voltage at the sending end when using the short line model equals:

Vs ¼ Vr þ IrZ ¼ 128:55� 103ff0:82� V ðE:29Þ

The voltage at the sending end when using the medium-length line model equals:

Vs ¼ ZY

2
þ 1

� �
Vr þ IrZ ¼ 128:38� 103ff0:84� V ðE:30Þ

The voltage at the sending end when using the long line model equals:

Vs ¼ Vr coshðglÞ þ ZcIr sinhðglÞ ¼ 128:38� 103ff0:84� V ðE:31Þ

with gl ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZY

p ¼ 0:0064þ j0:0520 and Zc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z=Y

p ¼ 390:76� j48:104 �:

A comparison of the sending end voltages obtained with the three line models when applied at

three different line lengths is shown in Table E.2 (the results are based on the (line) data in

example E.1 (p. 311)).

In this table the results obtained with the long line model are exact; deviations in the results

obtained with the other models are caused by the simplifications in the line modeling.

From the results inTable E.2 it is evident that for the short line length even the simplestmodel

(i.e. the short line model) gives acceptable results: the difference is less than 200 V. For the

mediumline length theshort linemodelalreadygivesanunacceptabledeviation:more than2 kV.

For the long line length, the medium-length line model starts to give inaccurate results too: the

difference almost equals 700 V.

Table E.2 Sending end voltages computed with the three line models at various line

lengths.

line model jVsj ½kV� jVsj ½kV� jVsj ½kV�
l ¼ 40 km l ¼ 150 km l ¼ 400 km

short 128.55 132.96 143.59

medium 128.38 130.62 127.54

long 128.38 130.57 126.88
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E.6 THE UNDERGROUND CABLE

In the previous sections the focus was on the modeling of overhead transmission lines. The

models that are developed and tabulated in Table E.1 are equally valid for underground cables.

One should, however, bear inmind that the capacitance of an underground cable ismuch higher

than it is for an overhead transmission line (see also Section 3.8.2 (Underground Cables) and

Table 3.2, for example). Therefore the use of the short line model to represent a short under-

ground cable, thereby neglecting the influence of the capacitance, is not recommended.
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List of Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current

ACE Area Control Error

ACSR Aluminum Conductor Steel Reinforced

ATC Available Transmission Capacity

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator

BES Battery Energy Storage

CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage

CHP Combined Heat and Power

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

DAM Day-Ahead Market

DC Direct Current

DG DecentralizedGeneration, DistributedGeneration,DispersedGeneration

EMF Electromotive Force

EMS Energy Management System

FACTS Flexible AC Transmission Systems

GTO Gate Turn-Off Thyristor

HVDC High-Voltage DC

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IPP Independent Power Producer

ISO Independent System Operator

LED Light-Emitting Diode

LFC Load Frequency Control

LL Line-to-Line

LN Line-to-Neutral

LTI Linear Time-Invariant

MCP Market Clearing Price

MCV Market Clearing Volume

NEC Net Export Curve

pu Per Unit

PWM Pulse-Width Modulation

PX Power eXchange
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RMS Root Mean Square

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SF6 Sulfur Hexafluoride

SMES Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage

SSSC Static Synchronous Series Compensator

STATCOM Static synchronous compensator

SVC Static Var Compensator

TCR Thyristor-Controlled Reactor

TCSC Thyristor-Controlled Series Capacitor

TSC Thyristor-Switched Capacitor

TSO Transmission System Operator

UCTE Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity

UPFC Unified Power-Flow Controller

VSC Voltage-Source Converter
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List of Symbols

Text symbols

Bold upper case text symbols generally refer to matrices, e.g. A.
Bold lower case text symbols generally refer to vectors, e.g. x.

Various notations of a voltage:

v; vðtÞ the sinusoidal time varying quantity

V the phasor representation of the sinusoidal time varying quantity; the DC

quantity

jVj the effective or RMS value of the sinusoidal time varying quantity; the length

of the phasor representation of the sinusoidal time varying quantity

The polarity of the voltage is indicated in circuit diagrams in one of the three following ways:

DC voltage source; the long plate indicates the positive terminal, the short

plate the negative terminal

+

-

ACvoltage source; theplus sign indicates thepositive terminal, theminus sign

the negative terminal

arrow: it specifies the voltage between two terminals/points in the circuit

diagram; the arrowhead indicates the positive terminal, the tail the negative

terminal

Graphical symbols

Graphical symbols in a circuit diagram:

inductance
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capacitance

resistance

impedance, admittance, general load

fuse

transformer

magnetically coupled coils

DC voltage source

AC voltage source

current source

diode

power electronic switching device (e.g. thyristor, GTO)

earth, neutral, reference

Graphical symbols in a single-line or one-line diagram:

transmission link, line, cable

circuit breaker

disconnector

busbar, node

load

synchronous generator

rotating machine

transformer
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Index

a operator, 25

AC, 4, 77

Admittance, 23

Admittance matrix, 172

Alternating Current, see AC

Ampere-hour rating, 131

Ampère’s law, 237

Armature, see Stator

Asynchronous machine,

see Induction machine

Autonomous network, see Network

Battery, 131

Bifurcation, 226

Blackout, 126, 170, 226, 229

Bus, Busbar, 81, 83

Cable, 113–118

belted cable, 113

both-ends bonding, 116

charging current, 118

conductor, 98, 114

cross-bonding, 116

Höchstädter cable, 113

paper-oil insulation, 116

plastic insulation, 114

single-core cable, 113, 116

single-point bonding, 116

three-core cable, 113

Cable modeling, 312

Capacitor, 21, 34

Capacitor bank, 156

Carnot cycle, 49

Centralized generation, 223

Chaos, 226

Characteristic impedance, 306

Chemical energy, 131

CHP (Combined Heat and Power), 135

Circuit breaker, 81

Complex operator, 25

Conductance, 23

Congestion, 219

Consumer surplus, 214

Contingency analysis, 170

Control, basics of, 142

Control centre, 169

Control, of active power and frequency,

144–152

ACE (Area Control Error), 150

droop, 144

LFC (Load Frequency Control),

see secondary control

network power frequency characteristic, 148

primary control, 144

regulation, see droop

secondary control, 149

self-regulating effect, 148

speed governor, 144

Control, of reactive power and voltage,

152–160

AVR (Automatic Voltage Regulator), 152

droop, 154
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Control, of reactivepowerandvoltage (Continued)

excitation, see Excitation

FACTS, see FACTS

reactive power injection, 156

tap-changing transformer, see Transformer

Control, of transported power, 160–168

FACTS, see FACTS

phase-shifting transformer, see Transformer

Corona, 103

DC, 4

Decentralized generation, see Distributed

generation

Delta–wye transformation, 28

Diode, 128

Direct Current, see DC

Disconnector, 81

Dispersed generation,

see Distributed generation

Distributed generation, 223

Distribution network, see Network

Earth–ionosphere system, 108

Electric railways, see Load(s)

Electricity market, 209

Electromagnetic

field, 3, 237

force, 107

interference, 9, 105

power flow, 3

torque, 125

wave, 245

EMS (Energy-management system), 169

Energy storage, 225

Excitation, 67, 152

overexcited, 34, 71, 285

underexcited, 34, 71, 285

FACTS, 168

SSSC (Static Synchronous Series

Compensator), 166

STATCOM (Static Synchronous

Compensator), 160

SVC (Static Var Compensator), 157

TCSC (Thyristor-controlled series

capacitor), 165

UPFC (Unified power-flow controller), 166

Faraday’s law, 237

Fault, 87

Feeder, 81

Flexible AC Transmission Systems,

see FACTS

Frequency, 2, 8

Fuse, 87

Gauss’ law, 237, 238

Generation, 45

Generator, 67, 124

Geothermal power, 65

Geothermal power plant, see Power plant

Ground, 132

Harmonics, 96, 127, 157

Heat(ing), 128

HVDC (High-voltage DC), 5, 160

Hydro power, 60

Hydro power plant, see Power plant

Impedance, 23

Inductor, 21, 34

Induction machine, 124

Induction machine modeling, 287

Industrial loads, see Load(s)

Infinite bus, 68

Insulation, 83, 100, 114, 116

Interconnection, 75

ISO (Independent System Operator), 211

Kirchhoff’s laws, 3, 254

Lamp, see Light(ing)

Light(ing), 126

Lightning, 108

Line-to-line (LL), 18

Line-to-neutral (LN), 18

Line-to-neutral diagram, equivalent, 28

Load(s), 132–137

electric railways, 135

industrial loads, 134

residential loads, 132

Load curve, 119

Loadflow, 170–192

DC loadflow, 189

decoupled loadflow, 184

direct solution, 176

flat start, 180

iterative solution, 177, 182

loadflow equations, 174

Newton–Raphson loadflow, 180

node types, 171
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Loading capability diagram, 72

Lumped-element modeling, 3, 253

Magnetically-coupled coils, 258

Magnetic field, rotating, 13, 121

Market clearing, 211

Market coupling, 215

Maxwell’s laws, 237

Mechanical energy, 121

Motor, 121–126

induction motor, 124

synchronous motor, 122

N-1, 170

NEC (Net export curve), 217

Network

autonomous network, 224

distribution network, 76

structure, 78

transmission network, 76

Neutral, 132

Nuclear fission, 52

Nuclear fusion, 56

Nuclear power plant, see Power plant

One-line diagram, 43

Optimal powerflow, 192

Overhead transmission line,

see Transmission line

Overhead transmission line modeling,

see Transmission line modeling

Peak, 8

Per-unit normalization, 39

Phasor, 19

Phasor diagram, 27

Phasor domain, 21, 23

Photovoltaic system, 62

Power, 29–39

active power, 29

apparent power, 35

average power, see active power

complex power, 33

imaginary power, see reactive power

instantaneous power, 7, 12, 16, 30

losses, 4, 17, 33

n-phase power, 12

reactive power, 29

real power, see active power

single-phase power, 12, 29

three-phase power, 12, 38

two-phase power, 16

Power angle, 70

Power-electronic interface, 224

Power-electronic switching device, 130

Power eXchange, 211

Power factor, 36

Power factor improvement, 37, 135

Power flow, see Loadflow

Power plant, 45–67

geothermal power plant, 65

hydro power plant, 60

nuclear power plant, 52

thermal power plant, 46

Power quality, 45, 210

Power system

AC system, 4

autonomous power system, 224

balanced three-phase system, 10

DC system, 4

interconnected power system, 76

n-phase system, 12

single-phase system, 12, 13

structure, 43

three-phase system,

see balanced three-phase system

two-phase system, 15

Power-to-weight ratio, 9

Power tower, 62

Poynting vector, 3

Producer surplus, 214

Propagation constant, 305

Protection, 86

Pumped storage, 60

PV-curve, 227

pV-diagram, 48

PWM (Pulse-width modulation), 160

Quadrant diagram, 34

Quasi-static field

of a parallel-plate capacitor, 240

of a resistor, 250

of a single-turn inductor, 245

Rankine cycle, 50

Reactance, 23

Rectification, see Rectifier

Rectifier, 128

Relay, 81, 87

Renewable energy, 56, 222
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Residential loads, see Load(s)

Resistance, 6, 21

RMS (Root-mean square), 8

Rotor

cylindrical rotor, 67

salient-pole rotor, 67

SCADA (Supervisory control and data

acquisition), 169

SF6, 83

Single-line equivalent,

see One-line diagram

Skin effect, 100

Slack node, 171

Slip, 125

Social welfare, 214

Solar panel, see Photovoltaic system

Solar power, 61

State estimation, 193–207

bad-data analysis, 198

chi-square distribution, 199

iterative solution, 198

pseudo-measurements, 194

redundancy, 194

statistical analysis, 204

virtual measurements, 194

weighted least squares, 196

State estimator, see State estimation

Stator, 67

Steinmetz connection, 122

Storage, see Energy storage

Striking distance, 112

Substation, 81–86

concepts, 83

double bus system, 85

gas-insulated substation, 83

one-and-a-half circuit breaker concept, 86

open-air substation, 81

polygon bus system, 85

single bus system, 83

Susceptance, 23

Synchronous compensator, 156

Synchronous machine, 67, 122

Synchronous machine modeling, 267

TCR (Thyristor-controlled reactor), 157

Thermal power plant, see Power plant

Thermodynamics, 47

Thunderstorm, see Lightning

Thyristor, 130

Time domain, 23

Traction, 135

Transformer, 87–98

B–H characteristic, 94

copper losses, 264

core losses, 263

delta connection, 92

eddy current, 263

hysteresis, 94

ideal transformer, 40, 88, 255

impedance transformation, 257

inrush current, 97

instrument transformer, 81

leakage flux, 262

magnetizing current, 94

non-ideal transformer, 262

number of turns, 89

phase shift, 92

phase-shifting transformer, 161

single-phase transformer, 89

tap-changing transformer, 154

tertiary winding, 91

three-phase transformer, 90

three-winding transformer, 91

turns ratio, 88

wye connection, 92

Transformer modeling, 255

Transmission line, 100–113

ACSR, 99

bundled conductors, 103

conductor, 98

conductor vibration damper, 108

corona, see Corona

galloping, 108

ground wires, 108

insulator string, 100

pylon, see tower

shield wires, see ground wires

spacer, 106

tower, 100

transposition, 113

Transmission line modeling, 303–311

long transmission line, 303

medium-length transmission line, 308

short transmission line, 309

Transmission matrix, 307

Transmission network, see Network

TSC (Thyristor-switched capacitor), 158
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TSO (Transmission System Operator),

150, 211

Underground cable, see Cable

Underground cable modeling,

see Cable modeling

Voltage

collapse, 227

levels, 17

line-to-line, see Line-to-line

line-to-neutral, see Line-to-neutral

peak, see Peak

RMS, see RMS

VSC (Voltage-source converter), 160

Water turbine, 60

Watt-hour meter, 132

Wind energy, seeWind turbine

Wind turbine, 56

Y-matrix, see Admittance matrix
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